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How to USE this Guide
Attache 8 :16 documentation consists of "user's guides" packaged
in two separate books called Volume 1 and Volume 2. Generally,
manuals in Volume 1 apply to MS-DOS and manuals in Volume 2 apply
to CP/M. The exceptions are the Valet Guide and S,oftware Guide,
which apply for either operatincYs:Ystem.
,,"
'
The contents of User's Guide Volumes 1 and 2 are as follows:
Volume 1

8:16 Operator's Guide (MS-DOS)

MS-DOS Guide (MS-DOS)

Volume 2

Operator's Guide (CP/M)

Valet Guide (MS-DOS and CP/M)

Software Guide (MS:"OOS and,CP/M)

Charton Guide (CP/M)

CP/M Guide (CP/M)

The gene~al contents of these manuals are
following pages. Use these pages as a master
the entire manual set. Note that· each user's'
own comprehensive glossary and index for easy

described on the
reference guide to
guide contains its
reference •.

Other Attache 8:l6publicationif'not: described here inclUde:
o

Attache TechhicaiManual and 8:16 Supplement

o

Attache'Service Guide and 8:16 Supplement

o

Attache GPIB/Mul tifuncti6n' ~chnical' Manual

oMS-DOS Progr"ammer' s Guid~'{wi th Macroassembler)
o

Attache CP/M and MS-DOS BIOS Listings

o

Attache:wordstar-Plus and M~tiplan Manuals'

The Technical Manual, GPIB/Multifunction Technical Manual, MS-DOS
Programmer's Guide, and BIOS Listings may be purchased from yotir
dealer. The Service Guide is sent to you free by Otrona ~hert you
return your Owner's warranty and Registration cards.
Tbe
WordStar-Plus and Multiplan manuals are included with purchase dE'
those software systems.

8: 16 Operator's Guide (MS-DOS)
The 8:16 Operator's Guide contains instructions for setting up
and operating Attache 8:16 with MS-OOS.
Chapter l'~ Introduction

Basic computer concepts
8086 and Z80A dual processors
MS-DOS and CP/M compatibility
8:16 and IBM-PC compatibility
Attache 8:16 components
Power cords and voltages
Fuses and clock batteries

Chapter 2 - Getting Started

Setting up the lUlit
Turning on the power
Inserting diskettes
Booting MS-DOS
Turning the system off
Using the dual processors
Changing diskettes
.' : .
.
Displaying the file directory
Fileoaming·.conventions '.

Chapter 3 - Diskettes

Diskettes to use
Diskette handling procedures
Formatting blank diskettes
MS-DOS and CP/M formats
Making duplicate diskettes
Using IBM-PC software diskettes
96TPI diskette drive option

Chapter 4 - Keyboard

Typewriter and modifier keys
Multi-function keys
lO~keyMode and Set-Up Mode
WordStar Mode and IBM-PC Mode
Keyboard t~p1ates

ChapterS - Ports

Attache's serial ports
Cable connection
Baud rate selection
cabie wiring specifications
·IBr-t-PC compatibility

Chapter 6 - Programmer Reference Accessing the display driver
Color monitor compatibility
Cursor and erase functions
Keyboard reassignment
ASCII Mode and IBM-PC Mode
IBM-PC Codes and Conversion
Accessing the sound generator
MS-DOS interrupts
~xes

Technical specifications
Glossary and index

MS-DOS· Guide
The MS-DOS Guide contains information about the MS-DOS operating
system and detailed instructions for using DOS utility programs.
Chapter I - Introduction

Operating system overview
Commands and functions summary
Syntax notation and DOS files

Chapter 2 - Getting started

Booting MS-DOS
Format and copy diskettes
Files and the file directory

Chapter 3 - Files

Filenames
wild cards
Directories and subdirectories
Paths

Chapter 4 - More about

Chapter 5 - DOS

Commands

CoDmands

Command options
Batch processing
Automatic program execution
Redirecting output
Filters and command piping
DOS command surmnary
Individual DOS commands

Chapter 6 - Function Keys

Editing keys
Control character functions

Chapter 7 - EDLIN

Line editor overview
Special editing keys
EDLIN commands

Chapter 8 - File Comparison

File Compare (FC) command
Command options
FC reporting and examples

Chapter 9 - Configuration

Changing CONFIG.SYS
Device drivers and headers
Strategy and interrupt routines
Function call parameters

Appendixes

ANSI escape sEquences
Single drive systems
.
Disk errors
MS-DOS technical information
Control blocks and work areas
MS-DOS command reference tables
Function rEquest surmnary
Glossary and index

Attache Operator's Guide (CP/M)
The Attache Operator's Guide contains instructions for setting up
and operating Attache 8:16 with CP/M.
Chapter 1 - Introduction

Basic computer concepts
Attache components
Power cords and vol tages
Fuses and clock batteries
Maintenance requirements

Chapter 2 -"Getting Started

Setting up the unit
Turning on the power
Inserting diskettes
Booting CP/M
Changing diskettes
Changing the logged drive

Chapter

Diskettes to use
Diskette handling procedures
Formatting blank diskettes
Software installation
File naming conventions
CP/M disk error messages

~

- Diskettes

Chapter 4 - Keyboard

Typewriter and modifier keys
Multi-function commands
Set-up Mode
lO-key emulation keys

Chapter 5 - Ports

Attache's serial ports
cable connection
Baud rate selection
'cable wir:ing specifications
Pin connections

Chapter 6 - Prograaaer Reference

CMOS RAM locations
Escape codes
Screen attributes
Character sets
ASCII codes
Terminal emulation
SIO initialization
I/O port locations
Clock and synthesizer

Appendixes

Technical specifications
Glossary and index

Software Guide
The Software Guide contains instructions for using Attache
utility programs for CP/M and the Disk Manager program with CP/M
or MS-OOS.
Chapter I - Introduction

Attache software programs
Attache program files

Chapter 2 - Utility Programs

Set the clock
Change port pro.bocol
Automatic program load
Re-execute last program
List directory and file size

Chapter 3 - Disk Manager

Copy an entire diskette

Appendixes

Format a diskette
Copy CP/M
Copy a file
Rename a file
Delete a file
View a file
Print a file
Glossary and index

CP/M Guide
The·CP/M Guide contains information about the CP/M operating
system and detailed instructions for using CP/M utility programs.
Chapter 1 - Introduction

Basic computer concepts
Command mode
Filenames and file types
Wild card matching characters

Chapter 2 - Basic Commands

DIR - Directory display
ERA - Erase a file
REN - Rename a file
TYPE - Type a file
STAT - System status display
PIP - Copy a file
SUBMIT - Execute batch commands
XSUB - Insert SUBMIT variables

Chapter 3 - Device Assignment

STAT device options
PIP device options
USER options

Chapter 4 - Program Development

Memory organization
ASM - Assembler
DDT - Dynamic Debugging Tool
Ed - Text Editor

Chapter 5 - Error Messages

CP/M error messages
Recovery options

Appendixes

Command swmnary reference
Glossary and index

Valet Guide
The Valet Guide contains detailed instructions for using the
Valet time/resource management system.
Chapter 1 -

Introduct~on

Set-up and Main Menu functions
Valet files

Chapter 2 - set-Up Mode

Display time and date
Vary screen brightness
Vary keyboard vol ume
Vary keyboard sound
vary printer port baud rate
Vary comm port baud rate
Set the clock

Chapter 3 - Alarms

Alarm types
Messages
Commands
Setting alarms
Answering alarms
cancelling alarms

Chapter 4 - Screen

Dump

Screen dump options
Activating screen dlUl1p

Chapter 5 - Printer Installation

Installing Printers
Printer settings

Chapter 6 - calculator

Activating the calculator
Number and function keys
Memory registers
Storage registers
Scientific notation
calculator examples

Appendixes

Glossary and index,

Charton Guide
The Charton Guide contains detailed instructions for learning and
using the Charton business graphics system, including bar charts,
line charts, and pie charts.
Chapter 1 - Introduction

Charton functions
Charton files
Activating Charton
Charton Main menu
Create new charts
Display e~isting charts

Chapter 2 - Bar Charts

Create new bar charts
Save bar charts
Print bar charts
Display existing bar charts
Revise bar charts

Chapter 3 - Line Charts

Create new line charts
Save line charts
Print line charts
Display existing line charts
Revise line charts

Chapter 4 - Pie Charts

Create new pie charts
Save pie charts
Print pie charts
Display existing pie charts
Revise pie charts

Appendixes

Glossary and Index
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How to USE this Guide
This User's Guide contains instructions for setting up and using
Attache 8:16 with the MS-DOS operating system.
o

The Introduction section contains gene rill information about
computer system requirements, the Attache 8;16 computer, IBMPC compatibility, Attache 8:16 power cords, voltag_e
selection and fuses, clock batteries, maintenance, and
operating environment consideration~

o

The Getting Started section describes
up the unit, turning on the power,
loading MS-DOS programs for operation,
the logged disk drive, and displaying

o

The Diskettes section describes which diskettes to use,
diskette handling procedures, formatting programs, MD-DOS and
CP/M diskette formats, diskette copying programs, and IBM-PC
diskette compatibility issue~

o

The Keyboard section describes the Attache 8:16 keyboard,
modes of operation, templates, multi-function keys, Set-Up
Mode, lO-Key Mode, WordStar Mode, and IBM PC Mode.

o

The Ports section describes the Attache 8 :16 serial ports,
cable and peripheral connection, baud rate selection, pin
connections for connecting to the two serial ports, and
technical IBM-PC port interface information.

o

The Programmer's Reference section contains reference
information for prQgrammers using MS-DOS to access Attache
8:l6's programmable features and also inCludes reference
tables for converting IBM keyboard functions on the Attache
keyboard.

o

The appendixes contain Attache 8 :16 technical specifications,
a comprehensive glossary, and a cross-referenced index.

procedures for setting
inserting diskettes,
changing diskettes and
the file directory.

NOTE: Procedures for using Attache 8:16 with, the CP/M ope-rating
system are described in the Attache Operator' $; Guid~.

Operator's Guide
Introduction

Introduction

Welcome to Attache 8:16, the computer designed for applications
requiring compactness, portability, and power. The entire system
is only half a cubic foot in size and weighs less than 20 pounds.
For transport, the keyboard flips up to form a lid that protects
the disk drives and CRT display, and the multi-position handle
and detachable keyboard allow a choice of operating positions.
Attache 8:16's standard features make it suitable for many
sophisticated applications:
o The dual processors allow you to run software programs using
either CP/M or MS-DOS.
o The CRT display features high quality screen resolution with
i
an extended character set, medium and high resolution graphics
capabilities, and many programmable attributes.
o The floppy disk drive system is capable of transferring data
concurrently with main processor activities.
o The two universal serial ports are designed to handle most
common printers and asynChronous protocols, and an auxiliary
video jack allows connection of external monitors.
Attache 8:16 also includes a full function keyboard, a time and
date clock, and a programmable three-channel sound synthesizer.
A number of useful software packages are included, and additional
CP/M and MS-DOS compatible software is available from your
dealer.
This combination of innovative hardware and software makes
Attache 8:16 a truly versatile and unique computing system.
Welcome to the world of portable computing with Attache 8:161
1-1
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Basic Computer Concepts
If you're new to computers and computing, this introduction
provides an overview of basic computer concepts and how they
apply to Attache 8:16.
Hardware and Software - There are two requirements for all
computer systems: hardware and software. Hardware refers to the
physical components of the system and software refers to the
programs and data.
Prograas and Piles - Programs are the sequence of coded
instructions for the computer to follow.
The computer
manipulates data (letters and numbers) according to these
instructions.
Each program and collection of data is stored separately as a
unique "file." Groups of related programs are called a nsystem"
and are either "operating" systems or "applications" systems.
Operating System Software - The operating system controls the
internal operation of the computer by coordin~ting system and
user programs and directing the operation of system input and
output from the keyboard, processor, display screen, disk drives,
and peripheral attachments (i.e., printers, modems, plotters).
The operating system also interprets and processes information
that is entered at the keyboard, provides the structure for file
storage and retrieval, finds mistakes and displays error messages
to indicate system or user errors, and provides utility programs
for system and file maintenance functions.
Attache 8:16 uses both the CP/M and MS-DOS operating systems,
though not simultaneously.
Application Systea Software - Applications systems are the set of
programs used for a specific function or application, such as
word processing, spreadsheet analysis, or data base management.
Applications software that is included with or purchased for use
with Attache 8:16 must be compatible with either the CP/M or MSDOS operating system and Attache 8:16 disk format. This disK
format is compatible with the IBM-PC disk format for 16-bit
operation using MS-DOS.
Data Storage - To use the programs, there must be some form of
storage. Attache 8:16 accesses program and data files stored on
diskettes. The disk drives "read" stored information from
diskette or "write" new information to diskette.
Processors - A processor (known as the Central Processing Unit or
CPU) is the "brains" of the computer. Attache 8:16 features dual
processors for computing in either 8-bit or 16-bit environments.
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Memory - For temporary storage during processing, computers have
-internal memoryn which is either random access memory (RAM) or
read only memory (ROM). Both are transparent to the casual user.
Attache 8:16 contains three RAM memories: one for 8-bit
processing with CP/M, one for l6-bit processing with MS-DOS, and
one for high resolution graphics processing.
Copies of programs are transferred from diskette to RAM when the
program is called. This temporary storage becomes available for
other programs when the program is terminated.
Attache 8:16 also contains memory called ROM (Read-Dnly-Memory),
which is permanent internal memory used for storing diagnostic
programs and system configuration parameters. The program stored
in ROM remains the same even when the computer is turned off.
Input and Output Devices - Input devices (such as the keyboard)
are where information is input to the computer. Output devices
(such as the CRT screen) are where information is output from the
computer. The floppy disk drives and serial ports serve as dual
input/output (I/O) devices since data may be both input and
output.

Attache 8: 16's Dual Processors
The Attache 8:16 is actually two computers in one. As a l6-bit
computer, the 8:16 uses an 8086 processor and 256K bytes of RAM
with the MS/DOS 2.0 operating system. As an 8-bit computer, the
8:16 uses a Z-80A processor and 64K bytes of RAM with the CP/M
2.2.4 operating system.
CP/M and MS-DOS cannot be run simultaneously. Either system is
selected automatically by simply loading the appropriate
software. If a disk containing MS-DOS is loaded, the computer is
in l6-bit mode running MS-DOS. If a disk containing CP/M is
loaded, the computer is in 8-bit mode running CP/M.
Attache 8:16 automatically configures the keyboard, disk format,
graphics format, and input/output structure for the selected mode
of operation each time a system is loaded.

CP /M and MS-DOS Compatibility
while the CP/M and MS-DOS operating systems are similar in
concept, application programs that are written for one cannot be
used with the other. For example, a version of the Multiplan
spreadsheet program that is written for MS-DOS cannot be used
under CP/M and vice versa.
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You may, however, convert data files that were created under a
CP/M version of the application program to an MS-DOS format and
vice versa. This is accomplished with the MS-DOS nConvert n
utility, which is described in the MS-DOS Guide.

IBM-PC Compatibility
When operated as a 16-bit computer with MS-DOS, Attache 8:16 is
software-compatible with the IBM 5150 Personal Computer (PC).
This means that most software written for the IBM PC can be run
on the Attache 8:16.
Attache 8:16 provides IBM-PC compatibility in the following ways:
Operating System - Attache 8:16's enhanced version of Microsoft's
MS-DOS 2.0 is fully compatible with the IBM PC-DOS 2.0.
The differences between IBM's PC-DOS and the Microsoft ngenericn
MS-DOS result from the IBM PC's physical and logical
architecture. Many operations that would normally be handled by
the operating system (such as logical input/output instructions)
are reduced to microcode instructions in the PC's ROM.
Since IBM's ROM is proprietary, Attache'S MS-DOS handles these
functions in the portion of the operating system known as the
BIOS (Basic Input Output System). This section of MS-DOS
(IO.SYS) has been customized for Attache 8:16 to emUlate the PC's
microcode.
Attache 8:l6's BIOS for MS-DOS is completely PC-compatible. Any
program written for the PC that performs all input/output
operations through IO.SYS will run without modificatio~
For programs that are written to the IBM ROM rather than the
BIOS, Attache 8:l6's BIOS emUlates PC I/O port routines. This
allows Attache 8:16 to run most applications software that is
written for the IBM-PC.
Diskettes - Attache 8:16 reads and writes disks in the same
format as the PC, so data disks can be freely exchanged between
the two machines.
You cannot actually boot a PC-DOS operating system diskette on
Attache 8:16, but you can insert the disk and run the programs
after you have loaded MS-DOS from the Attache DOS diskette.
Keyboard - Attache 8:16's keyboard has been mapped to support all
functions available on the PC keyboa rd. When MS-DOS is loaded,
several Attache keys can be pressed at the same time or in
sequence to duplicate IBM-PC keyboard functions. These keyboard
conversions are shown on Attache 8:16's keyboard template.
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Display Screen - Attache 8:16 contains PC-compatible screen RAM,
graphics RAM, and alphanumeric RAM. When MS-DOS is loaded,
Attache 8:16 selects either PC-compatible medium-resolution (320
x 200 pixels) or high-resolution (640 x 250 pixels) graphics
mode. Both modes are organized as 24 lines of 80 characters plus
a 25th status line.
Peripberal.s - Most printers, plotters, and modems that can be
attached to the PC can be connected to Attache 8:16.
Languages - Most compilers, debuggers, link editors,
interpreters, and callable subroutines that run on the PC will
run on Attache 8:16.

Attache 8: 16 Components

A - Display Screen

G - Communications Port

B - Keyboard

H - Printer Port

C - Detachable Keyboard Cable

I - Auxiliary Video Jack

D - Disk Drives

J - AC Outlet and Power Cord

E - Multi-Position Handle

K - Fuse and Voltage Selector

F - On-Off SWitch

L - Option Board Plate
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Power Cords
Operation outside of North America may require a custom power
cord or international adaptor to fit electrical outlets. Voltage
settings may also be different than standard North American
settings. Power cords are illustrated below.

~
~

308 REAR PANEL PLUG CONNECTOR

~

NORTH AMERICAN
120 VOLT/60 Hz
RATED 15 AMPERE
(12 AMP MAX.:. NEC)

AUSTRALIAN
240 VOLT150 Hz
RATED 10 AMPERE

NORTH AMERICAN
240 VOLT160 Hz
RATED 15 AMPERE

.

(12 AMP MAX.: NEC) "

~
.

UNIVERSAL EURO
220 VOLT/50 Hz
RATED 16 AMPERE

i

U.K

240VOLT/50Hz
RATED 13 AMPERE

Voltage Selection
Voltage is factory set at 120 VAC but may be easily changed to
100, 220, or 240 when used in an environment requiring those
voltages. Remove the fuse and then remove the small P.e. Board at
the base of the fuse box.
The side of the card facing you will read "120." Turn the card
so the required voltage setting (100, 120, 220, 240) is faCing
you. Return the P.C. Board to its place in the fuse box with the
new setting facing you. Then reinstall the fuse. Be sure the
fuse has the same rating as your new voltage selectio~
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Fuses
Use either Slo-Blo 2A 11sV or Slo-Blo lA 230V, depending upon
your voltage selectio~ Disconnect the power cord and slide the
fuse box door to the left. Then slide the fuse pull to the left
and remove the fuse. Insert the new fuse. Then slide the fuse
pull and the fuse box door to the right.

Batteries
Attache 8:l6's real-time clock uses two 1.5 volt silver oxide
batteries (Duracell MS76 or equivalent), which are located on the
right rear side of the processor board module.
Instructions for replacing the clock batteries are included in
the Attache Service Guide.

Maintenance and Service
Clean the unit with a mild non-abrasive household cleansing
product. Be gentle - do not scrub. Do not spray the cleansing
agent into the drive area or keyboar~
Use a cotton swab to clean around the dr ives and keyboard. Do
not attempt to clean inside of the drive mechanism. Do not
attempt to manually clean the drive heads.
Use a commercial solvent-type disk head cleaning kit to clean the
drive heads. These kits contain a speCial cleaning diskette and
are available from your dealer.
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Environmental Considerations
Even the best computer designs can malfunction if environmental
specifications are exceeded. Improper power cords, fuses, and
voltage selection can cause the machine to malfunctio~
Use only those voltage selections, fuse sizes, and power cords
that are recommended in this guide.
Temperature extremes can also cause problems. Diskettes, for
example, will only function properly in the temperature range
(50 to 125 degrees F and 10 to 51 degrees C).
If diskettes are exposed to temperatures outside of these ranges
for extended periods, let them acclimate at room temperature for
a short time prior to using them.
While Attache 8:16 is not as temperature sensitive as the
diskettes, the unit may not boot followin9 exposure to extrem~
temperatures. If this occurs, let the unit acclimate at room
temperature for a short time.
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Getting Started
Overview
This chapter provides instructions for setting up Attache 8:16
and getting started with basic computer operation. The following
types of information are included:
o

Set the Handle

o

Release the Keyboard and Connect the Keyboard cable

o

Connect the Power Cord and Turn the Power On

o

Insert Diskettes and load the MS/DOS system

o

Change the Logged Drive and Change Diskettes

o

Display the File Directory

Set the Handle
Begin the set-up procedure with Attache 8:16 placed vertically on
a flat surface. Release the handle by preSSing the tabs on both
sides where the handle meets the unit.
Set the handle to one of its two operating positions as
illustrated below. Then place the unit horizontally in its
normal operating position.
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Release the Keyboard
with Attache 8:16 in a horizontal position, release the keyboard
by pressing the two tabs at the top of the casing.
The keyboard is automatically detached from the unit if the
handle is in the position shown at the left below, or may easily
be detached in the position shown at the right below by lifting
the rear of the keyboard from the hinges that attach it to the
unit.

Connect the Keyboard Cable
Connect the keyboard cable to the standard telephone jacks below
the left front corner of the unit and below the left rear corner
of the keyboard, as illustrated below.
To release the cable, press the tab on the side of the connector.
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Connect the Power Cord
Connect the female end of the power cord firmly to the plug at
the rear of the unit. Connect the male end of the power cord to
a three-prong wall outlet. Do not connect the power cord to a
two-prong outlet unless you are also using a three-prong adaptor
that is properly grounded.

'Power Up Attache
Power on Attache by flipping the ON-oFF sw itch on the rear p!nel
to the ON position.
Power off Attache by flipping the ON-OFF
switch to the OFF position.

J
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Inserting Diskettes in the Drives
Attache 8:16 is equipped with two dual-sided dual-density 5-1/4inch diskette drives for storing or retrieving data from
diskettes. The 8:l6S model is equipped with one of these drives.
Several diskettes are shipped with your unit. These diskettes
contain Attache's software programs. You will need additional
diskettes for recording data files, and also for making duplicate
copies of program and data files.
Diskettes are inserted with the label facing up in the Attache
drives. The top or upper drive is Drive A. The bottom or lower
drive is Drive ~ If you are unfamiliar with diskette handling,
refer to the next section in this manual before you procee~
Note: Several different drive configurations are shipped with
Attache. For drives with a latch mechanism, turn the latch on
the drive door to open the door. For other drives, press the
louvered area on the drive door and the drive will ope~

Open the Drive Door

Insert the Diskette

Close the Drive Door
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Loading the MS-DOS Operating System
To use the computer, you must "load" a copy of the operating
system from a diskette into memory. This is called a "bootstrapoperation, or simply -booting. When the operating system has
been booted, you may activate applications programs.
Attache 8:16 can be booted using either the CP/M operating system
or the MS-DOS operating system. CP/M is used for programs that
are designed for 8-bit operation and CP/M, while MS-DOS is used
for programs that are designed for l6-bit operation and MS-DOS.
Procedures for booting CP/M are described in the Attache
Operator's Guide in the User's Guide Volume 2. Procedures for
booting MS-DOS are described here on the next several pages.
Note that application programs that are designed for CP/M will
not run if MS-DOS is booted, and MS-DOS programs will not run if
CP/M is booted. You may, however, convert data files from MS-DOS
format to CP/M format and vice versa using the MS-DOS "Convertcommand.

Booting MS-DOS
Attache 8:16 uses an enhanced version of the Microsoft Disk
Operating System (MS-DOS) as its operating system for l6-bit
operation. MS-DOS (also called DOS) manages a variety of internal
functions and also allows you to control the resources of the
computer through maintenance or "housekeeping" programs.
To boot MS-DOS:
1.

Turn the power on.

The following message is displayed:

otroDa Attache
Ro Disk or Disk Rot Readable
Now in TermiDal lIode

This is the Terminal Mode prompt. DOS will be loaded from
this mode.
2.

Insert the Attache DOS diskette in Drive A (the upper drive)
and close the drive door.

3.

Press the RESET key and the SHIrr key on the right side of
the keyboard at the same time to boot the system.
Booting
takes approximately 10 seconds. The message "Otrona Attache"
is displayed during this time.
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When ooS has been loaded, the following message is displayed:

Attache MS-DOS version 2.0
Copyright 1981, 82, 83 Microsoft Corp.
CoDlllaJ1d v. 2. D

CUrrent Date is DAY Dl\TE
Enter new date:

The displayed day and date are from Attache 8:l6's real-time
clock.
If the displayed day and date are correct, press
RE".I.'ORN. If not, enter the correct date and press RETURN. If
you change the date here, the real-time clock is
automatically reset to that day and date.
The date is entered in "mm-dd-yy" format, where "mm" is a one
or two digit number from 1-12 for the month, "dd" is a one or
two digit number from 1-31 for the day of the month, and "yy"
is a two digit number from 80-99 for the year (the 19 is
assumed). Separators between the numbers can be either
hyphens (-) or slashes (/).
S.

when the date has been entered, the following message is
displayed:

CUrrent Time is TIME
Enter new time:

The displayed time is from Attache 8:l6's real-time clock.
If the displayed time is correct, press RETORN. If not,
enter the correct time and press RETURN.
If you change the
time here, the real-time clock is automatically reset.
The time is entered in "hh:mm" format, where "hh" is a one or
two digit number from 0-23 for the hour (in military time)
and "mm" is a one or two digit number from 0-59 for the
minutes of the hour. Use a colon (:) to separate the hours
and minutes.
6.

When the time has been entered, the following characters
are displayed:

A>
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This is the DOS prompt, which indicates that DOS is loaded into
memory and waiting for a command.. The DOS prompt is a symbol
that DOS displays when it is ready for instructions.
The letter ftAft indicates the logged disk drive, which is the
drive currently being used for reading and writing informatio~
Drive A (the upper drive) is always the logged disk drive when
DOS is booted, and remains as the logged drive until you change
to the alternate drive (B).
The small highlighted rectangle to the right of A> is the
ncursor. ft This is ftyou ft on the screen and indicates where ftyou"
are at.
with the DOS prompt displayed on the screen, you are
now ready to activate MS-DOS utility programs (such as FORM~) or
application programs (such as WordStar-Plus or Multiplan).

Rebooting MS-DOS
MS-DOS may be "rebooted ft at any time by pressing RESET and the
right SHIFT key at the same time. If a program is running, it is
immediately terminated when the system is reset and the contents
of memory are lost. Under normal circumstances, save your
current file prior to rebooting the operating system.

Turning the System Off
MS-DOS does not require a "10goff 8 command.
When you are
finished with your session and the DOS prompt (A> or B» is
displayed on the screen, remove your diskettes and turn the
computer off by flipping the ON-OFF switch to the -oFF8 positio~

Using the Dual Processors
Attache B:16's dual processors allow you to operate in an B-bit
environment with CP/M or in a l6-bit environment with MS-DOS,
depending upon which system was contained on the diskette that
you booted. These systems may not be run concurrently.
If you boot the system with the Attache DOS diskette in Drive A,
you are in DO~ Only programs written for l6-bit operation under
KS-DOS will be recognized.

If you boot the system with the Attache Software diskette in
Drive A, you are in CP/M. Only programs written for B-bit
operation under CP/M will be recognized.
To change operating systems, you must insert the diskette
containing the desired operating system in Drive A and reboot the
system.
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When to Change Diskettes
Many software programs (including WordStar-Plus and Multiplan)
allow you to change data diskettes without returning to the DOS
prompt. When using these programs, change data diskettes when
the system is at the application's main menu (such as the No-File
menu in WordStar-Plus).
To use different program diskettes, return the system to the DOS
prompt (A> or B» and then change diskettes as required. Do not
change diskettes when one of the drives is being used and the red
drive light is on.

Changing the Logged Drive
The logged or "default" disk drive is the drive containing the
diskette from which programs are being loaded and executed.
Drive A is the default logged drive.
Change the logged drive by typing B: and pressing RE!URR when the
cursor is at A>. Program execution will then be initiated from
the diskette in Drive B. Change back to Drive A by typing A: when
the cursor is at B>.

Displaying the File Directory
After the operating' system has been loaded, you can display on
the screen a listing of the files contained on the diskette. To
display the directory, type DIR and press RETO~ The directory
shows all files on the currently logged disk.

File Naming Conventions
Programs and data that you buy or create are stored in "files"
on the diskette. Each file is given a unique "filename" for
identification. Filenaming conventions are the same for both MSDOS and CP/M.
Filenames consist of a ·primary· name (up to eight characters)
and an "extension" (up to three characters). A period separates
the primary name from the extension.
The primary name describes
the file and the extension describes the file type.
Filenaming conventions and file maintenance progr~m commands are
described in detail in the MS-DOS Guide and CP/M Guide.
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Diskettes
Overview
This section describes diskettes to use with Attache 8:16,
formatting procedures, MS-DOS and CP/M diskette formats,
procedures for making duplicate copies of diskettes, and naming
conventions for files that you create on diskettes.

Which Diskettes to Use
Diskettes that you purchase must be compatible with Attache, as
described below. Blank diskettes that you purchase must be
nformatted n by you before data can be written to them. This is
done with a format program.
Standard diskettes for use with Attache are 5-l/4-inch floppies
with 360K byte capacity each (after formatting). These diskettes
can store more than 360,000 characters of informatio~
Several diskettes are shipped with your unit. These diskettes
contain Attache's software programs. You will need additional
diskettes for recording data files, and also for making duplicate
copies of program and data files.
Blank diskettes may be purchased through your dealer7 always
specify double-sided double-density soft-sectored diskettes.
Remember that blank diskettes you purchase must be formatted
before they may be used with Attache 8:16.
Remember that diskettes are extremely fragile and must be handled
with care. Old worn diskettes and mishandled diskettes may
become unreadable and valuable information might be lost. As a
precaution, make copies of the Attache Software diskette and
Attache DOS diskette and always maintain a backup diskette for
data files and software programs that you purchase or create.

Handling Diskettes
Diskettes are fragile and should be handled carefully. The
following guidelines will help you keep your diskettes in top
condition.
o

Do not leave diskettes in the disk drives when moving
Attache. The diskettes could become damaged by movements in
the head assemblies during transport.

o

Keep diskettes away from magnetic areas, including all
electrical equipment and screwdrivers. Do not put diskettes
on top of the computer during operatio~
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o

Do not expose diskettes to direct sunlight.
diskettes in an automobile on hot days.

Do not store

o

Mark the diskette label before you attach it to the diskette
whenever possible. Always use felt-tip pens for marking on
the diskette label, especially if it is already applied to
the diskette.
Do not use ball point ink pens or pencils.
Ink pens may dent the media, and pencil graphite particles or
erasure residue may contaminate the diskette.

o

Do not expose diskettes to temperatures outside the
recommended range (SO degrees F to 125 degrees F or 10
degrees C to 51 degrees C) for extended periods.

o

Diskettes that have been exposed to temperatures outside the
recommended range should be allowed to acclimate to room
temperature for thirty minutes before they are inserted in
the drives.

o

Do not fold or bend diskettes. Do not use paper clips, rubber

o

Handle diskettes by the protective sleeve area only. Do not
touch exposed mylar areas of the diskette.

o

Protect diskettes from grease, dirt, smoke, and dust. Store
diskettes in their protective envelopes when not inserted in
the disk drives. Always store diskettes in a diskette box
when not in use.

o

Do not attempt to ·clean· a diskette.

o

Do not place heavy objects on the diskette.

bands, or tape on the diskette.

Formatting Blank Diskettes
New blank diskettes must be formatted for use with a specific
operating system, in this case either CP/M or MS-DOS. Formatting
prepares the diskette to accept data in a physical format
determined by the operating system.
Warnill9: Ponlilt erases the ~evious contents of the diskette. Do
not attempt to format diskettes contaiDing software programs or
data files that you want to keep.

MS-DOS and CP/M each have unique formats for diskettes. A format
program is used to prepare a new blank diskette for use with
Attache 8:16 and either MS-OOS or CP/M. Failure to format the
diskette will result in an error when the drive head attempts to
read or write to the diskette.
The MS-DOS format program is described in the MS-DOS Guide. The
CP/M format program is described in the Software Guide.
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MS-DOS and CP/M Diskette Formats
Attache's dual processors provide separate diskette formats for
MS-DOS diskettes and CP/M diskettes. This is required because of
the difference in the way the two operating systems write and
read information on diskettes. Both formats provide 360K bytes
of diskette storage capacity.
When formatted for CP/M, diskettes are written and read in the
standard Attache format of 48-tracks-per-inch, dual-sided, dualdensity, lO-sectors per track.
When formatted for MS-DOS, diskettes may be written and read in
all IBM PC-DOS formats, including 8-sector DOS l.x and 9-sector
DOS 2.0 formats at 48-tracks-per-inch with both single/dual-sided
single/dual-densi ty media.
While MS-DOS cannot read and write CP/M diskettes and vice versa,
the MS-DOS utility program "Convert" can be used to convert data
files between Attache-CP/M and Attache-MS-DOS/IBM-PC-DOS formats.
This program is discussed in the MS-DOS Guide.

Making Duplicate Copies of Diskettes
Diskettes will occaSionally become unusable. Always keep a
duplicate or nbackup· copy of diskettes containing important
programs and data files that you wish to keep.
Rather than use the Attache Software diskette and Attache DOS
diskette for everyday operation, make duplicate copies of each
diskette and store your "master n copies in a safe place. You may
need to duplicate them again if your copies become unusable.
You should also make duplicate copies of diskettes containin~
application programs that you purchase and store your "master
copies for future duplication.
It is also wise to maintain a
backup copy of diskettes containing important data files.
MS-DOS diskettes can be copied using the MS-DOS "Disk copy·
command, which is described in the MS-DOS Guide.
Procedures for using the MS-DOS ·Convert" utility program for
copying MS-DOS data files to a diskette with the CP/M format and
vice versa are described in the MS-DOS Guide.
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Using IBM-PC Compatible Diskettes
Most software programs written in PC-DOS for the IBM-PC can be
loaded and run on Attache 8:16. Depending upon the individual
software package, you can load the program directly from its
shipping diskette, or you can copy it to a diskette containing
the Attache MS-DOS files and then load it.
DO not attempt to -boot- the diskette containing the PCcompatible software. Since the IO.SYS portion of MS~DOS is
hardware-dependent, Attache 8:16 cannot boot the IBM-PC diskette.
Instead, insert the Attache DOS diskette in Drive A and the
application diskette in Drive B. Boot the system and then change
the logged drive to Drive B. Follow the software manufacturer's
instructions for activating the program.
Some programs may instruct you to perform installation procedures
prior to activating the program. Follow the manufacturer's
instructions for installation except where instructed to copy the
operating system onto that diskette.
Do not attempt to copy the Attache MS-DOS operating system onto

the application diskette. Attache's IO.SYS file is larger than
the IBM-PC's IO.SYS file and will not be copied in its enti ret yo
Instead, insert the Attache DOS diskette in Drive A and a blank
diskette in Drive B. Then format that diskette with the command:
FORMM'

B:/s

The IS swi.tch in the Format command copies the operating system
to the newly formatted diskette.
Next insert the newly formatted diskette in Drive A and the
diskette containing the application program in Drive B. Copy the
files from the application diskette in Drive B to the newlyformatted diskette in Drive A using the command:

ropy

B:*. * A:

The diskette in Drive A will now contain the application
software and the Attache MS-DOS operating system. This diskette
can be booted in Attache 8:16. Insert this diskette in Drive A
and boot the system. Then activate the application program.
Note: Do not use DISKCOPY to copy the application program to the
Attache-formatted diskette. DISKCOPY makes a blind copy of the
entire diskette including the PC-DOS operating system.
Additionally, DISKCOPY does not allow for different formats among
diskettes in the copy operatio~
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Attache 96 TPI Drive Option
Attache's 96 tpi (tracks-per-inch) drive option allows you to
store more than twice the information on a CP/M-formatted
diskette as the standard 48 tpi drive. In addition, the 96 tpi
drive can be configured via software to read and write diskettes
in both the 48 tpi and 96 tpi formats. The default configuration
is 96 tpi for both drives.
The CONFIG96.COM program, which is supplied with the 96 tpi drive
option, allows you to configure each diskette drive for either 48
tpi or 96 tpi diskettes at 8n¥ time.

96 TPI Format Specifications
When formatted for CP/M, disketes are written and read in the
standard Attache format of either 48 or 96 tracks-per-inch, dualsided, dual-density, 10 sectors per track.

Configuring 96 TPI Diskette Drives
To use 48 tpi diskettes, one or both of your 96 tpi drives must
be configured for 48 tpi diskettes. This is done with the
CONFIG96 program.
Instructions for using CONFIG96 are as
follows:
1.

Insert a diskette containing CONFIG96.COM in Drive A and boot
the system.

2.

wi th the cursor at A>, type <mnG96 and press RETORH.

3.

The following menu is displayed:

II A I R i l E R U

A:/B:=96

A:/B:=48

USE AlUOf KEYS TO MAKE SELEC.rI(B

A:=96 B:=48

A:-48 B:=96

EXIT

BEFORE <Dtt1HOING p MAKE SORE "l'BAT DRIVE A: <XJrl'AINS A DISK
OF mE CORREC.r 'l'!PE ARD '!'BAT r.r BAS A SYS'l'EM (B IT.
PRESS RE'1'ORR APTBR.

~

ARE SORE OF'l'BIS.
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The current configuration (in this case the default A:/B:=96)
is highlighted. Use the left and right arrow keys to select
an option.
The selected configuration remains in effect until the system
is rebooted. The default configuration (A:/B:=96 tpi) is set
when the system is rebooted.
To configure both drives for 48 tpi diskettes, select
A:/B:=48. Insert a 48 tpi diskette containing CP/M in Drive
A and press RETDRR.
To configure Drive A for 96 tpi diskettes and Drive B for 48
tpi diskettes, select A:=96 B:=48 and press ~.
To configure Drive A for 48 tpi diskettes and Drive B for 96
tpi diskettes, select A:=48 B:=96. Insert a 48 tpi diskette
containing CP/M in Drive A and press ~.
To exit the program without changing the drive configuration,
select EXIT and press ~.
Drives may be reconfigured as needed by following the same
procedure.

96 TPI Restrictions
Only 48 tpi diskettes may be used in a drive that has been
configured to 48 tpi. Only 96 tpi diskettes may be used in a
drive that has been configured to 96 tpi. A disk error will
occur if the diskette format does not correspond to the drive
configuration. If this occurs, boot the system to return to a 96
tpi drive ~onfiguration and execute CONFIG96 if necessary.
The DISKCOPY and BACKUP programs cannot be used to copy a
diskette from a drive with one configuration to a diskette in a
drive with a different configuration. SYSDtJP may not be used to
copy the operating system from a diskette wi th one format to a
diskette with a different format. Files may be copied one at a
time, however.
wild cards, such as PIP A:=B:*.*, are also
acceptable.
When files are copied from a 96 tpi diskette to a 48 tpi
diskette, information may be lost if the files will not fit on
the 48 tpi diskette.
Check the size of the files and the
available space on the 48 tpi diskette before attempting to copy
the files.
Some diskettes may not be capable of handling 96 tpi formats.
Consult your dealer before using a particular type of diskette in
your 96 tpi drive.
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Attache 8:16's keyboard includes all of the standard ASCII
typewriter keys laid out in the IBM Selectric™ configuration,
plus additional keys for cursor control, text deletion, and
keyboard mu1ti-function& Most keys enter an auto-repeat mode if
depressed for more than 1/2 second.
In addition to standard ASCII keyboard functions, Attache 8:16
keys can be switched to alternate modes~ This allows each key to
perform different functions for specific software programs.
For example, the keyboard can be used as a standard ASCII
keyboard, a dedicated WordStar-Plus word processing keyboard, or
a simulated IBM-PC keyboard. All three are loadable device
drivers under MS-DOS.
Keyboard modes include the default ASCII Mode for standard
typewriter keys, WordStar Mode for dedicated word processing
functions, IBM-PC Mode to simulate the IBM-PC keyboard in MS-DOS,
10-Key Mode for a simulated 10-key nu·meric and mathematical
function pad, and Set-Up Mode to access Valet programs, change
screen brightness, keyboard volume, and serial port baud rates.
lO-Key Mode and Set-Up Mode can be activated at any time when
either CP/M or MS-DOS are loaded. WordStar Mode is automatically
activated whenever WordStar-Plus software is loaded. IBM-PC Mode
is active any time MS-DOS is loaded (except when WordStar Mode is
active). The default ASCII Mode is always active except when
another mode has been activated.
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Attache 8:16 Keys
The Attache 8:16 keyboard contains the full alphanumeric key set
augmented with cursor direction, delete, and other keys required
to implement .the full set of ASCII communication codes.
Attache 8:l6 1 s keyboard contains the following keys:
Al~rics

Standard ASCII letter keys, number keys, and
typographical keys.

SBU'T

Types in upper case when an alphanumeric key is
pressed at the same time. SHXFT keys are also
used as modifiers with other keys.
Used as a modifier key in conjunction with other
keys to activate keyboard multi-functions or
commands. Specific functions for the CTRL key
are dictated by each individual software package,
but the CTRL key is always pressed at the same
time as another key to activate a functio~

RE'l'URN

"Enters· keyboard commands and is used as a
typewriter carriage return or line feed.

ESC

Used by software to interrupt processing, answer
a system prompt, or escape from an error
conditio~
ESC is also used with other modifier
keys to activate keyboard multi-functions.

CAPS LOCK

Locka and unlocks upper case. Letter keys (but
not number and symbol keys) are locked into upper
case when the CAPS LOCK key is depressed.
Pressing C]Up,S LCN:I again returns the letter keys
to lower case. CAPS LOCK is also used with CTRL
to activate or deactivate lO-Key Mode.

LINE FEBD

Used by software that differentiates carriage
returns and line feeds, and also takes Attache
from Terminal Mode into Monitor Mode.

TAB

Similar to the standard typewriter tab, and also
used as a command key by some software.

RESB'r

Used with the SHIrr key on the right side of the
keyboard to reinitialize or ·reboot- the syste~

BAa SPACE

Moves the cursor to the left one

DEL

Moves the cursor to the left one position and
deletes the character at that position. DEL is
also used with CTRL and SHIPT to perform
word processing delete functions.

ARlOi
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Multi-Function Keys
Keyboard modes are activated when modifier keys such as C~RL,
SHIFT, CAPS LOCK, and ESC are pressed at the same time as an
alphanumeric typewriter key.
Different combinations of these keys cause the alphanumeric keys
to perform functions in addition to those functions that are
performed when the keys are pressed alon~
This -multi-function- capability
allows each key to have more
than one function.
To activate a keyboard multifunction, press down on the
modifier key or keys (such as
C".rRL and SHIFT).
Then press the alphanumeric key
(such as 1) while the modifier
keys are still depressed.
For example, if you press crRL and ESC at the same time, Valet's
Set-Up Mode is activated and the number keys are used to modify
the screen brightness, keyboard sound, and serial port baud
rates. The number keys remain in Set-up Mode until you press
crRL and ESC simultaneously again.
If you are using WordStar-Plus and press C'rRL and 6 at the same
time, WordStar's Insert Mode is activated for word processing
until you press CTRL 6 again.
Similarly, pressing crRL SHIr.r and 6 at the same time during word
processing activates a block start command at the cursor position
on the display screen.
If you are using MS-DOS, preSSing crRL and 1 at the same time
activates the IBM-PC -Fl- key function. All IBM-PC keyboard
commands and functions can be activated with multi-function keys
whenever you are working with programs using MS-DO&
However, 1£ you using WordStar-Plus under MS-DOS, WordStar-Plus
multi-function commands are active and IBM-PC multi-function
commands are deactivated until you exit from the word processing
system.
Keyboard multifunctions for Attache 8:16 are listed on the
following page.
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Keyboard multi-functions are as follows:
SBIPT + <any alphanumeric key> Types upper case.
SBIPT + RESE'1'

Reboots the operating system.
Activates and deactivates IO-Key
Mode.

C'.l'RL

+

C'.l'RL

+ ESC

Activates the valet Set-up Mode.
Pressing a number key activates
the function for that number as
described on the top row of the
keyboard template.

C'.l'RL

+ <any numeric key>

When pressed while the computer
is under MS-OOS, activates the
corresponding IBM-PC key function
as described on the PC keyboard
template (Fl-FlO).

CAPS LOOt

When pressed during WordStar,
activates the corresponding word
processing function as described
on the Attache keyboard template.
C'.l'RL

+ SBIPT + <any numeric>

When pressed while the computer
is under MS-OOS, activates the
corresponding IBM-PC key function
as described on the PC keyboard
template (Fll-F20).
When pressed during WordStar,
activates the corresponding word
processing function as described
on the Attache keyboard template.

C1'RL

+

'l'AB

+ <any numeric>

SHIPT + ESC + <any nuaeric)

When pressed while the computer
is under MS-OOS, activates the
corresponding IBM-PC key function
as described on the PC keyboard
template (F21-F30).
when pressed while the computer
is under MS-OOS, activates the
corresponding IBM-PC key function
as described on the PC keyboard
template (F3l-F40).

Note: Additional keyboard multi-functions that are used for IBMPC keyboard emulation are discussed in the Programmer's Reference
section of this manual.
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Keyboard Templates
Keyboard templates are command tables that can be attached to the
keyboard for quick reference. Attache keyboard templates provide
command references for activating and using Set-Up Mode, Wordstar
Mode, and IBM-PC Mode.
.
Attache 8:16 includes two keyboard templates: the Attache
keyboard template, which is molded to the keyboard, and the
Attache PC keyboard template, which attaches to the keyboard.
These templates are described on the following pages.

10-Key Mode - Using the 10-Key Pad
The Attache keyboard may be used as a lO-key pad for entering
numerical figures. Certain letter keys are converted to numbers
when lO-Key Mode is activated and the letter keys are used in
lower case. Upper case letters are not affected by lO-Key mode.
IO-Key Mode is activated by pressing CTRL and CAPS LOCI at the
same time, and deactivated by pressing CAPS LOCI to return to
upper case or CTRL and CAPS LOCI: to return to lower case.
Note: Decals are provided with Attache 8:16 to mark the
appropriate keys for lO-Key Mode, as illustrated below. To apply
these decals, insert a piece of wire under the key, pull to
remove the key, apply the decal to the front of the key, and
reinstall the key•

• =0
j = 1

k

1

=2

=3

u = 4
i = 5

0=6

7 = 7
8 = 8
9 = 9
(JDinus)

p = + (plus)
1 = * (1IIIll.tiply)
/ = / (divide)
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Set-up Mode
set-up Mode controls functions on the top row of the keyboard
template, displays the date and time, and provides access to the
Valet Main Menu. Set-up Mode may be activated at any time when
the unit is powered up and the operating system has been booted,
even while other programs are being used.
The program that is interrupted remains on the screen while SetUp Mode is activated. The screen returns to its previous function
when you exit from Set-up Mode.
Values that you set in Set-Up Mode remain constant until you
change them, even if the unit is powered down.

Activating Set-Up Mode
Set-up Mode may be activated at any time when the unit is powered
up. and the operating system has been booted, even while other
programs are being used.
To activate Set-Up Mode:
1.

Press crRL and ESC at the same time. The Set-Up Mode display
will appear on the bottom two rows of the screen.

!'IME

mm

J.3:52:26 10/14

BlUlm' VOLtJIIE

27

8

KEY

<DIM

BEEPl 2400

PRDI'.fER

1200

BELL

OR

2a. Press the number key that corresponds to the specific
operation you want to perform, as described on the top row of
the keyboard template and displayed at the bottom of the SetUp Mode screen,
or •••
2b. Press
3.

~AB

if you want to display the Valet Menu.

Press ESC to exit Set-Up Mode and return the screen to its
previous function.

Display Time and Date
The date and time are displayed whenever Set-up Mode is
activated. Press ESC to exit Set-Up Mode and return to the
interrupted program. Note: Time and date may be changed when MSDOS is booted or by using the MS-DOS -Time a and aDate D commands.
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Activate Valet Programs
Valet's Main Menu is displayed by activating set-up Mode and
pressing the 'lAB key. Valet functions are activated from this
menu. Valet functions are discussed in the Valet Guide.

Vary Screen Brightness
Activate Set-up Mode. Press 1 to increase the brightness of the
screen display or 2 to decrease the brightness. Keep pressing
for more or less brightness. Press ESC to exit Set-up Mode.

Vary Keyboard Volume
Activate Set-up Mode. Press 3 to increase the volume of the
keyboard click or 4 to decrease the volume. Keep pressing for
more or less volume. Press BSC to exit Set-Up Mode.

Vary Keyboard Click Sound
Activate Set-up Mode. Press 5 to change the click sound. A
different sound is heard each time the key is pressed. Four
different clicks (or -off-) are available. Press BSC to exit
Set-Up Mode.

Modify Communications Baud Rate
Activate Set-up Mode. Press 6 to increase the baud rate or 7 to
decrease the baud rate. '.rhe setting is increased or decreased by
one increment each time the key is pressed. Press ESC to exit
Set-Up Mode.

Modify Printer Baud Rate
Activate Set-up Mode. Press 8 to increase the baud rate or 9 to
decrease the baud rate. 'lhe setting is increased or decreased by
one increment each time the key is pressed.. Press BSC to exit
Set-Up Mode.

Baud Bate Selections for Attache Serial Ports
19200

9600

4800

2400 1200 600

300 150 134.5 110 75
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Turn Keyboard Bell On or Off
Activate Set-up Mode. Press 0 to turn the bell on or off. Press

ESC to exit set-up Mode.

WordStar Mode
WordStar Mode converts the top row of the keyboard to perform
word processing functions that are identified on the Attache
keyboard template. This template is molded to the keyboar~
Word processing functions are activated in WordStar Mode by
pressing C~RL and a number key at the same time, or by pressing
C'.rRL and SBlr.r and a number key at the same time.
WordStar Mode is active when you are using either KS-DOS or CP/M
to process a data file with WordStar-Plus.

IBM-PC Mode
IBM-PC Mode converts Attache 8:16 keys to perform equivalent IBMPC keyboard functions that are identified on the Attache PC
keyboard template.
This template attaches to the Attache
keyboard for reference.
All IBM-PC keyboard functions can be performed on Attache 8:l6 1s
keyboard when this mode is active. Most of these functions are
performed with Simple multi-function commands.
For example, the IBM-PC function key Fl is activated on Attache
8:16 by pressing crRL and 1. Where the Fll function is activated
with SRIP'i' F1 on the IBM-PC, it is C'.rRL SRlft1 on Attache 8:16.
IBM-PC Mode is active whenever you are operating under MS-DOS
(except during WordStar).
Note: Additional keyboard multi-functions that are used for IBMPC keyboard emulation are discussed in the Programmer's Reference
section of this manual.
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The Attache Keyboa.'d Template
The Attache keyboard template,
which is molded to the
keyboard, identifies Valet
set-up Mode functions and
WordStar-Plus word processing
functions that may be
activated with multi-function
keys.
The function described on the
template is activated with the
number key directly below it.
The required modifier keys
(CTRL, SHIFT, or BSC) for the
function are identified on the
left side of the template.
Valet set-up Mode functions
are described on the top row
of the template.
These functions are activated
by pressing CTRL and BSC at
the same time, and then
pressing the appropriate
number key for the function
identified on the template.
Pressing ESC again returns the
system to its previous
operation.
WordStar-Plus functions are
described on the lower two
rows of the template.
Functions described on
bottom row of the template
activated by pressing CTRL
the appropriate number at
same time.

the
are
and
the

Functions described on the
middle row of the template are
activated by pressing CTRL and
SHIFT and the appropriate
number at the same time.
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The Attache PC Keyboard Template

The At tache PC keyboa rd
template provides a quick
reference for key sequences
that emulate IBM-PC keyboard
functions when operating under
MS-DOS.

The Attache PC template can be
attached to the keyboard by
inserting the template over the
keyboard latches at the top of
the keyboard.
An example of the IBM-PC
keyboard emulation is when a
software program written for
the IBM-PC tells you to press
the FI key.
There is no such key on the
Attache 8:16, but the Fl
function is performed when you
press C~RL and I at the same
time.
Note: IBM-PC keyboard functions
that can be emulated on the
Attache 8:16 keyboard are
listed and described in the
IBM-PC keyboard conversion
tables in the Programmer's
Reference section in this
manual.

II
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S erial Ports
Overview
Two serial ports are located on the back of Attache 8:16 labeled
Printer and Communications. Both are IS-pin RS-422/423 connector
standard ports, but they provide signal lines for asynchronous
connection to RS-232C device~
Peripheral equipment may be quickly attached to the unit through
these ports. However, some software requires that you run a
separate software installation program to configure the ports for
the specific peripheral that is attached.
Since most peripheral equipment currently uses the RS-232C
interface, Attache is delivered with jumpers installed for RS232C. The Attache cable Set (available from your dealer) allows
quick interface with RS-232C serial peripherals.
Wi thin the next several years, many peripherals will be developed
to interface wi th the new RS-422 and RS-423 standards.
These
new interfaces allow much higher baud rates than RS-232C.
Attache 8:16 provides optimum flexibility for attaching
peripheral equipment because RS-422/RS-423 and RS-232C interfaces
are already built into the unit. Your dealer can change jwnpers
on the processor board to configure RS-232C, RS-422, or RS-423.

Connecting Cables and Peripherals
The Attache Cable Set, available from your dealer, consists of
three cables. Two of the cables are labeled "RS-232 Local" and
the other .eable is labeled "RS-232 Comm. II
The local cables are typically connected to the Printer port so
that Attache 8:16 appears as a Data Communications Equipment
(DCE) device to the peripheral and the peripheral appears as a
Data Terminal ~uipment (DTE) device to Attache.
The one-foot local cable (RS-232 female) connects Attache 8:16 to
any standard RS-232 cable and to any serial device with RS-232
male connectors (such as the NEC Spinwriter-type printer). The
ten-foot local cable (RS-232 male) connects to local peripheral
devices wi th female connectors (such as the TI-810 or Epson MX
series of printers).
The Comm cables are typically connected to the Communications
port so that Attache appears as a DTE device to the commun'icating
device, and the communicating device appears as a DCE device to
Attache. Two Attache's may be interconnected for communications
by connecting the COmm cable on one system to the Local one-foot
cable on the other system.
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Accessing the Printer Port
The printer port on the Attache 8 :16 is an RS232-C serial port.
Because the IBM-PC is designed to work with a parallel printer
port, the Attache 8:16 software emulates a Centronics-compatible
parallel printer port. This enables software programs that
incorporate print jobs expecting a parallel printer to run
without modification on an Attache 8:16. Note that you still
must attach a serial printer (not a parallel printer) to the
printer port.

Selecting Baud Rates for Transmission
Baud rates for signal transmission are software selectable for
each port from the keyboard set-up Mode. Once set, the baud
rates remain constant until they are reset, even if the unit is
turned off.
To select baud rates from the keyboard, activate Set-Up Mode

~

pressing CTRL and ESC at the same time. Then use the appropriate
number keys to increase or decrease the baud rate setting for
each port.

Baud rate selections are shown below. After you have selected
the desired baud rate, exit Set-Up Mode by pressing ESC.
Baud Rate Selections for Attache Serial Ports:
19200
600

4800

9600
300

150

1200

2400
134.5

no

75

Wiring Cables for Attache Ports
If you are making your own cables for Attache and not using the
standard cable set available from your dealer, the diagrams on
the following pages represent the necessary pin connections
required for the standard RS-232 connector and a IS-pin male
connector.
Note that connections for the Local (pr inter) port are not the
same as for the Comm (communications) port.
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Local (Printer) Cable Pin Connections
Local RS-232 (attaclaent for printers and other local devices)

Note:
Signal names are referenced to D'l'E.
"Received Data" refers to DTE (RS-232C) input.

For

Attache (DeE)

(D'l"B) RS-232C

I

example,

I

1 -------- Protective Ground (Shield) Optional -------- 1

I
I

I
I

2

----------------->

Received Data

>--------------

3

3

----------------->

Data 'Set Ready

>--------------

6

4

----------------<
I

Transmitted Data

<----------------I

2

5

---------------<

I
I

I '
I
I

I
I

I
I

Data Terminal Ready

I
I
I

<------------I
I

20

8 --------------- Signal Ground ------------------- 7 ---+-+

I
I

I
I

I
I
9 ------------------> Clear to Send >-------------- 5
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
10 ----------> Received Line Signal Detector >--------- 8
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
11 ---------- Transmitted Data Return (Ground) --------- 7 ---+
I
I
I
I
12 -------- Data Terminal Ready Return (Ground) ------ 7

I

15 Pin Male Connector
(DE-1SP)

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-----+

RS-232 Connector
(DB-2SP)
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Comm (Communications) Cable Pin Connections
CODIIumications RS-232 (attacbDent to another computer or modem)
Rote:
Signal names are referenced to DTE.
"Received Data" refers to DTE (Attache) input.

For

Attache (DTB)

(DeE) RS-232C

I

example,

I

1 ------- Protective Ground (Shield) Optional - - - - - 1

I
I

I
I

2

-------------->

4

---------------<

5

-------------<

8

9
10

11
12

I
I

>---------

2

Received Data

<---------..,--

3

Clear to Send

<--------------

5

Transmitted Data

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
------------------- Signal Ground ------------------- 7 ---+-+
I
I
I I
I
I
I I
-----------> Data Terminal Ready >---------- 20 I I
I
I
I I
I
I
I I
-----------------> Request to Send >---------- 4 I I
I
I
I I
I
I
I I
--------- Received Data Return (Ground) - - - - - - 7 ---+ r
I
I
I
I
I
I
---------- Clear to Send Return (Ground) ------- 7 ----+
I
I

15 pin Male Connector

RS-232 Connector

(DE-1SP)

(DB-2SP)
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IBM-PC Compatibility
IBM uses the Interrupt l7H and Interrupt l4H software routines to
interface with the printer and communications ports.
Parameters
and options for each interrupt are described below.

Printer Port - Interrupt 17H
The routine to access the printer port is Interrupt 17 (INT l7H).
Tbe 8086 registers identify the following options:
All :: 0

Print the character in AL.
On return, AS :: 1 if a time
out occurred after 10 seconds and the character did not
print. Other bits are set as described in AH = 2.

All = 1

Initialize the printer port (i.e., flush print buffer).
On return, AS is set with the printer status.

All = 2

Read the printer status into AB.

Bits are as follows:

7 - Busy: Equal to one if output buffer full (either
full, or XON/XOFF enabled and XOFF received)
6 - Acknowledge: Always equal to zero
5 - Out of Paper: Always equal to zero
4 - Selected: Always equal to one
3 - I/O error: Always equal to zero
2 - not used
1 - not us;ed
o - Time out: Usually equal to zero, unless a time-out
occurs after 10 seconds and the character has not
printed.
DX = 0

Printer to be
supported.

used.

Only DX =

0

(one printer)

is

Communications Port - Interrupt 14H
Communications through the serial port is handled through the
Interrupt 14H routine.
Serial device protocols are described at
the end of this section.
Interrupt 14H (INT l4H) accesses the RS-232 communications port.
Tbe 8086 registers identify the following options:
DX :: 0

All

=0

Para.eter indicating the RS-232 port. DX:: 0 (one Cooun
port) and DX = 1 (printer port serving as a second Cooun
port) are supported, other DX codes are ignored.
Initialize the co.mnications port.
following initialization parameters:

AL

contains

the
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Bit:
1

0

765

4 3

2

--Baud Rate--

--Parity--

--stopbit-- --Word Length--

000
1
0
011
100
1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1

o0
o1

110
150
300
600
1200
2400
4800
9600

x 0

o1

1 1

= none

odd
even

o

1

1

=2

AL returns status in AX (see AH

=3

1

0

1

1

7 bits
bits

=8

below).

Rote: Use of Baud rate 75, 134.5, or 19200 is not IBMcompatible and must be handled through Set-up Mode.
AU = I

send character in AL over the ccmmunications line.
preserves the AL register.

This

exit, bit 7 of AH is set if the routine was unable to
transmit the ~te of data over the line. If bit 7 of AH
is not set, the rest of AH is set as a status request
reflecting the current status of the line.

On

AU = 2

Receive a character in AL from the CCBlDunications
before returning to caller.

line

On exit, AH has the current line status as set ~ the
status routine. The only bits left on are error bits 7,
4., 3, 2, and 1. If AH has bit 7 on, the remaining bits
are unpredictable.
AH is non-zero only if an error
occurred.
AU = 3

Return COJIIDUIlications port status in AX.
AH contains
line status in bits and AL contains modem status in bits
as shown in the following tables.
AH contains line status in bits:
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

o

5-6

Time out
Transmit shift register empty (always
Transmit buffer empty (TeE)
Break detect
Framing error
parity error
OVerrun error
Data ready

= 0)
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AL contains modem status in bits:
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

o

RLSD
RI
DSR
CTS
DSLSD
ORO
DDSR
DCTS

-

serial Ports

Always:

received line signal detect
ring indicate
data set ready
clear to send
delta receive line signal detect
trailing edge ring detector
delta data set ready
delta clear to send

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Serial Device Protocols
The three protocols for the two serial devices PRN: and AUX: are
CTS, NONE, and XON/XOFF. The defaults are CTS for PRN: and NONE
for AUX:. To change these, use the following ANSI ESC sequence:
ESC] <number><port>

where <number> is 0 for NONE, 1 for CTS, and 2 for XON/XOFF. The
<port> may be a greater-than sign (» or a right arrow to
indicate the printer port, or a less-than sign «) or a left
arrow to indicate the communications port.
For example, to enable XON/XOFF protocol for the printer port,
specify the following ESC sequence:
ESC] 2>

XON/XOFF causes data output to stop if a CTRL S (XOFF) is sent to
the input side of PRN:. Any other character causes output to
resume. ers causes data output to stop whenever the CTS line is
false. NONE outputs data blindly.
If XON/XOFF is enabled, it affects the Transmit Buffer Empty
(TBE) bit. The TBE bit is shown as AB bit 5 under the Interrupt
l4H AB=3 option above. You do not want XON/XOFF enabled when
transferring binary data (XON/XOFF is disabled by default). If
XON/XOFF is enabled and XOFF is received, the transmit buffer
fills up and returns TBE false.
When an XON character is
received, character transmission is resumed and TBE is reset to
true.
AH bit 7 under the Interrupt 17H M=2 option operates the same as
TBE, but is opposite in polarity. For example, when an XON
character is received, character transmission is resumed and BUSY
is set to false.
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Programmer's Reference
Overview
This chapter is designed for use as a reference by programmers
and includes the following types of information:
o Accessing the Display Driver - Interrupt lOB
o Compatibility with Color Monitors and the IBM-PC
o Accessing the Display with ESC Codes
o Cursor Functions
o Keyboard Functions, including Keyboard Modes, Special Key
Sequences, Interrupt 16 Options, and Keyboard Reassignment
o The Attache 8:16 Keyboard, including an ASCII Mode chart,
ASCII Character Codes chart, Special Key Combinations, IBM-PC
Mode chart, and an IBM-PC Keyboard Conversion Table
o Accessing the Sound Generator
o MS-DOS Interrupts and Function Requests

Accessing the Display Driver - Interrupt 10H
Interrupt 10 (INT lOB) is a routine which handles the CRT
interface. The routine contains 16 function choices. Load the
AS register with the appropriate byte identified in the following
list, then call !NT lOB.
AR

=0

Set Mode. Sets the display's mode of operation. Load
the AL register with the value that specifies one of the
following options. ChOOSing any of the color options
selects the Black and White counterpart:
AL

AL
AL

AL

AL

AL
AL

=0

=I

=2

=3
=4
=5
=6

40x25 (double-size character) B/W display
40x25 color (automatically selects 40x25 B/w)
80x25 (alphanumeric character) B/w display
80x25 color (automatically selects 80x25 B/w)
320x200 pixel color display (selects 320x200 BW)
320x200 pixel (medium resolution) B/w display
640x200 pixel (high resolution) B/W display

AD

z

1

set cursor

AD

OK

2

set cursor position.
DH

DL
SH

type.

Not supported.

= the row 0 - 24
= the column 0 - 39 (double-size) or 0 - 79
= the page number 0 - 3 (must be zero for graphics)
6-1
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Return cursor position. Returns the cursor position in
the following registers, with 0,0 the upper left corner:
BH = page number (you supply). Must be a for Graphics
mode. The system returns:
DH = the row
DL = the column
CH = cursor start line
CL = cursor end line
Read light pen. Not supported.
registers DH, DL, CH, and BX.

Returns zeros in

set page number. selects 1;he page number placed in AL.
Valid entries are 0 - 3, alpha modes only.
Scroll up_ Scrolls an area of the screen up.
AL = number of lines to scroll. Input lines blanked at
bottom of window (0 means blank entire window)
CH,CL = row, column of upper left corner of scroll
DH,DL = row,column of lower right corner of scroll
BH = attribute to be used on blank line
Scroll down. Scrolls an area of the screen down.
AL = number of lines to scroll. Input lines blanked at
top of window (0 means blank entire window)
CH,CL = row, column of upper left corner of scroll
O8,DL = row,co1umn of lower right corner of scroll
BH = attribute to be used on blank line

AD = 8

Read character at current cursor position.
BH = the page number (you supply). Valid for alpha
modes only. The system returns:
AL = the character read upon return
AH = the attribute of the character read upon return
(alpha modes only)

AD = 9

Write character at current cursor position.
BH = the display page (valid for alpha modes only)
ex = the count of characters to write
AL = the character to write
BL = the attribute of the character

AD

= 10

= II
AD = 12

AD

6-2

Write character only at current cursor position.
BH = the display page (valid for alpha modes only)
ex = the count of characters to write
AL = the character to write
Set color palette. Not supported.
write dot. Writes a dot to the graphics display.
DX = the row number
ex = the column number
AL = the color val ue
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AS = 13

Read dot. Reads a dot from the graphic display.
DX = the row number
ex = the column number
AI. = contains the dot upon return

AS - 14

Write teletype to active page. Writes an ASCII
character to the active display page.
AL = the character to write
BL = the color value
(note: the screen width is controlled ~ the previous mode set)

AS = 15

Current video state.

Returns the cur rent video state.

AI. = the current mode (as described in AH = 0)
AH = the number of character columns on the screen

BH

= the

current active display page

Alphanumeric modes support four pages numbered from zero to
three. This allows you to paint a display page in memory.
Graphic modes support only one page (page 0). If you attempt to
select a display or reference page that is too large for the
current video mode, an error message is displayed on the selected
screen.
"Write character" in graphics mode only works for characters
contained on the same row. Continuation to succeeding lines does
not work.
For "read/write" character, only the first 128
characters (0-127) out of 256 may be output in any graphics mode.
To read or write the second 128 characters (128-255), you must
ini tialize the pOinter at Interrupt IFH (currently at location
0007CH) to point to the lK byte table that contains the pointers
for the second 128 characters.

Compatibility with Color Monitors
Attache 8:16 does not support color modes.
The following
information is provided to assist in writing IBM-compatible
programs.
The IBM-PC has eight video modes, as follows:
Mode:

Description:

o =>

Text, 25 rows by 40 columns, monochrome
Text, 25 rows by 40 columns, color
Text, 25 rows by 80 columns, monochrome
Text, 25 rows by 80 columns, color
Graphics, 200 dot rows by 320 dot columns, color
Graphics, 200 dot rows by 320 dot columns, monochrome
Graphics, 200 dot rows by 640 dot columns, color
Wrap-around mode enabled

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
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Attache 8:16 video modes 0 through 3 support four pages numbered
from 0 to 3. The remaining modes support only one page (page 0).
If you attempt to select a display or reference page that is too
large for the current video mode, an error message is sent to the
selected screen.

Eight-Bit Code for Video Attributes
An eight-bit code defines video attributes as follows:

bit 0-2
bit 3
bit 4-6
bit 7

Poregromd color code
Intensity
Background color code
Blink

IBM Color Codes

The IBM color adaptor recognizes a 5-bit code for the background
color, with the ,bits defined as follows:
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit

0

=> Blue

-> Green
2 -> Red
3 -> Intensity

I

4

=>

Blink

I.DR INTENSITY CDLORS:

OOH
OlH
02H
03B
04H
05H
06H
07H

00000
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00111

---------

0
1
2
3

-----

HIGH INTENSITY CDLORS:
BLACK

BLUE
GREEN
YELI.DR

4 -- RED

5 -- MAGENTA
6 -- CYAN

7 -- WHITE

08H
09H
OAH
OBH
OCH
ODR
OEB
OFH

01000
01001
01010
01011
01100
01101
01110
01111

---------

8 -

9 -10111213-14-15--

BLACK

BLUE
GREEN

YELLOW
RED

MAGENTA
CYAN

WHITE

Bits 3 and 4 of the S-bit code are not recognized by all color
monitors. Bit 3 is used to specify intensity. Bit 4 specifies
blink: if Bit 4 is 1, the character blinks~ if Bit 4 is 0, the
character is steady. Monochrome display screens produce the
following results:
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Result
BLACK
URDBRLIRE
WHIB

Bit 4 can also be used with the color codes listed above to
specify the blinking option. For example, 31 (lF hex) produces
high intensity white, blinking characters.

IBM Color Palettes

The IBM color adaptor provides two palettes, each of which
contains four colors. The palettes are defined as follows:
Color

o

1
2

3

Palette 0

Palette 1

BackgrOWld

Background
Cyan

Red
Yellow

llagenta

Green

White

Accessing the Display with ESC Codes
An ANSI escape sequence consists of an ESC key followed by a
series of characters and numbers. It can be used to define
functions to MS-DOS. For example, an escape sequence can allow
you to reassign keys, change graphics functions and modes, erase
lines or screens, or affect cursor movement as shown below.
Notes:

1.

Spaces appear between the characters of the escape sequence
for purposes of readability only. Do not include spaces when
you type these escape sequences.

2.

The default value is used when no explicit value or when a
value of zero is specifie~

3.

<n> represents a "numeric parameter." This is a decimal
number specified with ASCII digits (0 - 9). The maximum
value that can be specified is 255.

4.

<s> represents a "selective parameter," which is a decimal
number that can be used to select a subfunction. Multiple
subfunctions may be selected by separating the parameters
with semicolons. Up to 16 semicolons may be used at one
time. A semicolon not preceded ~ a number is equivalent to
the defaul t val ue.
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Cursor Functions
The following escape sequences affect the cursor position on the
screen.
Scrolling Region - Set Margins
ESC [. <t> : <b> : r

Sets the scrolling region (margins) to the lines specified for
the top of the region <t> and the bottom <b>. The region must be
two or more lines. Once set, the cursor cannot be moved beyond
the margins except with the absolute cursor position command .(see
below) unless origin mode has been selected (see "Modes of
Operation" below). If <t> and <b> are not specified or are 0 and
1, they default tc the physical top and bottom of the screen.
The sequence ESC[r effectively clears the margins.
COP -

Absolute CUrsor Position
ESC [ <1> : <c>

H

BVP - Horizontal and vertical Position
ESC [ <1> : <c> f
CUP and BVP move the cursor to the position specified by the
parameters, where the first parameter <1> specifies the line
number and the second parameter <c> specifies the column number.
The default value is 1. If no parameters are specified, the
cursor is moved to the home position.

If a scrolling region has been specified and origin mode is
effect (see "Scrolling Region" above)., the cursor position
relative to the set margins (where the top margin is line 1).
the line <l> is beyond the margin, the cursor does not move.
the column <c> is beyond the margin, it is placed at the end
the (new) line.

coo -

in
is
If
If
of

CUrsor Up
ESC [ <n> A

am - CUrsor

Down

ESC [ <n> B
These sequences move the cursor up or down one line without
changing columns. The value of <n> determines the number of
lines moved. The default value for <n> is 1. If wrap has not
been specified, the sequence is ignored when the cursor is
already on the top line (for CUU) or bottom line (for CUD). If
wrap is in effect, the cursor will wraparound as necessary.
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alP - CUrsor Forward

ESC [ <n> C

COB - CUrsor Backward
ESC [ <n> D
These sequences move the cursor forward or back one column
without changing lines. The value of <n> determines the number
of columns moved. The default value for <n> is 1. The sequence
is ignored when the cursor is already in the far right column
(for CUF) or far left column (for CUB) if wrap is not specified.
If wrap is in effect, the cursor will wraparound as necessary.

DSR - Device Status Report
ESC [ 6 n

The console driver outputs a CPR sequence (see below) on receipt
of the DSR escape sequence.

CPR - CUrsor Position Report (from console driver to system)
ESC [ <1> : <c> R
The CPR sequence reports current cursor position via standard
input. The first parameter <1> specifies the current line and
the second parameter <c> specifies the current col umn.

SCP - Save CUrsor Position
ESC [ s
The current cursor position is saved. This cursor position can
be restored with the RCP sequence (see below).

RCP - Restore CUrsor Position
ESC [ u

This sequence restores the cursor position to the value it had
when the console driver received the SCP sequence (see above).
If no SCP was specified, the cursor moves to the home position.
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Erase Functions
The following escape sequences affect erase functions for the
screen display or various lines.
ED - Erase Display
ESC [ <n> J
where <n> may be:

o - erase to end of screen (default)
1 -

erase to beginning of screen

2 - erase entire screen and place the cursor

in the home position

Origin or margins do not affect this sequence.
do not change the cursor positio~
EL -

0 and 1 options

Erase Line
ESC [ <n> K

where <n> may be:

o - erase to end of line (default)
1 - erase to beginning of line
2 - erase entire line

The 0 option erases from the cursor to the end of the line
(including the cursor position). None of the options affect the
cursor position.

Adding or Deleting Lines
Insert Blank Lines

ESC [ <n> L
This sequence inserts <n> blank lines in front of the cursor. It
does not affect cursor position. <n> defaults to one. The
current line and all following lines are scrolled down to make
room for the new 1ine{s). Scrolling is affected by set margins.
Delete Lines

ESC [ <n> M
This sequence deletes <n> lines starting at the cursor. It does
not affect the cursor pOSition. Subsequent lines are scrolled
,up, overwriting the current line. Blank lines are inserted at
the bottom of the screen. <n> defaults to one.
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Modes of Operation
The following escape sequences affect screen graphics.
SGR - set Graphics Rendition
ESC [ <s>

1 ••• 1

<s> m

The SGR escape sequence invokes the graphic functions specified
in the following table, where <s> is the number of the desired
subfunction. The graphic functions remain in effect until the
next occurrence of an SGR escape sequence. If no arguments are
given, all attributes are cleare~
Parameter

o
1

4

5
7
8

30
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43

44
45
46
47
100
101

Parameter SUbfUDction
All Attributes off
Bold on
Underscore on
Blink on
Reverse Video on
Concealed on
Black foreground
Red foreground
Green foreground
Yellow foreground
Blue foreground
Magenta foreground
Cyan foreground
White foreground
Superscript on
Subscript on
Black background
Red background
Green background
Yellow background
Blue background
Magenta background
Cyan background
White background
Highlight on
Strikethrough on

(monochrane displays only)
(not available)
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO

6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429

standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*

(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO

6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429

standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*

* Ignored
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91 - Set IIOc:1e
ESC [

<s> h

lUI - Reset IIOc:1e

ESC [

<s> 1

The SM and RM escape sequences change the screen width or type
(see notes below). "1" is a lowercase "L." <s> is one of the
following parameters:

Parmaeter

o
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
11

Parameter SUbfunction
40 black and white
40 x 25 color
80 x 25 black and white
80 x 25 color
320 x 200 co1or*
320 x 200 black and white*
640 x 200 black and white*
Wrap at end of line
Origin mode
* Ignored

Notes:

1.

0 or 1 -- Selects 40-column mode (default). The screen is
cleared and all remaining characters are displayed in doublewidth.

2.

2 or 3 -- selects 80-column mode.
an BO-character screen is used.

3.

4, 5, or 6 -- Ignored.

4.

7 -- Autowrap is set with ESC[7h to allow the cursor to wrap
around the screen to the following line. To cancel the
wraparound, use the sequence ESC[71.

5.

The sequence ESC[llb enables origin mode, which causes
absolute cursor positions to become relative to the set
margins (if any). To disable origin .mode, specify ESC[lll.
11 -
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Keyboard Functions
Keyboard functions include keyboard modes, special key sequences,
Interrupt 16 options, and keyboard reassignment as described
below. Detailed charts of the Attache 8:16 keyboard appear at
the end of the keyboard section.

Keyboard Modes
The Attache 8:16 has three different keyboard modes: ASCII,
WordStar, and IBM-PC. To choose a mode, send the proper escape
code as shown below:
ESC[<n>.
where <n> may be:

o = ASCII mode
1 = WordStar mode
2 = IBM-PC mode

When MS-DOS is loaded, the default mode is IBM-PC.
briefly described below.

Each mode is

ASCII Mode -- Shows the character codes generated by keystrokes
in base state (a key pressed without any modifying keys). It
also shows characters produced in the SHIFT, CTRL, lO-Key
Mode, and CAPS LOCK shift states.
IBM-PC Mode -- Shows the keystrokes on the IBM-PC and the
keystrokes on the Attache 8:16 which produce the same code(s).
IBM-PC mode is the default mode when MS-DOS is loaded.
WordStar Mode -- Show's the mapping of the Attache keyboard to
WordStar command character sequences. Single keystrokes may
send more than one character sequence depending on the
mapping.

Special Key Sequences
The following key sequences perform the described function at all
times, regardless of the keyboard mode. A + indicates that these
keys must be pressed simultaneously.
RBSE'l'

+ RIGHT SRI"'

This always performs a cold boot of the
machine.

C1'RL + ESC

This activates VALET and places you in
Set-up Mode.

C'.1'RL + CAPS LOCK

This activates or deactivates lO-Key
Mode.
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Keyboard Options - Interrupt 16H
The Interrupt 16 routines provide a keyboard interface with the
following options contained in theAH register:
AB = 0

Read next ASCII character from the keyboard. Results
are returned in AL, and the scan code is returned in AB.

AB = 1

Console input status. Indicates if an ASCII character
is available to be reaa
ZF = 0 if no code is available in buffer.
ZF = 1 if a code ·is available in buffer. The next
character in the buffer is in AX and the entry remains
in the buffer.

AB = 2

Return the current shift status in AL. AL bits are
defined as follows:
AL bit 7 = insert is active
AL bit 6 = CAPS LOCK toggled
AL bit 5 = NOM LOCK toggled
AL bit 4 = SCROLL LOCK toggled
AL bit 3 = ALT (CTRL + SHIFT) SHIFT pressed
AL bit 2 = CTRL SHIFT pressed
AL bit 1 = left SHIFT pressed
AL bit 0 = right SHIFT pressed

Keyboard Reassignment
Although not part of the ANSI 3.64-1979 or ISO 6429 standard, the
following keyboard reassignments are compatible with these
standards:

or
or
or

ESC
ESC
ESC
any

[ <n> 1 <n> ~ ••• <n> p
[ "string" 1 p
[ <n> ; "string" ; <n> ; <n> ; "string" ; <n> p
other combination of strings and decimal numbers

The final code in the control sequence (p) is one reserved for
private use by the ANSI 3.64-1979 standara
The first ASCII code in the control sequence defines which code
is being mapped. The remaining numbers define the sequence of
ASCII codes generated when this key is interceptea There is one
exception: if the first code in the sequence is zero (NUL), the
first and second code make up an extended ASCII redefinition.
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BDIIples:

1.

Reassign the "0" and "q" key to the "A" and "alt key (and vice
versa) • All numbers in this example are decimal:

ESC[6S,Slp
ESC[97,U3p
ESC[81,6Sp
ESC[I13,97p

2.

A becomes 0
a becomes q
o becomes A
q becanes a

Reassign the CTRL 0 key to a DIR command followed by a
return:

The 0~68 is the extended ASCII code for the CTRL 0
decimal is a ca'rriage return.

key~

13

The Attache 8:16 Keyboard
In normal operating modes, the Attache keyboard returns ASCII to
the processor. During IBM-PC emulation mode, Attache 8:16
emulates the IBM keyboard and returns make and break scan codes.
The IBM-PC keyboard typewriter keys return make scan codes of 1
through 58. Code 1 is the upper left key (ESC) and 58 is the
lower right key (CAPS LOCK).
Function keys Fl through FlO
comprise scan codes 59 through 68, and keypad keys (beginning
with NOM LOCK and SCROLL LOCK) produce codes 69 through 83.
Break codes are determined by adding hex 80 to make codes.
The following charts describe keys and codes used by the Attache
8:16. ASCII mode, ASCII character codes, IBM-PC mode, and an
IBM-PC keyboard conversion table are described in turn.
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ASCII Mode
ASCII mode returns character codes as designated by ASCII. All
entries in the table are actual characters except for the two
col umns containing the decimal and hexadecimal codes. A blank
spot means no code is generated

ASCII Mode Key Codes
I
I

I

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
A

B
C
D
E
F

G

H
I
J
K

L
M
N
0

P

0
R
S
T

U
V
W

X
Y

Shift States (ASCII Characters)

Base State

AftAalEl ASCII <DOE
IE! I dec
bex

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

30H
31H
32H
33H
34H
35H
36H
37H
38H
39H
61H
62H
63H
64H
65H
66H
67H
68H
69H
6AH
6BH
6CH
6DH
6EH
6FH
70H
71H
72H
73H
74H
75H
76H
77H
78H
79H
7AH

BASE

C'1'RL

CHAR

SHI!"l' CTRL SSI!"l'

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

!
@

t
$

%
&

*(
)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

LOClt

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7'
8
9

A

AA

A

A

B
C
D

.... C

"'B

B

"'D

B
C
D

E

"'E

E

E

F

"'F

F

F

G

"'G

G

G

H
5
1
2
3
0

H
I

H
I

AH
"'I

j

J

""J

k
1
m
n

K

"'K

L

AL

M

"'M
"'N
"'0

0

N
0

P
q

P

"'p

0

"'0

r
s
t
u
v
w
x

lO-EEY CAPS

ID>E

R
S
T

U
V
W

"'R
"'S
AT

AU
""v
"'w

X
y

AX
.... y

Z

"'z

C

D

J
K

L
M

P

N
0
P

0

0

T

T

N

6
R
S

R
S

4

U

V

V

X
y

X
y

Z

z I

w

w

1
1---------------------------------------------------------------1
Z
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ASCII IIOde ( continued)

I
I
I
I
I
I
- I
I

I
Base state
I Shift states (ASCII a.ztracters)
I
I
C"l"RL
lO-KEY CAPS
AftACHEI ASCII CODE
BASE I
LOCK
hex
MODE
KEY I dec
CHAR I SHIP'.r Cl'RL SBIPr

[
]

{
\

ESC
BS
TAB
LF
CR

DEL
LEFl'
IniN

UP
RIGHT
SPACE

45
61
91
93
59
39
44
46
47
96
92
27
08
09
10
13
127
08
10
11

12
32

2DH
3DH
5BH
500
3BH
27H
2CH
2EH
2FH
60H
5CH
1BH
08H
09H
OAH
000
7FH
08H
OAH
OBH
OCH
20H

[
]

+{

GS
ESC

(
]

II

II

*

<
>

<

}

GS
ESC

:

{
\

ESC
BS
HT

LF

?

/

?

I

FS

FS
ESC
DEL
HT
LF

ESC VALET
BS DEL
HT
HT
LF
LF

{
\
ESC
BS
HT
LF
CR

[

]

{
\

ESC
BS
HT
LF
CR

CR

CR

CR

CR

DEL
BS
LF

DEL
BS
LF

DEL
BS
LF

DEL
BS
LF

VT

VT

VT

VT

VT

VT

FF
SP

FF
SP

FF
SP

FF
SP

FF
SP

FF
SP

DEL
BS
LF

1

DEL
BS
LF

CAPS
RESET

SHIFl'

1
1-----.-----------------------------------1
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ASCII Character Codes
ASCII <DDE
dec

hex

000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
OA
OB
OC·
OD
OE
OF
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
lA
IB
lC
1D
IE
IF
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A

ASCII I ASCII <DDE
CHAR. I dec
hex
I
NUL
SOH
S'l'X

ETX
EO'!'
ENQ

ACK
BEL
BS
HT

LF
VT

FF
CR
SO

SI
DLE
DC1
DC2
DC3
DC4
NAK

SYN
E'1B
CAN
EM
SUB
ESCAPE

FS
GS
RS

US
SPACE
1
11

i
$
%
&
I

(
)

*

I
I
I
I
I

043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085

2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
51
52
53
54
55

ASCII I ASCII CDDE
CHAR. I dec
hex
I
+,

/

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

,
<
>
?

@

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

J
K

L
M
N
0

P
Q

R

S
T

U

I
I 086
08i

088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

56
57
58
59
SA
5B
5C
5D
5E
SF
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F

ASCII
CHARo
V
W
X
y

Z
[

\

!

..
a
b
c

d

e
f
9
h
i
j

k

1
m
n
0

P

q

r

s
t
u
v

w
x
Y

z

{

I

!
DEL

1-----------------------------------1
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IBM-PC Mode
The Attache 8:16 keyboard is capable of producing the same codes
as an IBM-PC keyboard. The tables below show which keys on an
Attache 8:16 produce codes that correspond to IBM-PC keyboard
codes.
when struck, a key returns either an ASCII character code or a
two-byte sequence in registers AL, AB. The two-byte sequence
returns NUL (000) in AL and a code indicating the function in AH.
The following tables show the character that corresponds to the
ASCII code generated or, if a keystroke generates a two-byte
sequence, the actual code generated.
To produce the codes in the last four columns of the tables, two
"keystrokes" are required. The C'ftU. or SHlr.r combination must be
struck first and then released, followed by the second key (or
key combination) shown in the column. The code is not generated
by striking the key in the column while simul taneously holding
down the other keys.

Special Key Combinations
Special key combinations are required on an Attache 8:16 to
emulate the functions available on an IBM-PC keyboard. These
special key combinations are summarized in the list below. In
this list, + indicates a simultaneous strike and, indicates a
pause.

+ <number>

<1 -0>

This sends the same code as the IBM function
keys Fl - FlO (Attache number keys 1-0).

C'l'RL

+ SHIFT +
<number>

This sends the same code as IBM-PC keys
SHIFT + Fl - FlO.

+ CAPS I.OCK ,
+ SHIFT +
<number>

This sends the same code as IBM-PC keys ALT
1-0, -, and =.
Release cr.RL + CAPS LOCK
before pressing C'l'RL + SHIFT + <number>.

+ "lAB
<number>

This sends the same code as IBM-PC keys
CTRL + Fl - FlO. Release C".rRL + TAB before
pressing <number>.

C'l'RL

C'l'RL
C'I'RL

C'l'RL

,

SllIFT+ESC,
<number>

This sends the same code as IBM-PC keys
ALT + Fl - FlO. Release SHIFT + ESC before
pressing <number>.
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IBM-PC Mode Key Codes
I
C'1'RL
I
SHIFT
I AftACBE
I KEY BASE SHIFT C'1'RL (ALT)
I
f
0,59
0,84
1
1
1
@
0,60
0,85
2
2
0,61
0,86
3
3
t
0,87
4
0,62
4
$
0,63
0,88
5
%
5
0,64
0,89
6
6
&
0,65
0,90
7
7
*(
8
0,66
0,91
8
0,67
0,92
9
9
1
0,68
0,93
0
0
a
0,30
A
A
SOH
b
0,48
B
B
STX
c
0,46
E'1'X
C
C
0
d
0,32
0
EOT
ENQ
0,18
E
e
E
F
f
0,33
F
ACK
BEL
0,34
G
G
9
0,35
H
h
H
BS
0,23
i
I
1
HT
j
LF
0,36
J
J
k
0,37
K
K
VT
1
FF
0,38
L
L
m
0,50
M
M
CR
N
n
0,49
N
SO
0
0,24
S1
0
0
p
OLE
0,25
P
P
Q
Q
0,16
q.
DC1
0,19
R
r
R
DC2
s
0,31
S
S
DC3
0,20
T
t
T
DC4
U·
0,22
U
NAK
U
0,47
V
v
V
SYN
w
W
Em 0,17
W
x
0,45
x
X
CAN
y
y
0,21
y
EM
0,44
z
Z
Z
SUB

I (C'l'RL + CAPSWCK)
11G-KEY + C'l'RL
SHIFT
I IK>DE
I

11
I
I
I
I

11 7
8
9

0,126
0,127
0,128

5
1
2
3
0

0,124
0,120
0,121
0,122
0,129

6
+

0,125

4

0,123

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
2 keystrokes I
C'l'RL SHIFT I
TAB
ESC I
I
I
0,94 0,104 I
0,95 0,105 I
0,96 0,106 I
0,97 0,107 I
0,98 0,108 I
0,99 0,109 .
0,100 0,110
0,101 0,111
0,102 0,112
0,103 0,113

1-------------------·---------------1
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IBM-PC MOde (continued)

--------------------------------------------------1
2 keystrokes
Ci'RL 1(Ci'RL +
ATi'AaIE
KEY BASE

(
\

ESC
BS
TAB
LF
CAPS

(

C'1'RL

+

0,71
GS
ESC

n

;

:

0,79

0,117

<
>
?

\

ESC
BS BS
HT 0,15
LF LF

CR
0,83
0,75
LEFT
oo-rn 0,80
0,72
UP
RIGHT 0,77
SP
SPACE
CR

DEL

SllIP"l'

{
}
:

[
]

SHIP"l'
(ALT)

CR
0,82
0,75
0,81
0,72
0,77
SP

us

lO-KEY
II.'>DE

us

CAPSLOClt)
+ Ci'RL
SHIP"l'

Ci'RL
TAB

SllIP"l'
ESC

0,130
0,131

0,119
GS
ESC

*

<
/

?

FS

FS
ESC

VALET
DEL

/

DEL

HT

BREAK SCROLL
CR
CR
0,82
DEL
0,115 0,75
0,81 0,118
0,73 0,132
0,116 0,77
SP
SP

1
1---------------------------------------------------------------1
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IBM-PC Keyboard Conversion Table
Special Editing Keys

I Function

I

IBM Key

8:16 Key

I

Description

=================================================================
I
I Copy one I F1
I character I

I
I Copies one character
I from the template to
l i t h e new line.

I
I
I

1

CTRL 1

I
11
I
1
1
1
1-------------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
I
1

I Copy up
1 to a
1 character
1
1

I

I
1
I
1

F2

I CTRL 2
1 Copies all characters
1
I from the template to
l i t h e new line up to the
1
I specified character.
1
I

1 Copy
1 template

1 F3
1

1 C'Jm. 3
1

1 Copies all remaining
1
1 characters in the
1
template to the screen.

1

1

1

1

I
1
1
1

1------------------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
11-------------------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1Skip one 1DEL
1 character 1
1
1

J

1
1

DEL

J
J

Does not copy (skips
over) a character.

1
J
J

1

J

1 Skip up

1 Does not copy (skips

1

1

lover) the characters in 1
I· the template, up to the 1
1 specified character.
1

1------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
J

1 F4
1 C'1'RL 4
to a l l
1 character 1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1---------------------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1
1 Quit
1 FSC
1 C'l'RL z
1 Voids current input.
1
1 Input
1
J
1 Template is unchanged. 1
1
1
1
1
1

1-----------------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1
1 Insert
1

1 INS
1

1 C'l'RL DEL
1

1 Turns insert on or off. 1
1
1

1 Replace
1

1 INS
1

1 C'1'RL DEL
1

1 Turns insert mode off.
1

1 New

1 FS

1 C'J.'RL 5

1 Makes the new line

1------------------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1

1---------------------------------------1
I
1
1
1 template

t

J

1 the new template.

1
1

-I1

1
1

1-------------------------------------------1
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IBM-PC Keyboard Conversion Table:

ca.on

Functions (continued)

I Function I IBM Key
8:16 Key I
Description
I
=================================================================
Cold boot

I

I

I
I CTRL

I DEL
I

ALT

I

I
I

I
I Reloads

right
I SHIFT

I

I

RESB'l'

I system.
I

the operating

I

I
I
I
I

I

1-----------------------------------1
I
I
1
1
I
I

Input

1

I

return

I arrow

1 RETDRR
I

I Inputs

I

commands.

I

1

1--------------------------------------------------1
I
I
I·
1
1
I stop

I CTRL

I~

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I NOM LOCK
I

I
I

I command

I SCROLL LOCK I

C

I Halts

the execution of

I a command.
I

1----------------------------------I Stop

I CTRL

I

C'1'RL S

I

1
I

1

----I

I

Freezes the display.
I ~ S again restarts.

I

1

I

I
I

1---------------------------------------1
I
I
I
I
1
I Print
I screen

I

I SHIFT
PrtSc

I
I

I I

I

~

581FT I Prints the entire
I screen as currently
I displayed.

I right
I arrow

I

I

I

I
I

I

1------------------------------------------------------1
I
I
I
I
1
I Print

as I CTRL PrtSc I ~ P or
I displayed I
I C'1'RL N

I Information prints as
1 it displays. C'1'RL N

I

1

I
I

I
I

I
I

I stops print action.
I

1
1

I Cancel
I command
I
1

I ESC
I
I
I

I ~X
I
1
I

I Removes the current
I input line for
I corrections.
1

I
I
1
I

I Insert

1 INS

1------------------------------------------1
I
I
I
I
I

1-----------------------------------I
1
I
I
I
I mode
I

I ~ DEL

I
I

I
I

I arrows
I
I

I
I
I

I Enters and exits insert 1

I mode.
I

1------------------------I
I
I
I
I Tab
I
I

~

I
I

1I

I Moves the cursor to the I
I next tab stop.
I
I
I

I-------~-------------------------------------I
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IBM-PC Keyboard Conversion Table:

1

1

1
1 Shift
1
1

1
1 shift
1 arrow

1 Backspace

1

COIIIDOn Function Keys

1

Description
8:16 Key
Function
IBM Key
=================================================================

1

1
1 SllIP"l'
1
1

1
1 Shifts keys to upper
1 case.
I

1
1
1
1

1---------------------------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

backspace

1 arrow
1

1

1
1

BACK SPACE 1 Removes the character
1 left of the cursor.

1

1
1
1

1----------------------------------------------1
Prograaming Keys

1 Function
IBM Key
8:16 Key 1
Description
=================================================================

1
1
1
1
F9 .
1 C'l"RL 9
1 Changes the function of 1
1 KEY
1
1
1
1
1 other function keys.
1
1
1
1
1
1------------------------------------------------------------1
1
1
I
1
1
1 SCREEN
1 FlO
1 cmr. 0
1 Returns to character
1
1
1
1
I· mode from graphics
1
1
1
1
1
I mode.
I
1
1
1
1

1------------------------------------------------1
I
1
I
1
I
1 Numeric . 1 NOM LOCK
I
1 keypad
1
1

1 C!'RL
1 CAPS
1

I Home
I cursor
1
1

1 Turns the numeric
1 keypad on or off.
I

1
1
1

I C'l"RL =
1
1
I

I Moves the cursor to the
1 first character on the
I top line.
1

I
1
1
1

1 C'l"RL •
I

1 Moves the cursor to the I
1 end of current line.
I

r.ocx

1-----------------------------------------------1
I
I
I
1
1
I HOME
1
1
I

1---------------------'
----------------11
1
1
I
1
1 Cursor to 1 END
1 line end I

1
I
I
1
I
---------------------------------1
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IBM-PC Keyboard Conversion Table:

1FUnction 1 IBM Key

Progra.aing Keys (continued)

8:16 Key

1

Description

========-===--==----==============--=---==========================
1
1 Clear
1 screen
1

1
1 CTRL
1
1

HOME

1
1 C'J.'RL
1 ==
1

SRIP"f

1
1 Clears the screen.
1
1

1
1
1
1

1 can assi 911 keys a
1 function.
1

1
1
1

1--------------------------1
1
1
1
1 A1 ternate 1 ALT
1 Functions 1
1
I

A-Z

1 C'.rBL
1 A to
1

1 Alternate
1 Functions
1
1
1
1

1 ALT
I
1
1
I
1

1-0

1 Suspend
1 system
1
1

1 CTRL
1 NOM LOCK
1
1

SRIP"f

z

------11

1--------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1
1 C'J.'RL CAPS
1 LOCK, then
1 C'J.'RL SRIP"f
1 decbla1
1 value on
1 keypad

1 User-assigned alternate 1
1 key function.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 C'J.'RL
1 LIRE FEED
1
1

1 Stops all execution.
1 Press any key to
1 restart.
1

1--------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1

1------1
1Page up

PG UP

-------------11
Scrolls back 25 lines
1

C'J.'RL
up arrow

1

1
1
1
1

and homes the cursor.

1

1
1
1
1
1
1------------------------------------1
I

1

1 Top of

I file
1

1I

1

I

I

1 CTRL :PG UP 1 C'J.'RL SRIP"f I Moves cur sor to the top I
1
1 up arrow 1 of the current file.
I

1
1
I
1
-----------------------------------1
1
1
1
1

1 page down 1 PG ON
1
1
1
1

1 C'J.'RL
1 Scrolls forward 25
I
I down arrow I lines and homes cursor. 1
1
1
1

1------------------------------------1
1
1
1
I
1
1 Delete to 1 CTRL
1 page end 1
1
1

:PG

ON 1 C'J.'RL SHIFT 1 Delete from cursor to
1 clown arrow 1 the end of the screen.

1

I

1---------------------------1
1
1
1
IDelete to
Iline end

1 CTRL END

1

1
1
1

---I1

1 C'J.'RL SRIP"f 1 Deletes from the cursor 1

1 '

1 to end of current line. 1

1---------------------------------------------1
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IBM-PC Keyboard Conversion 'fable:

Progruming Keys (continued)

1

1

Description
IBM Key
8:16 Key
Function
==============================-==================================
1
1
1
1
1 CTRL right 1 C!RL right Moves cursor forward
I
1 Advance
1 word
1 arrow
1 arrow
one word.
1
1
1
1
1

1--------------------------------1
1
1
1 Return
1 word
1

1 CTRL left
1 arrow
1

1 Cl"RL left
1 arrow
1

---------------11

Moves cursor back one
1 one word.
1

1
1

1

1---------------------------------------------------------------1
1
t i l
1
1

Delete

1
1

1

DEL
1 Backspaces and removes
l i t h e character.

1

1
J

J

1
1

1

DEL

J

1-------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
J

1 secondary J SHIFT FI
1 C'.L"RL SHIP'l' 1 Addi tiona! function
J
J Function
J to FlO
1 1 to 0
1 keys.
1
I
1
1
1
J
1-------------------------------------------------------------1
1
J
1
1
1
1 C'rRL TAB
1 Addi tiona! function
1
1 Secondary , CTRL FI
1 Function 1 to FlO
1 1 to 0
1 keys.
1
1
1
1
1
1

1--------------------------------------------1
1
1
1
1
1
1 secondary· 1 JILT Fl
1 Function 1 to FlO

1 SHIfT ESC
1 I to 0

l i t

1 Addi tiona! function
1 keys.

1
1

1

1

1-----------------------------------------------1
1
I
1
1
1
1 Bell
,

, CTRL G
,

1 C'1'RL ESC 0 1 Turns bell on.
1
1

1
1

,, ----------------------------------------1
,
1
1
1
J

1

Line feed 1 CTRL enter 1 LIRE FEED

1

1

--------------------------
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Accessing the Sound Generator
The sound generator on an Attache 8:16 is set up to emulate the
IBM-PC hardware. It is designed to allow IBM-PC programs which
use sound to function on an Attache 8:16.
IBM-PC sound hardware consists of an Intel 8253 counter/timer
chip. The 8253 includes a timer clock channel which is used for
square wave generation (Counter 12 output); this produces tone
for the speaker. The IBM-PC's Port B 61 hex (Port 6lH) Bits 0
and 1 also control speaker output by gating the signal from
Counter 12.
The following diagram illustrates sound generation using an 8253.
As shown below, both Port 61H Bit 1 AND Counter 12 output must

produce a high signal to activate the speaker. Port 6lH Bit 1 OR
Counter 12 output may go low to deactivate the speaker.
Speaker Gate:
Port 61B Bit 1
8253 Counter 12 OUtput

>,--,

, AND 1--->
-> 1_ _ '

Speaker output

The frequency of Counter .2's square wave may be set and changed
by programming the 8253 mode and count registers (refer to Intel
documentation for details). Bit 0 of Port 6lB causes Counter 12
output to be high (with a 0) or square wave (with a 1). Bit 1 of
Port 6lH turns the speaker gate on (with a 1) and off (with a 0).
The speaker gate must be set high b.efore output from Counter .2
on the 8253 can be passed to the speaker. Similarly, Counter 12
output maY'be set high (Bit 0=0), allowing the speaker to be
toggled by turning the speaker gate bit (Bit 1) on and off. This
second method is commonly used in IBM-PC programs.
The Attache 8:16 software emulates the IBM hardware using the
Attache's sound generator chip. The following port addresses
simulate the IBM ports and can be used to affect speaker output:
PORT:

1 FUNCTION:

42 (HEX)
43 (HEX)

1 CX>UNTER RmISTER 12 IN 'mE 8253 EMULATOR
1 EMULATED 8253 ftDDE RmISTER

----------1------------------------------------------61 (HEX) 1 BIT O=CX>UNTER .2 GATE, BIT l=SPEAKER GATE
Only mode 3 (square wave output) of the 8253 is emulated. The
count register may be loaded with a low, high, or 2 byte load
using the proper mode register commands. Only Counter .2 output
is available. The counter register cannot be read back at any
time.
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Note: The constant high output on the 8253 Counter 12 output is
simulated by outputting a 125KHz square wave to the speaker.
When using the speaker gate as a toggle, higher frequencies may
beat with the 125KHz signal and cause a warbling sound.

MS-DOS Interrupts and Function Requests
The following charts provide a quick reference for locating MSDOS interrupts and function requests. XENIX-compa~ible calls,
KS-DOS interrupts, and KS-DOS function requests appear below.

XBNIX-<:ompatible calls

1------------------11

1

------1

1

Function

Q)de

1 Description

1

Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function

39H
3AR
3BH
3CH
3m
3FH
40H
UH
42H
43H
44H
45H
46H
4BH
401
400

Create SUbdirectory
Remove a Directory Entry
Change the Current Directory
Create a File
Open a File
Read From File/Device
Write to a File or Device
Delete a Directory Entry
Move a File Pointer
Change Attributes
I/O Control for Devices
Duplicate a File Handle
Force a Duplicate of a Handle
Load and Execute a Program
Terminate a Process
1 Retrieve Return Code of "Child"

1--------------1
1

1

1

---,

1

1

1----------1--------------------1
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MS-DOS INTERklJPfS (Numeric Order)

1------------------------------1
Interrupt
Hex
Dec

OH
lH
2H
3H
4H
5H
6H,7B
8H
9H
AH

0
1
2
3
4
5
6,7
8
9
10

BH
CH
DH
10H
11H
l2H
l3H
l4H
l5H

12
13
16
17
18
19
20
21

l6B
l7H
l8H

22
23
24

19H
lBH
lCH
100

25
26
27
28
29

lEH
lFH

30
31

lAB

11

Description

Divide ~ Zero
Single Step
Non-Maskable Interrupt
Breakpoint
OVerflow
Print Screen
RESERVED
Time of Day
Keyboard (RESERVED)
(9H not implemented)
RESERVED
Conmunications
Communciations
Disk
Video
~uipnent Oleck
Memory
Diskette
Communications
cassette (RESERVED)
(15H not implemented)
Keyboard
Printer
ROM BASIC (RESERVED)
(18H not implemented)
Bootstrap
Time of Day
Keyboard Break
Timer Tick
Video Initialize (RESERVED)
(!DB not implemented)
Diskette Parameters
Pointer to Video Olaracters
(lFH not implemented)
Program Terminate
Function Request
Terminate Address
CTRL C Exit Address
Fatal Error Abort Address
Absolute Disk Read
Absolute Disk Write
Terminate But Stay Resident
RESERVED - DO NOT USE

1
1
20H
32
1
21H
33
1
22H
34
1
23B
35
1
24H
36
1
25H
37
1
26H
38
1
27H
39
1
28-3FH 40-63
1
1
1
1 - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - I
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MS-DOS PONCTIm R!QUBS'l'S (Numeric Order)

-------------------'------------------------------------11
Function
Code

Function Name

1

I

----------------------------------------------11
OOB
OIB
02B
03B
04B
05B
06B
07B
08B
09B
OAB
OBB
OCH
ODH
OEH
OFH
lOB
llB
l2B
l3B
l4B
l5B
l6B
l7B
l8B
19B
lAB
l8B-20B
21B
22H
23H
24H
25H
26B
27H
28B
29H
2AB
2BB
2Q1

I

2DH
2EB.
2FH

TeDninate Program
Read Keyboard and Echo
Display Character
Auxiliary Input
Auxiliary Output
Print Character
Direct Console I/O
Direct Console Input
Read Keyboard
Display String
Buffered Keyboard Input
Check Keyboard Status
Flush Buffer, Read Keyboard
Disk Reset
Select Disk
Open File
Close File
Search for First Entry
Search for Next Entry
Delete File
Sequential Read
Sequential Write
Create File
Rename File

I

1
1
1
1

1

RESERVED

Current Disk
Set Disk Transfer Address
RESERVED
Random Read
Random Write
File Size
Set Relative Record
Set Vector

/
/
/

RESERVED

/

Random Block Read

/

Random Block Write
J
Parse File Name
/
Get D a t e l
Set Date
/
Get Time
/
set Time
I
Set/Reset Verify Flag
I
Get Disk Transfer Address
I

t
I
I
1 - , - - ,- - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - /
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MS-DOS PORC'.rIOO R!OUESi"S (Continued)

\----------------------------------------------------------\\

\

\

\
\

Pmlction \
Code
\

Function . . .

\
\

\------------1---------------------------------------------\
\
\

\
\

30H
3lH
32H
33H
34H
35H
36H
37H
38H
39H
3AB
3BH
3CH
3DH
3EH
3FH
40H
41H
42H
43H
44H
45H
46H
47H
48H
49H
4AH
4BH
401
4DH
4EH
4FH
50H-53H
54H
55H
56H
57H

\

I

\
\
\
\

I

\
\
\
\
\

I

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

Get DOS Version Number
Keep Process
RESERVED
CTRL C Check
RESERVED
Get Interrupt Vector
Get Disk Free Space
RESERVED
Return Country-Dependent Information
Create Subdirectory
Remove a Directory Entry
Change Current Directory
Create a File
Open a File
Close a File Handle
Read From File/Device
write to a File/Device
Delete a Directory Entry
Move a File Pointer
Change Attributes
I/O Control for Devices
Duplicate a File Handle
Force a Duplicate of a Handle
Return Text of Current Directory
Allocate Memory
Free Allocated Memory
Modify Allocated Memory Blocks
Load and Execute a Program
Terminate a Process
Retrieve the Return Code of a Child
Find Match File
Step Through a Directory Matching Files
RESERVED
Return Current setting of Verify
RESERVED
Move a Directory Entry
Get/Set Date/Time of File

\

1

\
1

\
\
1

1
1
1

\
\
\
\

\

\----------------------------------------------------------\
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Technical Specifications
Overview
For reliability and ease of maintenance, Attache 8:16 consists of
only six modules: the power supply, display screen, diskette
drives, keyboard, 8086 processor board, and Z-80A processor
board. Each module has interconnecting cables for easy insertion
or removal, and diagnostic programs (contained in ROM) can
instantly test the integrity of each component when service is
required.

Physical Dimensions
Height - 5.75 inches (14.6 cm), Width - 12 inches (30.5 cm),
Depth - 13.6 inches (34.5 cm) ,Weight - 19 pounds.

Power Supply
Attache's power supply contains its own self-checking circuitry
to assure reliable operation. A thermostatically controlled DC
brushless motor fan maintains constant internal temperatures.
The power supply operates from 95 to 135 volts or 190 to 270
volts with a frequency range of 48 to 440 Hz. With the proper
power cord or international adapter and a turn of· the voltage
selector card on the back of the unit, Attache may be operated
anywhere in the world.
Where conventional power is not available, the DC power option
allows instant operation from 10 to 16 volt automobile or marine
batteries~ 20 to 32 volt aircraft systems, or from portable
battery packs.

Display Screen
The high-resolution 5.5-inch diagonal CRT provides optimum
efficiency with minimum fatigue. Display typeface is a 6 x 7
character cell in an 8 x 10 block (with descenders). Softwareselectable formats include 24 lines of 80 characters and 24 lines
of 40 (double size) characters for CP/M and 25 lines of 80
characters for MS-DOS.
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The standard character set contains 512 character types,
including' the full ASCII character set (upper and lower case),
complete IBM-PC character set and symbols, special word
processing and journalism symbols, Greek alphabet characters
(upper and lower case), mathematical symbols, business form and
graph drawing symbols, and symbols to complete German, Spanish,
French, Italian, SWedish, and other alphabets.
Software selectable screen attributes (on a per character
position basis or in combination) include reversed video,
subscript, superscript, double size characters, boldface,
underline, strikethrough, and highlighting.
The entire display screen content can be changed in 1/60 of a
second.
Alphanumeric memory provides 2K bytes of l6-bit words
that are accessed through I/O commands.' The display does not
occupy any of the processor address space, and display refresh
does not require processor time.

Graphics
The Attache 8:16 provides both medium- and high-resolution bitmapped graphics capabilities. When operated as an8-bit computer
under CP/M, the system defaults to the Attache standard of 320 X
240 pixels, organized as 24 lines of 80 characters.
When operated as a 16-bit computer under MS/DOS, the system
selects either high-resolution mode of 640 X 200 pixels or
medium-resolution of 320 X 200 pixels. Both display modes are
completely compatible with the IBM-PC display.
A character ROM contains both the complete Attache character set
and the complete IBM character set. The appropriate set is
automatically selected when the operating system is loaded.

Input/Output
The Attache 8:16 comes standard with two asynchronous
communications ports and provision for an optional synchronous
communication port and an optional GPIB (IEE-488) port. One
asynchr'onous port is configured as an RS-232 printer interface
and the other port is configured as an .RS-232 data communications
interface. Either of these ports may be easily reconfigured to
support'RS-422 and/orRS-423 .line and protocol standards.
Asynchronous transmission rates of 19200,9600, 4800, 2400,1800,
1200, 6'00# 300, 150, 134.5, 110 or 15 baud may be selected
independently for each port via keyboard or software control.
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Attache interface cabJ.:s (available from your dealer) allow
direct connection to standard serial devices, local peripheral
devices, and communications devices such as modems. In all local
cable uses, Attache 8:16 appears as a Data Communications
Equipment (DCE) device and the peripheral appears as a Data
Terminal Equipment (DTE) device. For communications, Attache
8:16 appears as the DTE and the peripheral appears as the DCE.

Auxiliary Video Display
In addition to the built-in 5.5 inch CRT, Attache 8:16 supports a
variety of monitors and graphic terminals via its RS-170, RS-232,
or GPIB (IEEE-488) ports.
Connecting a larger display screen for simultaneous display is
easy with the standard RCA-type pin plug (RS-170) at the back of
the unit.

Keyboard
The keyboard contains a standard IBM Selectric™ style
arrangement augmented with cursor direction, delete, and other
keys required to implement the full set of ASCII communications
codes. Keyboard connectors use a telephone-style modular cable
connector and will accept a standard coil cord for keyboard
operation up to 10 feet away from the main cabinet.
Tactile feedback and selectable audio feedback are provided by a
three channel sound synthesis system which is used for keyclick
sounds, system alarms, and bell sounds. The synthesizer is also
software-accessible for a wide variety 'of other sounds.
Several keyboard modes are supported. With MS-DOS, the Attache
8:16 keyboard can be used to emulate IBM-PC keys and functions.
With either CP/M or MS-DOS, Valet Set-Up Mode can be used for
accessing Valet programs (screen dump, alarms, and calculator)
and controlling the operating environment (screen brightness,
keyboard sound and volume, printer and communications port baud
rates, 'etc.). Other keyboard modes include lO-Key Mode for
simulated 10-Key keyboard numerics and WordStar Mode for
dedicated word proceSSing functions.

Memories
The Attache 8:16 contains three separate memories: a 256K byte
RAM for the 8086 (16-bit) processor's programs and data, a 64K
byte RAM for the Z-80A (8-bit) processor's programs, and a 28K
byte RAM for graphics. The 64K under the Z-80 provides I/O
buffering for the 8086.
A-3
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ROM (Read-Only Memory) on the Z-80A processor board includes 4K
bytes that are mapped in and out of the lower section of
processor memory space via software, providing automatic startup
diagnostics and machine initialization, subassembly tests for
servicing and performance verification, CRT emulation (VT-52 and
ADM-3A), and general purpose subroutines for reading from and
writing to disks, displaying characters, and accessing the
printer and communications ports.
The contents of two 4K byte ROM chips reside at the highest
memory addresses of the 8086 processor board. The ROM contains
device initialization routines, diagnostic routines, and a
debugger.

Processors
The dual Central Processing Units (CPU's) are an Intel 8086
processor operating at 8M Hz (interfacing with the 256K bytes RAM
memory) and a Zilog Z-80A main processor operating at 4MHz
(interfacing with the 64K bytes RAM memory).
The 8086 is a true l6-bit processor in that both its logic and
data path are a full 16 bits.
A separate 95l7A direct memory processor controls data transfers
between memory and the Input/Output devices (the disk system,
communications and printer ports, etc).
When the system is started by the user, the Z-80 tests to see
which operating system has been selected. If MS/OOS is loaded,
keyboard,9raphics, disk format, and I/O are set to the
appropriate configuration and control is passed to the 8086. If
CP/M is loaded, that configuration is selected and the Z-80
retains control.

Disk System
Two 5-1/4 inch disk drives are shock-mounted in the.disk drive
module assembly. A single-drive Attache 8:16 model is available.
When operated as an 8-bit computer, diskettes are written and
read in the Attache standard format, which is 360K bytes per
diskette (after CP/M) on diskettes that are soft sectored, (20)
double density and double sided, written 512 bytes per sector, 10
sectors per track, 38 tracks per side, and 48 tracks per inch
(TPI). Disk transfers are handled by the direct memory
processor, freeing the main processor for other tasks.
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When operated as a 16-bit computer, diskettes may be read or
written in all IBM PC-DOS formats, including 8-sector DOS l.x and
9-sector DOS 2.0 formats with both single/double-sided and
single/dual~density media.
Maximum capacity with DOS 2.0 9sector dual-sided, dual-density format is 360K bytes per
diskette.

Real-Time Clock
The battery-powered time and date clock operates even when the
computer is powered down. The clock is software-accessible for
screen display, printouts, and timed alarms.
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A>

Prompt which appears at the first column of a
line on the screen to indicate that Drive A is
logged and waiting for a command.

Applications
SOftware

Software that performs a specific function
(such as word processing or spread sheet
analysis) •

Arrow Keys

Move the cursor left, right, up, or down on
the screen.

Attache DOS
Diskette

Diskette containing the MS-DOS operating
system, MS-DOS utility programs, and Valet
programs.

Attache SOftware
Diskette

Diskette containing the CP/M operating
system and utility programs, Charton programs,
Valet programs, and Attache utility programs.

Attache utility

Programs for copying CP/M, formatting
diskettes, copying files, and changing the
day/date clock.

Programs

Attributes

Features such as underline, boldface,
subscript, superscript, reverse video, and
highlighting that may be activated for
characters that are displayed or printed.

Auxiliary video

Outlet at the back of Attache for attaching
an additional video display.

Jack
B)

prompt which appears at the first column of a
line on the screen to indicate that Drive B is
logged and waiting for a command.

BACK SPACE Key

Moves the cursor one column to the left.

Backup

The process of copying the entire contents of
a diskette to another diskette.

BASIC-80

Microsoft's BASIC programming language.

Baud Rate

The number of bits per second transmitted
betw.eentwoelectronicdevices.

sell

Alarm sound switched on or off in Set-up Mode.

Block

A section of text identified dur ing word
processing for copying or moving to other
locations.
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Block Copy

WordStar-Plus command for copying a block of
text elsewhere in the same file.

Block End

WordStar-Plus command signifying the end of a
section of text being defined for a block
operation.

Block Hide

WordStar-Plus command that "undisplays" marked
blocks of text during word processing.

Block Move

WordStar-Plus command that takes a block of
marked text from one location to another.

Block start

WordStar-Plus command signifying the beginning
of a section of text being defined for a block
operation.

Boot

See Bootstrap Operation.

Bootstrap
Operation

The loading of programs that occurs when the
right SHIFT and RESET keys are pressed at the
same time.
Also known as "booting- or
"rebooting ...

Brightness

See Screen Brightness.

Byte

The basic unit of computer memory, which
stores one character of data.

cable sets

The several cables used for connection of
peripheral equipment to the Attache serial
ports.

CAPS LOCK Key

Locks the keyboard in upper case.

carriage Return

The function that ends a line and moves the
cursor to the first column of the next line on
the screen.

Central Processing The functional unit within a computer where
Unit
all data processing occurs, also known as the
CPU.

Character

A single letter, number, or other symbol.

Qlaracter Pitch

The number of characters printed per inch on a
line.

Character set

A series of like characters, such as ASCII,
Greek, Math, Forms, etc.

Character Size

Either "standard" display size or double size.

Cbarton

Software program for creating pie charts, line
charts, and bar charts on the Attache screen.
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Clear Tab

WordFtar-Plus command for cleating tab stops.

Click

Keyboard sounds that are activated or modified
in Set-up Mode.

Clock

Attache's real-time clock.

Cold BoOt

The loading of programs and/or execution of
diagnostics that occur when right SRIFT and
RESn are pressed at the same time. Also known
as "booting" or "rebooting."

Column

The space on the screen for a Single character
on a line. Also one of two or more vertical
sections of text and/or numbers that share the
same lines but are separated by blank spaces
and are functionally independent of each
other.

CoDaand

An

instruction to the computer.

cable

Cable for attaching peripherals to the port
labeled "Communications."

ec.aunications

The transmission of data from one electronic
dev ice to another.

Ccmmunications

The rate of data transmission via the Comm
port.

COlma

Baud Rate
COlma

Port

The connector on the back of Attache for
attaching a cable to communicate with another
electronic device.

Control Character Program codes used to address the display
COdes
driver.
Copy

See Block Copy.

CP/M

An

CP/M Utility

programs used to copy files, display files
and available file space, erase or rename
files, and perform a variety of other'
maintenance functions under CP/M.

CPU

The central Processing unit.

CRT

cathode Ray Tube, which is the display screen.

Programs

operating system used

~

Attache.

Used in conjunction with other keys for
activating multi-function commands, operating
modes, or control codes.
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CUrsor

The movable highlighted rectangle on the
display screen that indicatesyour current
typing position on the scree~

CUrsor IIovement
Keys

See

CUrsor CollDll1

The column where the cursor is located on the
line.

CUrsor Line

The line where the cursor is located on the
screen.

Delete

A command that provides f.or removal of data
from a document file or from a diskette.
Also, Disk Manager option that deletes a file.

DEL Key

Used alone or in conjunction with other
modifier keys for deleting data from a
document file.

DIR

A utility program that lists on the screen a
directory of files contained on a diskette.

Directory

A listing of the names of all files contained
on a diskette.

Disk

Magnetic device where computerized information
is stored. May be either "hard" or "floppy."
Attache uses floppy disks, also known as
diskettes.

Disk Drive

The piece of hardware that holds the diskette"
and transfers information from the diskette to
the processing unit ·and back.

Disk Error

Error generated by the operating system to
indicate a problem writing data from or
reading data to a diskette.

Disk MaDager

Attache CP/M software program that provides
disk and file maintenance options, including
Backup, Format, Sysdup, File Copy, File
Delete, File Rename, File Print, and File
View.

Diskette

Small magnetic disk where computerized
information is stored, also known as "flopp.ytf

ARROW Keys.

disk.

DocuIIent

See Docwnent File.
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Glossary

A single body of text (such aa a letter of

correspondence or report) that is created
during word processing and stored on a
diskette. Also referred to as a document or
file.
Docmaent RaIle

The name that is used to identify a document
file. The file name is user-specified when
the file is opened, but may be changed at any
time as a part of routine directory
maintenance.

Drive

see Disk Drive.

Edit

The process of revising keyed information.

Embedded Command

An instruction that is integrated in the text.

End

See Block Ena

ESC Key

Used alone in response to prompts and
messages, with other keys to indicate embedded
escape codes, or as a modifier key in
conjunction with the CTRL ~ey.

Escape Codes

Program codes used to address the display
driver.

File

A collection of like records stored under a
single file name, such as a document file
containing a letter of correspondence or a
report, or a command file containing program
commands, executable programs, et~

File Directory

A listing of files contained on a diskette.

File Display Area The portion of the screen where text is keyed
and displayed.
File Line

A specific line in a file, or the line where
the cursor resides.

File RaJae

The name associated with a file, conSisting of
a primary name (up to eight characters) and an
extension name (up to three characters)
separated by a perioa

Find

WordStar-Plus command to search out a specific
word or string of words in a document.

FindVBeplace Again WordStar-Plus command to search for the next
occurrence of a specific word or words from a
previous Find commana
Floppy Disk

See Diskette.
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Glossary

A program that prepares new diskettes for use
wi th Attache.

Format Dimensions The physical dimensions of a page, including
top and bott~m margins, left and right
margins, tab stops, and the number of lines
per page.
error that occurs during FORMAT.

Format Error

An

GO

utility program that executes the program
already in memory.

Hardware

The physical equipment that is a computer
system.

Help, Dots

WordStar-Plus help menus.

Help Level

WordStar-Plus help settings that determine the
amount of informational detail included in
prompts and help menus that are displayed on
the screen.

Hide

See Block Hide.

Home Error

An

I/O

Input/Output. Indicates capability for both
inputingand outputing data.

Insert Mode

WordStar-Plus command that allows typing of
additional text between existing characters or
words in a document.

K

Kilobyte, which is 1,024 characters.

Keyboard Click

See Click.

Keyboard Volume

The Set-up Mode command for determining the
sound level of keyboard click.

LIRE FEED Key

Used for indicating the end of a line during
program editing, but not used for word
processing.

Load Programs

The process of copying programs from diskette
storage to the processing unit so that work
can be done on the computer.

Local cable

cable for attaching peripherals to the port
label ed • Printer. •
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Logged Disk

The disk drive containing the diskette that is
being used by the computer.

Lower case

Small letters of type, as opposed to upper
case (capital) letters•.

Margin

The boundary to either side, above, and below
text on a printed page.

Margin Release

WordStar-Plus command that allows typing
beyond the normal left-right margins during
word processing.

Margins, Format

WordStar-Plus menu that provides commands for
changing margins and various format dimension
default settings.

Markers, Repeat

WordStar-Plus menu that provides commands for
place markers, unusual cursor movements, and
deletions.

tmASIC

The CP/M version of Microsoft's BASIC-BO
language.

Menu

A table listing available command option&
One of a computer system's operating states or
modes which provide the means for keyboard
mul ti-functions and other tasks where internal
interpretat!ons depend upon the active mode.

Modifier Keys

The CTRL and SHIFT keys, which are used alone
or with each other in conjunction with the
mul ti-function keys, arrow keys, or DEL key to
perform a variety of tasks.

Move

See Block Move.

IIS-DOS

An

MS-DOS utility

Programs used to copy files, display files
and available file space, erase or rename
files, and perform a variety of other
maintenance functions under MS-OOS.

Multiplan

Microsoft's spreadsheet analysis program.

Multi-Function

Commands that are described on the template
above the Attache keyboard and activated by
pressing one or more modifier keys at the same
time as one of the multi-function keys.

Programs

CoDIDands

operating system used by Attache B: 16.
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Multi-Function
Keys

Keys on the top row of the keyboard that have
capabilities in addition to normal upper and
lower case when used in conjunction with one
or more keyboard modifier keys.

No Disk Error

Error that occurs when there is no disk in the
drive, the drive door is open, or the diskette
has not been formatted for use with Attache.

No-File CoJBaJlds

WordStar-Plus commands that are initiated from
the No-File Menu.

No-File Menu

WordStar-Plus main

Operating system

The set of programs that run the computer
hardware and interpret software commands.

Port

The connectors on the back of Attache for
attachment of printer or communications
cables.

PORTS

A utility program for temporarily changing the
number of stop bits, data bits, or parity
usage for the Attache serial ports.

Print

WordStar-Plus command for printing a word
processing document.

Print Codes

WordStar-Plus menu that provides commands for
activating Print Control Character&

Printer Port

The connector on the back of Attache for
attaching a cable to transmit data to a
printer.

men~

Printing, Control WordStar-Plus menu that provides commands for
general directory maintenance and for getting
out of a document.

Read Error

An error that is detected while the system is

attempting to read a diskette.
Reboot

The loading of programs and/or execution of
diagnostics that occurs when the RESET key is
pressed at the same time as the SHIFT key on
the. right side of the keyboard, also called a
"cold boot."

RefoOl

WordStar-Plus command that rejustifies text
after edi tinge
Program option that changes the name of a
file.
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Replace

WordStar-Plus command for flnding a text
string and replacing it with another text
string.

RESET Key

Used in conjunction with the SHIFT key on the
right side of the keyboard to reboot Attache.

Return

See carriage

RE'l'OBRltey

Enters carriage returns or ·sends· keyboard
commands to the processor.

RIO

Read/Only. Data alrea~ stored on a diskette
marked R/O can be accessed but no new
information can be writte~

Retur~

Read/Write. Data stored on a diskette marked
R/w can be accessed and new information can be
written.
save

WordStar-Plus command that transfers work from
the processing unit to the diskette and then
returns to the work in 'progress for additional
editing.

Scratch Diskettes Diskettes which have been previously used that
will be erased and used agai~
SCreen Brightness The Set-up Mode function that allows the
brightness of the display screen to be
adj usted up or dow~
Screenful

The number of text lines on the screen display
at one time.

scrolling.

The function that "rolls· lines of text or
entire "screenfuls· of text up or down on the
screen.

Sectors

Locations on a diskette where data is

set

WordStar-Plus command for setting tab stops.

Set-up Mode

Operating state used for setting or changing
screen brightness, keyboard click sound,
vol ume level, baud rates, etc.

SHIP'!' Keys

Used for activating upper case as on a
typewriter, and as modifier keys when used in
conjunction with other multi-function keys.

Software

The programs that instruct the computer at
each step in the accomplishment of a task.

start

See Block start.

store~
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System

The necessary hardware and software for a
·computer" that is functionally complete.
Sometimes used in reference to the software
package being used

System Error

Error that occurs when a hardware problem is
detected.

Tab Clear

WordStar-Plus command for clearing tab stops.

'l'AB

Key

Used for moving the cursor from one tab stop
to another.

Tab set

WordStar-Plus command for setting tab stops.

Ter:mi.nal. Rode

Operating state where Attache emulates a
computer terminal.

'!'ext String

A group of adjacent characters or words.

TIME

A

Top of Screen

WordStar-Plus command that moves the cursor to
the first line that appears on the scree~

underline

WordStar-Plus command for underlining text
strings in a document.

Upper Case

Capital letters, as opposed to lower case
letters.

utility Prograa

A program ·used to assist in the operation and

utility program that sets the time.

maintenance of the computer.
Valet

Software program for activating Screen Dump,
Alarms, and calculator functions.

Volume

The Set-up Mode function that allows
modification of the key click sound volume.

write Error

An error that is detected while the system is
attempting to write to a diskette.

lO-Key Mode

Y-lO

Operating state w.here certain keys emulate a
lO-key pad for numeric entry, activated or
deactivated ~ pressing CTRL and CAPS LOCL
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How to USE this Guide
This manual describes MS-DOS and how to use it. The first
chapter introduces some basic MS-DOS concepts. Chapter 2
discusses how to start using MS-DOS and how to format and back up
your disks.
Chapter 3 tells you about files -- what they are and how to
use them.
Chapters 4 through 6 introduce MS-DOS commands and
Chapter 7 describes the line editor, EDLIN. Read these chapters
carefully; they contain information on protecting your data,
system commands, and the MS-DOS editing commands.
Chapter 8 explains how to use the MS-DOS File Comparison utility,
FC.
This utility is helpful when you need to compare the
contents of two source or binary files.
Chapter 9 tells you how to add device drivers and customize your
system through the use of a configuration file named
"CONFIG.SYS." This file executes automatically when MS-DOS is
booted.
Appendixes to this manual include instructions for users with
one-disk-drive systems, disk error messages, command reference
charts, and assorted technical informatio~
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Introduction
Overview
Microsoft MS-DOS is a disk operating system that is used with
Attache 8:16 for l6-bit operatio~ MS is a registered trademark
of Microsoft Corporation (the system author and distributor).
DOS stands for Disk Operating System. You can refer to the
system as either MS-DOS or OOS.
MS-DOS is a disk operating system that enables you to create and
keep track of files, run and link programs, and access peripheral
devices such as printers that are attached to your computer.
Through MS-DOS you communicate with the computer, disk drives,
and printer, managing these resources to your advantage.
The operating system is your nsilent partner" when you are using
the computer. It provides the interface between the hardware and
you (the user) and also between the hardware and the specific
application software (such as a word processing or spreadsheet
program) that you may be using.

DOS Commands and Functions
In addition to internal system functions that are transparent to
the casual user, MS-DOS provides a number of program commands
that range from basic system and diskette maintenance functions
to advanced programming and system modification functions.
These programs may be either "internal n (contained internally in
the DOS command processor) or nexternal n (contained externally in
files with a .COM or .EXE extension on the Attache OOS diskette).
Internal commands are the simplest, most 'commonly used commands.
You cannot see these commands when you do a directory listing on
your MS-DOS disk because they are part of the command processor.
When you type these commands, they execute immediately.
External commands reside on disks as program files. They must be
read from disk before they can execute. If the disk containing
the command is not in the drive, ~lS-DOS will not be able to find
and execute the command. When you enter an external command, do
not include its filename extension.
Any filename with a filename extension of .COM, .EXE, or .BAT is
considered an external command. For example, programs such as
FORMAT.COM are external commands. Because all external commands
reside on disk, you can create commands and add them to the
system. Programs that you create with most languages (including
assembly language) will be .EXE (executable) files.
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Internal Commands
BREAK

Checks for a CTRL C entered at the keyboard

CBDIR

Changes directories or displays working directory (CD)

a.s

Clears the screen

COPY

Copies file(s) as specified

ern

Changes console TTY

DATE

Displays and sets date

DEL

Deletes file(s) as specified (ERASE)

DIR

Lists requested directory entries

ECHO

Turns batch file echo featUre on or off

EXI'l'

Exits from secondary command processor to COMMAND. COM

FOR

Batch command for repeated command execution

GO'l'O

Batch command to transfer control to a specified line

IF

Batch command for conditional command execution

MKDIR

Makes a directory (MO)

PM'll

Specifies the directories to be searched

PAUSE

Suspends execution in a batch file

PlOIP.r

Designates command prompt

REM

Displays a comment in a batch f He

REB

Renames first file as second file (RENAME)

RMDIR

Removes a directory (RD)

SET

Sets one string value equivalent to another

SHIF"r

Allows access to over 10 batch replaceable parameters

TIME

Displays and sets time

TYPE

Displays the contents of the specified file

VER

Prints MS-DOS version number

VERIFY

Turns verify switch on or off when writing to disk

VOL

Prints volume identification label
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External Commands
The following external commands are described in this manual:
ARCHIVE Backs up and restores files on the hard disk (ARK)
CBKDSK

Scans the directory of the default or designated drive
and checks for consistency

CONVERT Bi-directional CP/M to MS-DOS file converter
DEBUG

Program debugging tool

DISKODP! Copies entire diskettes
EDLIN

Line editor for creating source or text files

EXE2BIN Converts executable files to binary format
EXPAND

Creates several lines from one list of arguments

PC

Compares files

FILErYPB Changes or displays file and directory attributes
FIND

Searches files for a specified text string

FIXDISK Locates bad sectors on the hard disk
FO~

Formats a diskette for the MS-DOS operating system

BDFO~

Formats the hard disk

LINK

Combines separately produced object modules

MAKBDB

Converts hex file values to decimal values

lORE

Displays console output one screen at a time

MOVAFILE Transfers files with the archive attribute set
Queues and prints text files
RECOVER Recovers files from a damaged disk
SIZE

Displays size of specified files or total size of files

SORT

Sorts data alphabetically, forward or backward

SYS

Transfers MS-DOS system files to the specified drive

TREE

Displays directory paths
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Syntax Notation
The following syntax notation i~ used throughout this manual in
descriptions of command and statement syntax:
[]

Square brackets indicate that the enclosed entry is
optional.

<>

Angle brackets indicate data you must enter. When the
angle brackets enclose text, type in an entry defined by
the text (for example, <filename».

{}

Braces indicate that you have a choice between two or more
entries. At least one of the entries enclosed in braces
must be chosen unless the entries are also enclosed in
square brackets.
Ellipses indicate that an entry may be repeated
times as needed or desired.

as many

A bar indicates an OR statement in a command. When used
with an MS-DOS filter, the bar indicates a pipe.
CAPS

Capital letters indicate portions of statements or commands
that must be entered exactly as shown.

All other punctuation, such as commas, colons, slash marks, and
equal signs, must be entered exactly as shown.

MS-DOS Files
The Attache DOS diskette contains the following MS-DOS files:
COMMAND. COM

* MSDOS.SYS

*

*

IO.SYS
ARCH IVE.COM
CHKDSK.COM
CONVERT. COM
DEBUG. COM
DISKCOPY.COM
EDLIN. COM

EXE2BIN.EXE
EXPAND. COM
FC.EXE
FILETYPE.COM
FIND.EXE
FIXDISK.COM
FORMAT. COM
HDFORMAT.COM
LINK.EXE

MAKEDB.EXE
fttORE.COM
MOVAFILE.COM
PRINT.COM
RECOVER. COM
SIZE.EXE
SORT.EXE
SYS.COM
TREE. COM

Indicates a "hidden" file that does not appear on the
directory display.
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Getting Started
Overview
This section describes the procedures for booting the DOS
operating system, formatting diskettes for use with DOS, and
making backup copies of the Attache DOS diskette.

How to Boot DOS
To use Attache 8: 16 with DOS, you must "load" a copy of the DOS
operating system from a diskette into memory. This is called a
"bootstrap" operation, or simply "booting." When DOS has been
booted, you may activate applications programs that are written
to perform under DOS.
To boot DOS:
1.

Turn the power on.

The following message is displayed:

OtroDa Attache [xl
Ho Disk or Disk Hot Readable
How

in Terminal Mode

This is the Terminal Mode prompt. DOS will be loaded from
this mode.
2.

Insert the Attache DOS diskette in Drive A (the upper drive)
and close the drive door.

3.

Press the RESET key and the SHIFT key on the right side of
the keyboard at the same time to boot the system.
Booting takes approximately 10 seconds. The message "Otror~
Attache [x] II is displayed during this time. [x] identif ies
the ROM version for your computer.

4.

Once MS-DOS has been loaded, the system searches the disk for
the COMMAND.COM file (the command processor) and loads it
into memory. When the command processor is loaded, the
following display appears on your screen:
Attache MS-DOS version 2.x
Copyright 1981, 82, 83 Microsoft Corp.
Coumand V. 2.02

CUrrent Date is DAY mTE
Enter new date:
2-1
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How to Set the Date
The displayed date is from Attache's real-time clock.
date is correct as displayed, press RE"l'ORN.

If the

If the displayed date is not correct, type today's date in the
mm-dd-yy format and press RETURN. The real-time clock will be
updated to the date you type.
The nun-dd-yy format is as follows:
rom

is a one- or two-digit number from 1-12 (representing month)

dd

is a one- or two-digit number from 1-31 (representing day of
month)

yy

is a two-digit number from 80-99 (the 19 is assumed), or a
four-digit number from 1980-2099 (representing year)

Any date is acceptable in answer to the new date prompt as long
as it follows the format above. Separators between the numbers
can be hyphens (-) or slashes (f). For example:
6-1-82 or 06/01/82
are both acceptable answers. If you enter an invalid date or
form of date, DOS prompts again to enter the new date.

How to Set the Time
When the date has been accepted, OOS prompts:
CUrrent time is 8:30:00.00
Enter new time:_
The displayed time is from Attache's real-time Clock.
time is correct as displayed, press RETORN.

If the

If the displayed time is not correct, enter the current time in
the hh:mm format and press RETURN. The real-time clock will be
updated to the time you type here.
The hh:mm format (in military time) is as follows:
hh

is a one- or two-digit number from 0-23 (representing hours)

rom

is a one- or two-digit number from 0-59 (representing
minutes)
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MS-DOS uses this time value to keep track of when you last
updated and/or created files on the system. Notice that MS-DOS
uses military time. For example, 1:30 p.m. is written 13:30.
Example:
CUrrent time is 0:00:14.00
Enter new time: 9:05
You should use only the colon (:) to separate hours and minutes.
If you enter an invalid separator, MS-DOS repeats the prompt.
Note: If you make a mistake while typing, press the crRL key
and the C key at the same time. This crRL C fUnction aborts your
current entry. You can then re-answer the prompt or type another
command. To correct a line before you press RETURN, use the
BACKSPACE key to erase one letter at a time.
You have now completed the steps for starting MS-DOS. When the
time has been accepted, a prompt is displayed as shown:
A)

This is the DOS prompt; which indicates tha.t DOS is loaded into
memory and waiting for a command. The cursor is positioned to the
right of the prompt.
The DOS prompt is a symbol that DOS displays when it is ready for
instructions. The letter "A" indicates the logged disk drive,
which is the drive currently being used for reading and writing
information.
Drive A is always the logged disk drive when DOS is booted. DOS
commands or applications programs can be activated when A> is
displayed.

How to Change the Default Drive
You can ask MS-DOS to search the disk in Drive B by changing the
drive designation or by specifying B: in a command. To change
the disk drive designation, enter the new drive letter followed
by a colon.
For example:
A>
A>B:
B>

eMS-OOS prompt)
(you type B: in response to the prompt)
(system responds with B> and Drive B is now the
default or "logged" drive)
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When tpe system prompt B> appears, MS-DOS searches only the
in Drive B until you specify a different default drive.

disk

You can change drives automatically at each cold boot by placing
the command nB:" in an AUTOEXEC.BAT file, discussed in Chapter 4.

How to Format Your Disks
You must "format" all new disks before they can be used by DOS. A
blank disk must be formatted with the FORMAT command. FORMAT
changes the disk to a format that MS-DOS can use and also
analyzes the disk for defective tracks.
Note: If the disk is not already blank, formatting it will
destroy any data that exists on the disk. Do not attempt to
format diskettes that contain important data or programs that you
wish to keep.

The FORMAT Command
The syntax of the FORMAT command is:
FORMAT [d:] [/switches]

where d: is the drive designation (the drive that contains the
disk to be formatted). Optional switches are discussed below.
Note that the brackets identify optional information.
If you
do not specify a disk drive (for example, A: or B:), MS-DOS
formats the disk in the default drive.
With the MS-DOS disk already in Drive A, you are ready to format
your new blank disk. The following command will format the new
disk in Drive B:
FOmIAT B:

Ms-Dbs issues the following message:
Insert new diskette for drive B:
and strike any key when ready

After you insert the new disk in Drive B and press a key, the
following message is displayed:
FoDlBtting •••
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The diskette is formatted as a double-sided disk at 9 sectors per
track. You may override these defaults by specifying switches in
the Format command line. The /1 switch is used for formatting a
single-sided disk, and the /8 switch is used to format disks at
eight sectors per track.
You may also specify a /S switch to copy the MS-DOS system to the
diskette being formatted.
These switches (and others) are
described under the Format command in Chapter 5.
When the formatting is finished, MS-DOS issues a message similar
to this:
Formatting ••• Format oa.plete
Volume label (11 characters, RE'l'URN for none)?
Volume labels are useful to identify disks -- they are like a
name tag for each disk. When you assign a unique volume label
to a disk, you can always be sure that you know which disk you
are using. Volume labels are displayed with many DOS commands,
including the DIR (directory) command described in this chapter.
Type a volume label in response to the prompt above if you want
to identify this disk, and press RETORN. An example of a volume
label is PROGRAMS.
If you do not want to attach a label to this disk, simply press
RETURN. You should see on your screen a message similar to this:

362,496 bytes total disk space
xxxxxxx bytes used by system

362,496 bytes available on disk
Format another (Y/N)?_
Type Y to format another disk.

Type N to end the FORf.lAT program.

How to Back Up Your Disks
It is strongly recommended that you make backup copies of all
your disks. If a disk becomes damaged or if files are
accidentally erased, you then still have all of the information
on your backup disk. You should make a backup copy of your MSDOS disk also. You can back up disks by using the DISKCOPY
command. This command is described in the following section.
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The DISKCOPY Command
The DISKOOPY command copies the contents of a disk onto another
disk. You can use this command to duplicate both the MS-DOS disk
and a disk that contains your own files. DISKCOPY is the fastest
way of copying a disk because it copies the entire disk in one
operation.
The format of the DISKCOPY command is:
DISKOOPY [drivel:] [drive2:]

Drive 1 is the disk drive that contains the disk that you want to
copy. Drive 2 is the disk drive that contains the blank or
"destination" disk. The blank disk must be formatted prior to
running DISK COPY.
For example, if you want to make a copy of your MS-DOS disk which
is in Drive A, type:
DISKCOPY A: B:

MS-DOS responds:
Insert source diskette into drive A:
Insert fo~tted target diskette into drive B:
Press any key when ready

Make sure the MS-DOS disk is in Drive A and insert a blank,
formatted disk in Drive B. Next, press any character key and MSDOS will begin copying the MS-DOS disk. After MS-DOS has copied
the disk, MS-DOS displays:
Copy complete
Copy another (YIN)?

Type Y (for Yes) i f you wish to copy another disk with DISKCOPY.
If you type N (for No), the default drive prompt is displayed.
You now have a duplicate copy of your MS-DOS disk in Drive B.
This duplicate copy can be saved as your backup copy of the MSDOS disk.
If either of the disks that you are using has defective
tracks, DISKCOPY will not work. Use the COpy command to back up
your disks in these cases. Refer to Chapter 5 for information on
how to use COPY.

Note:
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How MS-DOS Keeps Track Of Your Files
The names of files are kept in directories on a disk. These
directories also contain information on the size of the files,
their location on the disk, and the dates that they were created
and updated. The directory you are working in is called your
current or working directory.
An additional system area is called the File Allocation Table.
It keeps track of the location of your files on the disk. It
also allocates the free space on your disks so that you can
create new files.
These two system areas, the directories and the File Allocation
Table, enable MS-DOS to recognize and organize the files on your
disks. The File Allocation Table is copied onto a new disk when
you format it with the MS-DOS FORMAT command and one empty
directory, the root directory, is created.

The DIR (Show Directory) Command
If you want to know what files are on your disk, you can use the
DIR command. This command tells MS-DOS to display all the files
in the current directory on the disk that is named. For example,
if your MS-DOS disk is in Drive A and you want to see the listing
for the current directory on that disk, type:
DIR A:

MS-DOS responds with a directory listing of all the files in the
current directory on your MS-DOS disk. The display should look
similar to this:
Volume in drive A is DOS 2-0
Directory of A:\
COMMAND
CHKDSK
SYS
EDLIN
RECOVER
PRINT
FORMAT
SORT
MORE
FIND
CON FIG
FC

COM
COM
COM
cOM
COM
COM
COM
EXE
COM
EXE
SYS
EXE

16276
6272
1400
4419
2281
3899
5605
1280
291
5888
33
10624

12 File(s)

10-29-81 1l:48a
10-26-82 12:12p
6:30p
10-29-82
1-01-80 12:41a
5:37p
10-29-82
10-27-82 12:19p
9:55a
10-28-82
3:18p
10-27-82
3:20p
10-27-82
01-01-80 12:57a
5:02p
10-18-82
7:00p
10-27-82
83967 bytes free
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Two MS-DOS system files, IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS, are
"hidden" files and do not appear when you issue the DIR command.

Note:

You can also get information about any file on your disk by
typing DIR and a filename. For example, if you have created a
file named MYFILE.TXT, the following command displays the file's
directory information (name of file, size of file, date last
edited) :
DIR MYFlLE. TXT

More information about the DIR command, including additional
options, appears in Chapter 5.

Automatic Program Execution
If you want to run a specific program automatically each time you
start MS-DOS, you can do so with Automatic Program Execution.
For example, you may want to have MS-DOS display the names of
your files each time you load MS-DOS.
When you start MS-DOS, the command processor searches for a file
named AUTOEXEC.BAT on the MS-DOS disk. This file is a program
that MS-DOS will run each time MS-DOS is started. Chapter 4
tells you how to create an AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

Files
A file is a collection of related information. A file on your
disk can be compared to a file folder in a desk drawer. For
example, one file folder might contain the names and addresses of
the employees who work in the office. You might name this file
the Employee Master File. A file on your disk could also contain
the names and addresses of employees in the office and could be
named Employee Master File.
All programs, text, and data on your disk reside in files and
each file has a unique name. You refer to files by their names.
Chapter 3 tells you how to name your files.
You create a file each time you enter and save data or text at
your terminal. Files are also created when you write and name
programs and save them on your disks.
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The CHKDSK (Check Disk) Command
The KS-DOS command CHKDSK is used to check your disks for
consistency and errors, much like a secretary proofreading a
letter. CHKDSK analyzes the directories and the File Allocation
Table on the disk that you specify. It then produces a status
report of any inconsistencies, such as files which have a nonzero size in their directory but really have no data in them.
To check the disk in drive A:, type:
CBKDSK A:
MS-DOS displays a status report and any errors that it has found.
An example of this display and more information on CHKDSK can be
found in the description of the CHKDSK command in Chapter 5. You
should run CHKDSK occasionally for each disk to ensure the
integrity of your files.
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More About Files
Overview
In Chapter 2, you learned that directories contain the names of
your files. In this chapter, you will learn how to name and copy
your files.
You will also learn more about the MS-DOS
hierarchical directory structure which makes it easy for you to
organize and locate your files.

How to Name Your Files
The name of a typical MS-DOS file looks like this:
NfJiFn.E. EXE

The name of a file consists of two parts: the filename and the
extension. In this example, the filename is NEWFILE and the
filename extension is •EXE. A filename can be from one to eight
characters long. The filename extension can be up to three
characters. You can type any filename in upper or lowercase
letters and MS-DOS translates the name into uppercase characters.
In addition to the filename and the filename extension, the file
specification may include a drive designation.
A drive
designation tells MS-DOS to look on the disk in the deSignated
drive to find the filename typed.
For example, to find directory information about the file
NEWFILE.EXE which is located on the disk in Drive A (and Drive A
is NOT the default drive), type the following command:
DIR A:NfJiFn.E. EXE

Directory information about the file NEWFILE.EXE is now displayed
on your screen. If Drive A is the default drive, MS-DOS searches
only the disk in Drive A for the filename NEWFILE and so the
drive designation is not necessary. A drive designation is
needed if you want to tell MS-DOS to look on the other drive to
find a file.
Your filenames will probably be made up of letters and numbers,
but other characters are allowed, too. Legal characters for
filename extensions are the same as those for filenames.
The complete list of the characters you can use in filenames and
extensions is as follows:
A-Z

0-9

$

"

t

,

@

, 1
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All of the parts of a filename comprise a file specification.
The term file specification (or filespec) is used in this manual
to indicate the following filename format:
[<drive designation:>]<filename>[<.filename extension>]

Remember that brackets indicate optional items. Angle brackets
« » mean that you supply the text for the item. The drive
designation is not required unless you need to indicate to MSDOS on which disk to search for a specific file. You do not have
to give your filename a filename extensio~
Examples of file specifications are:
B :MYPROG. CX>B
A:YOORPROG. EXT
A:NDlFn.E.
'l'EXT

Wild Cards
Two special characters (called wild cards) can be used in
filenames and extensions: the asterisk (*) and the question mark
(?). These special characters give you greater flexibility when
using filenames in MS-DOS commands.

The? Wild Card
A question mark (?) in a filename or filename extension indicates
that any character can occupy that position. For example, the
following MS-DOS command lists all directory entries on the
default drive that have 8 characters, begin with TEST, have any
next character, end with the letters RUN, and have a filename
extension of .EXE:
DIR 'l'ESrlRDN. BXE

Here are some examples of files that might be listed by the above
DIR command:
TES.rlRDN. BXE
'.rBST2BDN. EXE
ftSfiRDN. BXE
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* Wild Card

An asterisk (*) in a filename or filename extension indicates
that any character can occupy that position or any of the
remaining positions in the filename or extensio~
For example:
DIR TESr*. EXB

lists all directory entries on the default drive with filenames
that begin with the characters TEST and have an extension of
the above DIR command:
TESTIRUN. EXE
TEs.r2BDN. EXE

TEST6RUN. EXE
TE8.rALL. DE

The wild card designation *.* refers to all files on the disk.
Note that this can be very powerful and destructive when used in
MS-DOS commands. For example, the command DEL *. * deletes all
files on the default drive, regardless of filename or extension.
Examples:
To list the directory entries for all files named NEWFILE on
Drive A (regardless of their filename extensions), simply type:
DIR A:Rl!lfPILE. *

To list the directory entries for all files with filename
extensions of .TXT (regardless of their filenames) on the disk in
Drive B, type:
DIR B:*.!l'XT

This command is useful if, for example, you have given all your
text programs a filename extension of .TXT. By using the DIR
command with the wild card characters, you can obtain a listing
of all your text files even if you do not remember all of their
filenames.
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Illegal Filenames
MS-DOS treats some device names specially, and certain 3-letter
names are reserved for the names of these devices. These 3letter names cannot be used as filenames or extensions. You must
not name your files any of the following:
AIJX

Used when referring to input from or output to an
auxiliary device (such as a printer or disk drive).

COR

Used when referring to keyboard input or to output to the
terminal console (screen).

LS'r or

ERN

Used when referring to the printer device.

NUL

Used when you do not want to create a particular file,
but the command requires an input or output filename.

Even if you add device designations or filename extensions to
these filenames, they remain associated with the devices listed
above. For example, A:CON.XXX still refers to the console and is
not the name of a disk file.

How to Copy Your Files
Just as with paper files, you often need more than one copy of a
disk file. The COpy command allows you to copy one or more files
to another disk. You can also give the copy a different name if
you specify the new name in the COpy command.
The COpy command can also make copies of files on the same disk.
In this case, you must supply MS-DOS with a different filename or
you will overwrite the file. You cannot make a copy of a file on
the same disk unless you specify a different filename for the new
copy.
The format of the COpy command is:
(X)P!

filespec [filespec]

For example, the following command copies the file MYFILE.TXT on
the disk in Drive A to a file named MYFILE.TXT on the disk in
Drive B:
(X)P!

A:IIYFILE. 'IT.r B:IIYFILE. 'IT.r

Duplicate copies of MYFILE.TXT now exist on separate diskettes.
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I f you want to duplicate the file named MYFILE.TXT on the same
disk, type:
(DPJ

A:IIYFILE. TXT A:RIIIImME. TXT

You now have two copies of your file on disk A,
MYFILE.TXT and the other named NEWNAME.TXT.

one named

You can also copy all files on a disk to another disk (i.e., make
a backup copy) with the COpy command. Refer to Chapter 5 for
more information on this process.

How to Protect Your Files
MS-DOS is a powerful and useful tool in processing your personal
and business information.
As with any information system,
inadvertent errors may occur and information may be misused.
If you are processing information that cannot be replaced or
requires a high level of security, you should take steps to
ensure that your data and programs are protected from accidental
or unauthorized use, modification, or destruction.
Simple
measures you can take (such as removing your disks when they are
not in use, keeping backup copies of valuable information, and
installing your equipment in a secure facility) can help you
maintain the integrity of the information in your files.

Directories
As you learned in Chapter 2, the names of your files are kept in
a directory on each disk.
The directory also contains
information on the size of the files, their locations on the
disk, and the dates that they were created and updated.
When there are multiple users on your computer, or when you are
working on several different projects, the number of files in the
directory can become large and unwieldy. You may want your own
files kept separate from a co-worker's, or you may want to
organize your programs into categor ies that are convenient for
you.
In an office, you can separate files by putting them in different
filing cabinets. This procedure, in effect, creates different
directories of information. MS-DOS allows you to organize the
files on your disks into directories. Directories are a way of
dividing your files into convenient groups of files.
For
example, you may want all of your accounting programs in one
directory and text files in another.
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Anyone directory can contain related files, and may also contain
other directories (referred to as subdirectories). This method
of organizing your files is called a hierarchical directory
structure.
A hierarchical directory structure can be thought of as a "tree"
structure, where directories are the branches of the tree and
files are the leaves. This type of "tree" grows downward: that
is, the "root" is at the top.

The root is the first level in the directory structure. When you
format a disk, the root directory is automatically created and
named the backslash character (\).
You can create additional
subdirectories by following the instructions in Chapter 4.
The tree or file structure grows as you create new directories
for groups of files or for other people on the system. Within
each new directory, files can be added or new subdirectories can
be created.
It is possible to find any file in the system by starting at the
root and traveling down any of the branches to the desired file.
Conversely, you can start where you are within the file system
and travel towards the root.
Each directory stores its own filenames, independent of all other
directories. Unless you take special action when you create a
file, the new file is created in the directory in which you are
currently working.
Files of the same name can exist
independently on a disk in different directories.

of-

/
GAllES

/

/

/

Root directory -\- -+

/
/

/

/

/

BIN

/.1
1

\

1
1
1

USERS

\

\
\

\

\

\

ACCOUNTS

\

\

\

PROGRAMS

/1\
JOE

SUE

/
TEXT. TXT

MARY

\
FORMS

\
TEXT. TXT

The root directory (\) is the first level in the directory
structure. You can create subdirectories from the root by using
the MKDIR command (refer to Chapter 5 for information on MKDIR).
In this example, five subdirectories have been created.
include:
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A directory of games, named GAMES

More About Files

2.

A directory of all external commands, named BIN

3.

A USER directory containing separate subdirectories for all
users of the system

4.

A directory containing accounting information, named ACCOUNTS

5.

A directory of programs, named PROGRAMS

Joe, Sue, and Mary each have their own directories which are
subdirectories of the USER directory. Sue has a subdirectory
under the \USER\SUE directory named FORMS. Sue and Mary have
files in their directories, each named TEXT.TXT. Notice that
~lary's text file is unrelated to Sue's.
This organization of files and directories is not important i f
you only work with files in your own directory. If you work with
someone else or on several projects at one time, however, the
hierarchical directory structure becomes extremely useful. For
example, you could get a list of the files in Sue's FORMS
directory by typing:
Dm \USER\SOE\FOBMS

Note that the backward slash mark (\) is used to separate
directories from other directories and files.
To find out what files Mary has in her directory, you could type:
Dm \USER\MARY

To list the files and subdirectories in the root directory, type:
Dm \

Filenames and Paths
When you use hierarchical directories, you must tell MS-DOS where
the files are located in the directory structure. Both Mary and
Sue, for example, have files named TEXT.TXT. Each has to tell
MS-DOS in which directory her file resides if she wants to access
it. This is done by giving MS-DOS a pathname to the file.
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Pathnames
A simple filename is a sequence of characters that optionally can
be preceded by a drive designation and followed by an extension.
A pathname is a sequence of directory names followed by a simple
filename, each separated from the previous one by a backslash
(\)

.

The syntax of pathnames is:
[<d>:] [\] [<directory>] [\<directory> ••• ]\[<filename>]
If a pathname begins with a backslash, MS-DOS searches for the
file beginning at the root (or top) of the tree. Otherwise, MSDOS begins at the user's current directory, known as the working
directory, and searches downward from there. The pathname of
Sue's TEXT.TXT file is \USER\SUE\TEXT.TXT.

When you are in your working directory, a filename and its
corresponding pathname may be used interchangeably. Some sample
names are:
\

Indicates the root directory.

\PROGRAMS

Sample directory under the root directory
containing program files.

\USER\MARY\PORIIS\lA

A typical full pathname. This one happens
to be a file named lA in the directory
named FORMS belonging to the USER named
MARY.

USER\SOB

A relative pathname: it names the file or
directory SUE in the subdirectory USER of
the working directory.
If the working
directory is the root (\), the complete
"actual" pathname is \USER\SUE.

TEXT. TXT

Name of a file or directory in the working
directory.

MS-DOS provides special shorthand notations for the working
directory and the parent directory (one level up) of the working
directory:
MS-DOS uses this shorthand notation to indicate the
name of the working directory in all hierarchical
directory listings. MS-DOS automatically creates this
entry when a directory is made.
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The shorthand name of the working directory's parent
directory. If you type:
DIR ••
MS-DOS lists the files in the parent directory of your
working directory. If you type:
DIR •• \ ••

MS-DOS lists the files in the parent's PARENT
directory.

Pathing and External Commands
External commands reside on disks as program files. They must be
read from the disk before they execute. For more information on
external commands, refer to Chapter 4.
When you are working with more than one directory, it is
convenient to put all MS-DOS external commands into a separate
directory so they do not clutter your other directories. When
you issue an external command to MS-DOS, MS-DOS immediately
checks your working directory to find that command. You must
tell MS-DOS in which directory these external commands reside.
This is done with the PATH command.
For example, i f you are in a working directory named \USER\SUE
and all MS-DOS external commands are in the root directory, you
must tell MS-DOS to search the root to find external commands.
The following command instructs MS-DOS to search in your working
directory and the root directory for all commands:
PATH \

To specify searching for commands
type PATH A:\.
If all external
subdirectory, enter PATH \<subdir>
the subdirectory which contains the

on Drive A's root directory,
commands are located in a
where "subdir" is the name of
commands.

You only have to specify the path command once to MS-DOS during
your terminal session. If you want to know what the current path
is, type PATH and the current value of PATH is printed.
You can cause the PATH command to execute automatically at each
system boot by placing the PATH command into an AUTO EXEC. BAT file
as described in Chapter 4.
See Chapter 5 for more information on the MS-DOS PATH command.
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Pathing and Internal Commands
Internal commands are the simplest, most commonly used commands.
They execute immediately because they are incorporated into the
command processor. For more information on internal commands,
refer to Chapter 4.
Some internal commands can use paths. The following commands,
COPY, DIR, DEL, and TYPE, have greater flexibility when you
specify a pathname after the command.
The syntax of these four commands is shown below.

ropy <pathname pathname> If the second pathname to COpy is a
directory, all files are copied into
that directory.
DEL <pathname>

If the pathname is a directory, all the
files in that directory are deleted.
Note: The prompt "Are you sure (YIN)?"
is displayed if you try to delete a
path. Type Y to complete the command,
or type N for the command to abort.

DIR <patbDaJDe>

Displays the directory for a speCific
path.

T!PE <pathname>

You must specify a file in a path for
this command. MS-DOS displays the file
on your screen in response to the TYPE
pa thname command.

Displaying Your Working Directory
All commands are executed while you are in your working
directory. You can find out the name of the directory you are in
by issuing the MS-DOS command CHDIR (Change Directory) with no
options. For example, if your current directory is \USER\JOE,
typing:
CBDIR

displays:

A:\OSBR\JOE
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This is your current drive designation plus the working directory
(\USER\JOE). If you now want to see what is in the \USER\JOE
directory, you can issue the MS-DOS command DIR. The following
is an example of the display you might receive from the DIR
command for a subdirectory:
Volu.e in drive A has no m
Directory of A:\USER\JOE

TEXT

Fn.El

CDM

<DIH>
<DIR>
<nIH>

4 File(s)

8-09-82
8-09-82
8-09-82
5243
8-04-82
8376320 bftes free

10:09a
10:09a
10:09a
9:30a

A volume ID for this disk was not assigned when the disk was
formatted. Note that MS-DOS lists both files and directories in
this output. As you can see, Joe has another directory in this
tree structure named TEXT.
The "." indicates the working
directory \USER\JOE, and the "•• " is the shorthand notation for
the parent directory \USER. FILEI.COM is a file in the \USER\JOE
directory. All of these directories and files reside on the disk
in Drive A.
Because files and directories are listed together (see previous
display), MS-DOS does not allow you to give a subdirectory the
same name as a file in that directory. For example, if you have
a path \BIN\USER\JOE where JOE is a subdirectory, you cannot
create a file in the USER directory named JOE.

Creating a Directory
To create a subdirectory in your working directory, use the MKDIR
(Make Directory) command. For example, to create a new directory
named NEWDIR under your working directory, simply type:
IIKDIR NEHDIR

After this command has been executed by MS-DOS, a new directory
will exist in your tree structure under your working directory.
You can also make directories anywhere in the tree structure by
specifying MKDIR anp then a pathname. MS-DOS automatically
creates the
and
entries in the new directory.
To create files for the new directory, use the MS-DOS line
editor, EDLIN. Chapter 7 describes how to use EDLIN to create
and save files.
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How to Change Your Working Directory
Changing from your working directory to another directory is easy
in KS-DOS. Simply issue the CHDIR (Change Directory) command and
supply a pathname. For example:
A>CBDIR \USER

changes the working directory from \USER\JOE to \USER.
You can
specify any pathname after the command to ntravel n to different
branches of the directory tree. The command CHDIR •• always
puts you in the parent directory of your working directory.

How to Remove a Directory
To delete a directory in the tree structure, use the KS-DOS RMDIR
(Remove Directory) command. For example, to remove the directory
NEWDIR from the working directory, type:
RlmIR NPJIDIR

Note that the directory NEWDIR must be empty except for the.
and •• entries before it can be removed. This prevents you from
accidentally deleting files and directories. You can remove any
directory by specifying its pathname.
To remove the JOE
directory from the path \BIN\USER\JOE, make sure that it has only
the. and •• entries, then type:
RllDIR \BIR\USER'¥JOE

To remove all the files in a directory (except for the • and ••
entries), type DEL and then the pathname of the directory. For
example, to delete all files in the \BIN\USER\SUE directory,
type:
DEL \BIR\USER\SOE

You cannot delete the. and.. entries. They are created by
KS-DOS as part of the hierarchical directory structure.
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Learning' About Commands
Overview
Commands are a way of communicating with the computer. By
entering MS-DOS commands at your terminal, you can ask the system
to perform useful tasks. MS-OOS commands allow you to:
o

Compare, copy, display, delete, and rename files

o

Copy and format disks

o

Execute system programs such as EDLIN, as well as your own
programs

o

Analyze and list directories

o

Enter date, time, and remarks

o Set various printer and screen options
o

Copy MS-DOS system files to another disk

o

Request MS-DOS to wait for a specific period of time

Types of MS-DOS Commands
There are two types of MS-OOS commands:

Internal and External.

Internal commands are the simplest, most commonly used commands.
You cannot see these commands when you do a directory listing on
your MS-DOS disk because they are part of the command processor.
When you type these commands, they execute immediately.
The following internal commands are described in Chapter 5.
Synonyms are shown in parentheses:
BREAK
CHDIR (CD)
CLS
COPY

CTTY
DATE
DEL (ERASE)

DIR
ECHO
EXIT
FOR
GOTO

IF
MKDIR

(MD)

PATH
PAUSE
PRaMPI'
REM
REN (RENAME)
RMDIR (RD)
SET

SHIFT
TIME
TYPE
VER
VERIFY
VOL

External commands reside on disks as program files. They must be
read from disk before they can execute. If the disk containing
the command is not in the drive, MS-DOS can not find and execute
the command.
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Any filename with a filename extension of .COM, .EXE, or .BAT is
considered an external command. For example, programs such as
FORMAT. COM are external commands. Because all external commands
reside on disk, you can create commands and add them to the
system. Programs that you create with most languages (including
assembly language) will be .EXE (executable) files.
When you enter an external command, do not include its filename
extension.
The following external commands are descr ibed in
Chapter 5. Synonyms are shown in parentheses:
ARCHIVE (ARK)
CHKDSK
CONVERT
DEBUG
DISKCOPY
EDLIN

EXE2BIN
EXPAND
FC

FILETYPE
FIND
FIXDISK

FORMAT
HDFORMAT
LINK
MAKEDB
MORE
MOVAFILE

PRINT
RECOVER
SIZE
SORT
SYS
TREE

Command Options
Options can be included in your MS-DOS commands to specify
additional information to the system. If you do not include some
options, MS-DOS provides a default value. Refer to individual
command descriptions in Chapter 5 for the default values.
The following is the format of all MS-DOS commands:
CoIIInand [opUons ••• ]

where options may be:
d:

Refers to disk drive designation.

filename

Refers to any valid name for a disk file,
including an optional filename extension. The
filename option does not refer to a device or to a
disk drive designatio~

• ext

filespec

Refers to an optional filename extension
consisting of a period and 1-3 characters. When
used, filename extensions immediately follow
f i l enarnes.
Refers to an optional drive designation, a
filename, and an optional three letter filename
extension in the following format:
[<d:>] <filename> [<.ext>]
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Refers to a pathname or filename in the following
format:
[<directory>] [\<directory> ••• ] [\<filename>]

switches

Switches are options that control MS-DOS commands.
They are preceded by a forward slash (for example,
IP).

argDlleDts

Provide more information to MS-DOS commands. You
usually choose between arguments (for example, ON
or OFF).

Information Common to All MS-DOS Commands
The following information applies to all MS-DOS commands:
1.

Commands are usually followed by one or more options.

2.

Commands and options may be entered in uppercase or
lowercase, or a combination of upper and lowercase.

3.

Commands and options must be separated by delimiters.
Because they are easiest, you will probably use a space or a
comma as delimiters. For example:
DEL MYFILE.OLD NBtlFILE.TXT

RERAME,AFILE BFILE

You can also use the semicolon (;), the equal sign (=), or
the tab key as delimiters in MS-DOS commands. In this
manual, a space is used as the delimiter in commands.
not separate a file specification with delimiters, since
the colon and the period already serve as delimiters.

4.

Do

5.

When instructions say "Press any key," you can press any
alpha (A-Z) or numeric (0-9) key.

6.

You must include the filename extension when referring to a
file that already has a filename extensio~

7.

You can abort commands when they are running by pressing

8.

Commands take effect only after you have pressed the RETURN
key. When the screen prompts "press ENTER", press RE"rDRN.

9.

Wild cards (global filename characters) and device names (for
example, PRN or CON) are not allowed in the names of any
commands.

CrRL

c.
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10. When commands produce a large amount of output on the screen,
the display automatically scrolls to the next screen. You
can press CTRL S to suspend the display. Press any key to
resume the display on the scree~
11. MS-DOS edi ting and function keys can be used when entering
commands. Refer to Chapter 6 for a complete description of

these keys.
12. The prompt from the command processor is the default drive

designation plus a greater-than sign (for example, A».
13. Disk drives are referred to as source drives and destination
drives.
A source drive is the drive you are transferring
information from. A destination drive is the drive you are
transferring information to.

Batch Processing
Often you may find yourself typing the same sequence of commands
over and over to perform some commonly used task. With MS-DOS,
you can put the command sequence into a special file called a
batch file, and execute the entire sequence simply by typing the
name of the batch file.
"Batches" of your commands in such files are processed as if they
were typed at a terminal. Each batch file must be named with the
extension .BAT, and is executed by typing the filename without
its extension.
You can create a batch file by using the Line Editor (EDLIN) or
by typing COpy CON <filename>. Refer to the "How to Create an
AUTOEXEC.BAT File" section later in this chapter for more
information on using the copy command to create a batch file.
Batch processing is useful if you want to execute several MS-DOS
commands with one batch command.
The following batch file,
created using EDLIN, formats and checks a new disk:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

REM This is a file to check new disks
RBII It is named RBIIDISK.BAT
PADSE Insert new disk in drive B:
!OBIIAT B:
DIR B:
CBIDSK B:

To execute this .BAT file, simply type the filename without the
extension .BAT:
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The result is the same as if each of the lines in the .BAT file
was entered at the terminal as individual commands.
The following list contains information that you should read
before you execute a batch process with MS-DOS:
1.

Do

not enter the filename BATCH (unless the name of the file
you want to execute is BATCH. BAT) •

2.

Only the filename should be entered to execute the batch
file. Do not enter the filename extensio~

3.

The commands in the file named <filename>.BAT are executed.

4.

If you press CfRL C while in batch mode, this prompt appears:
Terminate batch job (YIN)?

If you press Y, the remainder of the commands in the batch
file are ignored and the system prompt appears.
If you press N, only the current command ends and batch
processing continues with the next command in the file.
5.

If you remove the disk containing a batch file being
executed, MS-DOS prompts you to insert it again bef ore the
next command can be read.

6.

The last command in a batch file may be the name of another
batch file. This allows you to call one batch file from
another when the first is finished.

The AUTOEXEC.BAT File
As discussed in Chapter 2, an AUTOEXEC.BAT file allows you to
automatically execute programs when you start MS-DOS. Automatic
Program Execution is useful when you want to run a specific
package (for example, Microsoft Multiplan) under MS-DOS, and when
you want MS-DOS to execute a batch program automatically each
time you start the system. You can avoid loading two separate
disks to perform either of these tasks by using an AUTOEXEC.BAT
file.
When you start MS-DOS, the command processor searches the MS-DOS
disk for a file named AUTOEXEC.BAT. The AUTOEXEC.BAT file is a
batch file that is automatically executed each time you start the
system.
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I f MS-DOS finds the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, the file is immediately
executed by the command processor and the date and time prompts
are bypassed.

If MS-DOS does not find an AUTOEXEC.BAT file when you first load
the MS-DOS disk, the date and time prompts are issued.

How to Create an AUTOEXEC.BAT File
An AUTOEXEC.BAT file may be created by using either EDLIN or the
COpy command.
file.

The following procedure uses COPY to create the

If you wanted to automatically designate a path each time you
started MS-DOS, you could create an AUTOEXEC.BAT file as follows:

1.

Type:
(Dpy (DN AmOEXEC.BAT

This statement tells MS-DOS to copy the information from the
console (keyboard) into the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Note that the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file must be created in the root directory of
your MS-DOS disk.
Note: If you already have an AUTO EXEC. BAT file, the copy CON
procedure will overwrite it and your file will be replaced.
2.

Now type:

B:
PA'DI A:\
These statements instruct MS-DOS to make Drive B the logged
drive and to search for external commands in the root
directory of Drive A.
3.

Press C'rRL Z and the RETURN key to put these commands in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
The commands will now run automatically
whenever you start MS-DOS.

You can enter any MS-DOS command or series of commands in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
Rote: If you use an AUTOEXEC.BAT file, MS-DOS does not prompt
you for a current date and time unless you include the DATE and
TIME commands in the AUTO EXEC. BAT file.
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Creating a .BAT File with Replaceable Parameters
There may be times when you want to create an application program
and run it with different sets of data. These data may be stored
in various MS-DOS files.
When used in MS-DOS commands, a parameter is an option that you
define. With MS-DOS, you can create a batch (.BAT) file with
dummy (replaceable) parameters. These parameters, named %0-%9,
can be replaced·by values supplied when the batch file executes.
For example, when you type the command line COpy CON RENT EXT. BAT,
the next lines you type are copied from the console to a file
named RENTEXT.BAT on the default drive:
A>COPY CON REN'1'EXT. BAT
RERME %1 %2.Trl'
ERASE %l.BAK
T!PE %2. TXT

TYPE 'O.BAT

Now, press crRL Z and

~

MS-DOS responds with this message:

1 File (s) copied

A>_

The file RENTEXT.BAT, which consists of four commands, now
resides on the disk in the default drive. Note: If you already
have a file named RENTEXT.BAT on the default disk, this procedure
will replace it.
The dummy parameters %1 and %2 are replaced sequentially by the
parameters you supply when you execute the file. The dummy
parameter %0 is reserved to represent the batch file's
specifications (drive designator and filename), which in this
example is RENTEXT).
Notes:
1.

Up to 10 dummy parameters (%0-%9) can be specified. Refer to
the MS-DOS command SHIFT in Chapter 5 if you wish to specify
more than 10 parameters.

2.

If you use the percent sign as part of a filename within a
batch file, you must type it twice. For example, to specify
the file ABC%.EXE, you must type it as ABC%%.EXE in the batch
file.

3.

The value which a dummy parameter represents may be any
number of characters in length.
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Executing a .BAT File
To execute the batch file RENTEXT.BAT and to specify the
parameters that replace the dummy parameters, you must enter the
batch filename (without its extension) followed by the parameters
you want MS-DOS to substitute for %1, %2, etc.
The dummy parameter %0 is replaced by the batch file
specifications. Values for all other parameters must be entered
sequentially on the command line.
For example, remember that the file RENTEXT.BAT consists of four
lines:
RENAME %1 %2. TXT
ERASE %1. BAIt
TYPE %2. TXT
TYPE %O.BAT

To execute the RENTEXT batch process, type the values you wish to
supply for the sequential variables:
RENTEX'l' BOILER 1-INTRO

RENTEXT is substituted for %0, BOILER for %1, and l-INTRO for %2.
The result is the same as if you had typed each of the commands
in RENTEXT with their parameters, as follows:
RENAME BOILER 1-IR'l'RO
ERASE BOlLER.BAIt
TYPE 1-IN'l'RO. TXT
TYPE REN'l'EX'.r. BAT

Input and Output
MS-DOS always assumes that input comes from the keyboard and
output goes to the terminal screen. However, the flow of command
input and output can be redirected. Input can corne from a file
rather than a terminal keyboard, and output can go to a file or
to a printer instead of to the terminal.
In addition, "pipes" can be created that allow output from one
command to become the input to another. Redirection and pipes
are discussed in the next sections.
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Redirecting Your Output
Most commands produce output that is sent to your terminal. You
can send this information to a file by using a greater-than sign
(» in your command.
For example, the following command
displays a directory listing of the disk in the default drive on
the terminal screen:
DIR

The same command can send this output to a file named MYFILES by
designating the output file on the command line:
DIR >llYF1LES

If the file MYFILES does not already exist, MS-DOS creates it and
stores your directory listing in it. If MYFILES already exists,
MS-DOS overwrites what is in the file with the new data.
If you want to append your directory or a file to another file
(instead of replacing the entire file), two greater-than signs
(») can be used to tell MS-DOS to append the output of the
command (such as a directory listing) to the end of a specified
file. The following command appends your directory listing to a
currently existing file named MYFILES:
DIR >>MYPILES

If MYFILES does not exist, it is created.
It is often useful to have input for a command corne f rom a file
rather than from the keyboard.
This is possible in MS-DOS by
using a less-than sign «) in your command.
For example, the following command sorts the file MYFILES and
sends the sorted output to a file named LISTl:
SORT <l!YP1LES >LIS'.rl
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Filters
A filter is a command that reads your input, transforms it in
some way, and then outputs it, usually to the display screen or a
file. In this way, the data is said to have been "filtered" by
the progra~ Since filters can be put together in many different
ways, a few filters can take the place of several commands. MSDOS filters include FIND, MORE, and SORT. Their functions are
described in detail in Chapter 5 and are listed below:
FIND

Searches for a string of text in a file

ImRE

Takes standard output and displays it,
screen at a time

SORT

Sorts text

one

Command Piping
If you want to give more than one command to the system at a
time, you can "pipe" commands to MS-DOS. For example, you may
occasionally need to have the output of one program sent as the
input to another program. A typical case would be a program that
produces output in columns. It could be desirable to have this
columnar output sorted.
Piping is done by separating commands with the pipe separator,
which is the vertical bar symbol (I). For example, the command:
DIR I SORT

gives you an alphabetically sorted listing of your directory.
The vertical bar causes all output generated by the left side of
the bar to be sent to the right side of the bar for processing.
Piping can also be used when you want to output to a file. If
you want your directory sorted and sent to a new file (for
example, DIREC.FIL), you could type:
DIR I SORT >DIRElC.Fn.

MS-DOS creates a file named DIREC.FIL on your default drive.
DIREC.FIL contains a sorted listing of the directory on the
default drive, since no other drive was specified in the command.
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To specify a drive other than the default drive, type:
DIR I SORT >B:DIREC. FU.

This sends the sorted data to a file named DIREC.FIL on Drive B.
A pipeline may consist of more than two commands.

For example:

DIR I SORT I MORE

This command sorts your directory and displays it one screen at a
time, putting --RORE-- at the bottom of your screen when there
is more output to be seen.
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MS-DOS Commands
Overview
The following MS-DOS commands are described in this chapter.
Synonyms for commands are enclosed in parentheses.
ARCHIVE Backs up and restores files on the hard disk
(ARK)

BREAK

Checks for a CTRL C entered at the keyboard

CHOIR

Changes directories or displays working directory

(CD)

CIIKDSK

Scans the directory of the default or deSignated drive
and checks for consistency

CLS

Clears the screen

CDRVBRT Bi-directional CP/M to MS-DOS file converter
COPY

Copies file(s} as specified

CIT!

Changes console TTY

~E

Displays and sets date

DB80G

Program debugging tool

DEL

Deletes file(s} as specified

.(BRASE)

DIR

Lists requested directory entries

DISKCOPY Copies entire diskettes
Turns batch file echo feature on or off

EDLIN

Line editor for creating source or text files
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EXE2BIN Converts executable files to binary format
EXl'l'

Exits COMMAND.COM and returns to previous command
processor

EXPAID

Creates several lines from one list of arguments

PC

Compares files

FILETYPB Changes or displays file and directory attributes
FIND

Searches files for a specified text string

FIXDISK Locates bad sectors on the hard disk
FOR

Batch command extension for repeated execution of DOS
commands

FO~

Formats a diskette for the MS-DOS operating system

~

Batch command extension to transfer control to a
specified line in a batch file

HDFO~

Formats the hard disk

IF

Batch command extension to allow conditional execution
of commands

LIRK

Combines separately produced object modules

MAKEDB

Converts hex file values to decimal values

MKDIR

Makes a directory

(ND)

MDRE

Displays output one screen at a time

ROVAFILE Transfers files with the archive attribute set
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PA'l'II

Specifies the directory which contains external conunands

PAUSE

Suspends execution in a batch file

PRINT

Queues and prints text files

PROMPT

Designates command prompt

RECOVER Recovers files from a damaged disk
REM

Displays a comment in a batch file

HEN

Renames first file as the second file

(RERAME)

RMDIR

Removes a directory

(RD)

SET

Sets one string value equivalent to another

SHIFT

Allows access to more than 10 batch replaceable
parameters

SIZE

Displays size of specified files and total size of all
files

SORT

Sorts data alphabetically, forward or backward

SYS

Transfers MS-DOS system files to the specified drive

~

Displays and sets time

TREE

Displays directory paths

TYPE

Displays the contents of the specified file

VER

Prints MS-DOS version number
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VERIFY

Verifies that a file has been written to disk correctly

VOL

Prints volume identification label

Syntax Notation
The following notation describes the correct format for entering
MS-DOS commands:
1.

Any words shown in capital letters are keywords and must be
entered exactly as shown. You can enter keywords in any
combination of upper/lowercase letters.

2.

You supply the text for any items enclosed in angle brackets
« ». For example, you should enter the name of your file
when <filename> is shown in the format.

3.

Items in square brackets ([ ]) are optional.
Include
optional information if desired (do not include the square
brackets).

4.

An ellipsis (••• ) indicates that you may repeat an item as
many times as you want.

5.

A bar ( I ) indicates an OR statement in a command where you
must select one of the items on either side of the bar.

6.

You must include all punctuation where shown (with the
exception of square or angle brackets), such as commas, equal
signs, question marks, colons, or slashes.
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ARCHIVE or ARK - Back Up Files
~

External

PURPOSE Archives (backs up) files from a fixed disk to diskettes,
restores files from diskettes to a fixed disk, or lists
files on a disk.
SYNrAX ARCHIVE [s:] [path] [filename] [.ext] d:/B\/R\/F [IS]
liM] [/A] [/P] [/D:mm-dd-yy]
REMARKS Use only MS-DOS formatted diskettes when using ARCHIVE.
The first parameter you specify is the source disk and
optional filespec to archive, restore, or list. If the
filespec is not included, only the files in the current
di rectory are used.
The second parameter is the destination disk you wish
to archive to or restore from. The second parameter must
be a drive letter followed by a colon.
Immediately
following the colon is the current switch which defines
the operation to be performed (backup, restore, or file
list). Finally, one or more optional parameters may be
entered.
Global filename characters are allowed in the filename or
extension. For example:
ARCHIVE C:*.ASM A:/B

All files in the current directory with the extension of
.ASM are archived onto the Drive A diskette.

Command SWitches

/B

The IB switch copies files from the source disk to the
destination diskette. When a disk is filled you are
prompted to insert another diskette. This switch also
splits large files into smaller files as needed to allow
them to be saved on diskettes. The Archive attribute is
removed from files by the IB switch. New or modified
files automatically have the Archive attribute set.

/R

The IR switch restores archived files from diskettes back
to their original file directories on the hard disk.
Restore automatically recreates any missing
subdirectories.

IF

The IF switch allows you to display a directory of files
contained on the source disk.
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Optional Parameters

IS

The IS parameter causes the files in all subdirectories
to be acted upon by all commands.
Only the
subdirectories at all levels beyond the specified
di rectory are searched.

1M

The 1M parameter indicates that only files that have been
modified since the last archive are used.

IA

The IA parameter indicates that archived file(s) should
be added to the files on an already existing ARK
diskette. If this parameter is omitted, all files on the
destination diskette are deleted prior to archiving the
new files.

ID:mm-dd-yy The ID parameter can be used to archive or list
files that have been modified since a specific date.

IP

The IP parameter displays prompts during restore
operations for read-only and modified disk files,
requesting confirmation for copying over those files.

Examples
The following command is used to archive the entire disk
including all subdirectories on Drive C to the diskettes
on Drive A:
ARCHIVE C: A:/B

Is

To restore all of the archived files in the example
above, use the following command:
ARCHIVE A: C:/R

IS

From this point on you could do an incremental save of
disk C with this command:
ARCHIVE C: A:/B
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BREAK
T!PB

Internal

PURPOSE Instructs MS-DOS to check for a CTRL C being entered at

the keyboard.
SDr.rAX

BREAK

ON IOFF

RBIIARKS If you run an application program that uses C~RL C
function keys, specify BREAK OFF to turn off the MS-DOS
CTRL C function so that when you press CTRL C you affect
your program and not the operating system.
Specify BREAK ON when you have finished running your
application program and return to MS-DOS. Typing BREAK
without parameters displays the current BREAK status on
the screen.
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CHOIR or CD - Change Directory
TYPE

Internal

PURPOSE Changes directory to a different path or displays current
(working) directory.
S!R!'AX

CHOIR [pathnarnel [ •• l

REBARKS If your working directory is \USER\JOE and you want to
change your path to another directory (such as
\USER\JOE\FORMS), type:
CHOIR \USER\JOE\FORMS

and MS-DOS puts you in the new directory. A shorthand
notation is also available with this command:
CHDIR ••

This command always puts you in the parent directory of
your working directory.
CHOIR used without a pathname displays your working
directory. If your working directory is \USER\JOE on
Drive B and you type CHDIR and press RETORN, MS-DOS
displays:
B:

\USBR\,.TOE

To get to the root directory, type:
CHOIR \

If your working directory is the root directory, entering
CHDIR displays:
B:\

This command is useful if you forget the name of your
working directory.
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CHKDSK - Check Disk
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Scans the directory and File Allocation Table of the
specified disk drive and produces a disk and memory
status report.
SYNTAX

CHKDSK [d:] <filespec> [IF] [IV]

REIIARKS

CHKDSK should be run occasionally on each disk to check
for errors in the directory. If any errors are found,
CHKDSK displays error messages and a status report.
A sample status report follows:
362496
52224
1024
305152
3072

bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes

tota1 disk space

in 3 hidden files
in 2 directories
in 28 user files
available on disk

262144 bytes total memory
230448 bytes free
CHKDSK does not correct the errors found in your
directory unless you specify the IF (fix) switc~ Typing
IV (verify) causes CHKDSK to display a series of messages
indicating its progress and provide more detailed
information about the errors it finds.
You can redirect the output from CHKDSK to a file by
typing:
CBKDSl[

A: >fllenue

The errors are sent to the specified filename.
use the IF switch if you redirect CHKDSK output.

Do not

Error Handling
The following errors are corrected automatically if you specify
the IF switch:

Invalid drive specification
Invalid paraEter
Invalid subdirectory entry
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cannot CHOIR to <filename>
Tree past this point not processed
First cluster nmnber is invalid
entr:y trlDlcated
Allocation error r size adjusted
Bas invalid cluster r file truncated

Disk error reading

F~

Disk error writing

F~

<filename> contains
non-oontiguous blocks
All specified file(s) are contiguous
You must correct the following errors returned by CHKDSK, even if
you specified the IF switch:
1.

Errors found r F parameter not specified
Corrections will not be written to disk

Recovery: You must specify the
corrected by CHKDS~
2.
Recovery:
3.

IF

switch if you want the errors

Invalid current directory
Processing cannot continue
Restart the system and rerun CHKDSK.
cannot CHOIR to root
Processing cannot continue

Recovery: The disk you are checking is
DOS and RECOVER the disk.
4.

ba~

Try restarting MS-

<filename> is cross linked on cluster

Recovery: Make a copy of the file you want to keep, then delete
both files that are cross linke~
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X lost clusters found in y chains
Convert lost chains to files (YIN)?

5.

Recovery: If you respond y to this prompt, CHRDSR creates a
directory entry and a file for each cluster (files created by
CHRDSR are named FILEnnnn). CHRDSR then displays:
X bytes disk space freed
If you respond N to this prompt and have not specified the
switch, CHRDSR frees the clusters and displays:

IF

X bytes disk space would be freed

Probable non-DOS disk
Continue (YIN)?

6.

Recovery: The disk you are using is a non-DOS disk. You must
indicate whether or not you want CHRDSR to continue processing.

7.

Insufficient rOOlD in root directory
Erase files in root and repeat CHKDSK

Recovery: CHRDSR cannot process until you delete files in the
root directory.
unrecoverable error in directory
Convert directory to file (YIN)?

8.

Recovery: If you respond Y to this prompt, CHRDSR converts the
bad directory into a file.
You can then fix the directory
yourself or delete it.

CLS
TYPE

Clear Screen
Internal

PURPOSE Clears the display screen.
SYNTAX

cr..S

REMARKS '!be CLS command sends the ANSI escape sequence ESC [2J to
your console, which clears your display screen.
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CONVERT
'l'YPE

External

PURPOSE Copies CP/M files to MS-DOS format or MS-DOS files to
CP/M format.
SYRrAX

CONVERT

REMARKS CONVERT allows you to access, convert, and copy files on
a CP/M diskette while under the MS-DOS operating system.
You can also display a CP/M directory or text file using
the CONVERT utility.
CP/M files must be created on and copied to diskettes
that have been formatted for CP/M. If you are converting
an MS-DOS file to CP/M, the destination diskette must
already be formatted for CP/M before you use CONVERT.
To use the CONVERT utility, type CONVERT.
the following options is then displayed:

A menu with

List CP/M Directory -- Lists the directory of a CP/M
format diskette.

oos to CP/M -- Converts a file from the MS-DOS format to
a specified CP/M format, renames the file extension
from .CPM to .COM, and copies the file to a CP/M
format diskette.
CP/M to DOS -- Converts a file from a specified CP/M
format to the MS-DOS format, renames the file
extension from .COM to .CPM, and copies the file to
the MS-DOS disk or diskette.
Type CP/M File -- Displays the contents of a CP/M text
file. One screenful of text is displayed at a time.
Use the right and left arrow keys to move to the desired
option and press RETURN. To exit CONVERT, press the ESC
key or move to the EXIT option and press RETURN.
If you have selected an option other than EXIT, another
menu is displayed. This menu requires you to specify the
CP/M disk and the file or files on which the selected
task is to be performed as described below.
For the prompt CP/M Drive:, supply the letter A or B to
indicate which drive contains the CP/M format diskette.
For File Name:, supply a I-to-8 character filename. The
filename optionally may be preceded with a path or
followed by a I-to-3 character extension. I f you press
RETURN without typing a filename, all files are selected
(default is *.*). Wildcards may be used in a filename.
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Note: Drive specifications for filenames are ignored in
the CONVERT utility. CONVERT correctly selects the drive
which contains the CP/M or MS-DOS file automatically for
each option.
For the final prompt, you must select the CP/M diskette
type (the type of system which formatted your CP/M
diskette). Use the down arrow key to move to the
appropriate CP/M diskette type and press RETURN.
Examples:
In each of the fOllowing examples, assume you have an MSDOS format disk in Drive A and a CP/M format disk in
Drive B. The CONVERT utility is on the MS-DOS disk in
Drive A.
1.

Select List CP/M Directory on the main menu and press
RETURN. To get a directory listing of only the TXT
files on your CP/M diskette, respond to the prompts
as follows:
CP/M Drive: B
Filename: *.TX'l'
Also Select a CP/M Diskette Type

2.

Select the DOS to CP/M option on the main menu. If
you wish to convert an MS-DOS file called USE~COM in
the path USERLIB to CP/M, respond as shown below:
CP/M Drive: B
Filename: \oSERLm\OSBR.OOM
Also Select a CP/M Diskette Type

3.

(select Otrona)

Select CP/M to DOS on the main menu. If you wish to
convert all CP/M COM files to MS-DOS, you could
respond:
CP/M Drive: B
Filename: *.0011
Also Select a CP/M Diskette Type

4.

(select Otrona)

(select Otrona)

Select the Type CP/II File option on the main menu.
If you wish to type a text file called JEFF, respond
to the prompts as shown below:
CP/M Drive: B
Filename: JEFF
Also Select a CP/M Diskette Type

(select Otrona)

Note in each case that the drive specification (A or
B) is unnecessary.
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COpy
TYPE

Internal

~E

Copies one or more files to the same disk or another
disk. Optionally, you can give the copies different
names.

S!RrAX COpy [CON] <filespec> [filespec] [IV]
REMARKS The CON option is used to create a file directly from
console input and is described later in this section.
The first <f Hespec> is the source f He, and the second
<filespec> is the destination file.
The filespec may contain a pathname. If the filespec
specifies a pathname only, all files within that path
(subdi rectory) are copied to the file or pa th
(subdirectory) specified as the second filespec.
If the second filespec option is not given, the copy is
made on the default drive and has the same name as the
original file. If the first filespec is on the default
drive and the second filespec is not specified, the COpy
is aborted (copying files to themselves is not allowed).
MS-DOS displays the error message:
File cannot be copied onto itself
o File (8) copied
The second option [filespec] may take three forms:
1.

If the second option is a drive designation (d:)
only, the original file is copied with the original
filename to the designated drive.

2.

If the second option is a filename only, the original
file is copied to a file on the default drive with
the specified filename.

3.

If the second option is a full filespec, the original
file is copied to a file on the specified drive with
the specified filename.

The Iv switch verifies that the sectors written on the
destination disk are recorded properly. Although
recording errors are rare, you can verify that critical
data has been correctly recorded if you wish. This
option causes the COpy command to run slower because MSDOS checks each entry recorded on the disk.
The COpy command also allows file concatenation (joining)
while copying. Concatenation is accomplished by listing
any number of files as options to COPY, separated by +.
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For example:
COP!

A.XYZ + B.<XlII + B:C.TX"l' BIGFILE.CRP

This command concatenates files named A.XYZ, B.COM, and
B:C.TXT and places them in the file BIGFILE.CRP on the
default drive.
To combine several files into one file using wild cards,
you could type:
COP! *. LS'l' OOIIBIR. PRN

This command takes all files with a filename extension of
.LST and combines them into a file named COMBIN.PRN.
In the following example, each file that matches *.LST is
combined with the corresponding .REF file to form a file
with the same filename but with the extension .PR~
Thus, FILEI.LST is combined with FILEI.REF to form
FILEl.PRN, XYZ.LST is combined with XYZ.REF to form
XYZ.PRN, and so on.
COP! *.LS'l'

+ *.REF *.PRN

The following COPY command combines all files which match
*.LST and *.REF into one file named COMBIN.PRN:
COP! *.LSI'

+ *.REF CDIIBIR.PRN

COpy compares the filename of the input file with the
filename of the destination. If they are the same, that
one input file is skipped, and the error message "Content
of destination lost before copy" is printed. Further
concatenation proceeds normally. This allows "summing"
files, as in this example:
.
COP!

ALL.LST + *.LST

This command appends all *.LST files, except ALL.LST
itself, to ALL.LST. This command does not produce an
error message and is the correct way to append files
using the COpy comman~
Do not enter a concatenation COpy command where one of
the source filenames has the same extension as the
destination. For example, the following command causes
an error if AL~LST already exists:
COPY

*.LST

ALL.LST
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The error is not detected, however, until ALL.LST is
appended.
At this point it may already be destroyed.
You may copy input directly from a specified device into
a file using the format COPY CON <filespec>. For
example, i f the console is your display device, you can
create a file by typing:
COP! COR Fn.El.BAT

You then type each line as you wish it to appear in a
file (upper/lowercase is preserved). End your file by
typing C'rRL Z and REIDRN. The lines which appear on your
screen are then saved into the file FILE1.BAT.
Warning: If you specify COpy CON for an already existing
file, the new text you type will replace the text already
saved in the file. No warning is issued.

CTTY - Change Console Device
T!PE

Internal

PURPOSE Allows you to change the device from which you issue
commands (TTY represents the console).

SYRrAX CTTY <device>
~

The <device> is the device from which you are g~v~ng
commands to MS-DOS. This command is useful if you want
to change the device on which you are working.
For example, the command:

moves all command I/O (input/output) from the current
device (the console) to the AUX port, such as a terminal.
The command:
Cl"fi CON

moves I/O back to the original device (here, the
console). Refer to Chapter 3 for a list of valid device
names to use with the CTTY command.
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DATE
TYPE

Internal

PURlOSE

Enter or change the system date. This date is recorded
in the directory for any files you create or alter.

SIRrAX DATE [<mm>-<dd>-<yy>]
~

You can change the date from your terminal or from a
batch file. (MS-DOS does not display a prompt for the
date if you use an AUTOEXEC.BAT file, so you may want to
include a DATE command in that file.) I f you type DATE,
DATE responds with the message:
CUrrent date is <day-of-week><mm>-<dd>-<yy>
Enter new date:_
Press RETDRN if you do not want to change the date show~
DOS automatically supplies the day of the week whenever
you specify a date.
You can also type a particular date after the DATE
command, as in:
DA'rE 3-9-81

In this case, you do not have to answer the nEnter new
daten prompt. The new date must be numeric (letters are
not permitted). Valid options are:
<mm> = 1-12
<del> = 1-31
<yy> = 80-99 or 1980-2099

The date, month, and year entries may be separated by
hyphens (-) or slashes (/).
MS-DOS changes months and
years correctly (whether the month has 31, 30, 29, or 28
days) and handles leap years.
If the options or separators are not valid, DATE displays
the message:
Invalid date
Enter new date:_
DATE then waits for you to enter a valid date.
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DEBUG
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Debugging program for binary and executable object files.
SYN'l'AX DEBUG [<filespec>]
REMARKS DEBUG is a debugging program that provides a controlled
testing environment for binary and executable object
files. DEBUG eliminates the need to reassemble a program
to see if a problem has been fixed by a minor change.
DEBUG allows you to alter the contents of a file or CPU
register and then immediately reexecute a program to
check the validity of the changes.
DEBUG may be started by typing DEBUG and waiting for the
hyphen (-) prompt, or you may supply the name of the file
to be debugged. DEBUG commands include Assemble,
Compare, Dump, Enter, Fill, Go, Hex, Input, Load, Move,
Name, Output, Quit, Register, Search, Trace, Unassemble,
and Write.
All DEBUG commands may be aborted at any time by pressing
CTRL C. PreSSing CTRL S suspends the display so that you
can read the screen before the output scrolls away.
Entering any key other than CTRL C or CTRL S restarts the
display. All of these commands are consistent with the
control character functions available at the MS-DOS
command level.
For details on using DEBUG and DEBUG commands, see the
Programmer's Reference Guide.

DEL or ERASE - Delete File
TYPE

Internal

PURPOSE Deletes all files with the designated filespec.
SYNTAX

DEL [pathname] [filespec]

REMARKS If the filespec is *. *, the prompt "Are you sure (YIN)?"
appears. If a Y or y is typed as a response, all files
are deleted as requested.
The wild card characters
question mark (?) and asterisk (*) are permitted in the
DEL command. You can also type ERASE for this command.
If you specify a pathname only for the filespec, the
prompt "Are you sure (YIN)?" appears. A Y reply will
erase all files within the path, but will not erase the
path itself.
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DIR - Show Directory
TYPE

Internal

snt.rAX

DIR [pathname] [filespec] [/P] [/Wl

PURPOSE Lists the files in a directory.

REMARKS If you type DIR without options, all entries under the
current directory on the default drive are listed.
If only the drive specification is given (OIR d:), all
entries on the disk in the current directory of the
specified drive are listed.
If only a filename is
entered with no extension (OIR filename), all files with
the designated filename in the current directory of the
disk in the default drive are listed. If you designate a
file specification (for example, DIR d:filename.ext), all
files with the specified filename in the current
directory on the specified drive are listed.
If you specify a pathname instead of a file, all files
within that path (subdirectory) are listed. A pathname
specified with a filename lists only the matching
file(s). In all cases, files are listed with their size
in bytes and with the time and date of their last
modification.
The wild card characters question mark (?) and asterisk
(*) may be used in the filename option. For your
convenience, the following OIR commands are equivalent:

OIR
OIR FILENAME
DIR • EXT

OIR *.*
OIR FILENAME. *
OIR *.EXT

Two switches, /P and /W, may be specified with OIR. The
/P switch selects Page Mode, which causes the display of
the directory to pause after the screen is filled. To
resume display of output, press any key.
The /W switch selects Wide Display. /W displays five
filenames per line, without other file information. For
example:
lORE

COl

DISHAY

~
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DISKCOpy
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Copies the contents of the disk in the source drive to
the disk in the destination drive.
SYNTAX

DISKCOPY [s:] [d:]

REMARKS

The first option you specif.y is the source dr ive [s:].
The second option is the destination drive [d:]. The
disk in the destination drive must be formatted prior to
using DISKCOPY.
You can specify the same drives or different drives.
If
the same drive is designated, a single-drive copy
operation is performed. In each case. you are prompted
to insert the disk(s) at the appropriate time. DISKCOPY
waits for you to press any key before continuing.
After copying a disk. DISKCOPY prompts:
Copy complete
Copy another (YIN)?

If you press Y. another copy is performed on the same
drivers) that you originally specified, after you are
prompted to insert the proper disks.
To end the copy, press N.
Notes:

1.

If you omit both options. a single-drive copy
operation is performed on the default drive.

2.

If you omit the second option. the defaul t drive is
used as the destination drive.

3.

Both disks must have the same number of physical
sectors and those sectors must be the same size.

4.

Disks that have had a lot of file creation and
deletion activity become fragmented because disk
space is not allocated sequentially. The first free
sector found is the next sector allocated.
A fragmented disk can cause poor performance due to
delays involved in finding, reading, or writing a
file. Use the COpy command instead of DISKCOPY to
copy a fragmented disk to eliminate the
fragmentation.
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For example:

ropy A:*. * B:
copies all files from the disk in Drive A to the disk
in Drive B.
5.

DISKCOPY automatically determines the number of sides
to copy, based on the source drive and disk.

6.

If disk errors are encountered during a DISKCOPY, MSDOS displays:
DISK error while reading drive A
Abort, Ignore, Retry?
Refer to Appendix C for information on this error
message.

ECHO
TYPE

Internal

PURPOSE Turns batch echo feature on and off.
SYN'1"AX

ECHO [ONIOFFlmessage]

REMARKS Normally, commands in a batch file are printed ("echoed")
on the console when they are seen by the command
processor. ECHO OFF turns off this feature. ECHO ON
turns the echo back on.
Typing a message after ECHO echoes the message on your
screen, even if you have specified ECHO OFF. Quote
characters around the message are unnecessary.
If ECHO is typed without parameters, the current ECHO
setting is displayed.
ECHO is ON after a powering up or resetting the system.
If you have a batch file that turns ECHO OFF, such as:
ECROOFF
DIR A:

the prompt (such as A» is turned off when each command
is executed in the batch file. ECHO is set back to ON
automatically after the batch file 'completes execution.
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EDLIN
T!PB

External

PO~SE

Line editor to create, change, and display source program
files or text files.

S!RrAX

EDLIN <filespec>

RBIIARKS EDLIN, the line editor program, can be used to create new

source files and save them~ update existing files and
save both the updated and original files~ delete, edit,
insert, and display lines~ or search for, delete, or
replace text in one or more lines.

The text in files created or edited by EDLIN is divided
into lines, each up to 253 characters long. Line numbers
are generated and displayed by EDLIN during the editing
process, but are not actually present in the saved file.
When you insert lines, all line numbers following the
inserted text increase automatically by the number of
lines being inserted. When you delete lines in a file,
all line numbers following the deleted text decrease
automatically by the number of lines deleted. As a
result, lines are always numbered consecutively in your
file.
To start EDLIN, type:
EDLIN <filespec>

If you are creating a new file, <filespec> should be the
name of the file you wish to create. If EDLIN does not
find this file on one of the logged drives, EDLIN creates
a new file with the name you specify. The following
message and prowpt are displayed:
New

file

*
The prompt for EDLIN is an aster isk

(*).

SpeCial control characters, switches, and commands for
EDLIN are described in Chapter 7.
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EXE2BIN - Convert .EXE Files
TYPE

External

PURPOSE

Converts .EXE files to binary format to save disk space
and load programs faster.

SYRTAX

EXE2BIN <filespec> [d:] [<filename>[<.ext>]]

REMARKS This command converts .EXE files to binary format. The
file named by <filespec> is the input file.
If no
extension is specified, it defaults to .EXE. The input
file is converted to .COM file format (memory image of
the program) and placed in the output file.
If you do not specify a drive, the drive of the input
file is used. I f you do not specify an output filename,
the input filename is used.
If you do not specify a
filename extension in the output filename, the new file
is given an extension of .BIN.
The input file must be in valid .EXE format produced by
the linker. The resident (actual code and data) part of
the file must be less than 64K. There must be no STACK
segment.
Two kinds of conversions are possible, depending on
whether the initial CS: IP (Code Segment: Instruction
Pointer) is specified in the .EXE file:
1.

If CS:IP is not specified in the .EXE file, a pure
binary conversion is assumed. If segment fixups are
necessary (i.e., the program contains instructions
requiring segment relocation), you are prompted for
the fixup value. This value is the absolute segment
at which the program is to be loaded. The resulting
program is usable only when loaded at the absolute
memory address specified by a user application. The
command processor is not capable of properly loading
the progr am.

2.

If CS:IP is specified as OOOO:lOOH, it is assumed
that the file is to be run as a .COM file with the
location pointer set at lOOH by the assembler
statement ORG and the first lOOH bytes of the file
are deleted. No segment fixups are allowed because
.COM files must be segment relocatable.
Once the conversion is complete, you may rename the
resul ting f He with a .COM extension. The command
processor then is able to load and execute the
program the same as the .COM programs supplied on
your "IS-DOS disk.
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If CS:IP does not meet either of these criteria, or if it
meets the .CX>M file criterion but has segment fixups, the
following message is displayed:
File caanot be converted
This message is also displayed i:E the file is not a valid
executable file.
If EXE2BIN finds an error, one or more of the following
error messages are displayed:

Pile not found -- The file is not on the specified disk.
Insufficient memory -- There is not enough memory to run
EXE2BIN.
File creation error -- EXE2BIN cannot create the output
file. Run CHKDSK to determine if the directory is
full, or if some other condition caused the error.
Insufficient disk space -- There is not enough disk space
to create a new file.
Pizups needed - base segment (hex): -- The source (.EXE)
file contained information indicating that a load
segment is required for the file.
Specify the
absolute segment address at which the finished module
is to be located.
Pile cannot be converted -- The input file is not in the
correct format.
WARNIE - Read error on EXE file. -- The amount read is
less than the size in the header. This is a warning
message only.
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EXIT
TYPE

Internal

PURPOSE Exi ts COMMAND.COM (the command processor program) and
returns to a previous command processor, if one exists.
S!RTAX

EXIT

~

This command can be used when you are using a userwritten command processor in addition to COMMAND. COM.
EXIT allows you to exit your user-written command
processor, use COMMAND. COM, and return to your userwritten command processor.
For example. to look at a directory on Drive B while
using another command processor, start COMMAND.COM by
typing COMMAND in response to the default drive prompt:

You can now type the DIR B: command and MS-DOS displays
the directory. When you type EXIT. you return to your
user-written command processor (the previous level).
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EXPAND
TYPE

External

~E

Allows you to create several command lines from one set
of arguments.

SY.RrAX EXPAND <outfile> <firstarg> <filespec> [<secondarg>l
REMAR1tS

EXPAND is a time-saving command which allows you to enter
one EXPAND command to generate command li.nes for an
entire group of files. It creates in a specified
<outfile> a number of lines that contain a copy of
<firstarg>, followed by one match of <filespec>, followed
by <secondarg>, if it exists.
<Outfile> can be any new filename with the extension
.BAT. If an existing filename is used for <outfile>, the
existing file is replaced with <outfile>.
For example, if you type:
EXPABD ASIIALL. BAT

MASK

* .. ASM

"PRN 1

the file ASMALL.BAT now contains the following commands:
MASK A. ASM "PRN 1
MASM B. ASM "PRN 1

MASK C.ASM , ,PRN,

The entire group of files can be assembled by typing
&sMALL.
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Fe
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Compare two files.
SYNTAX

FC [It /B /w /C] <filenamel> <filename2>

REMARKS The File Comparison (FC) utility compares the contents of
two files. For example, you may want to compare two
copies of a file to see which one is current.
The
differences between the two files can be pr inted to the
console or to a third file. The files may be source
files or binary files.
Comparisons may be made on a line-by-line or a byte-bybyte basis.
The line-by-line comparison isolates and
prints blocks of lines that differ between two files.
The byte-by-byte comparison displays bytes that differ
between files.
When comparing two files, FC matches the first file
(f ilenamel) against the second (f ilename2) and reports
any differences between them. Both filenames can be
pathnames, as shown in the following example:
PC B: \TEXT\MPK)\FILEl. TXT \MmI)\FILE2. 'l'XT

FC takes FILEI.TXT in the \TEXT\MEMO directory of disk
drive B: and compares it with FILE2.TXT in the \MEMO
directory. Because no drive is specified for filename2,
FC assumes that the \MEMO directory is on the disk in the
default drive.
.
switches for FC are briefly described below:

/t Specifies the number of lines required to match
before the files are considered to match again after
a mismatch, where # is a number from 0 to 9.
/B

Forces a binary comparison of both files. Files are
compared byte-to-byte, with no attempt to resynchronize after a mismatch.

/W

Compresses tabs and spaces (whites) during the
comparison so contiguous whites in a line are
considered one space.

/C

Ignores the case of letters.

Details on the File Comparison utility, including
switches and examples, are described in Chapter 8.
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FILETYPE
TYPE

External

PURP05E

Change and display file and directory attributes.

SYNTAX

FILETYPE [pathname/]<filespec> [+i-A] [+I-R] [+I-H] [+I-S]

REMARKS FILETYPE is used to change and display file and directory
attributes. If you specify FILETYPE without options or

run it improperly, it displays its options and switches
and tells you how to operate it. FILETYPE works only
with version 2.00 OOS.
FILETYPE displays the following attributes:
A
R

B
5

<dir>

Archive
Read only
Bidden
System

Directory

You can set or clear any attributes on any file except
the <dir> (directory) attribute.
If you attempt to
change an attribute on a <dir>, FILETYPE displays the
attribute change with the message * Illegal attribute
change. The next FILETYPE display shows the di rectory
without the illegal attribute (s).
Wild cards are acceptable for <filespec>. One or more of
the attributes above (A, S, R, or H) may be entered. The
pathname must be specified with a forward slash (/)
instead of the usual backslash (\) for this command.
Typing FILBTYPE *.*defaults to displaying attributes for
the current directory. To list the attributes of files
in another directory, specify a pathname. For example,
to list files in the root directory, type FILETYPE /*.*.
Plus Signs (+) set and minus signs (-) remove specif ied
attributes. The default is a plus sign (+) to set
attr ibutes. Spaces are ignored.
For example, the following options all set the Archive
attribute:
A

+A
+A
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The following example clears the Archive lttribute and
sets Read only and Hidden:
-A+RB
-A +RB
-A R +B

Entering <file> without options lists all of the
attributes for the files wi thout changing them. I f you
attempt an illegal attribute change (such as specifying a
non-existent attribute), FILETYPE displays a list of
valid parameters and options.
The following command:
FILB'l'!PE OSER/*. *

produces the output listed below:

user/
user/

user/
user/
user/
user/
user/

<dir>
<dir>
mary <dir>
file.asm
A•
stat.cc.
A R •
report. txt
•• B
listing
A

In the example above, MARY is a subdirectory under USE~
Because MARY is a directory, its attributes cannot be
altered.
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FIND
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Searches for a specific string of text in a file or
files.
S!R!IX

FIND [IV

Ie IN]

<string> [<filename ••• >]

REMARKS FIND is a filter that takes as options a string and a
series of filenames. It displays all lines that contain
a specified string from the f Hes specif ied in the
command line.
If no files are specified, FIND takes the input on the
screen and displays all lines that contain the specified
string.
Switches for FIND are:

IV causes FIND to display all lines not containing the
specified string.

Ie

causes FIND to print only the count of lines that
contained a match in each of the files.

IN

causes each line to be preceded by its relative line
number in the file.

The string should be enclosed in quotes.
FIND -Fool's Paradise" BOOKl.TXT

For example:

BOOK2.TXT

displays all lines from BOOK1.TXT and BOOK2.TXT (in that
order) that contain the string "Fool's Paradise." The
command:
DIR B:

I

FDID

IV

-JlI,T-

displays all names of. the files on the disk in drive B:
which do not contain the string OAT. Type double quotes
around a string that already has quotes in it. Note that
FIND searches for an exact. match, including upper or
lowercase letters. When searching for a filename, you
must enter the string in uppercase.
When an error is detected, FIND responds with one of the
following error messages:
Incorrect DOS version -- FIND runs on versions of MS-DOS
that are 2.0 or higher.
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PIND:
Invalid number of paraaeters -- You did not
specify a str ing when issuing the FIND command.
PIND: Syntax error -- You typed an illegal string when
issuing the FIND command.
PDD: PUe DOt foaneJ <filenaae> - The filename you have
spec if ied does not exist or FIND cannot find it.
FlRD:

Reac1 error in. <filenaae> -

An error occurred when

FIND tried to read the file specified in the command.

FIRD: Inva1id paraaeter <OptiOD-DUle> an option that does not exist.

You specified
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FIXDISK
ftPE

External

PORR>SEFIXDISK reads -all sectors of the hard disk and displays
the number of bad blocks (a block consists of two
consecutive sectors).
~

FIXDISK C:

RBIIARKS FIXDISK automatically maps out. (i.e. marks as unusable)
any bad sector in an unused portion of the hard disk.
However, FIXDISK does not automatically map out any
sector that contains data. To map out a bad used sector,
you must choose to "update" the disk in the final FIXDISK
prompt.
FIXDISK requires 15 minutes to execute and displays each
block it reads. If a bad block is found, FIXDISK
displays an error message.
FIXDISK completes in 15 minutes, after every sector on
disk has been checked. The following prompt displays:
Total of xxx bad blocks found, xxx .ore this pass.
want the disk updated? [y,n]

where "xxx" is the number of bad blocks.
Press Y to update the disk and mark bad sectors, or press
R to exit FIXDISK without updating.
Choosing Y marks the bad block(s) in files unusable, and
stores the current number of bad blocks on the disk.
Data in the bad sector is no longer usable, and FIXDISK
does not indicate which files may contain a bad sector.
Pressing N does not mark bad sectors and does not allow
FIXDISK to store the current tally of bad blocks.
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FOR
'r!PB

Internal

PURPOSE Command used in batch and interactive file processing
which allows repeated execution of DOS commands.
SDlrAX

FOR %%<c>

IN

<set>

00

<command> -

(batch processing)

FOR %<c> IN <set> DO <command> -- (interactive processing)
RBIIARKS The FOR command causes DOS to execute <command>

repeatedly for each %%<c> or %<c> listed in <set>. <c>
can be any character except 0 - 9 (to avoid confusion
with the %0 - %9 batch parameters).
<set> is

(JIIIS:ler (JIIIS:ler)

(Jlll!!E)er) ••• )

DOS sets %%<c> or %<c> equal to each member
then executes the <command> for each member.
characters (* and ?) are allowed i f only one
listed for <set> (e.g., *.TXT). <Set> cannot
characters, including blanks.

of <set>,
Wild card
member is
exceed 40

Examples of two batch file commands are shown below:
FOR

%%f IN (

*. * )

00 DIR

%%f

The command above results in an individual directory
listing of each file on the disk.
FOR

"s III (!'bis is an example.) DO RDI %%s

The command above results in the following listing:
lUJI

Ifhis

RBM is
lUJI

an

REB eDIIPle.

Only one FOR command can be specified on a single command
line in a batch file. Pathnames are not accepted with
filenames.
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FORMAT
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Formats the disk in the specified drive to accept MS-DOS
files.
SYNTAX

FORMAT [d:] [/lJ [/8J

~

This command initializes the directory and file
allocation tables. If no drive is specified, the disk in
the default drive is formatted.

[/0]

[/S]

Note: Formatting destroys any data which may previously
exist on the disk.
The following switches may be specified:
The /1 switch formats a single-sided diskette. A singlesided di sket te holds 179,712 total bytes afte r
formatting, instead of the 362,496 bytes available after
the defaul t FORMAT command.
The /8 sw itch formats a disk at eight sectors per track
(instead of the default of nine sectors per track). This
switch leaves 322,560 bytes available after formatting.
The /0 switch produces an IBM personal Computer DO~
version l.x compatible disk. The /0 switch reconfigures
the directory with an OE5 hex byte at the start of each
entry so that the disk may be used with l.x versions of
IBM PC DOS, as well as MS-DOS 1.25/2.00 and IBM PC DOS
2.00. This switch noticeably decreases 1.25 and 2.00
performance on disks with few directory entries. The /0
switch takes a long time to complete; completion is
successful only when the MS-DOS prompt reappears.
The /s switch, if specified, must be the last switch
typed. FORMAT copies operating system files from the
disk in the default drive to the newly formatted disk.
The files are copied in the following order:
IO.SYS
MSOOS.SYS
COMIWlD. CXII

After you type the FORMAT command:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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The message "Formatting ••• " is displayed.
The message "Format complete" is displayed and you
are prompted for the volume label.
Bytes of total disk space, bytes used by the system
(if any), and bytes available on disk are displaye~
The prompt "Format another (Y/N)?" appears.

DOS Guide

GOTO
T!PB

Internal

PDRIOSB Command extension used in batch file processing which
transfers control to a specified batch file line.
<label>

SDr.l'AX

GO'l'O

~

GOTO causes commands to be taken from the batch file
beginning with the line after the <label> definitio~ A
label in a batch f He is a colon (:) followed by a label
name. If no label has been defined, the current batch
file terminates, displaying the message Label not found.
GOTO causes the command (s) that immediately follow
<label> to be executed.
For example:
: loop
RBII looping •••
GOTO loop

produces an infinite sequence of messages:
REM looping •••

Starting a line in a batch file with n:n causes the line
to be ignored by batch processing. Therefore, although
the characters following n:n define a label, they may
also be used to insert comments into your file. For
example, using the batch setup above, you could type:
:loop This is an infinite loop.
or
: loop
:'fhis is an infinite loop.

None of these statements are displayed on your screen
when you run your batch file. They appear only in a
listing of your batch file.
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HDFORMAT
T!PB

External

PURPOSE HDFORMAT formats hard disks for use with MS-DOS.
SDlrAX

HDFORMAT

c:

RBRARKS Attache allows the drive reference C: only. If any other
drive is referenced or the disk is not ready, HDFORMAT
issues the error message You IIU~ specify C: to formatl
When Drive C is selected, HDFORMAT displays the following
message:
CAIJ'l'IDH - BDNNIIE 'l'IIIS PROGRAM
WILL PERMANENTLY DESTBOY ALL DATA
OR mE DISK! ftPE -C 'l'O ABORT

HDFORMAT destroys all data on the disk and should only be
executed during the initial installation of the disk.
Press RETURN to begin formatting the hard disk. I f you
erroneously enter HDFORMAT, you can press crRL C to exit
the program and return to DOS.
Formatting requires three minutes, during which time
Attache displays the following prompt:
waitr formatting •••
HDFORMAT verifies the formatting data on all tracks and
displays each track being verified, stopping on the final
track, 305. This executes in less than 30 seconds. The
following message is then displayed:
VolUJDe label (11 characters, ER'1'ER for none)?
You may either enter a volume label of up to 11
characters for your disk, or press RETURN for no label.
The following message is displayed:
9689088 bytes total disk Spice
9689088 bytes available on disk
A>

The disk is configured as Drive C. At each system boot,
Drive A is the current logged drive.
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IF
T!PB

Internal

PORIOSE Command extension used in batch file processing to allow
conditional execution of commands.
SEI!AX

IF [NOT] <condition> <command>

~

The IF statement allows conditional execution of
commands. When the {condition> is true, the <command> is
executed. Otherwise, the <command> is ignored. The
parameter <condition> is one of the following:
ERROBLEVEI.. <number>

True only if the previous program executed by COMMAND
had an exit code of <number> or higher, where
<number> is a binary value.

<stringl> == <string2>
True only i f <stringl> and <string2> are identical.
Strings may not have embedded separators.
<fileDDe>
True only if <filename> exists. Multiple filenames,
pathnames, and directories cannot be used for
<filename>, but wild cards are acceptable.

£XIS!'

Examples:
IF

JI)T

£XIS!' ACCrS.Tn' BCBO

can't

fiDel file

This batch file statement displays ·Can't find file" i f
ACCTS.TXT is not located in the current directory.
Because pathnames are not allowed in an IF statement, a
preceding CHOIR statement may be required in the batch
file.
(Batch files always return to their original
directory upon termination, regardless of any CHOIR
statements they might contain.)
IF BRRORLBVBL 1 LDIK,,;

The batch file containing this command can run after a
routine which sets error levels. Any condition except
Errorlevel 1 causes LINK to execute.
IF U=ACCTS GO'l'O ACCOORTS

Executing this batch file with ACCTS given as the value
to substitute for %1 causes the commands after the label
:ACCOUNTS to execute.
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LINK
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Compile and link programs.
SYNTAX LINK [<filenames>] [/switches]

or

LINK @<filespec>

REMARKS The MS-DOS linker program (MS-LINK) is a program that
combines separately produced object modules into one
relocatable load module (a program you can run); searches
library files for definitions of unresolved external
references; resolves external cross-references; and
produces a listing that shows both the resolution of
external references and error messages.
MS-LINR combines several object files into one
relocatable load module, or Run file (called an .EXE or
Executable file). As it combines modules, MS-LINR makes
sure that all external references between object modules
are defined. MS-LINK can search several library files
for definitions of any external references that are not
defined in the object modules.
MS-LINK also produces a List file
references resolved, and displays
MS-LINR uses available memory
available memory is exhausted,
temporary disk file named VM.TMP.

that shows external
any error messages.
if possible. When
MS-LINK creates a

MS-LINK may be started in three ways: you may type
commands in response to individual prompts, you may type
all commands on the line used to start MS-LINK, or you
may create a response file that contains all the
necessary commands and tell MS-LINK where that file is
when you start MS-LINK.
MS-LINK provides three command characters: the plus sign
(+), semicolon (~), and CTRL C.
Details on running MS-LINK, the command characters,
switches, and files are in the Programmer's Reference
Guide.
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MAKEDB
ftPB

External

PDRIOSB Calculates the decimal value of each byte of a binary
input file. This is useful for entering data blocks or
BASIC data statements.
SlRrAX MAKEDB <file>
RBIARIS MAKEDB calculates and displays the decimal equivalent of
hexadecimal bytes. This may be used for entering large
arbitrary blocks of data to an assembler or for BASIC
data statements.
MAKEDB keeps all lines under 47 characters in length,
which fits on 80 column paper when used with MASM. Output
is sent to the console, so you'll need to use redirection
to save the output.
For example, if your binary input file contains:
00 10 20 cO ff 00 10 20 cO ff 00 10 20 cO ff

0000:

the output looks like:
db

db
db

0,16,32,192,255,0,16,32,192
255,0,16,32,192,255,0,16,32
192,255

MAKEDB can also calculate the ASCII decimal equivalent of
ASCII files. For example, if your ASCII file contains:
iJ.'bis is an eDllpl.e.

the output from MAKEDB would look like:
db
db
db

84,104,105,115,32,105,115,32
97,110,32,101,120,97,109,112
108,101,46
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MKDIR or MD - Make Directory
T!PE

Internal

PURPOSE Makes a new directory.
S!RfAX

MKDIR [d:]<pathname>

RBIIARltS This command is used to create a hierarchical directory

structure. When you are in your root directory, you can
create subdi rector ies by using the MKDIR command as in
the following example:
MImIR \USER

This creates a sUbdirectory \USER in your root directory.
While in the root directory, you can create a directory
named JOE under \USER:
MKDIR \USER\JOE

Using this same example, i f you are in USER, you could
create the same directory by typing:
MKDIR JOE

The first "\" tells DOS to begin its directory search
with the root directory. If the command does not contain
a leading "\", DOS begins at the current directory.
Note: The maximum number of characters you can type for
a single path from the root directory to any subdirectory
must not exceed 63 characters, including imbedded
backslashes.
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MORE
T!PB

External

POR!DSE Sends output to console one screen at a time.
SD'lAX

{d: ] l«>RE

RllllBSMORE is a filter that reads from standard input (such as
a command from your terminal) and displays one screen of
information at a time. The MORE command then pauses and
displays the --MORE-- message at the bottom of your
screen.
Pressing RB!URR displays another screen of informatio~
This process continues until all the input data is read.
The MORE command is useful for viewing a long file one
screen at a time. If you type:
T!PE M!PILES. (X)M

I lORE

MS-DOS displays the file MYFILES.COM (on the default
drive) one screen at a time. If the MORE command is not
in your default disk drive, you may add the drive
specification (e.g., B:MORE).

MOVAFILE
T!PB

External

PURPOSE MOVAFILE may be used to copy modified files to hard disk
or diskette.
It replaces altered files on the
destination drive automatically.
SYMfAX

MOVAFILE [s:] [filename] [.ext] [d:] [filename] [.ext] [-A]
where

-A

s:
d:
filename
• ext

specifies copy only files that have the
Archive attribute set,
is the source drive reference,
is the destination drive reference,
is the name of the file or group of files,
is the filename extension •

An asterisk (*) can be used as a wild card for the
filename or extension if desired.
MOVAFILE also checks for invalid filenames, such as null
strings, and displays the erroneous filename without
aborting.
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PATH
TYPE

Internal

PURPOSE Sets a command path.
SYJ.iJrAX PATH [<pa thname >[; <pa thname >] ••• ]
REMARKS This command allows you to select the directories to be
searched for external commands after MS-DOS searches your
working directory. The default value is no path.
To tell MS-DOS to search the root directory of Drive A
for external commands, type:
PATH A:\

If your external commands are stored in a subdi rectory
wi th the pathname MASTER, type:
PATH \MASTER

To tell MS-DOS to search your JOE directory in the path
\MASTER\USER\JOE for external commands, type:

PATJI \MASftR\USER\JOE
MS-DOS searches the JOE directory for the commands you
enter until you set another path or shut down MS-DOS.
Note that in all cases the directory which will be
searched is the last directory specified.
If a command is not found in the specified path, DOS
displays the message bad command or filena.e.
To search more than one path, specify several pathnames
separated by semicolons. For example, to search the JOE,
SUE, and DEV subdirectories, type:

PAm \MAS'l'ER\USER\JOE7\MAS'l'ER\USER\SOE7\MAS'l'ER\DEV
KS-DOS searches the pathnames in the order specified in
the PATH command.
The command PATH with no options displays the current
path or the message nNo Path n• I f you specify PATH 7,
MS-DOS sets the NUL (no extended search) path, so only
the current directory is searched for external commands.
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The PATH command only needs to be entered once per DOS
session (unless you wish to change it).
A PATH command may be included in your AUTQEXEC.BAT file
to automatically select the desired path when you boot
MS-DOS. For example, if you always wish to search the
root directory on Drive A for external commands, you may
enter PATH A:\ in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

PAUSE
TYPE

Internal

PORBOSE Suspends execution of the batch file.
SYNTAX

PAUSE [comment]

REMARKS During the execution of a batch file, you may need to
change disks or perform some other action. PAUSE suspends
execution until you press any key, except CfRL ~
When the command processor encounters PAUSE, it prints:
strike a key when ready • •

0

If you press CTRL C, another prompt is displayed:
Abort batch job (YIN)?

If you type Y in response to this prompt, execution of
the remainder of the batch command file is aborted and
control returns to the operating system command level.
Therefore, PAUSE can be used to break a batch file into
pieces, allowing you to end the batch command file at an
intermediate point.
[Comment] is optional and may be entered on the same line
as PAUSE. A comment can contain up to 121 characters and
may be used to prompt the user of the batch file with
some meaningful message when the batch file pauses. For
example, you may want to change disks in one of the
drives. An optional prompt message may be given in such
cases.
The comment prompt is displayed before the
·Strike a key". message.
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PRINT
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Prints a text file on a printer while you are processing
other MS-DOS commands (usually called "background
printing").
S!NTAX

PRINT [[filespec] [IT] [lC] [lP] ] •••

REMARKS Up to ten files can be queued for printing at one time.
Using the PRINT command increases the resident portion of
DOS by more than 3K bytes.
Only files located in the current directory can be placed
into the print queue, however, you can change directories
as soon as the file is queued.
The following switches are provided with this command:

IT

TERMINATE: This switch deletes all files in the
print queue (i.e. the files wai ting to be printed).
Current printing stops, and a cancellation message
prints.

Ie

CANCEL: This switch turns on cancel mode. The
preceding filespec and all following filespecs are
canceled from the pr int queue until you type a Ip
switch.

Ip

PRINT:
This sw itch turns on print mode.
The
preceding filespec and all following filespecs are
added to the print queue until you issue a Ic
switch. (/p is the default switch.)

Typing PRINT with no options displays the contents of the
print queue on your screen without affecting the queue.

Examples:
PRINT

IT --

Empties the pr int queue.

PRINT IT *.ABII -- Empties the print queue and queues all
.ASM files on the default drive.
PRINT A:TEIIPl.TS"r Ic A:TEIIP2.'rS'l' A:TEIIP3.TST -- Removes
the three files indicated from the print queue.
PRINT TEIIPl.TS"r Ie TEIIP2.TS'l' IP TEIIP3.TST -- Removes
TEMPl.TST from the queue, and adds TEMP2.TST and
TEMP3. TST to the queue. .
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If an error is detected, PRINT displays one of the
following error messages:

Raae of list device [PRN:] -- This prompt appears when
PRINT is run the first time.
Any current device may
be specified which then becomes the PRINT output
device. Pressing RETURN results in the device PRN
being used.
List output is Dot assigned to a device -- This message
is displayed if the nName of list device n specified to
the above prompt is invalid. Subsequent attempts
return the same message until a valid device is
specified.
PRIR'!' queue is full -- If you attempt to put more than 10
files in the queue, this message appears on the
console.
PRlIft' queue is eapty -- There are no files in the pr int
queue.
No

files match d:xxuxxxz"xu -- A filespec was given for
files to add to the queue, but no files match the
specificatio~
Rote: If no files in the queue match
the canceled filespec, no error message appears.

Drive not ready -- If this message occurs when PRINT
attempts a disk access, PRINT keeps trying until the
drive is ready. Any other error causes the current
file to be canceled. An error message appears on your
printer in such a case.
All files canceled -- If the IT (TERMINATE) switch is
issued, the message "All files canceled by operator"
prints on your printer. If the current file being
printed is canceled by a Ie, the message nPile
canceled by operator" is printed.
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PROMPT
'l'!PB

Internal

PORIOSE Changes the MS-DOS command prompt.
SYNTAX

PROMPI' [<prompt-text>]

~

This command allows you to change the MS-DOS system
prompt (e.g., A». If no text is typed, the prompt is
set to the default prompt, which is the default drive
designation. You can set the prompt to a special prompt,
such as the current time, by using the characters
indicated below.
The following characters can be used in the prompt
command to specify special prompts. They must all be
preceded by a dollar sign ($) in the prompt command:
Specify

Claracter:
$
t
d
p
v
n
g
1

b
s
h
e

To Get

This Prc.pt:

The 1$1 character
The current time
The current date
The current directory of default drive
The version number
The default drive
The 1>1 character
The 1<1 character
The 1 I 1 character
A CR LF sequence
A space (leading only)
A backspace
ASCII code X'lB ' (escape)

The PROIiPr command with no options restores the normal
MS-DOS prompt (e.g., A».
PROIIPl TilDe = $t$_Date = $d sets a two-line prompt which
prints:
Time = (current time)
Date = (current date)
You can use escape sequences in your prompts.
For
example, PBOMPl' $e[7m$n:$e[m sets the prompts in inverse
video mode and returns to video mode for other text.
Prompts can be executed automatically at boot by entering
your PROMPI' command into an AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
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RECOVER
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Recovers a file that contains bad sectors.
SYNTAX

RECOVER <filespec>

REMARKS If a sector on a disk is bad, you can recover the file
containing that sector (the bad sector is deleted). If
the bad sector was in the directory, use CHKDSK.
To recover a particular file, type:
REmVER

<filename>

This causes MS-DOS to read the file sector by sector and
to skip the bad sector(s). When MS-DOS finds the bad
sector(s), the sector(s) are marked and MS-DOS no longer
allocates your data to that sector.
The sector is
permanently marked unusable.
The size of the recovered file is a multiple of the DOS
allocation unit size. The recovered file is therefore
usually larger than the original file size. Text files
often require editing to remove unwanted data at the end
of the recovered file.
If the re is not enough room in the root di rectory,
RECOVER prints a message and stores information about the
extra files in the File Allocation Table. You can run
RECOVER again to regain these files when there is more
room in the root directory.
Note: If RECOVER is used on an entire disk, all files
are renamed FILEnnnn.REC (where nnnn is a sequential
number) and all subdirectories are deleted. If a bad
sector is located in the disk directory, use the command
CHKDSK to repair the directory.

REM - REMARK
TYPE

Internal

PURPOSE Displays remarks written within a batch file.
SYNTAX

REM <comment>

REIIARKS When batch processing reaches the REM command, it
displays the <comment>. Comments can be any string of
characters up to 123 characters long.
REM with no
comment may be used to provide spacing within a file.
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REN or RENAME
ftPB

Internal

PURPOSE Changes the name of the first option (filespec) to the
second option (f ilename).
S!RrAX

REN <filespec) <filename)

RJaIARI'SThe first option is the file to be renamed, and the
second option is the new filename. The first <fil~spec>
must be given a drive deSignation i f the disk resides in
a drive other than the default drive. Any drive
designation for the second option (filename) is ignored.
The file remains on the disk where it currently resides.
The wild card characters question mark (?) or asterisk
(*) may be used in either option. All files matching the
first filespec are renamed. If wild card characters
appear in the second filename, corresponding character
positions are not changed.
For example, the following command changes the names of
all files with the .LST extension to similar names with
the .PRN extension:
REN *.LST *.PRN

In the next example, REN renames the file ABODE on Drive
B to BBODE:

REB B:ABODB B????
The file remains on Drive B.

An attempt to rename a filespec to a name already present
in the directory results in the error message "File not
found. II
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RMDIR or RD - Remove Directory
!YPB

Internal

POBIDSE Removes a directory from the specified disk.
S!R'lAXRMDIR <pathname>
BBIAIIKs'This command removes a directory which is empty except
for the. and.. shorthand symbols.
To remove the JOE directory from the path \BIN\USER\JOE,
issue a DIR command for that path to ensure that the
directory does not contain any important files that you
do not want deleted. Then type:
BllDIR \BIR\USER\JOE
The directory is deleted from the directory structure.

SET
TrPE

Internal

PORRJSE Sets one string value equivalent to another string for
use in subsequent programs.

stRrAX SET [<string=string>1
RBIIARIS

This command sets values to be used by your application
programs. An application program can check all values
that have been set with the SET command by issuing SET
wi th no options. For example, SET ftY=V'J.'52 sets your TTY
,value to VT52 until you change it with another SET
command. Typing SET without parameters shows the current
setting(s) of SET.
The SET command can also be used in batch processing to
allow you to define your replaceable parameters with
names instead of numbers. If your batch file contains
the statement "LINK %FILE%", the SET command can specify
the name that MS-DOS uses for that variable. For example,
to replace the %FILE% parameter with the filename DOMORE:
SET FlLB=DOIK>RE
Therefore, you do not need to edit each batch file to
change the replaceable parameter names.
Rote:
When you use text (instead of numbers) as
replaceable parameters, the name must be ended by a
percent sign.
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SHIFT
TYPE

Internal

PURPOSE Allows access to more than 10 replaceable parameters in
batch file processing.
SYNTAX

SHIFl'

REMARKS Usually, command files are limited to handling 10
parameters, %0 through %9. To allow access to more than
ten parameters, use SHIFT to change the command line
parameters.
For example, suppose a batch file named FILE.BAT contains
the following commands:
echo off
echo %0 %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9
shift
echo %0 %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9
shift
echo %0 %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9
Typing the command FILE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B would
produce the following lines:
file 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
12345 6 7 8 9 a
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b

SIZE
TYPE

External

PURPOSE Displays the filename and size of each file,
calculates the total size of all files.
~

and

SIZE [<filespec>]

REMARKS This command may be used before copying a large number of
files from a hard disk to diskette (s) to determine
whether or not the specified file(s) will fit. You can
specify a pathname wi th the filename if desired. I f no
name is entered, the SIZE parameter defa.ul ts to *. *.
For example, typing SIZE *.BAT may produce the following
listing:
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file. bat
rem. bat
rWl.bat
3 files, total of 278

75
40

163

~es

Note: SIZE lists the total byte count, not the amount of
disk space to be allocate~ Because MS-DOS allocates in
clusters, it is possible for SIZE to indicate that all
files will fit on the destination diskette, and have the
disk fill up before the operation is complete.

SORT
TYPE

External

PURPOSE SORT reads input from your terminal, sorts the data, and
writes it to your terminal screen or files.
~

SORT [!R] [!+n]

~

SORT can be used to alphabetize a file by a certain
column. There are two switches which allow you to select
options:
!R

reverse the sort (i.e., sort from Z to A).

!+n sort starting with column n, where n is some number.
If you do not specify this switch, SORT begins
sorting from column 1.
Ezamples:
The following command reads the file UNSORT.TXT, reverses
the sort, and writes the output to a file named SORT. TXT:
SORT /R <URSORT. TXT >SORr. TXT

The following command pipes the output of the directory
command to the SORT filter. The SORT filter sorts the
directory listing starting with column 14 (the column in
the directory listing that contains the file size) and
sends the output to the console. Thus, the result of
this command is a directory sorted by file size:
DIR I SORr /+14
Additionally, the MORE filter can be used to allow you to
read the sorted directory one screen at a time. For
example:
DIR I SORT /+14 I MORE
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SVS

System

'l"YPE

External

PURPOSE Transfers the MS-DOS system files from the disk in the
default drive to the disk in the drive specified by d:.
~

SYS <d:>

REMARKS SYS is normally used to update the system or to place the
system on a blank, formatted disk. An entry for the
drive <d:> is required.
The destination disk must either be completely blank or
already contain the system files IO.SYS and MSOOS.SYS.
The transferred files are copied in the following order:
IO.SYS
MSOOS.SYS
IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS are both hidden files that do not
appear when the DIR command is executed.
COMMAND.COM (the command processor) is not transferred.
You must use the COpy command to transfer COMMAND.COM.
I f you do not copy COMMAND.COM and attempt to boot the
system, you receive the message Bad or missing Command
interpreter.
If SYS detects an error, one of the following messages
is displayed:
NO room for system on destination disk -- There is not
enough room on the destination disk for the IO.SYS
and MSOOS. SYS files.
Incompatible system size -- The system files IO.SYS and
MSOOS.SYS do not take up the same amount of space on
the destination disk as the new system needs.
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TIME
ftPB

Internal

PORIDSB Displays and sets the time.
S!RrAX

TIME [ <hh> [ : <1IIIl> ] ]

RBIIIRrS If the TIME command is entered without any arguments, the

following message is displayed:

CUrrent time is <bh>:~:<Ss>.<cc>
Enter new tiE:_
Press RB'l'URN if you dp not want to change the time shown.
A new time may be given as an option to the TIME command
as in the following example:
TIllE 8:20

The new time must be entered using numbers only; letters
are not allowed. Valid options are:
<bh> .. 00-24
<DID> .. 00-59

The hour and minute entr ies must be separated by colons.
You do not have to type the <ss> (seconds) or <cc>
(hundredths of seconds) options.
MS-DOS uses the time entered as the new time if the
options and separators are valid. If the options or
separators are not valid, MS-DOS displays the message:
Invalid time
Enter new time:_
MS-DOS then waits for you to type a valid time.
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TREE
TrPE

External

PURPOSE TREE displays subdirectories on the disk from the current
directory down and, optionally, files within the
subdirectories.
SYNTAX TREE [<filename>] [AJ
REMARKS TREE can display the subdirectory structure, and specific
files within the structure. You can use TREE at the root
to find a file within any directory.
TREE allows you to list only files that have been
modif ied.
If you specify the letter "A" afte r a
filename, it lists only files that have the Archive
attribute set. Whenever you modify a file in any way,
DOS sets the "A" attribute to mark it as "changed."
If you have copied your files and wish to remove the "A"
attribute, you can run the FILETYPE program described
earlier in this chapter. If you backup your files using
the ARCHIVE command, the "A" attribute is cleared
automatically.
Examples
Assume your disk has the following directories:

root
+-directory-+
/
(\)
\

/
sales
/
I
/
I
/
I
john
mary
/
I
I
/
I
I
/
I
I
report accts
report

\
accounts
I
\
I
\
\
I
sue
steve
I
I
\
I
I
\
I
I
\
report
accts report

When you are in the root directory (\), running TREE
displays:
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SALES
JOHN

REmRT
ACC'lS
MARY
REmRT
AcaJJftS
S!'EVE
ACC'lS
REmRT
SUE

REmRT

If you are in the SALES directory and you run TREE, it
lists:
JOON
REPORT
ACC'lS

MARY
REPORT

TREE works from the current directory down to the lowest
level it finds. It never looks "up" the tree.
TREE can display specified files. If you know there's a
file called MONEY.$$$ somewhere on the disk, instead of
doing a CHOIR then a OIR in every directory, you could go
to the directory root and type:
TREE acney. $$$

The following report is then displayed:
SALES
JOHN

REPORT
ACC!'S
MARY

REPORT
IDOney.$$$
ACXDlIl.rS
S!'B¥B

ACClS
REEORT
SUE
REPORT

If the file is found, it is listed in lowercase to
distinguish it from directory names, which are always in
uppercase. You can use wild cards in the filename.
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TYPE
T!PB

Internal

PURPOSE Displays the contents of the file on the console
SYRrAX

scree~

TYPE <filespec>

RBIIARKS Use this command to examine a file without modifying it.

The only formatting performed by TYPE is that tabs are
expanded to the tab stops, located at every eighth
column. Note that a display of binary files may be
unreadable, as control characters (such as crRL Z) are
sent to your display, including bells, form feeds, and
escape sequences.
Note: wordStar files do not display properly with the
TYPE command. These files must be viewed within
WordStar.
Wild cards are not allowed in the filespec. If a wild
card character is used, the message File not found
displays.

VER - Version
T!PB

Internal

PURPOSE Prints MS-DOS Version number.
SYRrAX

VER

RBIIARKS If you want to know what-version of MS-DOS

you are

using, type:
VER

The version number is displayed qn your screen.
example:
MS-DOS Version 2.0
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VERIFY
TYPE

Internal
/

PURBOSE Turns the verify switch on or off when writing to disk.
SYNTAX

VERIFY [ONIOFFJ

IV switch in the
COpy command. If you want to verify that all files are
written correctly to disk, you can use the VERIFY command
to tell MS-DOS to ver ify that your files are intact (no
bad sectors, for example). MS-DOS performs a VERIFY each
time you write data to a disk. You receive an error
message only i f MS-DOS is unable to successfully write
your data to disk.

REIIARKS This command has the same purpose as the

VERIFY ON remains in effect until you change it in a
program by a SET VERIFY system call, until you issue a
VERIFY OFF command to MS-DOS, or until MS-DOS is booted.
Typing VERIFY with no options displays the current
setting of VERIFY.

VOL - Volume
TYPE

Internal

PDREOSE Displays disk volume label, if one exists.
SYNTAX

VOL [d: J

in drive
[d:J. If no drive is specified, MS-DOS prints the volume
label of the disk in the default drive.

REIIARKS This command prints the volume label of the disk

If the disk does not have a volume label, VOL displays:

Volume in drive z has no label
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DOS Editing and Function Keys

Overview
Special editing keys allow you to re-enter or modify MS-DOS
commands. Using these keys, you do not have to repeatedly type
commands because the last command line typed is automatically
placed in a special storage area called a template.
By using the template and the special editing keys, you can take
advantage of the following MS-DOS features:
1.

A command line can be instantly repeated by pressing two
keys.

2.

If you make a mistake in the command line, you can edit it
and retry without having to retype the entire command line.

3.

A command line that is similar to a preceding command line
can be edited and executed with a minimum of typing by
pressing a special editing key.

The relationship between the command line and the template is
illustrated below:
Your Input
I
I
I
I

•

Command Line
I
I
I

<---------------->

Template

•

COMMAND. COM
As shown above, you type a command to MS-DOS on the command line.
When you press the RETURN key, the command is automatically sent
to the command processor (COMMAND.COM) for execution. At the
same time, a copy of this command is sent to the template. You
can now recall the command or modify it with MS-DOS special
editing keys.
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MS-DOS 'editing keys for Attache are listed in the table below:

MS-DOS Editing Keys

"",Function

1

1 Description
I

'
I1 IBM PC 1
,
1 Attache

1

1

1

1===============================================================1
1 <COPYI> 1 Copies one character from the I crRL 1 1 FI
I
1
1 template to the conunand line 1
1
1
1---------------------------------------------------------------1
1 <Copyup> 1 Copies characters up to the 1 CTRL 2 1 F2
1

1
1 specified character in the
1
1
1
1
1 template and puts them on the 1
1
1
1
1 new command line
1
1
1
1---------------------------------------------------------------1
I <COPYALL> 1 Copies all the remaining
1 CTRL 3 1 F3
1
1
1 characters in the templa te
l i t o the command line

1

1

1

1

I

I

1---------------------------------------------------------------1
1 <SKIPl> 'Skips over (does not copy) a 1 DEL
1 DEL 1
1
1
1
1
1 character in the templa te
1---------------------------------------------------------------1
1 <SKI pup> 1 Skips over (does not copy)
1 CTRL 4 1 F4
1
1
1
1
1 characters in the template up 1
l i t o the specified character
1
1
1

1---------------------------------------------------------------1
<VOID>
I Voids current input; leaves
l i t h e template unchanged

1

I

1

CTRL X

I

1

ESC

1

1

1---------------------------------------------------------------1
I <INSERT> I Enters and exits insert mode 1 crRL DEL 1 INS
1
1---------------------------------------------------------------1
1 <REPLACE> 1 Exits insert mode
1 crRL DEL 1 INS
1

1---------------------------------------------------------------1
1 <NE.WLINE> 1 Makes the new line the new
1 crRL 5 1 F5
1
1

1 template

I

1

1

===============================================================:=
Examples:
If you type the following command:
DIR PROG.OOM
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MS-DOS displays information about the file PROG.COM on your
screen. The command line is also saved in the template. To
repeat the command, just press CTRL 3 and RETOR!L Pressing CTRL
3 causes the contents of the template to be copied to the command
line, and pressing RETURN causes the command line to be sent to
the command processor for execution.
If you want to display information about a file named PR~ASM,
you can use the contents of the template by pressing e'l'RL 2 and
then typing c. This copies all the characters from the template
to the command line, up to but not including C. MS-OOS displays:
DIR PBOG._

The underline is your cursor.,

Now type:

ASM

The result is:
DIR PROG.ASK...

The command line DIR PROG.ASM is now in the template and ready to
be sent to the command processor for execution. To execute it,
press REroRN.
Now assume that you want to execute the following command:
TYPE PROG.ASK

To do this, type the word fiPE, press C!'RL DEL and the sp:ice bar,
then press CTRL 3 and RETORN.

As you type, the characters are entered directly into the command
line and overwrite corresponding characters in the template.
Thus, the characters "TYPE" replace the characters "DIR " in the
template. This automatic replacement feature is turned off when
you press C'rRL DEL.
To insert a space between "TYPE" and "PROG.ASM", press C!'RL DEL
and the space bar. Finally, to copy the rest of the template to
the command line, press C!'RL 3 and RETORN. The command TYPE
PROG.ASM is now processed by MS-DOS, and the template becomes
TYPE PROG.ASM.
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If you had misspelled "TYPE" as "BYTE", a command error would
have occurred when you pressed RE'l'DRN. Instead of throwing away
the.. whole.coJII~and, you can save a misspelled line before you
pr~.§~,RETORN by creating ~ new template with C'l'RL 5.
Pressing .. ~,5allo.ws yo~ to edit a line without executing the
cpro,Jt},and. AQ @sigpappeats after the line to signal that a new
templ~tehasbeeIlcre~ted:

You can edit this erroneous command by typing '1' to replace the
"B", then pressing CTlUo 1 to copy the "Y." Pressing CTRL 3
copies the rest of the template. The resulting command line is
then the command that you want:
TYPE PROG. ASK

As an alternative, you can modify the BYTE PROG.ASM template by
using DEL and CTRL DEL as shown below. Note the affect the keys
typed on the left have on the command line:
DEL
DEL
CTRL 1

T

C'.rRL DEL
C'l'RL 3

TYP
TYPE PROG.ASM

Skips over 1st template character
Skips over 2nd template character
Copies 3rd template character
Inserts two characters
Copies rest of template

Notice that DEL does not affect the command line. It affects the
template by deleting the first character. Silllilarly, pressing
C'l'RL 4 deletes characters in the template, up to but not
including a given character, and does not alter the command line.
These special editing keys can add to your effectiveness at the
keyboard. The next section describes control character functions
that can also help when you are typing commands.
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Control Character Functions
Control character functions give you greater control over your
display screen and the execution of MS-DOS commands. Control
character functions are activated by holding down the CTRL key
and while you press the required character key.

Control Character Functions

+---------------------------------------------------------------+
\ Control
\
\
\ Character \ Function

\

\ CTRL C

\ Aborts current command.

\

\

\ erases it from the terminal screen.

\

or
\
\ LINE
\ FEED

\ execute the command. This may be used to extend
\ the current logical line beyond the physical
\ limits of one terminal screen.

\
\
\

\

\===============================================================\

\-----------+---------------------------------------------------\
\ CTRL B
\ Removes last character from command line and
\
\-----------+---------------------------------------------------\
\ CTRL J
\ Inserts a line-feed carriage-return, but does not \

\-----------+---------------------------------------------------\
\ CT.RL N
\ Toggles terminal output to the printer; echos
\
\ screen display.

\

\ C'l'RL P

or

\

\

\

\ Press any key to resume.

\

\
\
I

\
\ executed and a backslash (\), carriage return,
\ and line feed appear on the screen. The template \
\ is not affected.
\

I CTRL Z
\

\ new template.

\-----------+---------------------------------------------------\
\ CT.RL S
\ Suspends output display on terminal screen.
\

\-----------+---------------------------------------------------\
\ CTRL X
\ cancels the current line. The command is not
\
\-----------+---------------------------------------------------\
\ puts a CTRL Z (lAB) end-of-file character in the \

\
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EDLIN - The Line Editor
Overview
This chapter describes how to use EDLIN, the line editor program.
You can use EDLIN to create, change, and display either source
program files or text files. Use EDLIN to:
o

Create new source files and save them;

o

Update existing files and save both the updated and
original files;

o

Delete, edit, insert, and display lines;

o Search for, delete, or replace text in one or more lines.
The text in files created or edited by EDLIN is divided into
lines, each up to 253 characters long. Line numbers are
generated and displayed by EDLIN during the editing process, but
are not actually present in the saved file.
When you insert lines, all line numbers following the inserted
text increase automatically by the number of lines being
inserted. When you delete lines in a file, all line numbers
following the deleted text decrease automatically by the number
of lines deleted.
As a result, lines are always numbered
consecutively in your f He.

How to Start EDLIN
To start EDLIN, type:
EDLIN <filespec> lIB]

If you are creating a new file, <filespec> should be the name of
the file you wish to create. If EDLIN does not find this file on
one of the logged drives, EDLIN creates a new fHe with the name
you specify. The following message and prompt will be displayed:
New file

*
The prompt for EDLIN is an asterisk (*).
You can now type lines of text into your new file. To begin
entering text, you must enter an I (Insert) command to insert
lines. The I command is discussed later in this chapter.
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If you want to edit an existing file, <filespec> should be the
name of the file you want to edit. When EDLIN finds the file you
sPecify on the designated or default drive, the file is loaded
into memory. If the entire file can be loaded, EDLIN displays
the following Jriesaage on ybur screen:
EildOffilpUt file

*
You can then edit 'the file using EDLIN editing commands.
If you have already created a file, the optional /B switch may be
used. The /Bswi tch ignores any CTRLZ characters in the file,
which allOws the entire file to be displayed.
If the file is too large to be loaded into memory, EDLIN loads
lines until memory is 3/4 full, then displays the * prompt. You
can then edit the portion of the file that is in memory.

To edit the remainder of the file, save some of the edited lines
in memory back to disk. EDLIN then can append the unedited lines
on disk to the lines remaining in memory. See the Write and
Append commands in this chapter for this procedure.
When you complete the editing session, save the original and
updated (new) files using the End command. The End command is
discussed below in the section "EDLIN Commands." The original
file is renamed with the extension .BAK and the new file with the
filename and extension specified in the EDLIN command. The
original .BAK file is not erased until the end of the editing
session or until disk space is needed by EDLIN.
Do not try to edit a file with a filename extension of .BAK
because EDLIN assumes that any .BAK file is a backup file. If
you need to edit such a file, first rename the file with another
extension (using the MS-DOS RENAME command discussed in Chapter
5), then start EDLIN and specify the new <filespec>.

Special Editing Keys
The special editing keys discussed in Chapter 6 can be used to
edi t your text files.
The special editing keys use a DOS
convention called a "template", which is an area in memory that
stores the command line. Editing keys can use the template to
restore all or some of the characters from the previous command
line. These keys are discussed in detail in this section and
are illustrated in the table on the next page.
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The following chart shows the function each key perfocms, the DOS
key description, the IBM Personal Computer keys which perform
that function, and the keys to press on an Attache 8:16.
Special Editing Keys

Function

I DOS Key IIBM Key18:16 Key I Description

Copy one I
I
character I <COPYl> I Fl
I
I
Copy up tol
character I<COPYUP>
I
I
Copy
template

I
ICopies one character from
I CTRL lithe template to the new
I
Iline.
ICopies all characters
CTRL 2 Ifrom the template to the
Inew line, up to the
Ispecified character.

F2

I
I
I <COPYALL> I F3
I
I

I
ICopies all remaining
I CTRL 3 Icharacters in the
I
Itemplate to the screen.

Skip one I <SKIP 1> I
character I
I

DEL

I DEL
I

IDoes not copy (skips
lover) a character.

Skip up tol
character I<SKlPUP>
I
I

F4

I
IDoes not copy (skips
I CTRL 4 lover) the characters in
I
Ithe template, up to the
I
Ispecified character.

Quit input I
I <VOID>
I

ESC

I
Ivoids the current input~
I CTRL X Ileaves the template
I
Iunchanged.

Insert
mode

I<INSERT> I
I
I

INS

ICTRL DELIEnters/exits insert mode.
I
I

Replace

I
I
I <REPLACE) I

INS

~CTRL

----------------------------------------------------------------

I
New
template

I

I

I <NEWLINE) I
I
I

I
F5

IIf in insert mode, turns
DELI insert off to replace.
IReplace is default mode.

I CTRL 5 IMakes the new line
I
Ithe new template.

The next section contains several examples which use a sample
file to demonstrate these keys. To create this file, type EDLIN
SAMPLE. TXT. When the NEW FILE * prompt is displayed, type I and
press RETURN to enter insert mode. The prompt 1* is displayed,
indicating that you can insert data into the first line of your
file.
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The examples in the following section use a one-line file.
the following text, then press RETURN:

Enter

This is a sample file.
Press the crRL Z keys, and then RETURN. This returns you to
EDLIN command mode. Next, save your file and exit EDLIN by
pressing E and RETURN.
To edit SAMPLE.TXT with the special editing keys, type EDLIN
SAMPLE. TXT. The following prompt displays:
End of input file

*
Type 1 and press RETURN to edit the first line of text, using the
instructions which follow.

KEY

<COm> -

PORBDSE

Copies one character of the template to a command line.

REMARKS

Pressing C'l'RL 1 copies one character from the template
to the command line. When crRL 1 is pressed, one
character is inserted in the command line and insert
mode is· automatically turned off. For example, assume
that the screen shows:

erRL 1

At the beginning of the editing session, the cursor is
positioned at the beginning of the line. Pressing C'l'RL 1
copies the first character (T) to the second of the two
lines displayed:
l:'*Tbis is a Silllple file.

CTRr.,·1 1:'*"1'':'

Each

time

Cl'RL 1 is pressed, one mor;e character appears:

craL"l

l:~

er& 1 1: *Tbi....
C'l'RL 1 1: *Tbis_

DOS Guide

KEY
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<COPYUP> - erm. 2

PURPOSE Copies all characters up to a given character.
~

Pressing CTRL 2 copies all characters up to a given
character from the template to the command line. The
given character is the next character typed after CTm.
2; it is not copied or displayed on the scree~
Pressing CTRL 2 causes the cursor to move to the single
character that is specified in the command.
If the
template does not contain the specified
character,
nothing is copied. Pressing C'rRL 2 also automatically
turns off inser~ mode.
For example, assume that the screen shows:

l:*This is a sample file.
1:*_

At the beginning of the editing session, the cursor is
positioned at the beginning of the line. Pressing CTRL 2
copies all characters up to the character specified
immediately after the erm. 2 keys.

CTRL 2 P

KEY

l:~is is a sample file.
1: *This is a &aIIL

<COPYALL> - erm. 3

PURPOSE Copies template to command line.
~

Pressing CTRt 3 copies all remaining characters from the
template to the command line. Regardless of the cursor
position at the time CTRt 3 is pressed, the rest of the
line appears and the cursor is positioned after the last
character on the line. For example, the screen shows:
l:~is

is a sample file.

1:*_

Pressing C'rRL 3 copies all characters from the template
(upper line) to the line with the cursor (lower line):
CTRL 3

l:~is is a sample file.
(te.plate)
l:*This is a sample file._ (command line)

Insert mode is automatically turned off.
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(SKIPl> - DEL

PURPOSE Skips over one character in the template.
REMARKS

Pressing DEL skips over one character in the template.
Each time you press DEL, one character is not copied
from the template. The action of DEL is similar to the
crRL 1 function, except that DEL skips a character in
the template instead of copying it to the command line.
For example, assume that the screen shows:
l:'*'rhis is a Sample file.
1:*_
At the beginning of the editing session, the cursor is
positioned at the beginning of the line. Pressing DEL
skips over the first character (T).

DEL

l:*This is a sample file.
1:*_

The cursor position does not change and only the
template is affected. To see how much of the line has
been skipped over, press ctRL 3, which moves the cursor
beyond the last character of the line.
l:.*This isasample file.
OEL

CrRL 3

.-

1 ·*

l:'*his is a sample file._

PURlOSE Skips multiple characters in the template up to the
specified character.

REMARKS

Pressing CfRL 4 skips over all characters up to a given
character in the template. This character is not shown
on the screen. If the template does not contain the
specified character, nothing is skipped over.
The
action of erRL 4 is similar to that of CfRL 2, except
that CTRL 4 skips over characters in the template
instea'd of copying them to the command line.
For
e'xample, assume that the screen shows:
l:'WIl'his is a sample file.
1,"·'*

.-

EDLIN
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At the beginning of the editing session, the cursor is
positioned at the beginning of the line. Pressing crRL 4
skips over all the characters in the template up to the
character pressed after the crRL 4:

C'1'RL 4 P

l:*!bis is a sample file.
1:*_

The cursor position does not change.
To see how much of the line has been skipped over, press
CTRL 3 to copy the template. This moves the cursor
beyond the last character of the line:

C'1'RL 4
C'l'RL 3

P

l:*Tbis is a sample file.
1:*_
l:*ple file._

KEY

<VOID> - Cl'RL X

PURPOSE

Quits input and empties the command line.

REMARKS

Pressing CTRL X empties the command line, but leaves
the template unchanged. CTRL X also prints a backslash
(\), carriage return, and line feed, turns insert mode
off, and positions the cursor at the beginning of the
line. Pressing crRL 3 copies the template to the command
line and the command line appears as it was before crRL
X was pressed.
For example, assume that the screen
shows:

l:*Tbis is a sample file.
1:*_
At the beginning of the edi ting session, the cursor is
positioned at the beginning of the line. To replace the
line with "Sample File," type that phrase as shown:

l:*This is a sample file.
l:*Sample File_
To cancel the line you just entered and keep the phrase
"This is a sample file.", press CTRL X. A backslash
appears on the "Sample File" 1 ine as shown to tell you
it has been canceled:
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l:'*'.rhis is a sample file.
l:*SaJDple Pile\

X

1:_

,Press "aSWRR to keep the original line or to perform any
othereQi,ting functio'n •. If C'rJU,3 is pressed, the
original . template is copied to the com,mand line:
1: This is a SiIlnPle file._

CTm.3

KEY

<IRSER'l'> .- ··crRLDEL

PURPOSE

Enters/exits insert mode.

REMARKS

PressingCfBL DEL causes EDLIN to enter and exit insert
mode. The current cursor position in the template is not
changed.
The cursor moves as each character is
inserted; when you have finished inserting characters,
the cursor will be at the same character as it was
before the insertion began. ~hus, characters are
inserted in front of the character to which the cursor
points. For example, assume that the screen shows:
l:;~is

is

a~l~

file.

1:*_
At the beginning of the editing session, the cursor is
posi tioned at the beginning of the line. For example,
press c.t'BL 2 and f:

CTRL 2 f

Now press
space:

l:*This is a sample file.
l:'*'.rhis is a sample _

C~RL

DEL and insert the word "edit" and a

l:*This is a sample file.
l:~s is a .sample _
erR[, DEL edit l:*This is a sample edit _
CTRL 2 f

Press CTRL 3 to copy the rest of the template to the
line:
CTRL 3
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If you press RETURN instead of CTRL 3, the remainder of
the template is truncated and the command line ends
after the inserted phrase:
CrRL DEL edit REmRN

1: ~s is a sample edit _

To exit insert mode, press CTRL DEL again.

PURPOSE

Enters replace mode.

RBRARKS

When you first start to edit a line, replace mode is in
effect (CTRL DEL does not have to be pressed). All the
characters you type overstrike and replace characters in
the template. If you are in insert mode, pressing CTRL
DEL causeS EDLIN to exit insert mode and enter replace
mode (CTRL DEL is pressed twice; once to enter insert
mode, and again to enter replace mode). If RETURN is
pressed, the remainder of the template is deleted. For
example, assume that the screen shows:
1: *'!'his is a sample file.

1:*_

At the beginning of the editing seSSion, the cursor is
positioned at the beginning of the line. Assume that you
press ~RL 2 m, ~RL DEL lary, CTRL DEL tax, and CTRL 3
as shown:

l:-rhis is a sample file.
a sa...

C'rRL 2 m
1: *This is
CrRL DEL lary 1: ~s is
C'rRL DEL tax l:*This is
CfRL 3
l:*This is

a salary_
a salary talL
a salary tax file._

You inserted lary and replaced mple with tax. I f you
type characters that extend beyond the length of the
template, the remaining characters in the template
automatically are appended when you press CfRL 3.
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<NEWLINE) - C'l'RL 5

,;:POlU?OSE

RlllIUlRBS

Creates a new template.
Pressing C'J.'RL 5' copies the current command lirteto the
'<eempl'&teanddeletes t'he contents of the old template.
Pr:essing'C'rRL 5 produc:esan @ ("at" sign) , a carriage
. r::$tiut'n,;;attd':;a Ij;A'e'f"-eed.'1'heoommarrd lirie is emptied
and insert ·mode is turned off.
Note: C'l'RL 5 performs the same fUnction as the C'l'RL X
key except that the template is changed and an @ ("at"
sign) is printed instead of a backslash (\).
For
example, assume that the screen shows:
l:*Tbis is a sample fileG

1:*_

At the beginning of the editing 'session, the cursor is
positioned at the beginning of the line. Assume you
enter C'rRL2 m, CTRL -DEL lary, CTRL DEL tax, and CTRL 3
as 'shown:
l:*This
C'mL2m
l:*This
CTRL DEL lary 1 : *This
C'1'RL DEL tax 1 : *This
C'.i'RL 3
l:*This

is
is
is
is
is

a
a
a
a
a

sample file.
sa_
salary_
salary tax_
salary tax file._

If you want this line to be the new template, press CTRL
5:
C'1'RL 5

l:*Tbis is a salary tax file.@

The @ indicates that this new line is now the new
template. Additional editing can be performed using the
new template.

Command Information
EDLIN commands perform editing functions on lines of text. You
should read the following information before using EDLIN
commands.
1.

Pathnames are acceptable options to commands. For example,
typing EDLIN \BIN\USER\JOE\'l'EXT.TX'l' allows you to edit the
TEXT.TXT file in the subdirectory JOE.

2.

You can reference line numbers relative to the current line
(line with the asterisk). Use a minus sign (-) with a number
to indicate lines before the current line. Use a plus sign
(+) with a number to indicate lines after the current line.
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For example:

-lO,+lOL

This command lists 10 lines before the current line, the
current line, and 10 lines after the current line.
3.

Multiple commands may be issued on one command line. When you
issue a command to edit a single line using a line number
«line», a semicolon U) must separate commands on the line.
Otherwise, one command may follow another without any special
separators. In the case of a Search or Replace command, the
<string> may be ended by a CTRL Z instead of a ~RN.
For example, th~ following command line edits line 15, then
displays lines 10 through 20 on the screen:
lS:-S,+SL
The command line in the next example searches for the phrase
"This string," then displays 5 lines before and after the
line containing the matched string. If the search fails, the
displayed lines are those relative to the current line.
STbis string CTRL Z -S,+SL

4.

You can type EDLIN commands with or without a space between
the line number and command. For example, to delete line 6,
the command 6D works the same as the command 6 D.

5.

It is possible to insert a control character (such as CTRL C)
into the text by preceding it with the quote character CTRL V
while in insert mode. C"l'RL V tells MS-DOS to recognize the
next capital letter typed as a control character. You also
may include a control character in any of the string
arguments of Search or Replace by using the special quote
character CTRL V. For example:
S CTRL-V Z finds the first occurrence of CTRL Z in a file.
R CTRL-V Z CTRL-Z name replaces all occurrences of CTRL Z in a

file with "name".

s

CTRL-V C CTRL-Z bar replaces all occurrences of CTRL C with

"bar".

It is also possible to insert C"rRL V into the text by typing
CTRL-V V.

6.

The CTRL Z character ordinarily signals "end of file" to
EDLIN. If you have CTRL Z characters elsewhere in your file,
you must tell EDLIN that these control characters do not mean
end-of-file by using the /B switch when you first call up the
file under EDLIN. The /B sw itch causes EDLIN to ignore any
CTRL Z characters so you may view the entire file.
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Command Options
Several EDLIN commands accept one or more options. The effect of
a command option varies depending on the command with which it is
used. The following list describes each optio~
<line>

<line> indicates a line number that you type. Line
numbers must be separated by a comma or a space from
other line numbers, options, and the command. <line>
may be specified in one of the following ways:
Number

Any numbe r less than 65534. If a number
larger than the largest existing line number is
specified, <line> means the line after the last
line number.

Period

(.) A period specified for <line> means the
current line number. The current line is the
last line edited and is not necessarily the
last line marked on your screen by an asterisk
(*) between the line number and the first
character.

Pound

(i) The pound Sign indicates the line after the
last line number. Specifying i for <line> has
the same effect as specifying a number larger
than the last line number.

RETURN

A carriage return entered without any of the
<line> specifiers listed above directs EDLIN to
use the default value for the command.

Question (?) The question mark option may be used only
Mark
with the Replace and Search commands and
directs EDLIN to ask you if the correct string
has been found. EDLIN wai ts for ei ther a Y or
RETURN for a "yes n response, or for any other
key for a nnon response.
<string> <string> represents text to be found, replaced, or to
replace other text. The <string> option may be used
only with the Search and Replace commands. Each <string>
must be ended bya CTRL Z or a RETURN (see the Replace
command). No spaces should be left between strings or
between a string and its command letter unless you want
those spaces to be part of the string.
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EDUN Commands
EDLIN commands ar~ summarized in the follow ina table.
described in further detail below in this chapt~r.

They ale

EDLIN CoDDands

+-------,,------------------------------------------------+
I Command I Purpose
I
I===============================~=======================1

I

A

I

1
I

C
D

I
I

I

<line)
E

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I,

M
P

I

I
I
I
I

Q

I
I

R
S

I

I

T

1

I

W

I

I

I

I

Appends lines on disk to file in memory
Copies lines
Deletes lines
Edits line number
Ends edi ting session
Inserts text
Lists text
Moves lines
Pages through a file
Quits edi ting session
ReplaceS text phrase
Searches text for phrase
Transfers disk file into text file
Writes lines inmemQry to disk

+-----------~-------------

I
I
1
1

I
I

1
1

I
I
1

I
I

I

..-----------------------------+

NAME

Append

PURPOSE

Adds the specified humber. of .lines fr9m disk to the file
being edited .in memory. 'l:he .lines a,re apded at the end
of lines that are currently .in memory.

SYNTAX

[ <n> ] A

RBMARKS

This command is meaningful only if the file ~ing edited
As m4nylines as
possible are read .into memory for editing when you
start EDLIN. To edit the remainder of .the file th8.t
does not fit into m-ernory, lines that have already been
,edited must be written to disk using the Write command.
You then can load unedited linesho.m .~i$"k ,into memory
with the Append command. See the ,Wd't:e ,G~m.andlater in
this chapter for mqr~ J.nt()t.tQatioQ.
i.s too large to fit into memory.

1.

If you do not specify the nuitlber of line,s .toappenp, line-s
are appen'dedto memor:y tlhtil available·m~JQ~Wi.:s ;30'4 'full. 'lip
action is taken if availablememory-i.s al:r;~ ,:}/.-4 ttJlll.

2.

Themess3:(Je '''Endc! ''input -f'il'e" 'is 'displayeuwhen the@pend

command has read the 'last line of the file into ,;~()l;'Y.
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Copy

PURPOSE Copies a range of lines to a specified line number. The
lines can be copied as many times as you want by using
the <count> option.

SYNTAX

<lstline>,<endline>,<toline>,[<count>]C

REMARKS

If you do not specify a number in <count>, EDLIN copies
the lines one time. <lstline> and <endline> define the
range of lines you wish to copy. <Toline> specifies the
line which will contain <lstline>.
The file is
renumbered automatically after the copy.
The line
numbers must not overlap or you receive an "Entry
error" message. For example, typing 3,20,15C would
result in an error message.
For example, assume that the following file exists and
is ready to edit:
1: This is a sample file

2: used to show copying lines.

l: See what happens when :you use

4: the Copy camnand to copy text.

You can copy this enti re block of text by issuing the
following command:
1,4,SC
The result is:
1: This is a sample file
2: used to show copying lines.
l: see what happens when you use
4: the Copy camnand to copy text.

5: 'this is a sample file
6: used to· show copying lines.

7: see what happens when. you. use
8: the Copy command to copy text.
EDLIN inserts copied text immediately before the text
currently at <toline>.
For example, assume that you want to
insert them within the following file:
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1:
2:
3:
.. :
5:
6:
7:

8:

This is a sample file
used to show copying lines.
See what happens when you use
the Copy a.mand to copy text.
You can also use Copy
to copy lines of text
to the middle of your file.
End of sample file.

The command 3,4,7C results in the following file:
1: This is a sample file
2: used to show copying lines.
3: See what happens when you use
.. : the Copy camnand to copy text.
5: You can a1so use Copy
6: to copy lines of text
7~ to the adddle of your file.
8: See what happens when you use
9: the Copy a.mand to copy text.
10: End of sample file.

NAME

Delete

PURPOSE

Deletes a specified range of lines in a file.

SYNTAX

[<lstline>] [,<endline>]D

RERARKS

If <lstline> is omitted, the Delete option defaults
to the current line (the line with the asterisk next to
the line number).
If "<endline> is omitted, only
<lstline> is deleted. When lines have been deleted,
the line immediately after the deleted section becomes
the current line and has the same line number that
<lstline> had.
For example, assume that the following file exists and
is ready to edit:
1: This is a sample file
2: used to show dynamic line numbers.
3: Use Delete and Insert
25: (the D and I a.mands)
26: to edit the text
27:*in your file.
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To delete multiple lines, type <lstline>,<endline>D:

4,24D
The result is:
l:filis is asuple file
2: used to Show dynamic line numbers.
, 3: 'Use"De1ete'and .Insert
4 : (the D' and I commands )
. '5: to edit text
6:*in your file.
To delete a single line, type:
5D
The result is:
1: This is a sample file .
2: used to Show dynamic line numbers ..
3: Use "Delete 'and 'Insert
4: (the Dand I caamands)
5:*in your file.

Notice that lines are automatically ·renumbered.
delete a range of lines from the following file:

Next,

1: 'filis is a sample file
, 2: used to show dyMmic line numbers.

3:*Ose'Dillete and Insert

. 4: (the D and I CClIIIDi!i.nds)

5: to edit text
6: in your file.
To delete a range of lines beginning with the current
line, type:

,SD
The result is:
1 ftis is a Silllple file
2 uSed to show dynamic line numbers.
3 *inJOUX' file.
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HAIlE

Edit

PDRIOSE

Edits line of text.

S!R'l'AX

[ <li ne >]

BIBAllS

When a line number is typed, EDLIN displays the line
number and text and reprints the line number on the line
below. The line is now ready for editing. You may use
any of the EDLIN editing commands to edit the line. The
existing text of the line serves as the template until
the RETURN key is pressed. If no line number is typed
(i.e., if only RETURN is pressed), the line after the
current line (marked with an asterisk) is edited. If no
changes to the current line are needed and the cursor is
at the beginning or end of the line, press RETURN to
accept the line as is.

WarDing: If RETURN is pressed while the cursor is in
the middle of the line, the remainder of the line is
deleted.
t'

For example, assume that the following file exists and
is ready to edit:
1: This is a sample file.
2: used to show
3: the editing of line

4:*four.
To edit line 4, type:
4

The line is displayed with a cursor below it:
4:* four.

.-

4 _*

Now, using the CorRL 3 special editing key, type:
CTm. DEL

crm..

number

3 RE'lURN

4

number_

.. nUliber four.
5

*
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PtiRPoSE Ends the editing

sMAx

sessio~

E

RiIARKs This command saves the edited file on disk, renames the
original input file <filename>.BAK, and exits EDLIN. If
the file was created during the editing session, no
.BA:K f He is created.

The E command takes no options. Therefore, you cannot
tell EDLIN a drive on which to save the file. The drive
you want to save the file on must be selected when the
editing session is started. If the drive is not
selected when EDLIN is started, the file is saved on the
disk in the default drive. The file may be copied to a
different drive using the MS-DOS COpy command.
You also must be sure that the disk contains enough free
space for the entire file. If the disk does not contain
enough free space, the write is aborted and the edited
file lost, although part of the file might be written
out to the disk. For example:
E RE'lURN

After execution of the E command, the MS-DOS default
drive prompt (e.g., A» is displayed.

NAME

Insert

PURPOSE

Inserts text immediately before the specified <line>.

SYNTAX

[<line>] I

R8IIARJtS

If you are creating a new file, the I command must be
given before text can be typed (inserted). Text begins
with line number 1. Successive line numbers appear
automatically each time RETURN is pressed.
EDLIN
remains in insert mode until crRL C is typed. When the
insert is complete and insert mode has been exited, the
line immedii'tely following the inserted line (s) becomes
the current line.
All line numbers following the
inserted section are incremented by the number of lines
inserted.

If <line> is not specified, the default is that lines
are inserted immediately before the current line. If
<line> is any number larger than the last line number,
or i f a pound sign (I) is specified as <line>, the
inserted lines are appended to the end of the f He and
the last line inserted becomes the current line.
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For example, assume that the following file exists and
is ready to edit:
1: Tbis is a sample file
2: used to show dyDaaic line numbers.
3: *Use Delete and Insert
.. : (the D and I ~ds)
5: to edit text
6: in your file.

To insert text before a specific line that is not the
current line, type <line>I. For example:
61

The result is:

.-

6·

Now, type the new text for line 6:
6: and renumber lines

To end the insertion, press CTRL Z and RETURN on the
next line:
1: CTRL Z

Now type L to list the file.

The result is:

1: This is a sample file
2: used to show dynamic line numbers.
3: Use Delete and Insert
4:

(the D and I

COJIIDands)

5: to edit text
6: and renumber lines

1:*in your file.
To insert lines immediately before the current line,
type I. The result is:
1:

Now, insert the following text and terminate with a CTRL
Z on the next line:
7: so they are consecutive

8:

C'l'RL

Z

To list the file and see the result, type L.

The result

is:
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1: This is a sample file

2: used to show dynamic line numbers.
3: Use Delete and Insert
4: (the D and I COJIIDiUlds)
5: to edit text
6: and renumber lines
7: so they are consecutive
8:*in your file.
To append new lines to the end of the file, type 91.
This produces the following:
9: _

Now, type the following new lines:
9:
10:
11:
12:

The insert command can place new lines

in the file1 there's no problem
because the line numbers are dynamic1
they'll go all the way to 65533.

End the insertion by pressing CTRL Z RETURN on line 13.
The new lines appear at the end of all previous lines in
the file. Now type the List command, L. The result is:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

This is a sample file
used to show dynamic line numbers.
Use Delete and Insert
(the D and I COIIIIIaIlds)
to edit text
and renumber lines
so they are consecutive
in your file.
The insert command can place new lines
in the file 1 there's no problem
because the line numbers are dynamic 1
they'll go all the way to 65533.

NAME

List

PURPOSE

Lists a range of lines,
specified.

~

[<lstline>] [,<endline>]L

REMARKS

Default values are provided if either one or Doth of the
options are omitted.
If you omit the first option
(e.g., , (endline>L) , the display starts 11 lines before
the current line and ends with the specified <endline>.
The beginning comma is required to indicate the omitted
first option.
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If you omit the second option, as in:

<lstline)L
23 lines are displayed, starting with the specified
<lstline>. If you omit both parameters, as in:
L

23 lines are displayed: the 11 lines before the current
line, the current line, and the 11 lines after the
current line. If fewer than 11 lines are before the
current line, more than 11 lines after the current line
are displayed to make a total of 23 lines.
For example, assume that the following file exists and
is ready to edit:
1: This is a sample file
2: used to show dynamic line numbers.
3: Use Delete and Insert
4 : (the D and I CCIIIDilIlds)

14: The current line rmains unchanged.

l5:*The current line contains an asteriskm
26: to edit text

27: in your file.

To list a range of lines without reference to the
current line, type <lstline>,<endline>L:
2,4L
The result is:
2: . used to show dynamic line numbers.
3: Use Delete and Insert
4: (the D and I a.mands)

To list a range of 23 lines centered around the current
line, type only L:
L
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The result is:
4: (the D and· I

~ds)

13: Thecunent line is. listed in the middle.
14:Tbe Cll:trent line remains unchanged.
l5:*'tbe current line contains an asterisk.
26·: to edit text

NAME

Move

PURPOSE

Moves a range of text to lines immediately preceding
<toline>.

~

<lstline>,<endline>,<toline>M

REMARKS Use the Move command to move a block of text (<lstline>
to <endline» to another location in the file. The lines
are renumbered after the move.
For example, to move the text in lines 1 through 25 to
before line 100, type:
lr25rlOOM

If the line numbers overlap, EDLIN displays an "Entry
error" message. For another example, to move lines 80100 to before line 30, type:
80 r lOO r 30M

NAME

Page

PURPOSE

Pages through a file 23 lines at a time.

~

[<lstline>] [,<endline>]P

REMARKS

If <lstline> is omitted, that number defaults to the
current line plus one. If <endline> is omitted, 23
lines are liste~
The last line displayed becomes the new current line and
is marked with an asterisk.
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Quit

PORIOSE Quits the editing session, does not save any editing
changes, and exits to the KS-DOS operating system.
SYRrAX

Q

REMARES

EDLIN prompts you to make sure you don't want to save
the changes. Type Y if you want to quit the editing
session. No editing changes are saved and no .BAK file
is created. See the End command in this chapter for
information about the .BAK file. Type N or any other
character except Y i f you want to continue the editing
session.
Note: When started, EDLIN erases any previous copy of
the file with an extension of .BAK to make room to save
the new copy. If you reply Y to the Abort edit (YIN)?
message, your previous backup copy will no longer exist.
For example:
Q

Abort edit (YIN)?'L
A>_

NAME

RE'lURN

Replace

PURPOSE Replaces all occurrences of a string of text in the
specified range with a different string of text or
blanks.
~

[<lstline>] [,<endline>] [?]R<stringl>CTRL Z<string2>

REMARKS

Each occurrence of <stringl> is replaced by <string2>
and the line is displayed. If a line contains two or
more replacements of <stringl> with <string2>, the line
is displayed once for each occurrence. When all
occurrences of <stringl> in the specified range are
replaced by <string2>, the R command terminates and the
asterisk prompt reappears.
<Stringl> must be separated from <string2> with a CTRL
Z. <String2> may be ended with a CTRL Z RETURN
combination or RETORN. If <stringl> is omitted, Replace
takes the old (previously specified) <stringl> as its
value.
If <lstline> is omitted in the range argument, <lstline>
defaults to the line after the current line. If
<endline> is omitted, it defaults to i, which indicates
the line after the last line of the file.
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If <stringl> is ended wi th a C'l'RL Z and <string2> is a
bl~nk,

<stringl> is replaced with blanks.

For example:

If the question, mark (?) option is given, the Replace
command stops at each line with a string that matches
<stringl> and displays the line with <string2> in place
wi th the prompt O.K.?
If you press Y or RETURN,
<string2> replaces <stringl>, the next occurrence of
<stringl> is found, and the O.K.? prompt is displayed.
After the last occur rence of <stringl> is found in the
range or file, EDLIN displays the asterisk prompt.
If you press any key besides Y or RETURN after the O.K.?
prompt, <stringl> is left unchanged and Replace goes to
the next occurrence of <string I>. If <stringl> occurs
more than once in a line, each occurrence of <stringl>
is displayed individually with the O.K.? prompt. In
this way , only the desired <stringl> is replaced and you
can prevent unwanted substitutions.
For example, assume that the following file exists and
is ready for editing:
1: This is a sample file

2: used to show dynamic line numbers.
Use Delete and Insert
(the D and I CODIIIaIlds)
to edit text
in your file.
The insert CODIaIld can place new lines
in the file: there's no problem
because the line numbers are dynamic.

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

To replace all occurrences of <stringl> with <string2>
in a specified range without being prompted, type:
2,9 RandCi'RL ZorRETORN

The result is:
3
4
4
7
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In the above replacement, some unwanted substitutions
have occurred.
To avoid these and to confirm each
replacement, include a ? after the range.
If only
lstline is given with a ? option, you will be prompted
for each replacement throughout the rest of the file.
For example, to replace only certain occurrences of
<stringl> with <string2> using the original file, type:
2? RandC'l'RL ZorRE'.l'URN
The result is:
3: Use Delete or Insert

O.K.? Y

4: (The D or I commands)
O.K.? Y
4: (Tbe D or I commors)
O.K.? N
7: The insert COIIIDOr can place new lines
O.K.? N

*
Now, type the List command (L) to see the resul t of all
these changes:
3: Use Delete or Insert
4: (The D or I COIIIDaIlds)

7: The insert c:::c.DaIld can place new lines

Note that typing blanks on both sides of a string
specifies whole words only. For example:
R and CTRL Z or -RETURN

The word nand" is replaced by the word norn.

NAME

Search

PURPOSE

Searches the specified range of lines for a specified
string of text.

SYNTAX

[<lstline>] [,<endline>] [?]S<string>RETURN

REMARKS

The ~string> must be ended with a RETURN. The first
line that matches <string> is displayed and becomes the
current line.
If the question mark option is not
specif ied, the Search command terminates when a match is
found.
If no line contains a match for <string>, the
message "Not found" is displayed.
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If the question mark option (?) is included in the
command, EDLIN displays the first line with a matching
string and prompts you with the message O.K.?
If you
press either Y or RETORN,the line becomes the current
line' and the, seai-rch· terminat~s. If you press any other
key, the search continues until another match is found
or until all lines have been searched and the "Not
found" message is ' displayed.
If <lst'line> is omitted it defaults to the line after
the current line.
If the <endl.ine> is omitted i t
dei'aults to • (line after last line of file), which is
the same as <lstline>,i S<string>.
If <string> is
omitted, Search takes the old (previously specified)
string if there is one. If there is not an old string
(i.e., no previous search or replace has been done),
the command terminates immediately.
For example, assume that the following file exists and
is ready for editing:
1:' This is a sample file
2: used to show dynamic line numbers.
3: Use Delete and Insert
4: (the Dand-I ccmoands)
5: to edit text
6: in your file.
7: The insert ~ can place new lines
8: in the file ; there 's no problem
9: because'the line numbers are dynamic.

To search for the first occurrence of the string "and",
type (with the RETURN key in parentheses):
2,9 Sand (RE"l'ORN)

The following line is displayed:
3: Use Delete and Insert

To search for another "and", modify the search command.
Press DEL once to delete <lstline>, press CTRL 3 to copy
the template's command line, and""tben press RETURN:
DEL CTRIr3,9 Sand (RE"l'URN)

The search then continues from the line after the
current line (line 3) because no first line was given.
The result is:
4: (the D and I a.mands)
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To search through several occurrences of a I>tring until
the correct string is found, type:
1, ? Sand

The result is:
3: Use De1ete aDd Insert

O.K. ?_
If you press any key (except Y or RETURN), the search
continues. Type N here:
O.K.? B
Continue:
4: (the D aDd I ccwmands)

O.K.?_
Now press

Y

to terminate the search:

O.K.? Y

*
As another example, to search for string XYZ without the
verification (O.K.?), type:
SX!'Z

EDLIN reports a match and continues to search for the
same string when you issue the S command:
S

EDLIN reports another match. Continue to type
EDLIN reports the string is not found.

S

until

Note that <string> defaults to any string specified by a
previous Replace or Search command.

RARE

Transfer

PURPOSE Inserts (merges) the contents of <filename> into the
file currently being edited at <line>. If <line> is
omitted, the current line is used.
SYNTAX

[<line> ]T<filename>

RBIIARJ[S

This command may be used to put the contents of a file
into another file or into text you are typing. The
transferred text is inserted at the line number
specified by <line> and the lines are renumbered.
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Write

PURPOSE Writes a specified number of lines to disk from the
lines that are being edited in memory.
Lines are
written to disk beginning with line number "I.
SYN'l'AX

[ <n> ] W

RBIIARKS

This command is used only i f the file you are editing is
too large to fit into memory. When you start EDLIN,
EDLIN reads lines into memory until memory is 3/4 full.
To edit the remainder of your file, you must write
edited lines in memory to disk. You then can load
addi tional unedited lines f rom disk into me.roory using
the Append command.
Note: If you do not specify the number of lines, lines
are written until memory is 3/4 full. No action is
taken if available memory is already more than 3/4 full.
All lines are renumbered, so that the first remaining
line becomes line number 1.

Error Messages
When EDLIN finds an error, one of the following error messages is
displayed:

cannot

edit .BAIt file-rename file

Cause:

You attempted to edit a file with a filename extension
of .BAK~ this extension is reserved for backup copies.

CUre:

I f you need to edit a .BAK file, RENAME the file with a
different extension or COPY the .BAK file and give it a
different filename extensio~

No roo. in directory for file
Cause:

When you attempted to create a new file, either the file
directory was full or you specified an illegal disk
drive or filename.

CUre:

Check the command line that started EDLIN for illegal
filename and disk drive entries. If this command line
contains no illegal entries, run the CHKDSK program for
the specified disk drive. If the status report shows
that the disk directory is full, remove the disk.
Insert and format a new disk.
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Entry Error

cause:

The last command typed contained a syntax error.

CUre:

Retype the command with the correct syntax and press
RE'lURR.

Line too long

cause:

During a Replace command, the string given as the
replacement caused the line to expand beyond the limit
of 253 characters. EDLIN aborted the Replace command.

CUre:

Divide the long line into two lines and try the Replace
command tw ice.

Disk PUll--file write not completed

cause:

You gave the End command, but the disk did not contain
enough free space for the whole file. EDLIN aborted the
E command and returned you to the operating system.
Some of the file may have been written to the disk.

CUre:

Only a portion (if any) of the file has been saved and
your corrections have been lost. You should probably
delete that portion of the file and restart the editing
session. Always be sure that the disk has sufficient
free space for the file to be written to disk before you
begin your editing session.

Incorrect DOS version

cause:

You attempted to run EDLIN under a version of MS-DOS
that was not 2.0 or higher.

CUre:

The version of MS-DOS you use must be 2.0 or higher.

Invalid drive naae or file
cause:

You have not specified a valid drive or filename when
starting EDLIN.

CUre:

Specify the correct drive or filename.

Filename must be specified

cause:

You did not specify a filename when you started EDLIN.

CUre:

Specify a filename.
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Invalid Parameter

cause:

You did not specify the /B switch when starting EDLIN.

CUre:

Specify the /B switch when you start EDLIN.

cause:

There is not enough memory to run EDLIN.

CUre:

YOU must free some memory by writing files to disk or by
deleting files before restarting EDLIN.

File not found

cause:

The filename specified during a Transfer command was not
found.

CUre:

Specify a valid filename when issuing the Transfer
command.

Must specify destination nmaber

cause:

A destina tion line number was not specif ied for a Copy
or Move command.

CUre:

Reissue the command with a destination line number.

Not enough room to merge the entire file

cause:

There was not enough room in memory to hold the file
during a Transfer command.

CUre:

Free some memory by writing some files to disk or by
deleting some files before you can transfer this file.

File creation error

cause:

The EDLIN temporary file cannot be created.

CUre:

Ensure that the directory has enough space to create the
temporary file and that the filename is not the name of
a subdirectory in the edited file's directory.
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File Comparison Utility
Overview
You occasionally may wish to compare files on your disk. For
example, you may want to compare two copies of a file to see
which one is current. The MS-DOS File Comparison (FC) utility
compares the contents of two file~ The differences between the
two files can be printed to the console or to a third file. The
files may be source files (source statements of a programming
language) or binary files (output from the MACRo-S6 assembler or
the MS-LINK Linker utility).
Comparisons may be made on a line-by-line or a byte-by-byte
basis.
The Hne-by-Hne comparison isolates and prints blocks
of lines that differ between two files.
The byte-by-byte
comparison displays bytes that differ between files.

Limitations On Source Comparisons
FC uses a large amount of memory as buffer (stor age) space to
hold source files. If the source files are larger than available
memory, FC compares the portions that can be loaded into the
buffer space. If no lines match in the portions of the files in
the buffer space, FC displays the message:

*** Files are dIfferent ***
For binary files larger than available memory, FC compares both
files completely, overlaying the portion in memory with the next
portion from disk. All differences are recorded in the same
manner as those files that fit completely in memory.

File Specifications
All file specifications use the following syntax:
[d:]<filename>[<.ext>]
where d: designates a disk drive (if the drive designation is
omitted, FC uses the current default drive), filename is a oneto eight-character name of the file, and .ext is a one- to threecharacter extension to the filename.
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How to Use FC
The syntax of FC is as follows:
FC [Ii IB Iw Ie} <filenamel> <filename2>
FC match,s the first file (filenamel) against the second
(filename2) and reports any differences between them. Both
filenames can be pathnames, as shown in the following example:

Fe B: \USER\MARY\FlLEl. TXT \USER\FlLE2. TXT
FC takes FILEI.TXT in the \USER\MARY directory of the disk in
Drive B and compares it with FILE2.TXT in the \USER directory.
Because no drive is specified for filename2, FC assumes that the
\USER directory is on the disk in the default drive.

FC Switches
You can use four switches with the File Comparison utility:
They are described below:

It, Iw, and Ie.

IB

IB,

Forces a binary comparison of both files. The two files are
compared byte-to-byte; no attempt is made to re-synchronize
after a mismatch. The mismatches are printed as follows:
-ADDRS--Fl--F2xxxYXXyx

yy

ZZ

where xxxxxxxx is the relative address of the pai r of bytes
from the beginning of the file. Addresses start at 00000000;
yy and zz are the mismatched bytes from filel and file2,
respectively. If one of the files contains less data than
the other (e.g., if filel ends before file2), FC displays:
***Data left in F2***

It where t is a number from 1 to 9. This sw itch specifies the

number of matching lines required for the files to be
considered matched after a difference has been found. If
this switch is not specified, the number of matching lines
defaults to 3.
This switch is used only in source
comparisons.

/W Causes FC to compress tabs and spaces (whites) during the
comparison. Thus, multiple contiguous whites in any line are
considered a single white space. This switch is used only in
source comparisons. Note that FC compresses whites, not
ignores them. The exceptions are beginning and ending whites
in a line, which are ignored. In the follow ing example, an
underscore represents a blank space:
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matches with:

and with:

____More

data...toJJe._ _ found_ __

but does not match with:

IC Causes the matching process to ignore the case of letters so
that all letters in the files are considered uppercase
letters. This switch is used only in source comparisons.
For example:

matches:

I

If both the Iw and IC options are specif ied, FC compresses
blanks and ignores case. For example:

matches:

Difference Reporting
The File Comparison utility reports the differences between the
two files you specify by displaying the first filename, the lines
that differ between the files, and the first line to match in
both files. FC then displays the name of the second file, the
lines that are different, and the first line that matches in both
files.
The default for the number of lines to match between files is 3
(to change this default, see the Ii switch above).
The following example shows this format:
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---------<filenamel>
<difference>
<1st line to match file2 in

f~lel>

----<filename2>
<difference>
<1st line to match filel in file2>

If more than Ii lines are different, the program simply reports
that the files are different and stops.
If no matches are found after the first difference, FC displays:

*** Files are different ***
and returns to the MS-DOS default drive prompt (e.g., A».

Redirecting

Fe Output to a File

The differences and matches between the specified files are
displayed on your screen unless you redirect the output to a
file. This is accomplished in the same way as MS-DOS command
redirection, discussed in Chapter 4.
To compare Filel and File2 and send the FC output to a file
called DIFFER. TXT, type:

FC Filel File2 >DIFFER. TX"l'
The differences and matches between Filel and File2 are written
to DIFFER.TXT on the default drive.
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Examples
BDIIple 1
Assume these two ASCII files are on disk:
ALPBA.ASM

BETA.ASM

A
B
C
D
E
F

A
B
C

G
B
I

G

J

B
I
oM

1

R

2
P
Q

0

R

P

S

Q
R

'1'
U
V

S
T
U

4
5

V
W

W

X

Y
Z

Y
Z

X

To compare the two files and display the differences on the
terminal screen, type:
PC ALPBA.ASII BETA.ASII

Fe compares ALPHA.ASM with BETA-ASM and displays the differences
on the terminal screen. All other defaults (do not use tabs,
spaces, or comments for matches, and do a source comparison on
the two files) remain intact.

The output appears as follows on the terminal screen (the Notes
do not appear):
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--------~ALPBA.ASM

Note: ALPHA file
contains defg.
BETA contains g.

D

E
F
G
----BETA.ASM
G

ALPHA. ASK

Note: ALPHA file
contains DUlO where
BETA contains j12.

M

N
0
P
BETA.ASM
J

I
2
P

ALPHA.ABM
W

BETA.ASM

4
5

Note: ALPHA file
contains w where
BETA contains 45w.

W

Example 2
You can print the differences on a pr inter using the same two
source files. In this example, four successive lines must be the
same to constitute a match:
PC /4 ALPBA.ASM BETAeASM }PRN

The following output should appear on the printer:
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----ALPBA.ASM
D
E
F
G
B
I
M

Rote: p is the 1st of
a string of 4 matches.

R

o

P
----BE'l'A.ASII
G

B
I

J
1
2
p

----.ALPBA.ASM

w

----BETA. ASH

Note: w is the 1st of a
string of 4 matches.

4
5
W

ballple 3
This example forces a binary comparison through the IB switch and
displays the differences on the terminal screen using the same
two source files as were used in the previous examples:
Fe

IB ALPHA.ASM BETA.ASH

The following display should appear:
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-ADDRS-FI-F200000009
44
47
OOOOOOOC
45
48
OOOOOOOF 46
49
00000012
47
4A
00000015
48
31
00000018
49
32
0000001B 4D
50
0000001£
4£
51
00000021
4F
52
00000024
50
53
00000027
51
54
0000002A 52
55
00000020
53
56
00000030
54
34
55
35
00000033
00000036
56
57
00000039
57
58
0000003C
58
59
0000003F
59
SA

***

Data

left in Fl

***

Error Messages
When the File Comparison utility detects an error, one or more of
the following error messages are displayed:
Incorrect 008 version
ca1lSe:

You are running FC under a version of MS-OOS that is not
2.0 or higher.

Invalid para.eter:<option>
ca1lSe:

One of the switches you

s~cified

is invalid.

File not found:<filename>
ca1lSe:

FC could not find the filename you

s~cified.

Read error in:<filename>
ca1lSe:

FC could not read the entire file o

Invalid number of parameters
ca1lSe:
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You have specified the wrong number of options on the FC
command line.
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Configuring Your System and Adding Drivers
Overview
When MS-DOS boots, it checks the root directory for a
configuration file named nCONFIG.SYSn and executes the commands
within this file. This file allows you to add device drivers and
to customize your system by changing preset DOS software
settings. Additions or changes to CONFIG.SYS will be in effect
the next time DOS is cold booted.
The following list of commands can be present in CONFIG.SYS:
o

AVAlLDEV

specifies how DOS references a device,

o

BREAK=ON/OFF

specifies DOSls treatment of break codes,

o

BUFFERS=xx

specifies the nlliTb€r of disk buffers,

o

DEVICE

specifies the filename of a device driver,

o

FILES=xx

specif ies the number of files opened via
disk handles,

o

SHELL

specifies a command processor,

o

SWITCHAR

specifies the device switch character.

Creating the CONFIG.SYS File
The configuration file must be created by you (through a word
processor such as EDLIN), assigned the name CONFIG.SYS, and saved
in the MS-DOS disk root directory.
This file can contain any of
the commands described in the following sections.

Available Device
AVAll.DEV = <TRUE or FALSE> (default is TRUE)
Available device specifies how DOS accepts device driver names.
AVAILDEV TRUE allows DOS to accept both /dev/<dev> and <dev> as
valid device references. If FALSE is selected, only /dev/<dev>
references the device, and <dev> references a filename.
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Assign Break Code Performance
BREAK=ON/OFF (default is OFF)
BREAK=OFF causes 005 to check for C'l'RL C entered at the keyboard
only when DOS is accessing the screen, the keyboard, or a
peripheral device. Therefore, you may not be able to cancel an
executing program with crRL C unless the program uses DOS to
~ccess an I/O device.
BREAK=ON checks for crRL C whenever DOS performs any function for
a program.
This allows you to break out of any program,
including programs that perform few I/O accesses, such as
compilers.

Allocate Disk Buffers
BUFFERS=xx (where xx is 1 - 99; default is 2)
The BUFFERS command specifies the number of disk buffers to
allocate in memory at start up.
The more disk buffers within DOS, the more data can be stored in
memory, resulting in faster disk response time. When DOS is
requested to transfer a record, DOS checks to see if the record
is already in a buffer. If the record is in a buffer, DOS simply
transfers the record to the application's area without having to
do a disk access.
This greatly enhances disk transfer's speed performance when
using random files, such as during most data base applications.
However, sequential read and write applications (read an entire
file, write an entire file) are not enhanced by a greater number
of buffers.
For most data base applications, a value between 10 and 20
buffers generally provides the best results. When more than 20
buffers are allocated, DOS can take longer to search all buffers
than to just read the record from disk. Also note that the size
of memory for user applications decreases by 528 bytes per
buffer.
A minimum of three disk buffers is recommended for Attaches with
the hard disk option.
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Assign New Peripheral Devices
DEVI CE= [d:] [path] <f ilename >[.ext)
where [d:]
[path)
<filename>
[.ext}

is
is
is
is

the
the
the
the

drive reference,
directory or subdirectory,
name of the device driver file,
file type.

Parameters enclosed in brackets ([ ]) are optional.
The DEVICE command specifies the name of a file which contains a
device driver.
DOS loads this file into memory as a OOS
extension and allows the drive to be utilize~ (Drivers for the
screen, keyboard, printer, auxiliary device, diskette, and hard
disk devices are automatically loaded.)
User-written device drivers should include one DEVICE= command
for each driver to be loaded at system start up. Information
about writing device drivers is contained in subsequent sections
in this chapter.

Assigning File Opens via Handles
FILES=xx

(where xx is 1 - 99; default is eight)

The FILES command specifies the maximum number of open files that
the XENIX system calls can access using DOS handles. The number
of files opened through standard File Control Blocks (FCBS) is
not affected by FILES.
Application programs can specify an ASCII string consisting of
the drive reference, pathname, and filename to open or create a
file instead of constructing an FCB. DOS locates this drive,
directory, and file and returns a l6-bit binary value called a
"handle".
All subsequent file accesses can be performed by
identifying the handle to DOS.
The default value of eight files is usually sufficient for most
operations. A FILES statement to increase this value is only
required if an application results in an error message indicating
an insufficient number of handles.
If you specify more than eight files, the resident portion of DOS
increases by 39 bytes per file, reducing user-available memory by
the same amount.
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Assigning a Different Command Processor
SHELL= [d:] [path] <filename> [.ext]
where [d:]
[path]
<filename>
[.ext]

is
is
is
is

the
the
the
the

drive reference,
directory or subdirectory,
name of the command processor file,
file type.

The SHELL command allows you to specify the name and location of
a top-level command processor to load instead of COMMAND. COM.
This command processor should handle interrupts 22 {hex}, 23
{hex}, 24 {hex}, and read and execute internal commands. The
batch processor and program loader reside in COMMAND. COM, so
their functions must be emulated by your processor.

Assign Switch Characters
SWITCHAR=<char> (default is

I)

SWITCHAR causes DOS to use <char> as the current switch
designator.

CONFIG.SYS Example
A typical configuration file might look like this:
Buffers=lO
Filea=lO
DeVice=\BIN\RE'1WORK. SYS

Break=OO
9fitchilr=Shell=A:\BIN\COIUWID.CX>M A:\BIN

Ip

The Buffers and Files parameters in this example are set to 10.
The system initialization routine searches for the filename
\BIN\NETWOR~SYS and adds its defined device to the system.
The
Device statement must specify the correct path for the driver.
This configuration file also sets the MS-DOS command EXEC to the
COMMAND. COM file located in the \BIN directory on the disk in
Drive A. A:\BIN tells DOS where to look for CDMMAND.COM when it
must be read f rom disk. Ip indicates that COl-lMAND.COM is the
first program running on the system to allow COMMAND.COM to
process the MS-DOS EXIT comman~
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Device Drivers
A device driver is a binary file containing code that manipulat~s
its device'S hardware and interfaces with MS-OOS. In addition, it
contains a header that identifies the file as a device driver,
defines the strategy and interrupt entry points, and describes
the various device attributes.
Note: The file must not use nORG 100Hn like .COM files. Because
it does not use the Program Segment Prefix, the device driver is
simply loaded and must have an or igin of zero (ORG 0 or no ORG
statement) •
There are two kinds of device drivers: character device drivers
and block device drivers. Character devices perform serial
character I/O, such as CON, AUX, and PRN. These devices are
given specific names (such as CON or AUX); users may open I/O
channels using either handles or FCBs.
Block devices are the "disk drives n on the system. They can
perform random I/O in pieces called blocks (usually the physical
sector size). These devices are not named as the characte r
devices are, and therefore cannot be opened directly. Instead,
they are identified through the drive letters (A, B, C, etc.).
Block devices use "units" which represent the disk drives. A
single driver may be responsible for one or more disk drives.
For example, block device driver ALPHA may be responsible for
drives A, B, C, and D. This means that it has four units (0-3)
defined and uses four drive letters.
The position of the driver in the list of all drivers determines
which units correspond to which disk drive letters. I f driver
ALPHA is the first block driver in the device list with units (03), disk drive letters are A, B, C, and D. If BETA is the second
block driver which defines two units (O-l), drive letters are E
and F, and so on. DOS is limited to 63 block device units,
although after 26 characters the drive letters are
unconventional, such as ] and /.
Note that character devices cannot define multiple units because
they have only one name.
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Device Headers
A device header is required at the beginning of each device
driver. Device headers use the following format:

+--------------------------------------------+
I DWORD pointer to next device (must be -1) I
+--------------------------------------------+
I WORD attributes
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Bit 15 = 1 if char device, 0 if block
If Bit 15 is 1:
Bit 0 = 1 if current STl device
Bit 1= 1 if current STO device
Bit 2 = 1 if current NUL device
Bit 3 = 1 if current CLOCK device
Bit 4 = 1 if special
Bits 5 - 12 Reserved (must be set to 0)
Bit 13 = 1 if NON mM FORMAT is used
Bit 14 = 1 if lOCTL bit initialized for
device to process control strings

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

+--------------------------------------------+
I WORD pointer to device strategy
I
I

entry point

I

I

entry point

I

+--------------------------------------------+
I WORD pointer to device interrupt
I
+--------------------------------------------+
I 8-BYTE character device name field
I
I
I
I

For character devices, set device name. I
For block devices, the first byte is the I
number of units.
I

+--------------------------------------------+
A WORD is two bytes. DWORD is a double word (offset followed by
segment). Device entry points are words. They must be offsets
from the same segment number that points to this table. For
example, if XXX:YYY points to the start of this table,
xxx:strategy and XXX:interrupt are the entry points.

Pointer to Next Device Field
The pointer to the next device header field is a double word
field (offset followed by segment) set by MS-DOS when the driver
is loaded to point at the next driver irt the system list. This
field must be set to -1 prior to being loaded (when it is on the
disk as a file) unless more than one device driver is in the
file. If more than one driver is in the file, the first word of
the double word pointer should be the offset of the next driver's
Devi~e Header.
If there is more than one device driver in the .COM file, the
last driver in the file must have the pointer to the next Device
Header field set to -1.
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Attribute Field
The attribute field (Bit 15) identifies to the system whether
this device is a block or character device. Additional bits in
the attribute field assign special treatment for selected
character devices (these bits are ignored for a block device).
For example, you might have a new device driver that you want as
the standard input and output device. In addi tion to installing
the driver, you must indicate to DOS that you want this new
driver to override the current standard input and standard output
(the CON device). This is accomplished by setting the attributes
to the desired characteristics, so you would set Bit 0 (STI) and
Bit 1 (STO) to 1. Similarly, a new CLOCK device could be
installed by setting that attribute (Bit 3 = 1).
Although there is a NUL device attribute (Bit 2), the NUL device
cannot be reassigned. This attribute exists so that MS-DOS can
determine if the NUL device is being used.
The NON IBM FORMAT bit (Bit 13) applies only to block devices and
affects the operation of the BUILD BPB (BIOS Parameter Block)
device call.
IOCTL (Input/Output Control) functions allow the device to
transfer data for its own use (for example, to set baud rate,
stop bits, and form length) instead of passing data over the
device channel, as during a normal read or write.
Though
interpretation of the passed information is up to the device, the
data must not be treated as a normal I/O request.
The IOCTL bit (Bit 14) applies to both character and block
devices. This bit tells MS-DOS whether the device can handle
control strings via the IOCTL system call, Function 44H.
If a driver cannot process control strings, i t should initially
set Bit 14 to O. This tells MS-DOS to return an error if an
attempt is made (via Function 44H) to send or receive control
strings to this device.
A device which can process control strings should initialize the
IOCTL bit to 1. For these drivers, MS-DOS makes calls to the
IOCTL INPUT and OUTPUT device functions to send and receive IOCTL
strings.

Strategy and Interrupt Routines
These two fields are the pointers to the entry points of the
strategy and interrupt routines. They are word values, so they
must be in the same segment as the Device Header.
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Name Field
This is an 8-byte field that contains the name of a character
device or the number of units of a block device. For a block
device, the number of units can be put in the first byte. This
is optional, because MS-DOS fills in this location with the value
returned by the driver's INIT code.

Create a Device Driver
In order to create a device driver that MS-DOS can install, you
must write a binary file with a Device Header at the beginning of
the file. For device drivers, the code must be originated at
zero, not lOOH. The link field (pointer to the next Device
Header) should be -1, unless there is more than one device driver
in the file. The attribute field and entry points must be set
correctly.
If the driver is for a character device, the name field should be
filled in wi th the name of that character device. The name can
be any legal 8-character filename.
MS-DOS always processes installable device drivers before
handling the default devices~ to install a new CON device, simply
name the device CON. Set the standard input device and standard
output device bits in the attribute word on a new CON device.
The scan of the device list stops on the first match, so the
installable device driver takes precedence.
MS-DOS can install the driver anywhere in memory, so use care
when making any far memory references. You should not expect
your driver to always be loaded in the same place every time.

Installing Device Drivers
MS-DOS allows new device drivers to be installed dynamically at
boot time. This is accomplished by INIT code in the BIOS, which
reads and processes the CONFIG.SYS file.
MS-DOS calls upon the device drivers to perform their function by
making a far call to strategy entry and passing (in a Request
Header) information which describes the funct~ons of the device
driver.
This structure allows you to program an interrupt-driven device
driver. For example, you may want to perform local buffering in
a printer.
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Request Header
When MS-DOS calls a device driver to perform a function, it
passes. a Request Header in ES:BX to the strategy entry point.
This is a fixed length header, followed by data pertinent to the
operation being performe~
The device driver is responsible for preserving the machine
state, such as saving all registers on entry and restoring them
on exit. When strategy or interrupt is called, the stack provides
room for approximately 20 pushes. If more stack room is needed,
the driver should set up its own stack.
The following example illustrates a Request Header:

+-----------------------------+
1 BYTE length of record
1
1

1

Length in bytes of this
Request Header

1

1

+-----------------------------+
1 BYTE unit code
1
1

I
I
\

The subunit the operation
is for (minor device)
(no meaning on character
devices)

I

I
\
I

+-----------------------------+
\ BYTE command code
\
+-----------------------------+
I WORD status
I
+-----------------------------+
I 8 bytes RESERVED
\
1-----------------------------\
Unit Code
The unit code field identifies which unit in your device driver
the request is for. For example, if your device driver has 3
units defined, the possible values of the unit code field would
be 0, 1, and 2.

Command Code Field
The command code field in the Request header can have the
following values:
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COde

o
I
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12

INIT
MEDIA CHECK (Block only, NOP for character)
BUILD BPB
"
"
"
"
n
IOCTL INPUT (Only called if device has IOCTL)
INPUT (read)
NQN-DESTRUCrrVE INPUT NO WAIT (C~ar de~S on~;y)
INPUT STATUS
INPUT FLUSH
OUTPUT (wri te)
OUTPUT (Write) with verify
OUTPUT STATUS
OUTPUT FLUSH
IOCTL OUTPUT (Only called if device has IOCTL)

MEDIA CHECK and BUILD BPB (BIOS Parameter Block)
MEDIA CHECK and BUILD BPB are used with block devices only. MSDOS first calls MEDIA CHECK for diskette accesses and passes its
current media descriptor byte (as described in a later section).
MEDIA CHECK returns one of the following results:
Media Not Changed Current parameter block and media byte are

O~

Media Changed

Current parameter block and media are wrong.
MS-DOS invalidates any buffers for this unit
and calls the device driver to build the BPB
with media byte and buffer.

Not Sure

If there are dirty buffers (buffers with
changed data not yet written to disk) for this
uni t, MS-DOS assumes the parameter block and
media byte are OK (media not changed).
If
nothing is dirty, MS-DOS assumes the media has
changed. It invalidates any buffers for the
unit, and calls the device driver to build the
BPB with media byte and buffer.

Error

DOS sets an error code to identify the error.

MS-DOS calls BUILD BPB if "Media Changed" is returned, or if "Not
Sure" is returned and there are no dirty buffers.
The BUILD BPB call also gets a pOinter to a one-sector buffer.
This buffer's contents are determined by the NON mM FORMAT bi t
in the attribute field.
If the bit is zero (device is IBM
format-compatible), the buffer contains the first sector of the
first File Allocation Table (FAT). The FAT ID byte is the first
byte of this buffer.
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Note: The BPB must locate the FAT at the same address for all
possible media because this first FAT sector must be read before
the actual BPB is returned. If the NON IBM FORMAT bit is set,
the pointer points to one sector of scratch space (which may be
used for anything).

Status Word
The following example illustrates the status woro in the Request
Header.
15

14 13 12 11 10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

-0

+---+---+--+--+--+--+---+---+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
I E I
I BID I
I
I R I
RESERVED
I U I 0 I ERROR CODE (bit 15 on) I

I

R

I

I

SiN

I

I

+---+---+--+--+--+--+---+---+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
The status word is zero on entry and is set by the driver
interrupt routine on Ieturn.
Bit 8 is the done bit. When set, it means the operation is
complete. The driver sets it to 1 when it exits.
Bit 15 is the error bit. If it is set, the low 8 bits indicate
the error. The errors are:

o

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C

write protect violation
Unknown Uni t
Drive not ready
Unknown command
CRC error
Bad drive request structure length
Seek error
Unknown media
Sector not found
Printer out of paper
Write fault
Read Fault
General failure

Bit 9 is the busy bit, which is set only by status calls.
Por output on character devices: If bit 9 is 1 on return, a
write request waits for completion of a current request. If bit
9 is 0, there is no current request and a write request starts
immediately.
Por input on character devices with a buffer: I f bit 9 is 1 on
return, a read request goes to the physical device. If bit 9 is
o on return, there are characters in the device buffer and a read
returns quickly.
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Bit 9 at zero also indicates that something has been typed. MSDOS assumes all character devices have an input type-ahead
buffer. Devices that do not have a type-ahead buffer should
always return busy=O so MS-DOS does not continuously wait for
input to enter a nonexistent buffer.
INIT is a function defined for each device. This routine is
called only once, when the device is installed. The INIT routine
returns a location (DS:DX) which is a pointer to the first free
byte of memory after the device driver. This pointer method can
be used to delete initialization code that is only needed once,
which saves space.
Block devices are installed the same way as character devices,
and also return a first free byte pointer as described above:
Additional information is returned as listed below:
Number of units
This determines logical device names. For example, i f the
current maximum logical device letter is F at the time of the
install call and the INIT routine returns 4 as the number of
units, devices have logical names G, H, I, and J. This
mapping is determined by the position of the driver in the
device list and by the number of units on the device (stored
in the first byte of the device name field).
Pointer to a BPB (BIOS Parameter Block) pointer array
There is one table for each unit defined. These blocks are
used to build an internal DOS data structure for each unit.
The pointer passed to the DOS from the driver points to an
array of n word pointers to BPBs, where n is the number of
units defined. If all units are the same, all of the pointers
can point to the same BPB. This array must be protected
(below the free pointer set by the return) because an
internal DOS structure is built starting at the byte pointed
to by the free pointer. The sector size defined must be less
than or equal to the maximum sector size defined at default
BIOS !NIT time, or the install fails.
Media descriptor byte
INIT of a block device must pass back this byte last. This
byte is passed to devices so that they know what parameters
MS-DOS is currently using for a particular drive unit.
Block devices may be ftdumb ft or ftsmartft. A dumb device
defines a unit (and therefore an internal DOS structure) for
each possible media drive combination. For example, unit 0=
drive 0 single side, unit 1 = driv:e 0 double side. For this
approach, media descriptor bytes do not mean anything.
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A smart device allows multiple media per unit. In this case,
the BPB table returned at INIT must define space large
enough to accommodate the largest possible media supported.
Smart drivers use the media descriptor byte to pass
information about what media is currently in a unit.

Function Call Parameters
All strategy routines are called with ES:BX pointing to the
Request Header. The interrupt routines get the pointers to the
Request Header from the queue in which the strategy routines
store them. The command code in the Request Header tells the
driver which function to perform.
Note:

All DWORD pointers are stored offset first, then segment.
Command code = 0

INI'l'

INIT - ES :BX ->

+------------------------------------+
I 13-BYTE Request Header
I
+------------------------------------+
I BYTE # of units
I
+------------------------------------+
I DWORD break address
I
+------------------------------------+
I DWORD pointer to BPB array
I
I (Not set by character devices)

I

+------------------------------------+
The number of units, break address, and BPB pointer are set by
the driver. On entry, the DWORD that is to be set to the BPB
array (on block devices) points to the character after the '='
on the line in CONFIG.SYS that loaded this device. This allows
drivers to scan the CONFIG.SYS invocation line for arguments.
Note:
ending
uses.
return

If multiple device drivers are in a single .COM file, the
address returned by the last INIT called is the one MS-DOS
All of the device drivers in a single .COM file should
the same ending address.

MEDIA CHECK

CODIDand Code

=1

MEDIA CHECK - ES:BX -)

+------------------------------------+
I 13-BYTE
Request Header
I
+------------------------------------+
I BYTE media descriptor from DOS
I
+------------------------------------+
I BYTE returned
I
+------------------------------------+
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In addition to setting the status word, the driver must set the
return byte to one of the following:
-1

o
1

Media has been changed
Don't know if media has been changed
Media has not been changed

If the driver can return -lor 1 (by having a door-lock or other
interlock mechanism), MS-DOS performance is enhanced because DOS
does not need to reread the FAT for each directory access.

BUILD BPB (BIOS Parameter Block)

Command

code

=2

BUILD BPB - ES:BX -)

+------------------------------------+
I 13-BYTE Request Header
I
+------------------------------------+
I BYTE media descriptor from DOS
I
+------------------------------------+
I DWORD transfer address
I
I (Points to one sector worth of
I scratch space or first sector
I
of FAT depending on the value
I of the NON mM FORMAT bit)

I
I

L

I

+------------------------------------+
I DWORD pointer to BPB
I
+------------------------------------+
If the NON IBM FORMAT bit of the device is set, the DWORD
transfer address points to a one-sector buffer which can be used
for any purpose. If the NON IBM FORMAT bit is 0, this buffer
contains the first sector of the first FAT and the driver must
not alter this buffer.
If IBM-compatible format is used (NON IBM FORMAT BIT = 0), the
first sector of the first FAT must be located at the same sector
on all possible media. This is because the FAT sector is read
BEFORE the media is actually determined. Use this mode if all
you want is to read the FAT ID byte.
In addition to setting status word, the driver must set the
Pointer to the BPB on return.
To allow different OEMs to read each other's disks, information
relating to the BPB for a particular piece of media should be
kept in the boot sector for the media.
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The format of the boot sector is:

+------------------------------------+
I 3 BYTE near JUMP to boot code
I
+------------------------------------+
I 8 BYTES OEM name and version
I
---+------------------------------------+--B I WORD bytes per sector
I
P +------------------------------------+
B I BYTE sectors per allocation unit
I
+------------------------------------+
I WORD reserved sectors
I
+------------------------------------+
I BYTE number of FATs
I
+------------------------------------+
I WORD number of root dir entries
I
+------------------------------------+
I WORD number of sectors in logical I
I image

I

+------------------------------------+I
B I BYTE media descriptor
p
+------------------------------------+I
B I WORD number of FAT sectors
---+------------------------------------+--I WORD sectors per track
I
+------------------------------------+
I WORD number of heads
I
+------------------------------------+
I WORD number of hidden sectors
I
+------------------------------------+
The last three words (sectors per track, number of heads, and
number of hidden sectors) are optional, intended to help the BIOS
understand the media. Sectors per track may be redundant (could
be calculated from total size of the disk). Number of heads is
useful for supporting different multi-head drives which have the
same storage capacity but a different number of surfaces. The
number of hidden sectors may be used to support drivepartitioning schemes.

Media Descriptor Byte
The last two digits of the FAT ID byte are called the media
descriptor byte. Currently, the media descriptor byte has been
defined for a few media types, including 5-1/4" and a" standard
disks.
Although these media bytes map directly to FAT ID bytes (which
are constrained to the eight values F8-FF), media bytes can be
any value in the range O-FF.
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or WRITE

Conmand codes = 3,4, 8, 9, and 12

READ or WRITE - ES:BX (including IOCTL) ->
+----~-------------------------------+

I 13-BYTE Request Header

I

I (Ignored on character devices)

I

+------------------------------------+
I BYTE media descriptor from DOS
I
+------------------------------------+
I DWORD transfer address
I
+------------------------------------+
I WORD byte/sector count
I
+------------------------------------+
I WORD starting sector number
I
+------------------------------------+

In addition to setting the status word, the driver must set the
sector count to the actual number of sectors (or bytes)
transferred. No error checking is performed on an IOCTL I/O
call. The driver must correctly set the return sector (byte)
count to the actual number of bytes transferred.
When using block devices, BIOS may be asked to perform a write
operation of 64K bytes which appear to be a "wrap around" of the
transfer address in the BIOS I/O packet. This request arises
from an optimization added to the write code in MS-DO~ It only
arises during user writes within a sector size of 64K bytes on
files "growing" past the current EOF. BIOS can ignore ·the balance
of the write that "wraps around" if it so chooses.
For example, a write of 10000H bytes worth of sectors with a
transfer address of XXX:l could ignore the last two bytes. A
user program can never request an I/O of more than FFFFH bytes
and cannot wrap around (even to 0) in the transfer segment.
Therefore, the last two bytes can be ignored in this case.

NOO

DESTRUCTIVE READ NO WArl'

CoDmand code

=5

NON DESTRUCTIVE READ NO WAIT - ES:BX ->

+------------------------------------+
I 13-BYTE Request Header
I
+-------~----------------------------+

I BYTE read from device

I

+------------------------------------+
If the character device returns busy bit = 0 (characters in
buffer), the next character to be read is returned.
This
character is not removed from the input buffer (hence the term
"Non Destructive Read"). Basically, this call allows MS-DOS to
look ahead one input character.
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Command codes = 6 and 10

STATUS calls - ES:BX ->

+----_._--------------------------+
I 13-BYTE Request Header
I
+-----------------------------------+
The driver must set the status word and the busy bit as follows:
For output on character devices: If bit 9 is 1 on return, a
write request waits for completion of a current request. If bit
9 is 0, there is no current request and a write request starts
inunediately.
For input on character devices with a buffer:
A return of 1
means a read request goes to the physical device. If bit 9 is 0
on return, characters are in the device's buffer and a read
returns quickly. Zero also indicates that the user has typed
something. MS-DOS assumes that all character devices have an
input type-ahead buffer. Devices that do not have a type-ahead
buffer should always return busy = 0 so that the DOS does not
wait continuously for input to a nonexistent buffer.

FLUSH

ca.oana

codes

=7

and 11

FLUSH Calls - ES:BX ->

+-----------------------------------+
I 13-BYTE Request Header
I
+------------------------------------+
The FLUSH call tells the driver to flush (terminate) all pending
requests. This call is used to flush the input queue on
character devices.
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Sample Block Device Driver
;********************* A BLOCK DEVICE *******************
TITLE

5 1/4" DISK DRIVER FOR SCP DISK-MASTER

:This driver is intended to drive up to four 5 1/4" drives
:hooked to the Seattle Computer Products DISK MASTER disk
:controller. All standard IBM PC formats are supported.
FALSE
TRUE

EQU
EQU

o

roT FALSE

:The I/O port address of the DISK MASTER
DISK
EQU
DEOH
:DISK+O
,
Command/Status
1793
:DISK+l
,
Track
1793
:DISK+2
,
1793
Sector
:DISK+3
1793
Data
:
:DISK+4
,
Aux Command/Status
:DISK+5
Wait Sync
:Back side select bit
BACKBIT EQU
04H
:5 1/4" select bit
SMALBIT EQU
lOB
:Double Density bit
DDBIT
EQU
08B
:Done bit in status register
DONEBIT EQU
OlH
:Use table below to select head step speed.
:Step times for 5" drives
:are double that shown in the table.

,

:Step value

1771

1793

o

6ms
6ms
1 Oms
20ms

3ms
6ms
lOms
l5ms

1

2

,

3

STPSPD
NUMERR
CR
LF
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CODE
ASSUME

SEX;MENT
CS : CODE, DS : NOTH ING, ES : NOTH 100, SS: NOTH ING

j-----------------------------------------------------

,

DEVICE HEADER

DRVDEV LABEL
DW
rM

DW
rM

DRVMAX DB
DRVTBL LABEL
OW
rM

DW
IM
IM
rM
OW
IM
IM
rM
OW
IM
OW

WORD
-1,-1
0000
;IBM format-compatible, Block
STRATEX;Y
DRV$IN
4

WORD
DRV$INIT
MEDIA$CHK
GET$BPB
CMDERR
DRV$READ
EXIT
EXIT
EXIT
DRV$WRIT
DRV$WRIT
EXIT
EXIT
EXIT

;-----------------------------------STRATEX;Y
Pl'RSAV DD

o

STRATP PROC
STRATEX;Y:
MOV
MOV
RET
STRATP ENDP

FAR
WORD Pl'R [Pl'RSAV] ,BX
WORD PTR [Pl'RSAV+2] ,ES

t-------------------------------------MAIN ENTRY

CMDLEN
UNIT

o
1

CMDC

2

STATUS
MEDIA
TRANS
COUNT
START

3

13
14
18
20

; LENGTH OF TH IS COMMAND
;SUB UNIT SPECIFIER
; COMMAND CODE
; STATUS
;~DIA DESCRIPTOR
;TRANSFER ADDRESS
;COUNl' OF BLOCKS OR CHARACTERS
;FIRST BLOCK TO TRANSFER .
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DRV$IN:
SI

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH

CX
DX
DI
BP
DS
ES
BX

LDS

BX, [Pl'RSAV]

MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
PUSH
MOV
CMP
JA
CBW
SHL

AL,BYTE
AH, BYTE
CX,WORD
DX,WORD

MOV
ADD
POP

SI,OFFSET DRVTBL
SI,AX
AX

LES

DI,DWORD PTR [BX].TRANS

AX

~GET

POINTER TO I/O PACKET

PTR [BX].UNIT
Pl'R [BX].MEDIA
PTR [BX].COUNT
PTR [BX].START

~ AL = UNIT CODE
;AR = MEDIA DESCRIP
;CX = COUNT
;DX = START SECTOR

AX

AL,BYTE Pl'R [BX].CMDC
AL,ll
CMDERRP

~Command

code

;Bad command

AX,l

;2 times command
;word table index
~Index into table
;Get back media
;and unit
~ES:DI

= TRANSFER

~ADDRESS

PUSH

POP
ASSUME

CS
DS

DS:CODE
JMP

WORD Pl'R lSI]

~GO

00 COMMAND

;---------------------------------------------------------EXIT - ALL ROOTINES RE'lURN THROOGH THIS PATH
;

ASSUME DS:NOTHING
CMDERRP:
CMDERR:

POP

AX

;Clean stack

MOV
JMP

AL,3
SHORT ERR$EXIT

;UNKNaiN COMMAND ERROR

ERR$CNT:LDS
SUB
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ERR$Exrr:
;AL has error code
MeV
AH,10000001B
JMP
SHORT ERR!
EXITP
Exrr:
ERR!:

; MARK ERROR RETURN

PROC

FAR

MOV

AH;00000001B
BX, [Pl'RSAV]
WORD Pl'R [BX] • STATUS, AX
;MARK OPERATION COMPLETE
BX
ES
DS
BP
01
OX
CX

LOS
MOV
pop
pop
pop
pop
pop
pop
pop
pop
pop

AX

SI

EXITP

RET
ENOP

:URDRV

DB

-1

TRKTAB

DB

-1,-1,-1,-1

SECCNT

00

0

ORVLIM
SECLIM
HDLIM

; RESTORE REGS AND RETURN

8
13

15

;Number of sectors on device
; MAXIMUM SECTOR
; MAXIMUM HEAD

;WARNING - preserve order of drive and curhd!
DRIVE
CURBO
CURSEC
CURTRK

DB
DB
DB
OW

o
o
o
o

;PHYSlCAL DRIVE CODE
;CURRENT HEAD
;CURRENT SECTOR
;CURRENT TRACK

;

MEOIA$CHK:
ASSUME DS : CODE
TEST
JZ
XOR
MEDIA$EXT:
LDS
MOV
JMP

;Always indicates Don't know
AH,00000100B
MEOIA$EXT
01,01

;TEST IF MEDIA REMOVABLE
;SAY I OON'T KNOW

BX, [Pl'RSAV]
WORD Pl'R [BX].TRANS,OI
EXIT

BUILO$BPB:
ASSUME OS: CODE
MOV
AH,BYTE Pl'R ES: [OI]
CALL
GETBP

;GET FAT 10 BYTE
; TRANSLATE
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SETBPB: LDS
MOV
MOV
MOV
Jft1P

BX, [PTRSAV]
tBX1.MEDIA,AH
(BX} .COUNT,DI
[BX}. COUNT+ 2 ,CS
EXIT
'

BUILDBP:
ASSUME DS:NOTHING
rAB is media byte on entry
;DI points to correct BPB on return
PUSH
AX
PUSH
CX
PUSH
DX
PUSH
BX
;SAVE MEDIA
MOV
CL,AH
; NORMALIZE
AND
CL,OF8H
;COMPARE WITH GOOD MEDIA BYTE
CMP
CL,OF8H
JZ
GOODID
MOV
AH,OFEH
;DEFAULT TO a-SECTOR,
; SINGLE-SIDED
GooDID:
MOV
AL,l
;SET NUMBER OF FAT SECTORS
MOV
BX,64*256+S ;SET DIR ENTRIES AND SECTOR MAX
l-lOV
CX,40*8
;SET SIZE OF DRIVE
MOV
DX,Ol*256+1 ;SET HEAD LIMIT & SEC/ALL UNIT
MOV
DI,OFFSET DRVBPB
AH,OOOOOOIOB ;TEST FOR 8 OR 9 SECTOR
TEST
JNZ
BASS
;NZ = HAS 8 SECTORS
INC
AL
; INC NUMBER OF FAT SECTORS
INC
BL
;INC SECTOR MAX
CX,40
;INCREASE SIZE
ADD
HAS8:
TEST
AH,OOOOOOOIB
;TEST FOR 1 OR 2 HEADS
JZ
HASI
; Z = 1 HEAD
ADD
CX,CX
;DOUBLE SIZE OF DISK
MOV
BH,112
;INCREASE i OF DIREC. ENTRIES
INC
DH
;INC SEC/ALL UNIT
INC
DL
;INC HEAD LIMIT
HASl:
MOV
BYTE PTR [DI].2,DH
MOV
BYTE PTR [DI1.6,BH
MOV
WORD PTR [DI1.8,CX
MOV
BYTE PTR [DIl.IO,AH
MOV
BYTE PTR [DIl.ll,AL
MOV
BYTE PTR [DI).13,BL
MOV
BYTE PTR [DI).15,DL
FOP
BX
DX
FOP
FOP
CX
FOP
AX
RET
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,---------------------------------------------------------,

DISK I/O HANDLERS

;ENTRY:

,
;EXIT:

AL == DRIVE NUMBER (0-3)
AH = MEDIA DESCRIPl'OR
CX = SECTOR mUNT
DX = FIRST SECTOR
DS = CS
ES:DI = TRANSFER ADDRESS
IF SUCCESSFUL CARRY FLAG = 0
ELSE CF=1 AND AL CONTAINS (MS-OOS) ERROR CODE,
CX # sectors NOT transferred

DRV$READ:
ASSUME DS:CODE
JCXZ
DSKOK
SETUP
CALL
JC
DSK$IO
CALL
DISKRD
JMP
SHORT DSK$IO
DRV$WRIT:
ASSUME OS : CODE
JCXZ
DSKOK
CALL
SETUP
JC
DSK$IO
CALL
DISKWRT
ASSUME DS : NOTHING
DSK$IO: JNC
DSKOK
JMP
ERR$CNT
DSKOK: JMP
EXIT
SETUP:
ASSUME DS : CODE
;Input same as above
IOn output
ES:DI = Trans addr
DS:BX Points to BPB
Carry set if error (AL is error code (MS-DOS)}
else
[DRIVE] = Drive number (0-3)
[SECCNT] = Sectors to transfer
[CURSEC] = Sector number of start of I/O
[CURBD] = Head number of start of I/O
;Set
[CURTRKJ = Track i of start of I/O ;Seek performed
All other registers destroyed
XCHG
CALL
MOV
ADD
CMP

BX,DI
;ES :BX = TRANSFER ADDRESS
GETBP
;DS:DI = PTR TO B.P.B
SI,CX
SI,DX
SI,WORD PTR [DI].DRVLIM
;COMPARE AGAINST DRIVE MAX
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JBE
MOV
STC
RET

IN RANGE
AL,B

MOV
MOV
XCHG

[DRIVE] ,AL
[SECCNT] ,ex
AX,DX

XOR
DIV
INC
MOV
MOV
XOR
DIV
MOV
MOV

DX,DX
WORDPTR [DI).SECLIM ;DIVIDE BY SEC PER TRACK
DL
[CURSEC] ,DL;SAVECURRENT SECTOR
CX,WORD PTR [DI] .HDLIM ;GET NUMBER OF HEADS
DX,DX
;DIVIDE TRACKS BY HEADS PER CYLINDER
CX
[CURHD] ,DL
;SAVE CURRENT HEAD
[CURTRK] ,AX
;SAVE CURRENT TRACK

PUSH
PUSH
CALL
CALL
MOV
XOR
ADD
MOV
MOV
XCHG
OUT
CMP
JZ
MOV
CMP
JNZ

BX
;Xaddr
DI
;BPB pointer
CHKNEW
;Unload head if change drives
DRIVESEL
BL, [DRIVE]
BH,BH
;BX drive index
BX,OFFSET TRKTAB
;Get current track
AX, [CURTRK]
DL,AL
;Save desired track
AL,DS:[BX]
;Make desired track current
DISK+l,AL
;Tell Controller current track
AL,DL
;At correct track?
SEEKRET
;Done i f yes
BH,2
;Seek retry count
AL,-l
;Position Known?
NOHOME
;If not horne head

CALL
JC

HOME
SEEKERR

MOV
OUT
MOV
CALL

AL,DL
DISK+3,AL

INRANGE:
SAVE SECTOR COUNI'
SET UP LOGICAL SECTOR
FOR DIVIDE

SEEK:

TRYSK:
NOHOME:
~,lCH+S'l'PSPD

;Desired track
;Seek

DCOM

JZ
JS
DEC
JNZ

AL,98H
SEEKRET
SEEKERR
BH
TRYSK

MOV
XOR
ADD
MOV

aL, {DRIVE]
BH,BH
;BX drive index
BX,OFFSET TRKTAB
;Get current track
BYTE PTR DS:[BX],~l
;Make current track

AND

;Accept not rdy, seek,

&

CRC errors

;No retries if not ready

SEEKERR:

; unknown
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CALL
MOV
pop
pop

GETERRCD
CX, [SECCNT]
BX
DI

;Nothing transferred
;BPB pointer
;xaddr

BX
DI

;BPB pointer
;xaddr

RET
SEEKRET:

pop
pop

CLC
RET

7--------------------------------------------READ
DISKRD:
ASSUME DS:CODE
MOV
CX,[SECCNT]
RDLP:
PRESET
CALL
BX
PUSH
MOV
BL,lO
DX,DISK+3
MOV
lIDAGN:
MOV
AL,80H
CLI
OUT
DISK,AL
BP,DI
f.l0V
JMP
SHORT RLOOPENTRY
RLOOP:
STOSB
RLOOPENTRY:
IN
AL,DISK+S
AL,1
SHR
IN
AL,DX
RLOOP
JNC
STI
CALL GETSTAT
AND
AL,9CH
JZ
RDPOP
DI,BP
MOV
DEC
BL
JNZ
RDAGN
CMP
AL,lOH
GOT_CODE
JNZ
AL,l
MOV
GOT_CODE:
CALL GETERRCD
pop
BX
RET
RDPOP:
pop
BX
LOOP RDLP

;Retry count
;Data port
;Read command
;Disable for 1793
;Output read command
;Save address for retry

;wait for DRQ or INTRQ
iRead data
;Ints OK now
;Ok
;Get back transfer
;Record not found?
;No
;Map it
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CLC
RET

1--------------------------------------------WRITE
DISKWRT:
ASSUME DS: CODE
K)V
ex, [SECCNT]
MOV
Sl,D1
PUSH
ES
pop
DS
ASSUME DS:NOTHING
WRLP:
CALL
PRESET
PUSH
BX
MOV
BL,10
MOV
DX,DISK+3

iRetry count
iData port

WRAGN:

WRLOOP:

MOV
CLI
OUT
MOV
IN
SHR
LODSB
OUT
JNC
ST1
DEC
CALL
AND
JZ
MOV
DEC
JNZ
CALL
pop

RET
WRPOP:

pop

LOOP
CLC
RET

AL,OAOH
DlSK,AL
BP,SI
AL,DISK+5
AL,l
DX,AL
WRLOOP
SI
GETSTAT
AL,OFCH
WRPOP
SI,BP
BL
WRAGN
GETERRCD
BX
BX
WRLP

PRESET:
ASSUME DS:NOTHING
MOV
AL, [CURSEC]
CMP
AL,CS:[BX].SECLIM
JBE
GOTSEC
MOV
DH, [CURHD]
INC
DH
9-26
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CMP
JB
CALL
XOR

DH,CS:[BX].HDLIM
SETHEAD
STEP
DH,DH

~ Select new head
~Go on to next track
~Select head zero

MOV
CALL
MOV
MOV

[CURBD] ,DH
DRIVESEL
AL,l
[CURSEC] , AL

~First
~Reset

OUT
INC
RET

DISK+2,AL
[CURSEC]

SETHEAD:

GOTSEC:

STEP:
ASSUME

HOME:
ASSUME

sector
CURSEC

controller which sector
go on to next sector

~Tell
~We

DS:NOTHING
MOV
AL,58H+STPSPD ~Step in wi update, no verify
CALL
DCOM
PUSH
BX
MOV
BL, [DRIVE]
XOR
BH,BH
~BX drive index
ADD
BX,OFFSET TRKTAB
~Get current track
INC
BYTE PTR CS:[BX]
~Next track
POP
BX
RET
DS:NOTHING
MOV
BL,3

TRYHOM:
MOV
CALL
AND

HOMERR:
RET3:

JZ
JS
PUSH
MOV
CALL
DEC
POP
JNZ

AL,OCH+STPSPD
DCOM
M...,98H
RET3
HOMERR
AX

AL,58H+STPSPD
DCOM
BL
AX

;Restore with verify

;No retries if not ready
;Save real error code
;Step in wi update no verify
~Get

back real error code

TRYHOM

STC
RET

CHKNEW:

ASSUME

DS:NOTHING
MOV
AL,[DRIVE]
iGet disk drive number
MOV
AH,AL
XCHG
AL,[CURDRV]
iMake new drive current.
CMP
AL,AH
iChanging drives?
JZ
RETl
iNo
If changing drives, unload head so the head load delay
one-shot will fire again. Do it by seeking to the same
track with the H bit reset.
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IN
OUT
MOV
DCOM:
ASSUME

AL,DISK+l
DISK+3,AL
AL,10H

;Get current track number
;Make it the track to seek
;Seek and unload head

DS:NOTHING
OUT
DISK,AL
PUSH
AX
AAM
pop

;Delay 10 microseconds
AX

GETSTAT:
IN

TEST
JZ

RET1:

IN
RET

AL,DISK+4
AL,DONEBIT
GETSTAT
AL,DISK

DRIVESEL:
ASSUME DS:NOTHING
1Select the drive based on current info
10nly AL altered
MOV
AL, [DRIVE]
OR
AL,SMALBIT + DDBIT
;5 1/4" IBM PC disks
CMP

[CURBO] ,0

JZ

GOTHEAD

OR

AL,BACKBIT

1Select side 1

GOTHEAD:

OUT
DISK+4,AL
;Se1ect drive and side
RET
GETERRCD:
ASSUME OS : NOTH ING
PUSH
CX
PUSH
ES
PUSH
01
PUSH
CS
pop
ES
1Make ES the local segment
MOV
CS: [LSTERR] ,AL 1Terminate list wi error code
MOV
CX,NUMERR
;Number of error conditions
MOV
D1,OFFSET ERRIN ;Point to error conditions
REPNE
SCASB
MOV
AL,NUMERR-l [011 1Get translation
STC
;Flag error condition
pop
pop
pop

Dl

ES

ex

RET

land return

,.*********************************************************

BPB FOR AN IBM FLOPPY DISK, VARIOUS PARAMETERS ARE
PATCHED BY GETBP TO REFLECT THE TYPE OF MEDIA
INSERTED
This is a nine sector single side BPB

DRVBPB:
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DW
DB
DW
OW

DB
OW

1
2
64
9*40
11111100B
2

Reserved sectors for DOS
# of allocation tables
Number directory entries
Number 5l2-byte sectors
Media descriptor
Number of FAT sectors
Sector limit
Head limit

DW

9

OW

1

INITAB

OW
OW
OW
00

DRVBPB
DRVBPB
DRVBPB
DRVBPB

ERRIN:

;DISK ERRORS RE'lURNED FROM THE 1793 CONTROLER
;NO RESPONSE
DB
80H
DB
40H
1Write protect
1Write
Fault
DB
20H
DB
10H
1SEEK error
;CRC error
DB
8
DB
1
:Mapped from lOB
; (record not found) on READ
; ALL OTHER ERRORS
DB
0

LSTERR

;Up to four units

ERROUT: ;RE'lURNED ERROR CODES CORRESPONDING TO ABOVE
;NO RESPONSE
DB
2
DB
0
;WRITE ATTEMPT
;ON WRITE-PROTECT DISK
;WRITE FAULT
DB
OAB
DB
6
; SEEK FAILURE
;BAD CRC
4
DB
DB
8
; SECTOR NOT FOUND
;GENERAL ERROR
DB
12
DRV$INIT:
I

; Determine number of physical drives by reading CONFIG.SYS

,

ASSUME

DS : CODE
PUSH
DS
LDS
SI,[PTRSAV]
ASSUME DS:NOTHING
LDS
S1,DWORD PTR [S1.COUNT] ;DS:SI points to
; CONFIG.SYS
SCANJ,OOP:
CALL
SCAN_SWITCH
MOV
AL,CL
OR
AL,AL
JZ
SCAN4
AL,"sn
CMP
JZ
SCAN4
WERROR:

pop

ASSUME

DS : CODE

DS
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MOV
WERROR2: MOV
INT

XOR
PUSH
JMP

DX,OFFSET ERRMSG2
AH,9
2lB

AX, AX
AX

;No units

SHORT ABORT

BADNDRV:
POP
MOV
JMP

DS
DX,OFFSET ERRMSGl
WERROR2

SCAN4:
ASSUME DS:NOTHING
;BX is number of floppies
OR
BX,BX
JZ
BADNDRV
;User error
CMP
BX,4
JA
BADNDRV
;User error
POP
DS
ASSUME DS : CODE
PUSH
BX
;Save unit count
ABORT: LDS
BX, [PrRSAV]
ASSUME DS : NOTHING
POP
AX
MOV
BYTE PrR [BX].MEDIA,AL
;Unit count
MOV
[DRVMAX],AL
MOV
WORD PTR [BX].TRANS,OFFSET DRV$INIT ;SET
; BREAK ADDRESS
MOV
[BX].TRANS+2,CS
MOV
WORD PTR [BX].COUNT,OFFSET INITAB
;SET POINTER TO BPB ARRAY
MOV
[BX].COUNT+2,CS
JMP
EXIT
PUT SWITCH IN
;
SCAN_SWITCH:
XOR
MOV
LODSB
CMP
JZ

BX,BX
CX,BX

AL,10
NUMRET

CMP

AL, "-"

JZ

GOT_&WITCH

CMP

AL,"/"

JNZ
GOT_SWITCH :

CMP
JNZ
LODSB
OR
MOV
LODSB
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TERROR
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GET NUMBER POINTED TO BY [51]

,

WIPES OUT AX,DX ONLY

GETNUMl:LODSB
SUB

JB
CMP
JA
CBW
XCHG
MOV
MUL
ADD
JMP

BX RETURNS NUMBER

AL,·o·
CHKRET
AL,9
CHKRET
AX,BX
DX,lO
DX
BX,AX
GETNUMl

CHKRET: ADD
CMP
JBE
CMP
JZ
CMP
JZ
TERROR:
POP
JMP
NUMRET: DEC
RET

AL, ·0"
AL," "
NUMRET

ERRMSGl DB
ERRMSG2 DB
CODE
ENDS
END

"SMLDRV: Bad number of drives",13,lO,"$"
"SMLDRV: Invalid parameter",13,lO,"$"

AL, "-"

NUMRET

AL," I"

NUMRET
DS
WERROR
5I

GET RID OF RETURN ADDRESS
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ANSI Escape Sequences
Overview
An ANSI escape sequence consists of an ESC key followed by a
series of characters and numbers.
It can be used to define
functions to MS-DOS. For example, an escape sequence can allow
you to reassign keys, change graphics functions and modes, erase
lines or screens, and affect cursor movement.
This appendix explains how the ANSI escape sequences are defined
for MS-DOS version 2.0. Examples on using ANSI escape sequences
to redefine keys are included at the end. of this appendix.
Notes:
1.

Spaces appear between the characters of the escape sequence
for purposes of readability only. Do not include any spaces
when you type these escape sequences.

2.

The default value is used when no explicit value or a value
of zero is specified.

3.

<n> represents a "numeric parameter." This is a decimal
number specified with ASCII digits (0 - 9). The maximum
value that can be specified is 255.

4.

<s> represents a "selective parameter," which is a decimal
number that can be used to select a subfunction. Multiple
subfunctions may be selected by separating the parameters
with semicolons. Up to 16 semicolons may be used at one
time. A semicolon not preceded by a number is equivalent to
the default value.

Cursor Functions
The following escape sequences affect the cursor position on the
screen.
SCrolling Region - set Margins
ESC [ <t> ; <b> ; r
Sets the scrolling region (margins) to the lines specified for
the top of the region <t> and the bottom <b>. The region must be
two or more lines. Once set, the cursor cannot be moved beyond
the margins except with the absolute cursor position command (see
below) unless origin mode has been selected (see "Modes of
Operation"). If <t> and <b> are not specified or are 0 and 1,
they default to the physical top and bottom of the screen. The
sequence ESC[r effectively clears the margins.
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CUP - Absolute Cursor Position
ESC [ <1> ; <c>:Ii
~.

-

»o~jzon~ ~ .Yer~ica). ~s.ition

,ESC [ <1> ;<c> f
CUP andaVP m()ve the cursor to the position specified by the
I>arame·ters, ¥herethe first parameter <1> specifies the line
number and the second parameter <c> specifies the column number.
The default value is 1. If no parameters are specif ied, the
cursor is moved to the home position.
If a scrolling region has been specified and origin mode is
effect (see "Scrolling Region" above), the cursor position
relative to the set margins (where the top margin is line 1).
the line <1> is beyond the margin, the cursor does not move.
the column <c> is beyond the margin, i t is placed at the end
the (new) line.

coo -

in
is
If
If
of

Cursor Up
ESC [ <n> A

CUD - Cursor Down
ESC [ <n> B
These sequences move the cursor up or down one line without
changing columns. The value of <n> determines the number of
lines moved. The default value for <n> is 1. If wrap has not
been specif ied, the sequence is ignored when the cursor is
already on the top line (for CUU) or bottom line (for CUD). If
wrap is in effect, the cursor will wraparound as necessary.
COF - Cursor Forward
ESC [ <n> C
COB - Cursor Backward
ESC [ <n> D
These sequences move the cursor forward or back one column
without changing lines. The value of <n> determines the number
of columns moved. The default value for <n> is 1. The sequence
is ignored when the cursor is already in the far right column
(for CUF) or far left column (for CUB) i f wrap is not specif ied.
If wrap is in effect, the cursor will wraparound as necessary.
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DSR -

Device Status Report
ESC [ 6 n

The console driver outputs a CPR sequence (see below) 'on receipt
of the DSR escape sequence.
CPR -

Cursor. Position Report (frma console driver to systea)
ESC [ <1> ; <c> R

The CPR sequence reports current cursor position via standard
input. The first parameter <1> specifies the current line and
the second parameter <c) specifies the current column.
SCP -

Save CUrsor Position
ESC [ s

The current cursor position is saved. This cursor position can
be restored with the RCP sequence (see below).
ReP - Restore Cursor Position

ESC [ u
This sequence restores the cursor position to the value it had
when the console driver received the SCP sequence (see above).
If no SCP was specified, the cursor moves to the home positio~

Erasing
The following escape sequences affect erase functions for the
screen display or various lines.
ED - Erase Display

ESC [ <n>

J

where <n> may be:

o - erase to end of screen (default)
1 - erase to beginning of screen
2 - erase entire screen and place the cursor
in the home position

Origin or margins do not affect this sequence.
do not change the cursor position.

0 and 1 options
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EL - Erase Line

ESC [ <n> I<
where<n> may be:

o -erase

to eOdof line (default)

1" - erase to beginning of ."line
2"- erase entire line

The 0 option e~ases from the cursor to the end of the line
1including the cursor position). None of the options affect the
cursor position.

Adding or Deleting Lines
Insert Blank Lines

ESC [ <n> L
This sequence inserts <n> blank lines in front of the cursor. It
does not affect cursor position. <n> defaults to one. The
cur rent line and all follO\'ling lines are scrolled down to make
room for the new line(s). Scrolling is affected by set margins.
Delete Lines
ESC [ <n> M
This sequence deletes <n> lines starting at the cursor. It does
not affect the cursor position. Subsequent lines are scrolled
up, overwriting the current line. Blank lines are inserted at
the bottom of the screen. <n> defaults to one.

Modes of Operation
The following escape" sequences affect screen graphics.
SiR -

set Graphics Rendition
ESC [ <s>

~

•••

J

<s> m

The SGR escape sequence invokes the graphic functions stecified
in the following table, where <s> is the number of the desired
subfunction. The graphic functions remain in effect until the
next occurrence of an SGR escape sequence. If no arguments are
given, all attributes are cleared.
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Parameter Subfunction
All Attributes off
Bold on
Underscore on
Blink on
Reverse Video on
Concealed on
Black foreground
Red foreground
Green foreground
Yellow foreground
Blue foreground
Magenta foreground
Cyan foreground
white foreground
Superscript on
subscript on
Black background
Red background
Green background
Yellow background
Blue background
Magenta background
Cyan background
White background
Highlight on
Strikethrough on

1

4
5
7
8

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46
47

100
101

(monochrome displays only)
(not available)
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO

6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429

standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*

(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO
(ISO

6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429
6429

standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*
standard)*

* Not implemented

8M - Set Mode

ESC [ <s> h
RM - Reset Mode
ESC [ <s> 1
The SM and RM escape sequences change the screen width or type
(see notes below). "1" is a lowercase "L." <s> is one of the
follow ing parameters:

Parameter

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

11

Parameter Subfunction
40 black and white
40 x 25 color
80 x 25 black and white
80 x 25 color
320 x 200 color*
320 x 200 black and white*
640 x 200 black and white*
Wrap at end of line
Origin mode

* Ignored
A-5
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Notes:

1.

0 or 1 -- Selects 40-column mode (default). The screen is
cleared ~nd all remaining characters are displayed in doublewidth.

2.

2 or 3 -- Selects aO-column mode.
an SO-character screen is used.

3.

4, 5, or 6 -- Ignored.

4.

7 -- Autowrap is set with ESC[7b to allow the cursor to wrap
around the screen to the following line. To cancel the
wraparound, use the sequence ESC[71.

5.

11 -- The sequence ESC[llb enables origin mode, which causes
absolute cursor positions to become relative to the set
margins (if arty). To disable origin mode, specify ESC [Ill.

The screen is cleared and

Keyboard Reassignment
Although not part of the ANSI 3.64-1979 or ISO 6429 standard, the
following keyboard reassignments are compatible with these
standards:

or
or
or

ESC
ESC
ESC
any

[ <n> ~ <n> ~ ••• <n> p
[ "string" ; p
[ <n> ~ "string" ~ <n> ~ <n> ~ "string" ~ <n> p
other combination of strings and decimal numbers

The final code in the control sequence (p) is one reserved for
private use by the ANSI 3.64-1979 standard.
The first ASCII code in the control sequence defines which code
is being mapped. The remaining numbers define the sequence of
ASCII codes generated when this key is intercepted. There is one
exception: if the first code in the sequence is zero (NUL), the
first and second code make up an extended ASCII redefinition.
Examples:

1.

Reassign the

Q

and q key to the A and a key (and vice versa):

ESC[65~81p

ESC [rn ~ 113p
ESC[8l~65p

ESC [113; rnp

A-f)

A becomes Q
a becomes q
Q becomes A
q becomes a
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Reassign the CTRL 0 key to a OIR command followed by a
return:

The 0;68 is the extended ASCII code for the CTRL 0 key; 13
decimal is a carriage return.
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Instructions for Single-Drive Systems
On a single-drive system, you enter the commands as you would on
a multi-drive system. You should think of the single-drive
system as having two drives (Drive A and Drive B). Instead of A
and B representing two physical drives as on the multi-drive
system, however, A and B represent diskettes.
If you specify Dr ive B

when the "Dr ive A diskette" was last
used, you are prompted to insert the diskette for Drive B. For
example:
A) (X)PY <DIMAIID.<DM B:

Insert diskette for drive B:
and strike any key wben ready
1 File (s) copied

If you specify Drive A when the "Drive B diskette" was last used,
you are prompted again to change diskettes. This time, MS-DOS
prompts you to insert the "Drive A diskette."
The same procedure is used if a command is executed from a batch
file. MS-DOS prompts for you to insert the appropriate disk and
to press any key before continuing.
Note: The letter displayed in the system prompt represents the
default drive where MS-DOS looks to find a file whose name is
entered without a drive specifier.
The letter in the system
prompt does not represent the last diskette used.
For example, assume that A is the default drive. If the last
operation performed was DIR B:, MS-DOS believes the "Drive B
diskette" is still in the drive. However, the system prompt is
still A, because A is still the default drive. If you type DIR,
MS-DOS prompts you for the "Drive A diskette" because Drive A is
the default drive, and you did not specify another dr ive in the
DIR com mand.
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Overview
If a disk or device error occurs at any time during a command or
program, MS-DOS returns an error message in the following format:
<yyy> ERROR WHILE <I/O action> ON DRIVE <x>

Abort,Ignore,Retry:_
In this message, <yyy> may be one of the following:
WRITE PROTECl'
BAD UNIT
NOT READY
BAD roMMARD
DATA
BAD CALL FOBMAT
SEEK
NON-DOS DISK
SECTOR NOT FOOND

NO PAPER

WRITE FADLT
READ FADLT

DISK
The <I/O-action> may be either of the following:

The drive <x> indicates the drive in which the error has
occurred.
MS-DOS waits for you to enter one of the following responses:
A

Abort. Terminate the program requesting the disk read
or write.

I

Ignore. Ignore the bad sector and pretend the error did
not occur.

R

Retry. Repeat the operation. This response is to be
used when the operator has corrected the error (such as
with NOT READY or WRITE PROTECT errors).
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Usually, you wantto attempt recovery by entering responses in
this order:
R
A

(to try again)
(to terminate program and try a new disk)

One other er ror message might be related to faul ty disk read or
write:
PlloE ALLOCATION TABLE BAD- FOR DRIVE

x

This message means that the copy in memory of one of the
allocation tables has pointers to nonexistent blocks. Possibly
the disk was incorrectly formatted or not formatted before use.
If this error persists, the disk is currently unusable and must
be formatted prior to use.
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MS-DOS Initialization
MS-DOS initialization consists of several steps. Typically, a
ROM (Read Only Memory) bootstrap obtains control and reads the
boot sector off the disk.
The boot sector then reads the
following files:
IO.SYS
MSOOS.SYS

Once these files are read, the boot process begins.

The Command Processor
The command processor supplied with MS-DOS (file COMMAND.COM)
consists of three parts:
1.

Resident part. This immediately follows MSDOS.SYS and its
data area. This part contains routines to process Interrupts
23H (CTRL C Exit Address) and 24H (Fatal Error Abort
Address), as well as a routine which reloads the transient
part as required. All standard MS-DOS error handling is
performed within this part of COMMAND.COM. This includes
displaying error messages and processing the Abort, Retry, or
Ignore messages.

2.

Initialization part. This follows the resident part. During
startup, the initialization is given control. Initialization
contains the AUTOEXEC file processor setup routine and
determines the segment address at which programs can be
loaded. It is overlaid by the first program COMMAND.COM
loads, since initialization is no longer needed.

3.

Transient

par~
This is loaded at the high end of memory and
contains all of the internal command processors and the batch
file processor. The transient part of the command processor
produces the system prompt (such as A», reads the command
from the keyboard or batch file, and causes it to be
executed. For external commands, this part builds a command
line and issues the EXEC system call (Function Request 4BH)
to load and transfer control to the program.
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MS-DOS Disk Allocation
The MS-DOS area is formatted as follows:

1 Reserved area - variable size 1
1---------------------------------1
I First copy of file allocation 1
1

table - variable size

1

1------------------------,..-------1
1 Second copy of file allocation 1
1
1

table - variable size
(optional)

1
1

allocation table - variable
size (optional)

r

r--------------------------------I
Addi tional copies of file
\

1
1

1

\

\---------------------------------\
\ Root directory - variable size
1---------------------------------\
\ File data area
I

1

Assigning space for a file in the data area is not pre-allocated,
but is allocated one cluster at a time. A cluster consists of
one or more consecutive sectors. All of the clusters for a file
are "chained" together in the File Allocation Table (FAT),
described in a following section. A second copy of the FAT is
kept for error handling. Should the disk develop a bad sector in
the middle of the first FAT, the second can be used.

MS-DOS Disk Directory
FORMAT builds the root directory for all disks. Because
directories other than the root directory are regarded as files
by MS-DOS, there is no limit to the number of files they may
contain.
All directory entries are 32 bytes in length and are in the
following format (byte offsets are i.n hexadecimal).
0-7

Filename. Eight characters, left-aligned and padded
with blanks, if necessary. The first byte of this field
indicates the file status as fol~ows:

OOH The directory entry has never been used.

This is used
to limit the length of directory searches to enhance
system performance.
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2BH The entry is for a directory. If the second byte is
also 2EH, the cluster field contains the cluster number
of this directory's parent directory (OOOOH if the
parent directory is the root directory). Otherwise,
bytes OlH through OAH are all spaces, and the cluster
field contains the cluster number of this directory.
E5B

The file was used, but it has been erased.
Any other character is the first character of a
filename.

8-0A

Filename

OB

File attribute. The attribute byte is mapped as follows
(values are in hexadecimal):

extensio~

01

File is marked read-only. An attempt to open the file
for writing using the Open File system call (Function
Request 3DH) results in an error code. This value can
be used along with other values below. Attempts to
delete the file with the Delete File (13H) or Delete a
Directory Entry (4lH) system call will also fail.

02

Hidden file.
searches.

The file is excluded from normal directory

04

System file.
searches.

The file is excluded from normal directory

08

The entry contains the volume label in the first 11
bytes. The entry contains no other usable information
(except date and time of creation) and may exist only in
the root directory.

10

The entry defines a SUbdirectory and is excluded from
normal directory searches.

20

Archive bit. The bit is set to nonn whenever the file
has been written to and closed.
Note: The system files (IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS) are
marked as read-only, hidden, and system files. Files
can be marked hidden when they are created. Read-only,
hidden, system, and archive attributes may be changed
through the Change Attributes system call (Function
Request 43H).

OC-15
16-17

Reserved.
Time the file was created or last updated. The hour,
minutes, and seconds are mapped into two bytes as
follows:
0-3
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H
!-1

S
18-19

is the binary number of hours (0-23)
is the binary number of minutes (0-59)
is the binary number of two-second increments

Date the file was created or last updated. The year,
month, and day are mapped into two bytes as follows:
Offset 19B
I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y M
7 1 0
Offset l8B
I M I M I M DID I DID
D
540
where:
Y
M

D

1A-1B

is 0-119 (1980-2099)
is 1-12
is 1-31

Starting cluster.
cluster in the file.

The cluster number of the first

The first cluster for data space on all disks is cluster
002.
The cluster number is stored with the least
significant byte first.
Details about converting cluster numbers to logical
sector numbers are located in a following section.

Ie-IF
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File size in bytes. The first word of this four-byte
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File Allocation Table (FAT)
The following information is included for system programmers who
wish to write installable device drivers. This section explains
how MS-DOS uses the File Allocation Table (FAT) to convert the
clusters of a file to logical sector numbers. The driver is
then responsible for locating the logical sector on disk.
Programs must use the DOS file management function calls for
accessing files. Programs that access the FAT are not guaranteed
to be upwardly compatible with future releases of MS-DOS.
The File Allocation Table is an array of l2-bit entries (1.5
bytes) for each cluster on the disk. The first two FAT entries
indicate the size and format of the disk. The second and third
bytes always contain FFH.
The third FAT entry, which starts at byte offset 4, begins the
mapping of the data area (cluster 002). Files in the data area
are not always written sequentially on the disk. The data area
is allocated one cluster at a time, skipping over clusters
already allocated. The first free cluster found is the next
cluster allocated, regardless of its physical location on the
disk. This permits the most efficient utilization of disk space,
because clusters made available by erasing files can be allocated
for new files.
Each FAT entry contains three hexadecimal characters:
000

If the cluster is unused and available.

FF7

The cluster has a bad sector in it.
DOS will not
allocate such a cluster. CHKDSK counts the number of
bad clusters for its report. These bad clusters are not
part of any allocation chain.

FFB-FFF

Indicates the last cluster of a file.

xxx

Any other characters are the cluster number of the next
cluster in the file. The cluster number of the first
cluster in the file is kept in the file's directory
entry.

The File Allocation Table always begins on the first section
after the reserved sectors. If the FAT is larger than one sector,
the sectors are contiguous. Two copies of the FAT usually are
written for data integrity. The FAT is read into one of the DOS
buffers whenever needed (open, read, write, etc.). To enhance
performance, this buffer is given a high priori ty to keep it in
memory as long as possible.

0-5
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How to Use the File Allocation Table
Use the dir~ctory entry· to find the starting cluster of the file.
Next, locate each subsequent cluster of the file as shown:
1.

Multiply the cluster number just uSed by 1.5 (each FAT entry
is 1.5 bytes long).

2.

The whole part of the product is an offset into the FAT,
pointing to the entry that maps the cluster just used. That
entry contains the cluster number of the next cluster of the
file.

3.

Use a MOV instruction to move the word at the calculated FAT
offset into a register.

4.

If the last cluster usee was an even number, keep the 10worder 12 bits of the register by ANDing it with FFFi
otherw ise, keep the high-order 12 bits by shifting the
register right 4 bits with a· SHR instruction.

5.

If the resultant 12 bits are FF8H-FFFH, the file contains no
more clusters. Otherwise, the 12 bits contain the cluster
number of the next cluster in the file.

To convert the cluster to a logical sector number (relative
sector ,. such as that used by Interrupts 25H, 26H and DEBUG):

i.

Subtract 2 from the cluster number.

2.

Multiply the result by the number of sectors per cluster.

3.

Add to this result the logical sector number of the beginning
of the data area.

MS-DOS Standard Disk Formats
On an MS-DOS disk, the clusters are arranged on disk to minimize
head movement for multi-sided media. All of the space on a track
(or cylinder) is allocated· before moving on to the next track.
This is accomplished by using the sequential sectors on the
lowest-numbered head, then all the sectors on the next head, and
so on until all sectors on all heads of the track are used. The
next sector to be used is sector 1 on head 0 of the next track.

0-6
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For 5-1/4" disks, the following table can be used:
1 # of 'I Sec;tors/ 1FAT size 1 Dir
1 Dir
I Sectors/. I
)Sides'l Track I Sectors I Sectors I Entries ICluster I

1
2
1
2

1

8
8
9
9

64
112
64
112

4
7
4
7

1
2
2

1
2
1
2

The first byte of the FAT can sometimes be used to determine the
format of the disk. The following 5-1/4" formats have been
defined for the IBM Personal Computer, based on val ues of the
first byte of the FAT. The formats the following table are
the standard disk formats for MS-DOS.
MS-ooS

5-1/4

standard Disk Formats
5-1/4

5-1/4

5-1/4

8

8

8

---------------------------------~-------------------- -----------

No. sides

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

Tracks/side

40

40

40

40

77

77

77

Bytes/sector

512

512

512

512

128

128

Sectors/track

8

9

8

9

26

26

8

Sectors/A.U.

1

1

2

2

4

4

1

Reserved sectors

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

No. FATs

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Root directory
entries

64

64

112

112

68

68

192

No. sectors

320

360

640

720

2002

2002

616

'Media Descriptor
Byte

FE

FC

FF

FD

FE*

FD

FE*

Sectors for
1 FAT

1

2

1

2

6

6

2

1024

----------------------------------------------------------------media descriptor bytes are the same for 8" disks (FEH). To
establish whether a disk is single- or double-density, a read of
a single-density address mark should be made.
If an error
occurs, the media is double-density.

T<tlO
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MS-DOS Control Blocks and Work Areas
Overview
This appendix describes the layout of the first 256 bytes of
memory, called the Program Segment Prefix. This area is a
control block which DOS uses to maintain the system environment.

Typical MS-DOS Memory Map
0000:0000

Interrupt vector table

0010:0000

IO.SYS -- MS-DOS interface to hardware

XXXX:OOOO

MSDOS.SYS -- MS-DOS interrupt handlers, service
routines (Interrupt 21H functions)
MS-DOS buffers, control areas, and installed device
drivers

xxxx:oooo

Resident part
for Interrupts
Exit Address),
code to reload

xxxx:oooo

External command or utility -- (.COM or .EXE file)

~

of COMMAND.COM -- Interrupt handlers
22H (Terminate Address), 23H (CTRL C
24H (Fatal Error Abort Address), and
the transient part

XXXX:OOOO

User stack for .COM files (256 bytes)

XXXX:OOOO

Transient part of COMMAND.COM -- Command
interpreter, internal commands, batch processor

1.

Memory map addresses are in segment:offset format.
example, 0090:0000 is absolute address 0900H.

For

2.

User memory is allocated from the lowest end of available
memory that meets the allocation request.

MS-DOS Program Segment
When you type an external command or execute a program through
the EXEC system call, DOS determines the lowest available free
memory address to use as the start of the program. This area is
called the Program Segment.
The first 256 bytes of the Program Segment are set up by the EXEC
system call for the program being loaded into memory. The
program is then loaded following this block. An .EXE file with
minalloc and maxalloc both set to zero is loaded as high as
possible.
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At offset 0 within the Program Segment, MS-DOS builds the Program
Segment Prefix control block. The program returns from EXEC by
one of four methods:
1.

A long call to location SOH in the Program Segment Prefix
with AH=O or Function Request 4CH.

2.

A long jump to,offset 0 in the Program Segment Prefix.

3.

Issuing an INT 20H with CS:O pOinting at the PSP.

4.

Issuing an INT 2lH with register AH=O with Cs:o pointing
the PSP, or 4CH and no restrictions on CS.

at

Note: It is the responsibility of all programs to ensure that
the CS register contains the segment address of the Program
segment Prefix when terminating through any of these methods
except for Function Request 4CH. For this reason, using Function
Request 4CH is the preferred method.
All four methods result in transferring control to the program
that issued the EXEC. During this process, Interrupt addresses
22H (Terminate Address), 23H (CTRL C Exit Address), and 24H
(Fatal Error Abort Address) are restored from the values saved in
the Program Segment of the terminating program. Control is then
given to the Terminate Address. If this is a program returning
to COMMAND.COM, control transfers to its resident portion. If a
batch f il e was in process, it is conti nued. Othe rw i se,
COMMAND.COM performs a checksum on the transient part, reloads it
if necessary, issues the system prompt, and waits for you to type
the ne xt command.

Conditions for All Programs
When a program receives control, the segment address of the
passed environment is contained at offset 2CH in the Program
Segment Pref ix.
The environment is a series of ASCII strings (totaling less than
32K) in the form:
NAME=parameter
Each string is terminated by a byte of zeros, and the set of
strings is terminated by another byte of zeros. The environment
built by the command processor contains at least a COMSPEC=
string (the parameters on COMSPEC define the path used by DOS to
locate COMMAND.COM on disk). The last PATH and PROMPT commands
issued are also in the environment, along with any environment
strings defined with the MS-DOS SET command.
E-2
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The environment that is passed is a copy of the invoking process
environment. If your application uses a "keep process" concept,
you should be aware that this copy of the environment is static.
That is, it will not change even if subsequent SET, PATH, or
PROf-1FT commands are issued.
Offset SOH in the Program Segment Prefix contains code to call
the MS-DOS function dispatcher. By placing the desired function
request number in AR, a program can issue a far call to offset
SOH to invoke an MS-DOS function, instead of issuing an Interrupt
21H. Since this is a call and not an interrupt, MS-DOS may place
any code appropriate to making a system call at this position.
The Disk Transfer Address (DTA) is set to 80H (default DTA in the
Program Segment Prefix).
File control blocks at SCH and 6CH are formatted from the first
two parameters typed when the command was entered. If either
parameter contained a pathname, the corresponding FCB contains
only the valid drive number. The filename field is not valid.
The byte at 80H contains the number of characters in the command.
An unformatted parameter area at 81B contains all the characters
typed after the command (including leading and imbedded
delimi ters).
Redi rection of standard input and output is
transparent to applications, so redirection command parameters do
not appear in this area.
Offset 6 (one word) contains the number of bytes available in the
segment.
Register AX indicates whether or not the drive specif iers
(entered with the first two parameters) are valid, as follows:
AL=FF

i f the first parameter contained an invalid drive
specifier (otherwise AL=OO)

AH=FF

if the seco'nd parameter contained an invalid drive
specifier (otherwise AH=OO)

Offset 2 (one word) contains the segment address of the first
byte of unavailable memory. Programs must not modify addresses
beyond this point unless they were obtained by allocating memory
through the Allocate Memory system call (Function Request 48H).

Conditions for Executable (.EXE) Programs
DS and ES registers are set to point to the Program Segment
Prefix.
CS, IP, SS, and SF registers are set to the values passed by MSLINK.
E-3
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Conditions for Executable (.COM) Programs
All four segment registers contain the segIDent address of the
initial allocation block which starts with the Program Segment
Pref ix control block.
All of use-r memory is allocated to the program. If the program
invoke's another program through Function Request 4BH, it must
first free some memory through the Set Block (4AH) function call
to provide space for the program being executed.
The Instruction Pointer (IP) is set to 100H. The Stack Pointer
register points to the end of the program's segment. The segment
size at offset 6 is reduced by 100H to allow for a stack of that
size.
A word of zeros is placed on top of the stack. This allows a
user program to exit to COMMANDo-COM by doing a RET instruction
last. It assumes, however, that the user has maintained his
stack and code segments.
The following chart illustrates the format of the Program Segment
Prefix. All offsets are in hex. Note that programs must not
alter any part of the Program Segment Prefix below offset 5CH.

o ---------------------------------------------------------I INT 20H I End of alloc. 1 Reserved rS byte long call to DOS 1
1

8

1

block

1

1

function dispatcher

1

---------------------------------------------------------I
ITerminate address (IP, CS) ICTRL C exit addr IPI
---------------------------------------------------------I
ICTRL C CSI Hard error exit address 1
1
1

10

lexit addrl

(IP, CS)

1

1------------------------------------Used by MS-DOS
1
1
1

2CH
SCH

1

1
1
1
1

1--------------------------------------------------------I
IFormatted Parameter Area 1, standard unopened FCB 6CH
1--------------------------------------------------------I
Formatted Parameter Area 2, formatted as standard

1

1
1

unopened FCB (overlaid if FCB at 5CH is opened)

1
1

---------------------------------------------------------I

80
1 Unformatted Parameter Area (default Disk Transfer Area) 1
100 ----------------------------------------------------------
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Miscellaneous Internal Commands
Syntax

Function

BREAK

Display break status

BREAK ON\OFF

Check for CTRL C at keyboard (on or off)

CLS

Clear display screen

CPrY <device>

Change console device

DATE

Display current date

DATE dd-mrn-yy

Set new date

EXIT

Exit to a previous command processor

PROM PI'

Restore default MS-DOS command prompt d>

PROI>lPl' text

Change command prompt to specified text

SET

Display set values

SET string=string

Set one string equivalent to another

TIME

Display current system time

TIME hh-rnm-ss

Set the system time

--------------------------------------------------i-------------Type the contents of the specified file

TYPE <filespec>
VER

Display MS-DOS version number

VERIFY ON\OFF

Set verify data function on or off

VOL

Display current volume label

VOL d:

Display label of disk in drive d

Note:

<filespec> can include drive, path, file, and extension.
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Miscellaneous External Commands
Syntax

Function

CHKDSK d:

Check disk d directory and report status

CHKDSK <filespec>

IF

Check disk d and fix errors

CHKDSK <filespec> IV

Check disk d and report with messages

CHKDSK d:>filespec

Redirect CHKDSK output to a file

EXPAND <outfile> <argl> <filespec> <arg2>
Create several lines in an outfile from
argument string(s) and match of filespec
FC

<filespec> <filespec> Compare first file against second file

FC /# <fspec> <fspec>

Specify number of lines needed to match

FC /B <fspec> <fspec>

Force binary comparison of both files

FC /C <fspec> <fspec>

Ignore case of letters during comparison

FC /W <fspec> <fspec>

Compress tabs and spaces in comparison

FC filel file2 >file3

Redirect comparison output to file3

FIND string

Search screen input for specified string

FIND string <filespec>

Search file(s) for a specified string

FIND /V string

Display lines not containing string

FIND /C string

Print line count of matches in file(s)

FIND /N string

Print relative line number of match(es)

FIXDISK C:

Locate bad sectors on the hard disk

FORMAT d:

Format the specified disk

FORMAT d: /1

Format as a single-sided disk

FORMAT d: /8

Format disk at eight sectors per track

FORMAT d: /0

Format IBM DOS l.x-compatible disk

FORMAT d: /S

Copy system files after format
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Miscellaneous External

Camnands

(continued)

HDFORMAT C:

Format the hard disk

MAKEDB <f ilespec>

Convert hex values to decimal values

MORE

Display one output screen at a time

PRINT <f ilespec>

Print a specified file

PRn.."T <filespec> IT

Terminate (delete) files in print queue

PRINT <filespec>
PRI~"T

IC

<filespec> Ip

SORT

Cancel preceding and following file(s)
Turn on print mode after cancel (/C)
Sort data alphabetically

SORT IR

Sort alphabetically in reverse (Z to A)

SORT I+n

Sort beginning with column n

SORT <infile >outfile

Put results of sorted

SYS d:

Transfer .SYS files to specified disk

Note:

infi~e

in outfile

<filespec> can include drive, path, file, and extension.
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Batch File Commands
Syntax

Function

ECHO

Display status of batch echo feature

ECHO ONIOFF

Turn batch echo feature on or off

ECHO message

Send a message to the console

FOR %%c IN set DO commd

Repeat command for each %%c in .BAT file

FOR %c IN set DO commd

Repeat command in interactive processing

GOTO label

Transfer control to line after :label

IF [NOT] cond command

Allow conditional execution of command

PAUSE

Suspend execution in a batch file

PAUSE comment

Print comment at execution pause

REM

Insert a blank line in a batch file

REH remark

Display a comment in a batch file

SHIFT

Allow access to over 10 batch parameters

Note:
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Directory Commands
Syntax

Function

CHDIR
CD - Synonym

Display current directory

CHDIR

Place you in parent directory

CHDIR \

Place you in root directory

CHDIR d:\path

Change directory to path on drive d

DIR

Display default directory

DIR d:

Display directory on drive d

DIR \path

Display directory of specified path

DIR <filespec>

Display specified file(s)

DIR

IP

Display one directory screen and pause

DIR /W

Display filenames only, five per line

MKDIR path
MD -- Synonym

Make a new directory on default drive

HKDIR d:\path

Make a new directory on drive d

PATH

Display current directory path

PATH d:\

Search root directory on drive d

PATH d:\path

Change path to search named directories

PATH d:\path;d:\path

List of directories to be searched

RMDIR d:\path
RD -- Synonym

Remove the specified directory

TREE

Display default directory path(s)

TREE d:

Display directory path(s) on drive d

TREE <filespec>

Search for and display file within tree

Note:

<filespec> can include drive, path, file, and extension.
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File Management Commands
Syntax

Function

ARCHIVE s: d:/B
ARK -- Synonym

Backup files on drive s to drive d

ARCHIVE <filespec> d:/B

Backup specified file(s) to drive d

ARCHIVE <filespec> d:/R

Restore file(s) from drive d

ARCHIVE <filespec> d:/F

Display a directory of file(s)

Note:

/x is one of the three options above.

ARCHIVE s: d:/x /S

Include subdirectories in command

ARCHIVE s: d:/x /M

Include only modified files

ARCHIVE s: d:/x /A

Add archived files to existing disk

ARCHIVE s: d:/x /D:date

Archive or list files after a date

ARCHIVE s: d:/x /P

Prompt if restoring new or R/O files

COPY <filel> <file2>

Copy filel to file2 on default drive

copy <fspec> <fspec>

Copy file on drive d to file on drive d

COpy <fspec> <fspec> /V

Copy as above and verify written sectors

COpy CON <filespec>

Copy console input to a specified file

CONVERT

Two-way CP/M to DOS file converter

DEL <filespec>
ERAS E -- Synonym

Delete specified file on drive d

DISKCOPY s: d:

Copy contents of disk s to disk d

EXE2BIN <filespec>

Convert .EXE file to binary format

EXE2BIN <fspec> <fspec2> Place EXE2BIN output in filespec2

Note:
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File Management CClImnands (continued)

FILETYPE <filespec>

Display file or directory attributes

FILETYPE <fspec> -x +x

Set or remove file attribute(s):
A -- Archive
S
System
R -- Read Only
<dir> -- Directory
H -- Hidden

MOVAFILE <fspec> <fspec> Transfer files to hard disk or diskette
MOVAFILE <fs> <fs> -A

Transfer file(s) with archive attribute

RECOVER d:

Recover files from disk d

RECOVER <filespec>

Recover only specif ied f He (s)

REN <fspec> <fspec>
RENAME -- Synonym

Rename the first file as the second file

SIZE

Display size of all files

CONFIG.SYS

File Commands

Syntax

Function

AVAILDEV== [TRUE IFALSE]

Specify available device driver names

BREAK==[ONIOFF]

Check for CTRL C entered at keyboard

BUFFERS=xx

Number of disk buffers in memory

DEVICE==<filespec>

Specify file containing a device driver

FILES=xx

Maximum number of open files accessed by
XENIX system calls using DOS handles

SHELL=<filespec>

Specify top-level command processor

SWITCHAR=<char>

Specify device switch designator <char>

Note:

<filespec> can include drive, path, file, and extension.
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EDLIN Special Editing Keys
Key

Function

CTRL I

Copies one character from template to

CI'RL 2 x

Copies all characters from template to new line,
up to the specified character

CI'RL 3

Copies remaining characters in template to line

DEL

Does not copy (skips over) a character in template

CI'RL 4

x

~ew

line

Does not copy (skips over) characters in template,
up to the specified character

CI'RL X

Voids current input; leaves template unchanged

CTRL DEL

Toggle to enter and exit insert mode

CI'RL 5

Makes the new line the new template
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Function Requests - Summary
Terminate Program (Function OOB)
Function OOH is called by Interrupt 20H. It causes the current
process to terminate and returns control to its parent process.
All open f He handles are closed and the disk cache is cleaned.
This function is often used in terminating old .COM files. The
CS register must contain the segment
address of the Program
Segment Prefix before you call this interrupt. All file buffers
are flushed to disk.
Warning: Close all files that have changed in length before
calling this function, or their length may not be recorded
correctly in the directory.
Read Keyboard and Echo (Function OlB)
Function OlH waits for a character to be typed at the
keyboard, then echos the character to the display and
returns it in AL. If the character is CTRL-C, Interrupt 23H is
executed and all registers are set to the value they had when the
original call to MS-DOS was made.
Display Character (Function 028)
Function 02H displays the character in DL.
Interrupt 23H is issued.

If CTRL-C

is typed,

Auxiliary Input (Function 038)
Function 03H waits for a character frum the auxiliary input
device, then returns the character in AL. This system call does
not return a status or error code. If a CTRL-C has been typed at
console input, Interrupt 23H is issued.
Auxiliary OUtput (Function 048)
Function 04H sends the character in DL to the auxiliary
output device. This system call does not return a status or
error code.
If a CTRL-C has been typed at console input,
Interrupt 23H is issued.
Print Character (Function 058)
Function OSH prints the character in DL on the standard
printer device.
If CTRL-C has been typed at console input,
Interrupt 23H is issued.
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Direct Console I/O (Function 06B)
The processing depends on the value in OL when the function is
called as shown:
OL is FFH (255) -- If a chara~ter has been typed at
the keyboard, it is returned in AL and the Zero
flag is 0; if a character has not been typed, the
Zero flag is l.
OL is not FFH -- The character in DL is displayed.
This function does not check for CTRL-C.
Direct Console Input (Function 07B)
Function 07H waits for a character to be typed, then returns it
in AL. This function does not echo the character or check for
CTRL-C (see Functions OlH or OSH).
Read Keyboard (Function 08B)
Function OSH waits for a character to be typed, then returns it
in AL. If CTRL-C is pressed, Interrupt 23H is executed.' This
function does not echo the character (see Function OlR).
Display String (Function 09B)
OX must contain the offset (from the segment address in OS) of a
string that ends with "S". The string is then displayed (without
the "$").
Buffered Keyboard Input (Function OAR)

ox must contain the offset (from the segment address in OS) of an
input buffer in the following form:
Byte:
1
2
3-n

Contents:
Maximum number of characters in the buffer, including
the CR (you must set this value).
Actual number of characters typed, not counti.ng
the CR (the function sets this value).
BufferJ must be at least as long as the number
in byte 1.

This function waits for characters to be typed on the keyboard.
These characters are read and placed in the buffer beginning at
the third byte until RETURN is typed. If the buffer fi1~s to one
less than the maximum, additional characters typed are ignored
and ASCII 7 (BEL) is sent to the display until RETURN is
pressed. The string can be edited as it is being entered.
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If CTRL C is typed, Interrupt 23H is issued. The second byte of
the buffer is set to the number of characters entered (not
counting the CR).
Check Keyboard Status (Function OBB)
This function checks to see if characters are in the type-ahead
buffer. If so, AL returns FFH (255); if not, AL returns O. If
CTRL-C is in the buffer, Interrupt 23H is executed.
Flush Buffer, Read Keyboard (Function OCR)
The keyboard type-ahead buffer is emptied. Further processing
depends on the value in AL when the function is called as shown:
1, 6, 7, 8, or OAR
The corresponding MS-DOS
function is executed.
Any other value -- No further processing;
AL
returns O.
Disk Reset (Function 000)
Function ODH is used ,to ensure that the internal buffer cache
matches the disks in the drives. This function writes out
modified buffers, marks all buffers in the internal cache as
free, and flushes all file buffers. It does not update directory
entr ies; you must close files that have changed to update thei r
directory entries (see Function 10H). This function need not be
called before a disk change if all files that changed were
closed. It is generally used to force a known state of the
system; CTRL-C interrupt handlers should call this function.
select Disk (Function

DEB)

The drive specified in DL (0 = A:, I = B:, etc.) is selected as
the default. The number of drives is returned in AL.
Open File (Function OFB)
DX must contain the offset (from the segment address in DS) of an
unopened File Control Block (FCB). The disk directory is searched
for the named file. I f a directory entry', for the file is found,
AL returns 0 and the FCB is filled as follows:
-- If the drive code was 0 (default disk), it is changed to the
actual disk used (1 = A:, 2 = B:, etc.). This lets you change
the default disk without interfering with subsequent
operations on this file.
-- The Current Block field

(offset

OCH)

is

set

to zero.
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The Record Size (offset OEH) is set to the system default
(128. )

The File Size (offset lOH), Date of Last Write (offset 14H),
and Time of Last Write (offset 16H) are set from the directory
entry.
Before performing a sequential disk operation on the file, you
must set the Current Record field (offset 2nH).
Before
performing a random disk operation on the file, you must set the
Relative Record field (offset 21H). Set the default record size
to 128 bytes. If a directory entry for the file is not found, AL
returns FFH (255).
Close File (Function lOB)

DX must contain the offset (to the segment address in DS) of an
opened FCB. The disk directory is searched for the file named in
the FCB. This fUnction must be called after a file is changed to
update the directory entry. If a directory entry for the file is
found, the location of the file is compared with the
corresponding entries in the FCB.
The directory entry is
updated, if necessary, to match the FCB, and AL returns O. If a
directory entry for the file is not found, AL returns FFH (255).
Search for First Entry (Function lIB)

DX must contain the offset (from the segment address in DS) of an
unopened FC& The disk directory is searched for the first
matching name. The name can have the wild card character "?" to
match any character. To search for hidden or system files, DX
must point to the first byte of the extended FCB prefix. If a
directory entry for the filename in the FCB is found, AL
returns 0 and an unopened FCB of the same type (normal or
extended) is created at the Disk Transfer Address.
If a
directory entry for the filename in the FCB is not found, AL
returns FFH (255).
Notes: If an extended FCB is used, the following search pattern
is used:
1. If the FCB attribute is zero, only normal file entries are
found. Entries for volume label, sub-directories, hidden, and
system files will not be returned.
2. If the attribute field is set for hidden or system files or
directory entries, it is to be-considered as an inclusive
search. All normal file entries plus all entries matching the
specified attr ibutes are returned. To look at all di rectory
entries except the volume label, the attribute byte may be set
to hidden + system + directory (all 3 bits on).
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3. If the attribute field is set for the volume label, it is
considered an exclusive search and only the volume label
entry is returned.
Search for Hext Entry (Function 12B)
OX must contain the offset (from the segment address in OS) of an
FCB previously specified in a call to Function lIB. Function 12B
is used after Function lIB (Search for First Entry) to find
additional directory entries that match a filename that contains
wild card characters. The disk directory is searched for the
next matching name. The name can use the wild card character "?"
to match any character. To search for hidden or system files, OX
must point to the first byte of the extended FCB prefix. If a
directory entry for the filename in the FCB is found, AL returns
o and an unopened FCB of the same type (normal or extended) is
created at the Oisk Transfer Address. If a directory entry for
the filename in the FCB is not found, AL returns FFB (255).
Delete File (Function 138)
OX must contain the offset (from the segment address in OS) of an
unopened FCB. The directory is searched for a matching filename.
The filename in the FCB can contain the wild card character "?"
to match any character. If a matching directory entry is found,
it is deleted from the directory. If the wild card character "?"
is used in the filename, all matching directory entries are
deleted and AL returns O. If no matching di rectory entry is
found, AL returns FFB (255).
Sequential Read (Function 148)
OX must contain the offset (from the segment address in OS) of an
opened FCB. The record pointed to by the current block (offset
DCB) and Current Record (offset 20B) fields is loaded at the Disk
Transfer Address, then the Current Block and Current Record
fields are incremented. The record size is set to the value at
offset OEB in the FCB. AL returns a code that describes the
processing as shown:
Code:

o

1
2

3

Meaning:
Read completed successfully.
End-of-file, no data in the record.
Not enough room at the Disk Transfer Address
to read one record; read cancelled.
End-of-file; a partial record was read and
padded to the record length with zeros.
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Sequential Write (Function ISH)
DX must contain the offset (from the segment address in DS) of an
opened FCB. The record pointed to by Current Block (offset OCH)
and Current Record (offset 20H) fields is written from the Disk
Transfer Address, then the current block and current record
fields are incremented. The record size is set to the value at
offset OEB in the FCB. If the Record Size is less than a sector,
the data at the Disk Transfer Address is written to a bufJer: the
buffer is written to disk when it contains a full sector of data,
or the file is closed, or a Reset Disk system call (Function ODH)
is issued. AL returns a code that describes the processing:
Code:

o
1
2

Meaning:
Transfer completed successfully.
Disk full; write cancelled.
Not enough room at the Disk Transfer Address
to write one record; write cancelled.

Create File (Function 16B)
OX must contain the offset (from the segment address in OS) of an
unopened FCB. The directory is searched for an empty or existing
entry for the specified filename. If an empty directory entry is
found, i t is initialized to a zero-length file, the Open File
system call (Function OFH) is called, and AL returns O. You can
create a hidden file by using an extended FCB with the attribute
byte (offset FCB-I) set to 2. If an entry is found for the
specified filename, all data in the file is released, making a
zero-length file, and the Open File system call (Function OFH) is
issued for the filename (a new, empty file is created). If an
empty directory entry is not found and there is no entry for the
specified filename, AL returns FFH (255).
Renue File (Function 17B)
DX must contain the offset (from the segment address in OS) of an
FCB with the drive number and filename filled in, followed by a
second filename at offset 11H. The disk di rectory is searched
for an entry that matches the first filename, which can contain
the wild card character n?". If a matching directory entry is
found, the filename in the directory entry is changed to match
the second filename in the modified FCB (the two filenames cannot
be the same name). If the wild card character n?" is used in the
second filename, the corresponding characters in the filename of
the directory entry are not changed and AL returns O. If a
matching directory entry is not found or an entry is found for
the second filename, AL returns FFH (255).
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CUrrent Disk (Function 19B)
AL returns the currently selected drive (0

A:, 1 =B:, etc.).

Set Disk Transfer Address (FUnction lAB)
DX must contain the offset (from
the Disk Transfer Address. Disk
from the end of the segment to
overflow into another segment.
Transfer Address, MS-DOS defaults
Segment Prefix.

the segment address in DS) of
transfers cannot wrap around
the beginning, nor can they
If you do not set the Disk
to offset BOH in the program

Random Read (Function 21B)
DX must contain the offset (from the segment address in DS) of an
opened FCB. The Current Block (offset OCH) and Current Record
(offset 20H) fields are set to agree with the Relative Record
field (offset 21H), then the record addressed by these fields is
loaded at the Disk Transfer Address. AL returns a code that
describes the processing:
Code:

o
1
2

3

Meaning:
Read completed successfully.
End-of-file; no data in the record.
Not enough room at the Disk Transfer Address
to read one record; read cancelled.
End-of-file; a partial record was read and
padded to the record length with zeros.

Random write (Function 22B)
DX must contain the offset from the segment address in DS of an
opened FCB. The Current Block (offset OCH) and Current Record
(offset 20H) fields are set to agree with the Relative Record
field (offset 2lH), then the record addressed by these·fields is
wri tten from the Disk Transfer Address. If the record size is
smaller than a sector (512 bytes), the records are buffered until
a sector is ready to write. AL returns a code that describes the
processing:
Code:

o
1
2

Meaning:
Write completed successfully.
Disk is full.
Not enough room at the Disk Transfer Address
to write one record; write canceled.
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File Size (Function 238)
DX must contain the offset (from the segment address in DS) of an
unopened FCB. You must set the Record Size field (offset OEH) to
128 before calling this function or the function does not return
the correct field size. The disk directory is searched for the
first matching entry. If a matching directory entry is found, the
Relative Record field (offset 21m is set to the number of
records in the file, calculated from the total file size in the
directory entry (offset lCH) and the Record Size field of the FCB
(offset OEH). AL returns 00. If no matching directory is found,
AL returns FFH (255).
Set Relative Record (Function 248)
DX must contain the offset (from the segment address in DS) of an
opened FCB. The Relative Record field (offset 21H) is set to the
same file address as the Current Block (offset OCH) and Current
Record (offset 20H) fields.
set vector (Function 258)
Function 25H should be used to set a particular interrupt vector
so the operating system can manage the interrupts on a perprocess basis. (Programs should never set interrupt vectors by
writing them directly in the low memory vector table.) DX must
contain the offset (to the segment address in DS) of an
interrupt-handling routine. AL must contain the number of the
interrupt handled by the routine. The address in the vector
table for the specified interrupt is set to DS:D~
Random Block Read (Function 278)
DX must contain the offset (to the segment address in DS) of an
opened FCB. CX must contain the number of records to read~ if it
contains 0, the function returns without reading any records (no
operation). The specified number of records (calculated from the
Record Size field at offset OEH) is read starting at the record
specified b¥ the Relative Record field (offset 2lH). The records
are placed a·t the Disk Transfer Address. AL returns a code that
describes the processing:
Code:

o
1
2

3
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Meaning:
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End-of-file; no data in the record.
Not enough room at the Disk Transfer Address
to read one record; read canceled.
End-of-file~ a partial record was read
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CX returns the number of records read; the Current Block (offset
OCH), Current Record (offset 20H), and Relative Record (offset
21H) fields are set to address the next record.
Random Block write (Function 28B)
DX must contain the offset (to the segment address in DS) of an
opened FCB; CX must contain either the number of records to
write or O. The specified number of records (calculated from the
Record Size field at offset OEH) is written from the Disk
Transfer Address. The records are written to the file starting
at the record specified in the Relative Record field (offset 21H)
of the FCB. If CX is 0, no records are written, but the File Size
field of the directory entry (offset ICH) is set to the number of
records specified by the Relative Record field of the FCB (offset
21H); allocation units are allocated or released, as require~ AL
returns a code that describes the processing:
Code:

o
I
2

Meaning:
write completed successfully.
Disk full. No records written.
Not enough room at the Disk Transfer Address
to read one record; read canceled.

CX returns the number of records written; the Current Block
(offset OCH" Current Record (offset 20H), and Relative Record
(offset 21H) fields are set to add~ess the next recor~
Parse File Name (Function 29B)
81 must contain the offset (to the segment address in DS) of a
string (command line) to parse; DI must contain the offset (to
the segment address in E8) of an unopened FCB. The string is
parsed for a filespec (d:f ilename.ext}. If one is found, a
corresponding unopened FCB is created at ES:DI. Bits 0-3 of AL
control parsing and processing as shown below; 4-7 are ignored.
Bitlvaluel~eaning:

0

I

2

3

IAll parsing stops if a file separator is encountered.
0
I ·1 Leading separators are ignored.
0 IThe drive number in the FCB is set to 0 (default drive)
lif the string does not contain a drive number.
I IThe drive number in the FCB is not changed if the
Istring does not contain a drive number.
I IThe filename in the PCB is not changed if the string
Idoes not contain a filename.
0 IThe filename in the PCB is set to blanks i f the string
Idoes not contain a filename.
1 IThe extension in the PCB is not changed i f the string
Idoes not contain an extension.
0 IThe PCB's extension is blank if there is no extension.
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If the filename or extension includes an asterisk

(*), all
remaining characters in the name or extension are set to question
mark (?). Filename separators include:

+

i " ( 1 \ < > I space tab

Filename terminators include all the filename separators p!usany
control character. A filename cannot contain a filename
terminator; if one is encountered, parsing stops. If the string
contains a valid filename:
1. AL returns I if the filename or extension contains a wild card
character (* or ?) 7 AL returns 0 if neither the filename nor
extension contains a wild card character.
2. DS:SI point to the first character following the string that
was parsed. ES:DI point to the first byte of the unopened FCB.
If the dr ive letter is invalid, AL returns FFH (255).
If the
string does not contain a valid filename, ES:DI+1 points to a
blank (ASCII 32).
Get Date (Function 2AB)
This function returns the current date set in the operating
system as binary numbers in CX and DX:
CX
DH
DL
AL

Year (1980-2099)
Month (1 = January, 2 = February, etc.)
Day (1-31)
Day of week (0 = Sunday, 1 = Monday, etc.)

Set Date (Function 2BB)
Registers ex and DX must contain a valid date in binary:
CX Year (1980-2099)
DH Month (1 = January, 2
DL Day (1-31)

= February,

etc.)

If the date is valid, the date is set and AL returns O. If the
date is not valid, the function cancels and AL returns FFH (255).
Get Time (Function 2CB)
This function returns the current time set in the operating
system as binary numbers in CX and DX:
CH
CL
DH
DL
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Set Time (Function 2DB)
Registers CX and DX must contain a valid time in binary:
CH
CL
DH
DL

Hour (0-23)
Minutes (0-59)
Seconds (0-59)
Hundredths of a second (0-99)

If the time is valid, the time is set and AL returns O. If the
time is not valid, the function is canceled and AL returns FFH
(255).
Set/Reset Verify Flag (Function 2E11)
AL must be either 1 (verify after each disk write) or 0 (write
without verifying). MS-DOS checks this flag each time it writes
to a disk.
Get Disk Transfer Address (Function 2FB)
Function 2FH returns the DMA transfer address.
Get OOS Version Number (Function 30B)
This function returns the MS-DOS version number. On return, AL.AH
will be the two-part version designation (i.e., for DOS 1.28, AL
would be I and AH would be 28; for pre-l.28, DOS AL = 0). Note
that version 1.1 is the same as 1.10, not the same as 1.01.
Keep Process (Function 31B)
This call terminates the current process and attempts to set the
initial allocation block to a specific size in paragraphs. It
will not free up any other allocation blocks belonging to that
process. The exit code passed in AX is retrievable by the parent
via Function 4DH. This method is preferred over Interrupt 27H and
allows more than 64K to be kept.

crRL-c

Check (Function 33B)

MS-DOS usually checks for a CTRL-C on the controlling device
only when doing function call operations OIH-OCR to that device.
Function 33H allows the user to expand this checking to
include any system call. For example, with the CTRL-C trapping
off, all disk I/O proceeds without interruption;
with CTRL-C
trapping on, the CTRL-C interrupt is given at the system call
that initiates the disk operatio~ Note that programs which
use calls 06H or 07H to read CTRL-C's as data must ensure that
the CTRL-C check is off.
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Get Interrupt Vector (Function 35B)
This fUnction returns the interrupt vector associated with an
interrupt. Note that programs should never get an interrupt
vector by reading the low memory vector table directly.
Get Disk Free Space (Function 36B)
This function returns information about free

space on the disk.

Return Country-Dependent Information (Function 38B)
The value passed in AL is either 0 (for the current country) or a
country code. Country codes are typically the international
telephone pref ix code for the country. If DX = -1, the call sets
the current country (as returned by the AL=O call) to the country
code in AL. If the country code is not found, the current country
is not changed. Note: Applications must assume 32 bytes of
information; therefore, the buffer pointed to by DS:DX must be
able to accommodate 32 bytes.
Create Sub-Directory (Function 39B)
Given a pointer to an ASCII name, this
directory entry at the end.

function

creates

a new

Remove a Directory Entry (Function 3AB)
Function 3AB is given an ASCII name of a
removed from its parent directory.

directory which is then

Change the Current Directory (Function 31311)
Function 3BH is given the ASCII name of the directory which is to
become the current directory. If any member of the specified
pathname does not exist, the current directory is unchanged.
Otherwise, the current directory is set to the string.
Create a File (Function 3CH)
Function 3CH creates a new file or truncates an old file to zero
length in preparation for writing. If the file did not exist, it
is created in the appropriate directory and given the attribute
found in ex.
The file handle returned has been opened for
read/write access.
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Open a File (Function 3DB)

Function 3DH associates a 16-bit file handle with a file.
following values are allowed:
Access:

o

1
2

The

Function:
file is opened for reading;
file is opened for writing;
file is opened for both reading and writing.

DS:DX point to an ASCII name of the
read/write pointer is set at the first
record size of the file is I byte.
must be used for subsequent I/O to the

file to be opened. The
byte of the file and the
The returned file handle
file.

Close a File Bandle (Function 3EH)
If BX is passed a file handle, Function 3EH closes the associated
file. Internal buffers are flushed.
Read From File/Device (Function 3PH)
Function 3FH transfers count bytes from a file into a buffer
location. All count bytes may not be read; for example, reading
from the keyboard will read up to one line of text. If the
returned value is zero, the program has tried to read from the
end of file. All I/O is done using normalized pointers; no
segment wraparound will occur.
write to a File or Device (Function 40B)
Function 40H transfers count bytes from a buffer into a file. The
number of bytes written should be the same as the number
requested. The write system call with a count of zero (CX = 0)
sets the file size to the current positio~ Allocation units are
allocated or released as require~ All I/O is accomplished using
normalized pointers; no segment wraparound will occur.
Delete a Directory Entry (Function 41B)
Removes a directory entry associated with a filename.
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Move File Pointer (Function 42B)
Function 42H moves the read/write pointer according
the following methods:
Method:

to

one of

Function:
The pointer is moved to offset bytes from the
beginning of the file.
The pointer is moved to the current location
pI us off set.
The pointer is moved to the end of file plus
offset.

0

I
2

The offset should be regarded as a 32-bit integer with
occupying the most significant 16 bits.

ex

Change Attributes (Function 43B)
Given an ASCII name, Function 43H will set or get the
attributes of the file to those given in ex. A function code is
passed in AL as follows:

o

I

Return the attributes of the file in ex.
Set the attributes of the file to those in

ex.

I/O Control for Devices (Function 44B)
Function 44H sets or gets device information associated with an
open handle, or sends/receives a control string to a device
handle or device. The following values are allowed for the
function:
Request:

o

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Function:
Get device information (returned in DX)
Set device information (as determined by DX)
Read ex number of bytes into DS:DX from device
control channel.
Write ex number of bytes from DS:DX to device
control channel.
Same
as
2 only
drive
number
in BL
O=default,A:=1,B:=2, •••
Same
as
3 only
drive
number
in BL
O=default,A:=I,B:=2, •••
Get input status
Get output status

The status is defined at the time the system is called.
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Duplicate a File Handle (Function 45H)

Function 45H takes an already opened file handle and returns a
new handle that refers to the same file at the same position.
Force a Duplicate of a Handle (Function 46H)
Function 46H takes an already opened file handle and returns a
new handle that refers to the same file at the same position. If
a file is already open on handl.e CX, it is closed first.
Return Text of Current Directory (Function 47B)

Function 47H returns the current directory for a particular
drive. The directory is root-relative and does not contain the
drive specifier or leading path separator.
The drive code
passed in DL is O=defaul t, l=A:, 2=B:, etc.
Allocate Memory (Function 48H)

Returns a pointer to a free block of memory.
Free Allocated Memory (Function 49B)

Returns a piece of memory to the system pool that was allocated
by Function Request 49H.
Modify Allocated Memory Blocks (Function 4AB)

Increases or shrinks an allocated block of memory.
Load and Execute a Program (FUnction 4BH)

This function allows a program to load another program into
memory and begin execution of it. DS:DX pOints to the ASCII name
of the file to be loaded; ES:BX points to a parameter block for
the load. A function code is passed in AL as shown:
AL:

o
3

Function:
Load and execute the program.
A program header is
established for the program and the terminate and CTRL-C
addresses are set to the instruction after the EXEC call.Load (do not create) the program header, and do not begin
execution. This is useful in loading program overlays.

All open files of a process are duplicated in the child process
af ter an EXEC. An "env ironment" which convey s var ious
configuration parameters is also inherited from the parent.
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Terminate a Process (F-\lIlction 4CH)

Terminates the current process and transfers control to the
invoking process. A return code also may be sent. All files
open at the time are closed.
Retrieve the Return Code ofa Child (Function 4DH)

Returns the Exit code specified by a child process. It
returns this Exit code only once. The low byte of this code is
sent by the Exit routine. The high byte is as follows:

o-

Terminate/abort

I - CTRL-e
2 - Hard error
3 - Terminate and stay resident

Find Match File (Function 4EH)

Uses a pathname with wild card characters in the last component
(passed in DS:DX), attributes (passed in eX), and attempts to
find all files that match the pathname and have a subset of
the required attributes. A datablock at the current OMA is
written. To obtain the subsequent matches of the pathname, see
Function 4FH.
step Through a Directory Matching Files (Function 4FB)

Finds the next matching entry in a directory. The
address must point at a block (eturned by Function

current

Ot-1A

4~~.

Return Current Setting of Verify After Write Flag (Function 54B)

The current value of the verify flag is returned in AL.
Move a Directory Entry (Function 56B)

Renames a file into another path on the same device.
Get/Set Date/Time of File (Function 57B)

Function 57H returns or sets the last-write time for a
handle.
These times are not recorded until the file is
closed. A function code is passed in AL as shown:
AL:

o

I
G-16

Function:
Return the time/date of the handle in ex/ox
Set the time/date of the handle to ex/ox

Glossary
A notat{on representing the name of the
working directory in a hierarchical directory
listing. The working directory is recognized
by MS-DOS as the current directory.
A notation representing the name of the parent
directory in a hierarchical directory listing.
The parent directory appears above the working
directory in a hierarchical directory listing
and immediately precedes the working directory
in a PATH command.
Address

A group of binary digits that identify a
specific memory location.

Alpbanmneric

Referring to a character set that contains
letters. numbers. and usually other characters
such as punctuation marks.

Ambiguous

Capable of numerous meanings. Therefore. an
ambiguous filename is a filename which
identifies more than one file.

Append

To add data to the end of an existing file.

ARCHIVE (ARK)

MS-DOS command that backs up and restores
files on a hard disk.

ASCII

The American Standard Code for Information
Interchange.
A seven bit code which
represents alphanumeric characters.

Assemble~

A program that translates assembly language
into machine code that the processor can
execute.

A(J'l'()EXEC.BAT

A file containing commands that are
automatically executed when MS-DOS is booted.

Available Space

The space on a diskette which is currently
unassigned and therefore usable by a new file.

BACKUP

Attache utility program that copies the entire
contents of a diskette to another diskette.

BASIC

Beginner's all-purpose symbolic instruction
code, a programming language.
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Batch File

A file containing a series of commands that
can be executed by typing the filename without
its extension.

Batch processing

Executing a series of commands contained in a
batch file.

Baud Rate

The number of bits per second transmitted
between two electronic devices.

Binary

A number system with two as the base and using
only the digits zero and one.

BIOS

Basic input/output system. The machinedependent portion of MS-DOS located in the
file IO.SYS.

BOOt

The loading of MS-DOS programs and/or
execution of
diagnostics that occur when
Attache is powered up or reset.
Also
referred to as a bootstrap.

BREAK

MS-DOS command that checks for a
entered at the keyboard.

Buffer

A set of memory locations used to compensate
for time differences which retains a temporary
copy of the da tao

Byte

The basic unit of computer information, which
comprises one character of data.

CHOIR (CD)

MS-DOS command that changes directories or
displays the working directory.

CHKDSK

MS-DOS command that scans the directory of the
default or designated drive and checks for
consistency.

CLS

MS-DOS command that clears the screen.

COBOL

Common business-oriented language,
programming language.

CTRL

C

a

An instruction to the computer.
The MS-DOS command processor program.
The operating state (indicated by a prompt)
which allows user input of instructions to the
canputer.
Bi-directional CP/M to MS-DOS file converter.
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roPY

MS-DOS command that
specified.

copies file (s)

as

CPU

Central processing Uni t. A single chip that
performs data transfer. control. I/O. and
logical instructions by executing instructions
obtained from memory.

CRl'

Cathode Ray Tube. which is the display screen.

C'l'RL Key

Key used in conjunction with other keys for
activating multi-function commands and
operating modes.
MS-DOS command that changes the console
device.

Data

A general term for digital information which

can be processed by a computer.
DATE

MS-DOS command that displays and sets the
date.

DEBUG

MS-DOS program debugging tool.

Default

The val ue which will be used by the computer
if no other value is specified.

DEL (ERASE)

MS-DOS command
specified.

DIR

MS-DOS command that lists requested directory
entries.

Directive

The part of an assembly source statement which
allows the assembler to generate data and
values based on specific conditions at
assembly time.

Directory

A group of related files and subdirecfories. A
directory may contain program and data files~
file information.. and the names of
subdirectories.

DISKroPY

MS-DOS command that copies entire diskettes.

Diskette

Small flexible magnetic disk
computerized information is stored.

Drive

The piece of hardware that holds the diskette
and transfers information from the diskette to
the processing unit and back.

ECHO

MS-DOS command that turns the batch file echo
feature on or off.

that

deletes

files

as

where
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EDLIN

MS-DOS line editor for creating source or text
files.

£OF

End-of-file.
A character (CTRL Z) which
indicates the end of a file.

EXE2B~N

MS-DOS command that converts executable files
to binary format.

EXIT

MS-DOS command that exits COMMAND.COM and
returns to previous command processor.

EXPAND

MS-DOS command that creates several lines from
one list of arguments.

Expression

In assembly. a formula or operation which
translates to a numeric value.

Extension

The ".XXX" on a filename where XXX can be any
non-special ASCII characters which can be used
as a means of file type or identification.

External Command

MS-DOS command that resides on disk as a
program file.

PC

MS-DOS file comparison utility.

File

A collection of like records stored under a
single filename.

FILE'l'YPE

MS-DOS command that changes or displays file
and directory attributes.

File Type

A means of identifying files according to the
classification of data which they contain.
The file type is the last ".XXX" portion of
the filename. where XXX identifies the type.
such as ".TXT" for text file.

FIND

MS-DOS command that searches files for a
specified text string.

FIXDISK

MS-DOS command that locates bad sectors on a
hard disk.

Flag

An indicator. usually a single binary digit.
that informs a program when a condition
occurs.

FOR

Batch command extension for repeated execution
of MS-DOS commands.

FORMAT

MS-DOS command that formats a diskette for the
MS-DOS operating system.
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Format

A

predetermined arrangement of characters
which the computer can properly interpret as
meaningful information.

FOR!RAN

Formula translator, a programming language.

GOTO

Batch command extension to transfer control to
a specified line in a batch file.

HDFORMAT

MS-DOS command that formats a hard disk.

Hex

An abbreviation for hexadecimal.

Hexadec~

A number system which uses the base 16.

numbers 0 - 9. and letters A-F.
IF

Batch command extension to allow conditional
execution of MS-DOS commands.

Initialize

The process of bringing a device or medium to
a predetermined entry state. To initialize a
diskette is to set up the diskette so that
data may be written on it. To initialize a
system is to return it to its original state.

Input

To

Internal Command

MS-DOS command that calls a program contained
within the MS-OOS command processor.

Kilobyte

One thousand units of the basic computer
information. which equals one thousand
characters of data (one thousand bytes).

LINK

MS-DOS command that combihes separately
produced object modules.

enter data into the computer.

Drive

The disk drive (indicated by the MS-DOS
prompt) currently containing the diskette from
which utilities and files are copied into
memory.

Machine Code

The binary representation of data which a
computer can directly interpret.

Logged

MS-DOS command that converts hex file values
to decimal val ues.
Memory

Any device that can store logic states such
that data can be accessed and retrieved.

Merge

The process of joining files to exist as

on~

file.
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Microprocessor

The hardware component which is capable of
interpreting commands and transferring data;
fuhctions as the "brains" of the computer.

MKDIR (MD)

MS-DOS command that creates a directory.

Mode

One of a computer's operating states which
provide the means for keyboard roul ti-functions
and other operating state dependent tasks.

Module

Individually named section of a program.

MORE

MS-DOS command that displays output one screen
at a time.

M~IAFlLE

MS-DOS command that transfers files with the
archive attribute set.

MS-DOS Prompt

The "A>" or "B>" which appears at the first
column of a line on the screen and indicates
the currrent logged drive. This character may
be changed wi th the PROMPT command.

Object Code

The output of an assembler, executable code.

Operating System

The set of programs that run the computer
hardware and interpret software commands.

output

To receive information from the computer.

OVerwrite

To delete and replace the information
contained in a file.

parameter

The part of a command line or program line
which further defines the specific operation.

Parent Directory

The directory above the working directory in a
hierarchical directory listing, which precedes
the working directory in a PATH command.

Patch

Inserting a change to a routine.

PA'l'B

MS-OOS command that specifies the location of
an external command in a directory.

pathing

A method of specifying the location of files
in directories other than the working
directory •

PAUSE

MS-DOS command that suspends execution in a
batch file.

Piping

A method of chaining programs together so that
the output from one program is the input for
another.
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primary Filename

A maximum of eight characters which identify a
file.

PRINT

MS-DOS command that queues and prints text
files.

Program

A group of computer instructions which. when
executed, cause the system to perform a task.

PROMP1'

MS-DOS command that designates the command
prompt.

RiO

Read/Only. Data already stored on a diskette
mar ked R/O can be accessed but no new
information can be written on it.

B/W

Read/Write. Data stored on a diskette marked
R/W can be accessed and new data can be
written.
Random Access Memory. A storage device into
which high OI low states can be written
(stored) and later retr ieved.

Reboot

The loading of MS-DOS programs and/or
execution of diagnostics that occurs when the
RESET key is pressed at the same time as the
right-hand SHIFT key. Also called a cold
boot.

Record

A collection of related fields. such as fields
which describe a single inventory item.

RECDVER

MS-DOS command that recovers files from a
damaged disk.

Register

A short-term digital storage circuit generally
capable of storing one byte of data.

REM

MS-DOS command that displays a comment in a
batch file.

RElWIE (RER)

MS-OOS command that renames a file.

Reset

To return a system or device to its original
state.

RMDIR (RD)

MS-OOS command that removes a directory.

ROM

Read-Only Memory. A storage device from which
data can be repeatedly read out. but whose
data has been permanently written in.
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Root Directory

The directory created automatically when a
diskette is formatted. The name of the root
directory is the backslash character (\).

Scroll

The function that "rolls" lines of text or
entire "screenfuls" of text up or down on the
screen.

SET

MS-DOS command that sets one string value
equivalent to another.

SUlF"!'

MS-DOS command that allows access to more than
10 batch replaceable parameters.

SIZE

MS-DOS command that displays the size of
specified files and the total size of all
files.

SOftware

The programs that instruct the computer at
each step in the accomplishment of a task.
MS-DOS command that sorts data alphabetically.
in ascending or descending order.

SYS

r·iS-DOS command that transfers MS-DOS system
files to the specified drive.

System Diskette

The diskette which contains MS-DOS.

Terminal Mode

The operating state emulating a computer
terminal that Attache enters when power is
turned on.

Text File

A file which contains ASCII data.
MS-DOS command that displays and sets the
time.

Trace

A debugging method that executes one computer
instruction at a time and displays the
resul ting CPU state.

Transient

Not a permanent part of memory.

TREE

MS-DOS command that displays directory paths.

TYPE

MS-DOS command that displays the contents of
the specified file.

Unambiguous

Defining one specific unit. Therefore, an
unambiguous filename is a filename which
identifies one specific file.

Unary

An arithmetic operator having only one term,
posi tive or negative.
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utility

A program which resides on diskette and

Valet

Attache software programs that allow temporary
interruption from a program to perform other
operations and then return automatically to
the interrupted program.

Variable

A factor in a command or a program which is
subj ect to change.

VER

MS-DOS command that prints the MS-DOS version
number.

VERIFY

MS-DOS command that ver ifies that a file has
been written to disk correctly.

VOL

MS-DOS command that prints the volume
identification label.

wild card

The characters "*" or "?" which indicate to
MS-DOS that any character or characters are
acceptabl e.

assists in the operation and maintenance of
the computer.

Working Directory The directory recognized by MS-DOS as the
current directory. The working directory may
be changed with the CHDIR command.
Write Protect

Preventing a diskette or file from being
altered by specifying the file or diskette as
Read-Only. This is accomplished either by
programming parameters or by placing a write
protect tab on the notch on the diskette edge.
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